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As enemy aircraft approach and the ack, 

ack opens up, a tiny flaw in any mechan- 

ism might mean “target missed.” 

By orizing many important gun compo- 

nents to extremely close tolerances— often 

to .0002’”—Heald Bore-Matics help put pre- 

cision in anti-aircraft guns that gets specks 

5 miles up. And because borizing assures constant dupli- 

cation of accuracy, part after part matches identically. 

It’s no secret how Heald Bore-Matics get their extreme 

accuracy. It’s simply the same Heald know-how in pre- 

cision engineering that has made Heald Boring Ma- 

chines and Heald Grinding Machines the answer in 

leading industries demanding close tolerances, high- 

speed production and cost reduction. 

Heald Engineers are always ready to help you with 

your precision boring and grinding jobs. Ask for 

their services. They'll help you step up produc- 

tion through specially designed tooling and 

fixtures . . . specially designed for your Heald 

and for your own particular requirements. 

Borizing a casing for Bofors 50 mm anti-aircraft guns. First 
operation bores two 3.375" diameter holes spaced 4.125" apart 

using a cross slide of indexing. Then work is indexed 90° and 
two holes 1.500" are bored in line by means of opposed heads. 

The HEALD MACHINE CO. 

WORCESTER, MASS. U.S.A. 

FOR MORE PRECISION FASTER 

BRING YOUR PROBLEMS TO HEALD 
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Wash- 

may think 
Four-Time President 
ington political circles 

they’re going to start something new 

when the time rolls around to talk 

“fourth term”. Tain’t so. They've al- 

ready been scooped .. . and the event 

took place last month at the annual 

meeting of the American Gear Manu- 

facturers Association, when Russell C. 

Ball was elected President of the group. 

Russ (to our knowledge without mak- 

ing even a single fireside chat) had al- 

ready tucked under his belt the presi- 

dencies of the Philadelphia Gear Works. 

Philadelphia Manufacturers Club, Phil- 

adelphia Manufacturers Country Club. 

© 

Eyes Right . . . We ran across 

the ad shown to starboard in a recent 

issue of a New York paper. Not only 

did the message it carries impress us 

deeply, but this is one of the best ex- 

amples we've ever seen of making a feu 

words and a single picture pack an 

awful wallop. What do you think? 

o 
Reminder From Boeing 

just came in from Boeing Aircraft of 

. Request 

Canada for information on grinding 

tool forms and angles. Mr. A. A. Baudat. 

Equipment Engineer of the company. 

wrote to get more dope on an item 

(Annual 

Buyers Reference Number (January 

21, 1943). Which reminds us to re- 

mind you that the Annual is a mine of 

which appeared in our 30th 

information on products and processes 

Metal-Working during 

. and as such can serve through- 

introduced to 

1942... 

out this year as your right hand man 

when it comes to where to buy. 

i) 
Know-How in Big Chunks . . . One 

of the highlights of the battle to speed 

war production is the yeoman service 

being performed by technical hand- 

books. Demand generally has been 

great, reflecting the need of Metal- 

Working men for practical help. 

We just learned, for instance, that 

sales of Frank R. Palmer’s Tool Steel 

Simplified have passed the 40,000 mark. 

Probably most Machinist 

readers have seen this fine book adver- 

American 

tised by The Carpenter Steel Company 

in these pages and elsewhere. 

NO 

{nother outstanding example of dis- 

tributing know-how has been the record 

of that old reliable, the American Ma- 

chinists’ Handbook. Now in its Seventh 

Edition and going strong, this Metal- 

Working text had the biggest year in 

its history during 1942. 

We'd like to salute these and other 

stalwarts of the industrial press which 

are rendering invaluable help to hard- 

working production men at a time when 

it's needed most. 

Keep the Change - Retreshing jn. 

deed was this note from Geo. N. Benoit 

of Gilbert and Barker Manufactu:ing 

Co.. West Springfield. Mass. He «aid 

“Enclosed please find one dollar fo, 

Nos. 1 & 2 in the series. “The Tools of 

Our Trade’. Also kindly see that | am 

furnished with all future number: jp 

the series as long as the dollar holds 

out. It won’t be necessary for you to re. 

turn any part of the dollar in the event 

that there are less than 10 numbers jn 

the series.” 

Thankee very much, Sir, for the gen. 

erous gesture. According to present plan 

there will be a total of five in the series 

. which makes us half a buck to the 

good. We'll keep it in the petty casi: til] 

and perhaps can spend it wisely in the 

near future by sending you additional 

data. How about some nice new Amer. 

ican Machinist “Armament Sections”? 

Commercial Banking 

The best advertiscment flr 

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 

CUCL. WUMEN... 

BANK OF NEW YORK 

48 Wall Street — New York 

UPTOWN OFFICE: MADISON AVENUE AT 63RD STREET 

Executor and Trustee 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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« {Seve Time With Standardized Design 

use the new, revised 

SPIRAL BEVEL =: 

GEAR SYSTEM 3 the | 

i till 

the (1943 edition ) 
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This new book will save hours of 

valuable time for your gear engineers. It contains 102 pages of tooth proportions 

and angles for medium and coarse pitch spiral bevel gears for standard power 

drives. The new foreword gives the bases and formulas of the system, and fully 

explains the most recent, important changes in this field of design. 

Keep up with the latest advances in gear engineering, and cut 

down your design time. Write for a copy of the Gleason Spiral 

Bevel Gear System for your engineering department. 

ag GLEASON WORKS 

Builders of Bevel Gear Machinery for Over Seventy-five Years 

1000 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, ROCHESTER,N. Y., U.S.A. 

JUNE 10, 1943 3 
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CINCINNATI MILLERS 

roduction Lront 

msi Production on this job was practically 

doubled through a special two station hand 

clamping progressive type fixture. Station 1 

holds the work when milling first side, locat- 

ing from rough forged back. Station 2 holds 

the work when milling opposite side locat- 

ing from side milled in first station. Work rid data 

is loaded and progresses from first to second 

station to complete one piece every cycle. 

Here at Milling Headquarters, Cincinnati 

Engineers are constantly finding new ways 

to step up praduction on parts essential to 

winning the war. We invite you to make 

use of their services. Specification catalog 

M-848 covers full details of CINCINNATI 

1-18 Milling Machines. Copy will be sent on 

request. Or look in Sweet’s Catalog File for 

Mechanical Industries for brief description. 

CINCINNATI 1-18 Plain Automatic Milling Machin 

x we kK kK kK kK wk K 

Navy E awarded March 
6, 1942. Renewal star , ( } 
awarded August 29, 1942, N I N N 
along with Army-Navy E. | 
The second star was 
awarded Feb. 23, 1943. 
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Turning out gun parts on a 1-18 Plain Automatic Milling Machine. 

Another example of CINCINNATI Millers on the Production Front. 

GRINDING MACHINES ° LAPPING MACHINES 



History relates that when Faraday demonstrated electricity to Gladstone, the 
great statesman remarked, ‘‘But what earthly good is that?’’ When Bell's 
invention of the telephone was reported to U. S. Grant, the general observed, 
‘‘But what could it ever be good for?’’ 

GapsTONE AND GRANT once went into business 

together. Combining the happy qualities of diplomacy 

and aggression, they soon did a right brisk business in 

such staples as ear trumpets, harness and sundries. 

They had two bright young fellows working for them 

named Mike Faraday and Alex Bell, and if ever a 

company should have gone to town, it was G. G. & Co. 

For it seems that Mike had been tinkering with harness 

for a new kind of horsepower, while Alex had invented 

a new kind of hearing aid... but they couldn’t interest 

the management in the future of these things. 

So Mike and Alex left and went into business for 

themselves, and they’ve been doing nicely ever since. 

While Gladstone, Grant & Co. stayed in harness and 

tin hearing aids, and folded like a tent in a heavy wind 

S. =.?.2 ¢ 

There’s a point to this little fable: Today there are 

many promising businesses — in the hands of capable 

management — that are also going to fold like tents 

when the post-war trade winds blow. For this is the 

fastest changing industrial period of all time, and only 

the utmost vision and internal cooperation will see 

many businesses through. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
JU 



ADSTO9 

RANT, and fh, 

Ir your own management and produc- 

tion men are sitting down to post-war 

planning, Jones & Lamson engineers may 

be able to help you. For we’re working 

today on more than a thousand assembly 

lines. We’ve seen and helped to develop 

many amazing new production techniques, 

and this we can say with certainty: 

The success of many businesses after 

this war will depend upon the planning 

that is being done now, and upon the ef- 

ficiency with which those companies tool 

their plants! On any problems involving 

the use of precision machine tools in new 

assembly line techniques, we urge you to 

call upon our engineers — as many of 

America’s leading companies have been 

doing for more than a century. 

JONES & LAMSON 

MACHINE COMPANY 

Manufacturers of ° 

Automatic Thread Grinders e« 

Universal Turret Lathes e 

Optical Comparators 

Fay Automatic Lathes 

Automatic Opening 

Threading Dies 

e 

Sparing field, ' 

» 

Vermont, U. S. A. 
| 



NEVER HAVE FELLOWS-Ct 

Photo U.S. Army Signa! Corps 

MACHINES AND FOR GEAR PRODUCTION § 

. AMERICAN MACHINIST 



cul Transmission Gears 

IAD A BETTER OPPORTUNITY TO 

ENDER MORE IMPORTANT SERVICE 

Transmission gears for the huge land battleships, which are proving so 

effective in the different war zones are equipped with Fellows-cut trans- 

mission gears. Only gears which are accurately cut and properly made 

can withstand this gruelling service; and, it is noticeable that the same 

manufacturing methods which proved so ef- 

fective in peace-time products are also highly 

satisfactory in war-time service. For the latest 

information on complete gear manufacturing 

equipment ask for a copy of "The Fellows 

Method", Write: The Fellows Gear Shaper 

Company, Springfield, Vermont — or 616 

Fisher Building, Detroit, Mich., or 640 West 

Town Office Building, Chicago, Ill. 

The Fellows 6A-Type—The 
Versatile Gear Shaper f 
cutting all types of Trans 

mission Gears. 

so. kw. FROM BLANK TO FINISHED GEAR 

1943 9 



CINCINNATI GRINDERS, 
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sensianibtiaes CINCINNATIR 
6, 1942. Renewal star 
awarded August 29, 1942, CIN? 
along with Army-Navy E. 
The second star was 
awarded Feb. 23, 1943. 

CENTER TYPE GRINDING MACHINE@PERLE 
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@ Twenty-four complete crankshafts every hour . . . an increase of 140% over 

previous methods. That’s the production story illustrated at left. Here a CINCIN- 

NATI Plain Hydraulic is grinding the crank throws of small compressor crank- 

shafts by the infeed method. A simple eccentric fixture which holds the work is 

driven by the headstock. This is another example of CINCINNATI Grinding 

Machines on the Production Front. There are many others we’ll be glad to tell you 

about. @ If there is anything you want to know about precision grinding, ask 

the engineers here at Grinding Headquarters. This group of experts will be glad 

to assist you in getting more out of your present equipment, or in the adaptation 

of new CINCINNATI Grinding Machines to your requirements. @ Sweet's Cata- 

log File gives a brief description of all CINCINNATI Grinding Machines. Speci- 

fication catalogs covering complete details will be sent on request. Write today! 

CINCINNATI Plain Hydraulic Grinding Machine (Model EA). 

Specification catalog G-485-1 gives complete information on all 

features. Copy is yours for .the ‘asking. No obligation whatever. 

“+ tn 

TIRINDERS INCORPORATED 

CINNATI, OHIO, U.S. A. 

HINES ERLESS GRINDING MACHINES ¢ CENTERLESS LAPPING MACHINES 

19 43 



RAZING FY 

BRAZED IN 6 SECONDS 

A collar is brazed to tube at the 

rate of one in 6 seconds. Bonds 

are clean, tight, and uniform. 

DIFFERENTIAL HARDENING 

On the part illustrated, gear 

teeth are hardened to 54 Rock- 

well C, eccentric to 62 “C” and 

clutch teeth to 57 "C”. There is 

no warping or distortion, and the 

part is free from undesirable 

scale. 

“It Pays to VA 

> 

AMERICAN MACHIN 
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Surface Hardening 

3 

VAN NORMAN HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION HEATING 

DOES THE JOB IN Seconds 

Brazing and Surface Hardening opera- 

tions are usually completed in seconds with 

Van Norman High Frequency Induction Heat- 

ing. By providing quick localized heat to a se- 

lected area of metal, Van Norman simplifies 

the heating operation, saves time, increases 

production and reduces costs. 

Van Norman High Frequency !nduction 

Heating is automatic in operation. Simply 

set the machine to the proper heat cycle for 

the particular work-piece and part after 

part will be turned out with identical char- 

acteristics. Warping, distortion, scale and 

straightening operations usually encoun- 

tered with other heating methods are mini- 

mized or entirely eliminated. 

A complete story on Van Norman High 

Frequency Induction Heating . . . its possibili- 

ties, advantages, and applications will be 

sent on request. Write for your copy. APPLICATIONS 

Van Norman Machine Tool Co SURFACE HARDENING MELTING 

ae BRAZING FORGING 
Springfield, Massachusetts 

SOLDERING AND OTHER HEATING 

ANNEALING APPLICATIONS 

_£owr 

Oy 

aed 
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LANDIS CHASERS are easity ano 

A simple grinding operation renews the entire 

cutting edge and leading feature, retaining, 

after each grind, the initial accuracy of the 

chaser. a it ; 

Avoid overheating, use mechanical rests, check hasers ing througho’ 

throat and lip rake angles, grind uniformly and 

only so much of the chaser as is worn and you 3-Free cuttin 
ng ¢ cna " . um Cutting s on Permits ma are assured quality threads and long chaser life. 4-Simpie “ap Spee xi- ip 

tire Cutting yo A ~All renews en 
The Finest Thread Culting Tool in Industry 5-Line contact oe leading fos ne 

m 
tion a 

mee to 

life of 
ange Covers aij machin. 

sen 
6-Leadin mizes S thread’ dis 

ini 

. 
9 feature 

: } vo insures Png of onl tion of Cutting Strain 

aan and sate d chase Ser breakage 
; and thre _ f 

en a aser omen —_— Chaser TS thre a 
‘ oper chas aser ho olde: es 
pra east of Sunes lowers 

MACHINE COMPANY | Seek 

Fermanene of ¢ throat Gives equal dis. 

WAYNESBORO, PA., U.S.A. 

THREADING MACHINERY—THREAD CUTTING DIE HEADS—COLLAPSIBLE TAPS 

AMERICAN MACH! 14 



~ A Good Mechanic 

<Aan DiS Tax ! Knows and Cares 

For His Machine 

In the Interest of Efficiency, Better Workmanship and Higher Production 

(OR MAXIMUM CHASER LIFE AND BEST QUALITY 

iF THREAD FINISH, USE THE CORRECT CUTTING 

PEED FOR THE MATERIAL BEING THREADED 

LANDIS SYSTEM OF THREADING SPEEBS (F.P.M.} 

NATIONAL COARSE SERIES 

an mn MATERIALS - é 

VANADIUM STEEL |_ MACHINE STEEL , —_ _CAST BRASS —— 
—__CNICKEL STEEL __|_DRAWN STEEL _ MALLEASLE __BAR BRASS FIBER 

| TOOL STEEL _FORGED STEEL | TOBIN BRONZE _ IRON PHOS. BRONZE BAKELITE 
I (CARBON) | OPEN HEARTH | _BESSEMER __ CAST IRON COPPER ALUMINUM 
| ; —_ MONEL METAL _ SCREW STOCK _ = 5 —— LEAD 

SURFACE | SURFACE SURFACE | SURFACE SURFACE | SURFACE 
DIA. ; R.P.M. __ SPEED R. P.M SPEEC : _R P. M. __ SPEED _R. P.M. |_SPeeo | R. P. M. J SPEED R. P.M SPEED 2 
4 |_306 | 4, '|_535 os 764 a0 917 60 |1070 og (2888 on 
5/16 | 245 | 428 611 _| 733 856 978 : 
3/8 183 306 on 458 on 560 om 662 an 764 ~- 

7/16 | 157_ 18 262 393 481 |_568 656 ol 
1/2 | 137 | 191 306 _ 382 459 | 535 

9/16 102 | 170 25 272 40 340 50 407 | 60 475 70 
5/8 2 | «és 153 245 | 306 | |_ 367 428 a 
3/4 76 102 178 | 229 | 279 330 

B7e | 65 | | 87 on 153 | 35 |_196 a 241 as 285 on 
= 46 76 134 172 | 210 258 

R ABs 41 | 42 68 119 |_153 | 187 | 221 7 

1.1/4 | 37 | 55 92 | 123 | 153 | 183 
Li/2 | 31 | 46 is | 76 30 | 102 40 127 | so 153 60 
1.3/4 22 39 lr __ 66 87 109 | 131 

2 19 a. 29 Z 48 67 86 105 
21/4 17 25 ‘ 42 a 59 | 35 76 a 94 an 

bv2 | 15 | 23 38 53 69 | 84 
Tae 21 35 49 | 62 | 77 
: 10 13 10 26 20 38 30 51 40 64 50 

WITING SPEEDS LISTED ARE FOR ANNEALED STOCK ONLY. WHEN HEAT TREATED MATERIAL IS THREADED 

DECREASE CUTTING SPEED 20 TO 30%. 

Be Threadwise—Employ LANDIS Long Life Tangential Chasers 

LANDIS MACHINE COMPANY 

Waynesboro, Penna., U.S. A. 
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“AMERICAN” Radials 

Help Build Submarines 

Where accuracy standards are rigid and production 

essential "AMERICAN" Hole Wizard Radials are 

meeting the challenge in a gratifying manner. 

The two Hole Wizards shown here are hard at work 

on miscellaneous drilling jobs encountered in sub- 

marine production. Because these jobs cover such 

a variety of drilling, boring and tapping 'AMERI- 

CAN" Hole Wizards are particularly suited owing to 

their flexibility, their ease of control, their boring 

ability and high speed tapping facilities. 

For all-out production, select "AMERICAN" Hole 

Wizards — hundreds of contractors are thankful 

they did. 

THE AMERICAN TOOL WORKS CO. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A. 

LATHES RADIALS SHAPERS 



but Hey must be 

% The sudden unprecedented 

| clean 
7 " , ? 
} , demand for airplanes permitted 
: . 

THREA RY no alleviation from the quality 

standards required on threaded 

q * parts. * The wide acceptance of 

Lees-Bradner T type thread 

LE ES~ pre a millers in the aircraft industry is 

oe ample proof of their ability to 

—and at highly satisfactory rates 

LT CL Type) ees of production. * They will meet 

THREA D € a your needs too—wherever preci- 

sion threads at high productive 

M | l l 4 7 — : \ rate are required. * Consult Lees- 

Bradner Engineers on your 

precision threading operations. 



THE LANDIS No. 2 

RACE-A-WAY GRINDER 

@ Recommended for internal grinding the 
raceways of outer races and external 
grinding the raceways of inner races 
which may be either single or double row. 
@ Used by practically all ball bearing 
manufacturers whose products by the 
hundreds of thousands make the wheels 
of war turn more rapidly and more 
smoothly. 
@ Available tooled either for the internal 
operation or for the external operation. 

. B 

IF YOU HAVE A GRINDING PROBLEM Wh 

Let George do tt Se 

LANDIS 
TOOL 

COMPANY 
iy 
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Chapter VII 

. 

GRINDING WHEEL COULANT 

It is rather generally thought that the 
purpose of grinding wheel coolant is to 
cool the work after it has heated. This is 
a misconception, for if it were true the 
coolant would serve no useful purpose 
The important thing is to dissipate the 
heat as it is generated at the point of 
contact between the wheel and the 
work 

Coolant has a very important sec 
ondary use, that is to keep the wheel 
free cutting It is rather obvious that 
the flow of coolant over the face of the 
wheel tends to carry away broken down 

Ws su ih, 

wheel particles and work particles which 
otherwise would lodge in the wheel 
face. Should they do this, the wheel face 
would load very quickly and a rubbing 
action rather than a grinding action 
would result. This in itself would gen- 
erate heat very rapidly 

Always employ plenty of grinding 
wheel coolant. Be guided by the re 
quirements of the job and personal prei 
erence as to whether soluble oil or a 
grinding compound should be added to 
the water or whether clear water alone 
should be utilized 

The purpose of coolont is to keep the wheel free cutting and not to cool the work 
aiter it has become heated. Therefore, the more coolant used the better 

THE CHAPTERS 

Work Centers and Centers in the Work. . 
Work Drivers and Driving Dogs .. Work Rests 

. The Diamond .'. Wheel Dressing and Wheel 
batt sle MUM \/Colbtotebele Motels MB siodloselortete Mm tet- MM us el-T-)| 

. Grinding Wheel Coolant . . Lubrication : . 
Multiple V Belt Drives .. Wheel Spindles and 
Bearings . . Grinding Wheel Feed . . Grinding 
Wheel Width . . Speed of Work Carriage Tra- 
versal . . Work Speed . . Grinding Wheel 
Speed . . The Grinding Wheel . . Chatter. . 
Miscellaneous Bits. 

Y WAYNESBORO, 

N 1S] ; 
UNE 10, £942 

Please Send Me a Free Copy of .. . 

“"BETTER GRINDING" 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

Please Print Above and Send To 

LANDIS TOOL CO. 
WAYNESBORO, PENNSYLVANIA 

PENNSYLVANIA 



200! ..-- Do A Greater Variety 

of Jobs — Faster — Without 

Special Equipment — With 

“Milwaukee” Universals 

AMERICAN: MACHIN!S! 



Only four hours to replace a critically important milling cutter which 

was broken in production and no replacement cutter available — here 

is another instance of Milwaukee Model K Universal Milling Machine 

flexibility and adaptability in the tool room. 

This spiral slab milling cutter — 41/4-inch diameter with a 15° helical 

angle and 24 teeth — was milled with a form cutter on a Number 2K 

Universal Milwaukee, with the aid of a 10” spiral Universal Hypoid 

Dividing Head (5 to 1 index ratio). The low lead attachment (with more 

than 40,000 leads available) on this universal machine permitted quick, 

correct lead selection for the job. 

Milwaukee Universal Milling Machines have won top-ranking Lows 

preference in the tool rooms of America. 

“BUY VICTORY WITH 

AT LEAST 10% 

IN WAR BONDS” 

KEARNEY & TRECKER 

CORPORATION 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Uthauker MACHINE TOOLS 

JUNE 10, 1943 



GRINDERGRAMS | 

Failure of the work drive 

dog can cause serious in- 

jury to man and machine. 

With the grinding wheel 

spinning the work at 

terrific speed, the center 

points may break or burn 

off, the work being thrown 

from the machine at bullet 

speed. 
a. - x Y 
Sec oR 
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| theNORTON doctor knows 

a better way 

4b. 

E warned Mr. Harris 

— by air mail that “his 

: finish’ may be sudden if 

he uses this method of 

3 grinding reamers. The 

danger of loose work 

spinning uncontrolled on 

centers is well-known to 

‘\ the experienced grinder. 

9 | But Mr. Harris did the right thing. He put his prob- 

7 ¥ lem up to Norton where an experienced group of 

\ correspondents is constantly answering questions on 

grinding and abrasives—is ever ready to help the 

individual apprentice or the training supervisor. 

Visual aids—wall charts, photographs and motion 

pictures-—have also been Norton-produced to assist 

novice instruction. 

As we said to Mr. Harris, look up your tool and 

cutter, or cylindrical and surface grinding problems 

in Norton booklets, available for the asking. A spe- 

cial folder “The Know-How of Grinding” illustrates 

and describes the various informative booklets that 

\ ee ee 

are available. Write for a copy—no obligation. 

NORTON COMPANY, Worcester, Mass. 
M-459 
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ENDS OIL MIST HAZARD FOR INDUSTRY 

| 
| | 
} 

ANOTHER 

Cutting oil, so vital to the manufacture of precision 

parts, has created a dangerous hazard in many war 

plants. Vaporizing at the machines, the coolants fill 

whole departments with oil mist. This oil adheres 

to lighting fixtures, bus ducts and wiring, creating 

a serious fire hazard and nuisance. 

In various war plants throughout the country, 

PRECIPITRON*—the Westinghouse Electric Air 

Cleaner—is eliminating this oil mist as if by magic. 

The mist is captured at its source and the cleaned 

air recirculated through the shop. And the oil re- 

moved from the air is salvaged—as much as 100 

gallons a day in one department of a midwestern 

war plant. 

Because it cleans the air electrically, Precipitron 

is able to remove more than 90% of ALL air-borne 

particles down to 1/250,000 of an inch in diameter. 

Such efficiency is needed for the complete removal 

of oil mist and other industrial haze. 

SINGLE TOOL APPLICATIONS 

Now available in a self-contained unit as illus- 

trated on the opposite page, the Precipitron may 

be used with individual machine tools. It may be 

installed beside a machine, or suspended from the 

overhead steelwork. In either case, the oil removed 

gravitates back to the oil reservoir, eliminating 

frequent shut-downs for cleaning the system. 

MULTIPLE TOOL INSTALLATIONS 

As shown in the diagram at upper right, a num- 

ber of machine tools can be served through a cen- 

tral exhaust system by a single Precipitron Unit and 

Precipitron 

THOMAS, TUNE IN JOHN CHARLES 

BLOWER 
/ PRECIPITRON 

4” DIA ‘DI 
“FLEXIBLE pe” OS See 

REAR ELEVATION 

Typical installation of a Precipitron Unit with a central 
exhaust system, for multiple machine tool ventilation. 
Machines 1 and 2 are 10”, 1- wheel gear grinders; machines 
3, 4, 5 and 6 are 10", 2-wheel gear grinders. 

Power Pack. Still other multiple-tool installations 

have been made using a Precipitron Unit for each 

machine but with two or three units energized by 

one Power Pack. Both systems provide highly 

efficient air cleaning, and the type of installation to 

be made depends upon the layout of the department 

and the specific job to be done. 

Our engineers will be glad to tell you more about 

Precipitron and its application to machine tool 

ventilation. They will also make recommendations, 

if desired, for the system best suited to your needs. 

For full details or engineering assistance, write 

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, 

Edgewater Park, Cleveland, Ohio, for Booklet 

B-3267. 

*Trade-mark registered in U. S. A. 

Y BC, SUNDAYS, 23:30 
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ne : a 1 A ea Cap 4x 4° 

No. 4B 
Light - Duty 
High Speed 
Cap.6 x6" 

No. 6 
Heavy-Duty 
High Speed 
Cap. 6x6’ 

Above. 
MARVEL 9A Automatic Production Saw 

Left. 
MARVEL No. 18 Giant Hydraulic Hack Saw 

At the Craine-Schrage Steel Company, as in modern plants 

everywhere, you'll find the Hack Saws are MARVELS 

Add this Detroit plant to the long list of leading steel companies, forge shops and indus- 
trials that have standardized on MARVEL Metal-sawing Equipment. In this plant you 
will find: a MARVEL No. 18 Saw, MARVEL No. 9A and No. 6A Heavy-duty High Speed 
Saws, and a MARVEL No. 8 Band Saw. So it is in modern plants in all parts of the 
country—MARVEL Sawing Machines predominate. 
Whatever your metal sawing problem, whether cutting-off from bar stock or large billets, 
there are MARVEL Saws exactly suited to your needs. Your local MARVEL Sawing 
Engineer will gladly study your metal-cutting problems and recommend the most suitable 

methods and equipment to speed up your production. 

ARMSTRONG-BLUM MFG. CO. 
“The Hack Saw People” 

5700 Bloomingdale Ave. Chicago, U. S. A. 
Eastern Sales: 225 Lafayette St., New York 

AMERICAN MACHIN 
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CHUCKING EQUIPMENT | 

When the call came for war ma- 
terial— and duplicate parts in par- 
ticular —in greater and greater 
quantities —P&J was ready for the 
unprecedented demands made on 
machine tools and machine tool 
builders. 

P&J‘'s prompt answer to the call 

and ability to meet it were possi- 
ble because in the design and de- 
velopment of P&J Chucking Equip- 
ment extra capacity has invariably 
been provided as well as power 
for speeds and feeds greater than 
those ordinarily called for. Further- 
more the inherent tooling possibil- 
ities offered in P&J machines inva- 
riably anticipate requirements. No 
preliminary ‘‘training period’’ was 

necessary before P&J machines 
were qualified for front line serv- 
ice in war production. These ma- 
chines and the P&J organization 
that pioneered them are in the 
service of war production plants 
all over the nation and at the 
service of any plant with a prob- 
lem involving duplicate parts. 

UNITED 
STATES 
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POT-WELDING the thousands 

S of corners for G-E switchgear 

enclosures speeded production 540 

per cent over riveting; 375 per cent 

over bolting. Spot welding elimi- 

nated punching holes, inserting rivets 

or bolts, and the riveting or bolting 

operations—saving time, material, 

and man power 

Electronically centrolled resistance 

welding is speeding the construction 

of light-metal and stainless-steel air 

craft. It’s replacing soldering, too, 

saving tin and time. Joining like or 

GENERAL® 

unlike metals and alloys. Giving 

dependable, consistent results. Mak 

ing gastight seams. Helping speed 

the training of new operators. Resist 

ance welding is ideal for high-produc- 

tion operations on heavy or light 

work, portable or fixed. 

Whatever your application, be sure 

to specify G-E electronic control and 

other electric accessories. For further 

information, contact any G-E office, 

or your resistance-welder manufac- 

turer or agent. Or write General 

Electric, Schenectady, N. Y. 

puilding thes 
clad s™! a 

Electronic weld 
and 

sequence timers 
Electronic controls for 
spot and seam welders 

i ” 

Weld-recorders—to re- 
cord electrical input of 

EVERY weld 

Pe 

Cables and 
instruments 

Electron tubes 
for all purposes 

Alr circuit breakers and 
welding transformers 

Capacitors for power- Moters and 
factor improvement control 

Speed Production 

Electronically 

ELECTRIC 
845-723-4960 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Your child’s best friend... 

THE PARASITIC FRUIT FLY, Drosophila, is perhaps 

the most important creature in the world to scientists 

today. Because its study may reveal what the char- 

acter of our own children may be in the future. 

Drosophila is a perfect specimen for laboratory 

study, because a generation flickers past in from 8 to 

12 days. As a result, scientists have been able to 

study and record a million breedings! And the entire 

mechanism of heredity has thus been revealed! 

But if Drosophila is a friend to mankind, consider 

the influence of machine tools on human welfare. Do 

you know why it is that some countries, so rich in 

hatural resources, still harbor hundreds of millions 

living close to starvation? And why the highly indus- 

trialized countries represent the greatest advance in 

civilization? The answer is machine tools! 

Machine tools have vastly increased the output of 

manufacturers and have shortened the customary 

hours of labor. They have not reduced the number of 

persons required to do the world’s work. They have 

eliminated much of the back-breaking labor which 

would otherwise be required. 

Cone Automatic Machine Company is proud to be 

a part of such an essential industry. Proud, also, to 

know that whatever we Americans build for the future. 

Cone Multiple Spindle Automatic Lathes will most 

certainly enter into much of its production. 

ONE Automatic Machine Company, Inc., Windsor, Vermont 

JUNE 10, 1943 29 



KING Vertical Boring Mills 

For stamina and speed required of 

War production—put your boring 

and turning jobs on a King Vertical 

Boring Mill. 

The machine shown is turning dou- 

ble deck wire blocks. Using carboloy 

tools, it was run at a speed of 220 feet 

per minute and a feed of 1/32 inch. 

If yours is a boring or turning job 

you will do it better — faster — to 

closer tolerances on a King. 

King Vertical Boring and Turning 

Machines are built in single column 

types from 30” up to 42” and double 

column up to 10 feet. 

z 
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OF A SERIES OF SUGGESTIONS TO 

lke KING MACHINE TOOL 

BUILDERS OF VERTICAL BORING AND TURNING MACHINES EXCLUSIVELY 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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OF A SERIES OF SUGGESTIONS TO AID PRODUCTION 
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Keep this “Chain Gang” Tough! 

ODERN CHAIN DRIVES are playing an impor- 

tant part in maintaining wartime production. 

They have been designed to take heavy loads at 

high speeds. They’ll do their job week after week 

if given proper service and lubrication. 

First, keep your chain drive in 

proper mechanical condition 

SOCONY-VACUUM Oil COMPANY, INC. — Standard Oil of N. Y. Div. » White Star Div. + Lubrite Div. + Chicago Div. 

and correct adjustment, then the next step is... 

USE GARGOYLE VACUOLINE OIL for the type of lubrica- 

tion shown above. This oil wili penetrate the close 

clearances between the pins and bushings. It will 

provide a dependable, protective oil film... assure 

minimum maintenance...maximum oil life. There’s 

the type lubrication you’re looking for. 

White Eagle Div. » Wadhams Div. » Magnolia Petroleum Company * General Petroleum Corporation of Califernia 

| 

CALL IN SOCONY-VACUUM 



QUALITATIVE—RATHER THAN 

QUANTITATIVE VALUES— 

A SIDNEY POLICY 

@ These sturdy, precision built lathes 

have twelve selective spindle speed 

changes without the use of jaw 

clutches. These changes are obtained 

through accurately cut spur gears of 

chrome molybdenum alloy steel, heat 

treated, hardened, shaved and cross- 

axis machine lapped. The sliding 

gears have rounded teeth, and stag- 

gered to permit of easy engagement. 

The gears slide on ground multiple 

splined shafts with integral keys. All 

shafts turn on anti-friction bearings. 

The Spindle is mounted on precision 

tapered roller bearings. 

These are a few of the many precision 

points in construction that result in 

more accurate work—greater produc- 

tion—easier handling. 

The 12 speed model is currently avail- 

able in a size range from 14” to 20” 

inclusive. 

‘see ees 6 *+oSooS5>> 

The SIDNEY MACHINE TOOL 

FHALAESA of Precision Machinery 

SIDNEY ESTABLISHED 1904 

AMERIC 
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MACHINING OF STEELS, CAST | 

IRON, BRASS, BRONZE, ALUMINUM 

CARBIDE TOOLS Sees: 

* METRO Standard Tools are 

tipped with general purpose 

grades for ‘’“‘UNIVERSAL” 

shop use in a majority of 

turning, facing, boring, and 

forming operations. 

Ask for METRO'S 
new folder on 
standard carbide 
tools. Be sure, too, 
you have a copy 
of Catalog No. 101 

.. complete data 
on all METRO PRE- 
CISION TOOLS 
and GAGES. 

wag § Lm a 

Special carbide- 
tipped tools to 
your prints is a 
METRO specialty. 
Let our engineers 
help solve tough 
machining prob- 
lems. 

RIGHT OR LEFT 

HAND 

TOOL AND GAGE CO. 

4240 PETERSON AVE. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 



Horton 

INDEPENDENT Solid Reversible Jaws Only SCROLL UNIVERSAL Two-Piece Jaws Only 

For Use With Intermediate Plates On Threaded Spindles 

War Production 

Limited To These 

Essential Chucks 

#3. 

. : For Flanged Ta ered Nose Spindles \ ge P e 2p 
Tar Rey Srive Tapered Hove Sptndioe Illustration shows Chuck for Type D 

(Cam Lock) Spindle 
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MORROW 

FACE PLATE and BORING MILL JAWS—Steel Body Only 

Sinc
e 18.

5] ~-
THEE:

 HOR
TON 

& SON
 CO. 

WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A. 
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Covel No. 15 Surface Covel No. 20 Surface 

Grinder, Hand Feed. Grinder, Hand Feed. 

For Gage Grinding. 



Wis., USA 

coat adaptability. 

KEMPSMITH MACHINE CO., Milwaukee, 

R
U
B
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| oe OLD to carry a gun? Well, maybe! But not too old to fight for 

a decent world for my grandson to live in. 

I fight with the weapons America understands best—machine tools, 

mass production—interchangeable parts! 

I make this part over and over again. It’s always the same—always 

accurate, so that on assembly line or in the repair shop, the parts 
{¢ Gisholt, the Army-Navy “FE” 

always fit— precisely! and the Treasury Flag fly side 
by side. 

My Gisholt and I will keep at it—making 

parts that are fit to fight—until the last shot 

has been fired. 

GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY 

1201 East Washington Ave., Madison, Wis. 

* Look Ahead...Keep Ahead... With Gisholt Improvements in Metal Turning * 

TURRET LATHES + AUTOMATIC LATHES = BALANCING MACHINES 



/ OW, after more than a year 

of the most severe tests known 

to mechanical science, we for- 

mally present the MID-WEST 

“B” BOND WHEEL, designed 

and built especially for grinding 

tungsten carbide parts. 

Ma
l 

Yod
ay 

urther det ana ails 
» f 

n: Please send me 

Gentleme “BY BOND 

on MID-WES
! 

VW "HEELS.
 

Name 

Address 

For more than a year, while our ‘““B’” BOND 

wheels were being used in production plants 

throughout the United States, we restrained our 

pride, refrained from mentioning them in any 

advertising. Our factory tests told us we had 

produced a GOOD wheel for tungsten carbide 

grinding. But we wanted to be certain our engi- 

neers had produced a BETTER, MORE EFFI- 

CIENT wheel for that type of work. 

And now we know! Now we know the Mid- 

WEST “B” BOND WHEEL, by virtue of its 

splendid performance in actual production usage, 

is worthy of the MID-WEST label. MID-WEST 

“B” BOND WHEELS have three outstanding 

features: THEY CUT FASTER. THEY CUT 

COOLER. THEY CUT SMOOTHER. 

Order MID-WEST “B’” BOND WHEELS 

today. Reasonably prompt delivery. 

MID-WEST ABRASIVE COMPANY 

Manufacturers of DEPENDABLE Abrasives 

1960 E. MILWAUKEE AVENUE DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

AMERICAN MACHINI!S 
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Mult-Au-Matics Turn out 

One Set of Bomb Caps Every 133 Seconds 

@ Where older methods block production, the Mult-Au-Matic 

often proves a "block buster". To speed output of caps for a 
1000 Ib. bomb, a manufacturer installed two 12" 8-spindle Type 
"D" Mult-Au-Matics. Now he gets 27 bomb caps every hour. 

The reason the Mult-Au-Matic licks such jobs is plain. Your 
operator loses no time. While he is loading the work, the 7 work- 
ing stations get 7 operations done on 7 other pieces. Each station 

has independent speeds and feeds. 

Perhaps you have a job that needs a "block buster" —a 

Mult-Au-Matic for your urgent production. Our engineering 

department will welcome your inquiry. 

BULLARD COMPANY 

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT 

Close-up of 12" 8-spindle Type 
“D" Mult - Au - Matic machining 
rear cap for 1000 lb. bomb. 



South Bend 

Designed primarily for machining small, accu- 

rate parts, the Series 1000 South Bend Turret 

Lathes have proved to be highly efficient in 

hundreds of war production plants. Because 

of their versatility and wide range of spindle 

speeds they are readily adaptable to many 

classes of operations. 

These lathes have the stamina to maintain 
close tolerances at top speed on heavy produc- 

tion schedules. Conveniently placed, easy-acting 

levers for operating the turret, cross slide and 

sooo) Turret Lathe 

collet save time and reduce operator fatigue. 

In addition to the handlever cross slide, the 

carriage has compound rest cross slide with 

power operated feeds for turning and facing 

operations, also lead screw and split nut feeds 

for cutting screw threads. 

Lathes in this series are available in both 

metal bench and floor leg models. South Bend 

Toolroom Lathes and Engine Lathes are made 

in five sizes ranging from 9” swing to 16” swing. 

Write for a copy of Catalog 100C. D 
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Tools for Machining Aluminum 

FOR GENERAL MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 

IOOLS for machining aluminum should generally have to the lower range are used for roughing cuts and for CUTTING SPEEDS AND FEEDS — Genera! 
more top and side rake than 1s common for machin machining the alloys that have free-cutting characteris- minum can be machined wo best « . 

ing steel; the cutting edges should be keen and the tool —_ acs. Tools similar to those used for machining stecl may the highest speed at which the equipment is 
surfaces should have a smooth, bright finish often be employed successfully operaung, with moderate feeds and cuts 

Io the following illustrations. a wide range of rake TOOL MATERIALS—High-carbon steels are good CUTTING COMPOUNDS—Use « copious amount 
angles is indicated. In general, the larger rake angles for many jobs where the cutting speed is low. High- of cutting compouad. Soda water or soluble ol may be 
are employed for finishing tools and for the aluminum speed tool steels are beter for q oductior . milling. drilling, and sawing operations. Mier 
alloys that are not free-cuting; this includes the softer Cemenoted-carbide-tipped tools are sw: r to high < t of $ to 10 per cent fatty oil, such 
materials which require tools with exceptionally acute speed tool stecls, especially for alumin: lloys with a s d ent lubricant. A $0-50 auxture 
and keen cutting edges. On the other hand. rake angles high silicon content. nl gives excellent results. 

LATHE TOOLS MILLING CUTTERS 
weary Senta aay Pa Ps 

PLANER TOOLS 

FILES 
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ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 

The information printed on this 2107 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

large card (14” x 20’’) will answer Please send me your wall card on “Tools for Machining Aluminum.” 

many questions for machine oper- 

ators, to whom the machining of nals wat 

aluminum is new. Use this coupon compen 

to send for a copy or write us 

on your company letterhead — 

TOWN 

YUNE 10, 1943 4! 
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W* INVITE BUILDERS 

of motor-operated combat 

equipment to get in touch with 

us in the earliest stages of plan- 

ning for their motor 

ments. We are building so many 

require- 

new and ingenious fighting mo- 

tors, it’s 10 to 1 that we already 

have something which can be 

adapted to meet your needs. 

Although we cannot accept any 

new orders for certain types of 

fighting motors, we do have, or 

will have in the very near future, 

facilities to engineer and build 

additional fighting motors of other 

types. We would appreciate the 

opportunity of reviewing your 

needs during the earliest stages of 

your planning, in order to deter- 

mine how we can help you. 

We have the pledge of the more 

than 1700 design and application 

engineers in our motor plants to 

give the fastest service it ishuman- 

ly possible to give whenever they 

are asked to help on fighting 

motors. And even if we must say 

“No,” we believe you will appre- 

ciate a fast answer. Get in touch 

with your local G-E representa- 

tive to see if the fighting-motor 

design you need can be adapted 

to our available production facil- 

ities. General Electric Company, 

Schenectady, N. Y. 
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Notice how this workman is squinting. . . leaning over in an effort to see Glare in his 
eyes is the chief cause. No employee can do his best work under such a handicap. 

Same workman . . .same machine. But with improved seeme conditions he is relaxed 
and comfortable. This means speedier production, less spoilage, fewer accidents. 

44 

These pictures 

show the meaning of 

SIGHT FOR 

VICTORY 

Today in thousands of war plants 
careful attention to seeing con- 

ditions is helping to speed pro. 

duction, reduce spoilage, prevent 

accidents. Many little things can 

be done to correct lighting faults 
and make it easier to see—espe- 
cially on the night shift. 

In order that all of the fighting war plants of 

America may get the utmost production benefits 
from their present lighting, a nation-wide “Sight 
for Victory” check-up has been planned for the 

month of June. General Electric is glad to coop- 

erate with other members of the Lighting Indus- 
try in this effort to help production men check 

their lighting. 

Get Your Copy of New Book 

SIGHT FOR VICTORY 

Some day soon a lighting man plans to bring you a 
new manual entitled “SIGHT FOR VICTORY”, 
published by the National Better Light-Better Sight 
Bureau. It tells clearly and simply how to recognize 
and correct lighting bottlenecks in your plant with 
the minimum use of critical materials or man-power. 

The manual includes a useful Light-Sight check sheet 
for your convenience. If that lighting man fails to 
reach you, you can still get your copy by phoning 
your nearest G-E lamp office. Or ask your G-E lamp 
supplier or local Electric Service Company. General 
Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio. 

G-E MAZDA 

LAM PS 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 

Tune in the G-E MAZDA lamp ri dio program Sundays 10 p. ™- 
{Eastern War 1: me} N. B.C. 

AMERICAN MACHIN(ST 
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This Fitchburg special Chucking Grinder with a 

heavy duty headstock, is designed for grinding the 

ojive of armour piercing shells. The wheelhead is 

a Fitchburg Standard Bowgage Unit carrying a 

2% Se st, RA. 4 Sled 

, $ 
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_. FITCHBURG 

OFFERS SPECIAL ADVANTAGES 

IN MASS PRODUCTION 

24” x 314” face wheel. A hydraulic form trueing 

device is mounted on the wheelhead. 

To operate this machine the operator places 

the shell in the open jaw chuck, then, by pushing 

a ball lever forward, closes the chuck, clamping 

the work piece at a definite distance from the 

bottom of the shell. To start the work rotation, 

operator depresses the long lever and pushes the 

button to start the automatic grinding cycle. 

When installing special precision grinding 

equipment, it is well to remember that the 

Fitchburg Bowgage Grinding Wheelhead is a 

standard unit. It can be remounted on standard 

machines, or on new special bases, for operations 

other than: the one originally specified. This 

feature protects your investment. 

... Write today 

for folder giving 

complete details. 

45 
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One of the permanent benefits that will result from the war-time 

| shortage of vanadium is the increasing knowledge and use of 

AIR-HARDENING me metals such as cobalt. e 
: 
% 

a ign PRODUCTION 2 When, as a war measure, we were obliged to omit vanadium from 

, Cromoyan High-Production Die Steel, we substituted cobalt— with 

surprisingly good results. We named this new die steel CROMOCO. 

to 

BT Ris 

The new grade retains the characteristics that made the older 

grade such a favorite: Air Hardening; Ease of Machining; Non- 

Shrinking; Intense Hardness; High Compressive Strength; 

and Great Resistance to Abrasion. And, we now find that 

CROMOCO actually outperforms its peace-time predecessor! 

——0C0mUté*~<;7<~ * 
) ‘y ) Va 

STEEL COMPANY 

Also makers of “FIRTHALOY” Carbide Dies for Deep Drawing 

OFFICES: McKEESPORT, PA.-NEW YORK HARTFORD -PHILADELPHIA- CLEVELAND - DAYTON: DETROIT-CHICAGO-LOS ANGELES 
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For two years the demand 

has so taxed 

for Firth-Ste
rling Steels 

our producti
ve capacity 

that we have 

been unable to supply 
our warehous

es: 
Our sto 

But now in anticipat
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At last, thanks 
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Experience of more than a hundred users of the DeVlieg 
Jigmil has proved that operator training is far easier with 
this machine—because the Jigmil has built in features of 
quality that do not require a compromise with operator skill 
to produce accurate work in high production. 

Every frequently used function of the machine is controlled 
in the master switch on the spindle head—at the operator's 
fingertips. These include: 

Spindle start, stop and reverse. 

Power vertical feed and rapid traverse movement. 

Power horizontal feed and rapid traverse move- 
ment. 

Power automatic table retraction and reposition- 
ing. 

Power feed and rapid traverse to bar movement. 

The operator never has to take his eyes off the work—never 
has to look at controls during operation. The machine is so 
convenient it gives greatly simplified response to the oper- 

ator’s skill. 

An operator learns rapidly—frequently reaches full produc- 
tion of high quality in a week or two. 

NEW TYPE MACHINE 

Spacing accuracy of a jig borer . . . performance qualities 
of a milling machine . . . convenience and flexibility of a 

horizontal boring mill. 

New speed of operation—many machines show 75% greater 

average daily productivity. 

TAT
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RC 
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450 FAIR AVE. FERNDALE (DETROIT) MICHIGAN 
HINE 

| 1: 0.20 42:55 
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“PUT IT ON THE BLANCHARD” 

CHECK THESE 

ADVANTAGES 

OF BLANCHARD 

GRINDING Grinding Tron: 
nion Bearings on 
No. 16A Blanchard 
Automatic Sur -_ 
face Grinder. 

Prodaction HESE bearings are ground on a No. I6A 

Blanchard Automatic Surface Grinder. 

Adaptability They are loaded on magnetic studs locating 

Fixture Saving from a previously ground surface. The end of 

the bearing is then ground, holding the thick- 

Operation Saving ness of the end wall to close limits. At the 

unloading position the studs are demagne- 

Material Saving tized and the pieces are lifted and ejected 

Fine Finish automatically. 

.005”’ to .010” is removed from each side of 

Flatness these 15/16’ diameter hardened steel trun- 

er 
nion bearings to limits of +.0005". 1250 pieces 

Close Limits 
are produced per hour. 

tke BLANCHARD 

. ss + Especially MACHINE COMPANY 

valuable on jobs like 64 STATE STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

the one illustrated. 

alities 
of a 

reater 

or 

BLANCHARD Send for your free copy of “Work Done on 

the Blanchard.” This book shows over 100 

actual jobs where the Blanchard Principle 

is earning profits for Blanchard owners. 
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Here's the Susie doty 

of a new simplified 

answer to slow-speed 

drive problems 

Inside view of a new Westinghouse 

Double Reduction Gearmotor red 

40% 
Set j 

USES 

spla: 

by this exclusive Westinghouse process hardens teeth on Westinghouse Gearmotors are under the «ear case. 
BPT “TOUGH HARD" GEARS AND PINIONS— Heat-treating IMPROVED FOUNDATION STABILITY—Feet for all ne 

oO the surface for long wear—tapers the hardness through 3) which places support next to the gearmotor load. EX 
the metal, leaving the core tough and strong. ternal ribs reinforce each foot. 

SPLASH LUBRICATION—Gears and bearings are thoroughly SPLIT-CASE CONSTRUCTION—AIl working parts in Doub! 
lubricated by a positive splash system. This effective, Reduction Gearmotors are easily accessible for m@! 

automatic lubrication reduces your probable gearmotor tenance work. Both motor and gearing may be inspect® P 
maintenance to a change of oil twice a year. or removed without disturbance to driven machine. 

50 AMERICAN MACH 



Inside the new Westinghouse Gearmotor there’s a better 

answer to your speed-reduction problems... both today’s and 

tomorrow’s. 

Here’s why: Many gearing sets are interchangeable between 

unit types. As a result, your parts replacement stock is reduced 

by 40% .. . we can deliver better gearmotors faster. 

To further simplify the job of matching the correct gear- 

motor to the job, all Westinghouse Gearmotors are now stand- 

ardized to meet A.G.M.A. recommendations. Ratios and 

output speeds are available to meet all load conditions and 

types of service. 

For your postwar conversion needs, the new Gearmotor is . 

flexible to meet your most advanced designs. Westinghouse 

standard motor types of each frame size are interchangeable 

on the same gearing unit. This will simplify relocation in an 

area with different operating conditions. And the functional 

streamlining of the new unit will fit neatly in the design of 

your “‘after-the-war’’ machines. 

Complete information is now available in book form on 

modern “GEARMOTOR APPLICATIONS”. Write for your 

copy today—B-3218. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing 

Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., Dept. 7-N. 

SIMPLER ORDERING, QUICKER DELIVERY, EASIER MAINTENANCE 

J-07210 

* MEETS A.G.M.A. APPLICATION PRACTICES —makes it 
easy to order and match gearmotors to any job. 
Eliminates confusion in drawing up specifications for 
speed reduction. 

‘PARTS INTERCHANGEABILITY —between unit types, 

‘ all ne 
ar case. 
load. Eq 

in Doub 

for mai? 
> inspecte 
hine. 

JUNE 

reduces your parts replacement stock and ours by 

40%. Gear ratios may be altered easily by this gear 
set interchangeability. 

USES ALL WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR TYPES—open, 
splash-proof, totally-enclosed, or explosion-proof. 

e UNIT RESPONSIBILITY —of design, manufacture, and 

service. This undivided responsibility is added assur- 
ance that each Westinghouse Gearmotor you own will 
give long, dependable, trouble-free service. 

¢ STREAMLINED COMPACTNESS—-saves production 
space because gearmotors can be fitted tightly against 

the machines they drive. 

e SIMPLE, EFFICIENT INTERNAL DESIGN—uses a mini- 
mum number of moving parts...thus fewer parts to 

wear and service. 

The ew 

estin 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES. 

lO, 1943 

nghouse GEARMOTOR 
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PRINGFIEL 

GEARE
D HEAD 

LATHE
S 

Many are the problems that face industry to- 
day, no small one being that of increasing 
production for war purposes. In this respect, 

you'll find it to your advantage to choose 
SPRINGFIELD Geared Head Lathes. 

From the ground up, a SPRINGFIELD Lathe 
represents superior construction and design. 
All heavy castings, including the bed, are cast 

in our own shop... gearing is designed for 
maximum efficiency ... attachments demon- 

strate unusual engineering ingenuity « 

lubricating systems and power transmission 
are built to take it, 24 hours a day. In fact, 
to fully understand what SPRINGFIELDS can 

do for you, check their superior metal turn- 
ing records in other shops .. . and judge for 

yourself. 

Under current emergency conditions, make it 
SPRINGFIELD Geared Head Lathes 
they'll do your job better, now and later, too! 
Sizes range from 14” to 30”. Write concerning 

deliveries, prices, etc. 

MACHINE TOOL 

SPRINGFIELD OHIO 

AMERICAN MACHIN|! 
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Ability to handle 

widely different 

operations at top 

speed proves the 

value of versatility 

HOLLOW MILL & FACE SHOULDER MILL V_ 
BOTH SIDES 

Jf 

1146-32 THD. \ 
556 DRILL & 

win 
Ths % END MILL 
-ThH V2 OR gamma a 

UU! 

REAM 
Pain BEAM 

FACE END 

FLEXIMATIG 

KINGSBURY versatility is well exemplified in the widel 

diferent machining operations performed on bronze lock 
cylinders. For ae Be: note that hollow milling, facing, 

V.milling, drilling, reaming, end milling and end facing 
are included in this set-up on a Model GD FLEXIMATIC. 
8y being able to handle all these operations with a single 
<r of the work, production is stepped up tremen- 

ously, 
Whether it's a lock part or a complicated piece in- 

volved in ordnance production, the FLEXIMATIC can be 

depended on to meet exacting requirements. Its versa- 
tility is practically unlimited because of the basic nature 
of the method utilized in building up standard units 

JUNE 10, 1943 

5 =y KINGSBURY 

an indexing turret, each unit designed for han- 

dling a specific operation. Not only does this method 
provide for a wide variety of operations simultaneously 

but also makes change-over readily possible to meet the 
requirements of other jobs which call for still different 

machining combinations. 
Whatever the set-up, high production and utmost pre- 

cision are assured by FLEXIMATICS. 



a" * 

by 

Bryant Chucking 
Grinder Company 

aes
 

SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A. <- 

SEND FOR THE MAN FROM BRYANT 
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‘SKIN STRETCHER 

usttte 

(20 Way Sclhe 

* a , 
This H-P-M metal stretching» press is — 
install in the, Wichit t of 
‘Boeing e Company. Re 

a a> i ‘ 

we i Se 
a aC; 

A oT a “A - — > a 

Sheet metal is clamped in 

positive “‘non-slip” jaws, 

and stretched over wood or 

“Kirksite’ dies. Jaws pull 

sheet as die platen moves up- 

ward. This H-P-M Two-way 

stretch permits the use of intri- 

cate dies and insures against 

“spring back’”’ in the formed 

part. All press actions, includ- 

ing clamping metal in jaws, 

are hydraulically controlled. 

Extruded angles can also be 

formed with the H-P-M stretch- 

ing press. Write for — 

details. » » 

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS MFG. C0. 
Mount Gilead, Ohic, U. S. A. 

District Sales Offices: New York, Syracuse, Detroit and Chicego 
Representatives in Principal Cities 

New H-P-M stretching presses have jaw” 
openings on 45° angle. This angle per- 
mits shorter blanks and als> allows the 
metal to be gripped in the same plane 
as the stretch. ” FS » ” 
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GEARED ELECTRIC TURRET LI 

It is difficult to imagine how a machine 

could be easier to run yet capable of 

sustained high speed production , 

and accuracy. 

If you are producing small parts from 

bars, forgings or castings let us give 

you further information. _ = 

BARDONS & OLIVER Enc. 

56 AMERICAN 



LEAD ACCURACY WITHIN A FRACTION OF 53350" 

OVER FULL RANGE... 

Increasing preference for REED-Precision-MICROMETERS stems from uniform and maia- 
tained accuracy, advantageous features made possible and available through exclusive 
processes involved in forming the micrometer thread. All Reed Micrometers can be 
depended on for this high degree of accuracy regardless of the size of the piece being 
measured. Then, too, longer life and maintained accuracy are assured due to a 
burnishing process which compresses the surface of the thread, making the steel denser 
and of greater wear resistance. 

Other acceptance-winning features include easy reading graduations free from glare 
and reflection as well as the fine sensitive touch achieved by smooth, accurate threads. 

Prove the super-accuracy of REED MICROMETERS ior yourself by checking them over 
their full range with master gage blocks. 
Check anvils, too, for surface precision and 
parallelism. These long-lived measuring 
tools will pass the most rigid inspection test 
that can be made on them. That's why they 

Checking Reed Micrometer Anvils are preferred. 
for parallelism with optical flat 

Made in Six Models 

No, 801—1’‘—Plain; reading to 1/1000’ 
—Price $6.25 list 

No, 901—1’’—Plain with vernier reading to 1/10,000” 
——Price $10.25 list 

No. 802—2’’—Plain; reading to 1/1000” 
—Price $7.00 list 

No, 802—2’’—Plain; with vernier reading to 1/10,000” 
—Price $8.75 list 

No, 803-3""—Plain; reading to 1/1000” GRINDING ROOM SPECIALTIES 
x ~—fulen OF.50 Sint MAGNE-BLOX laminated magnetic poraitols and . a , 
0. 804_4"__ in: i pe V blocks are designed especially for holding wor TOOL CHESTS with separate ftocks for open top 

,- Plain; reading to 1/1000 Pri $8.50 list that cannot bé placed directly on magnetic chuck. and drawer section. Light weight but strong and 
—Frice 98.00 lis inexpensive and practical—$14.50 durable 

GEORGE SCHERR COMPANY, INC. “New vorn wr 
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} GET THINGS DONE! 

OR Shops that want to get things done—that want to make or break 

production records—Betts 100” Vertical Boring and Turning Mills can 

really do a job! 

These heavy-duty machines are ideal for war-time work. Ruggedly built, 

they'll turn out precision parts continuously—24 hours a day if required. 

Many advanced and unique features provide Betts 100°’ Boring 

Mills with versatility, stamina and ease of operation that 

make them first choice among discriminating shop 

men everywhere. If you'd like to know more 

about these famous Mills —and how 

they can get things done for you, 

send for Bulletin +2127. 

It's yours for the 

asking. 

MODERN BETTS e BETTS-BRIDGEFORD * NEWTON * COLBURN «+ HILLES & JONES » 

CONSOLIDATE D 

| MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION 

= €°9%: © CaP rsee) Eee EW yeorer ee 



BARBER-COLMAN Long Sed 

HOBS SPLINE SHAFT 

III”’’ tone 

gon is the most practical hobbing machine for work of this 

type. It is capable of hobbing spline shafts of this length 

and longer, as well as general spur and helical gear work, or 

worm thread milling. The job shown here is a table feed shaft 

for a 10-foot machine tool bed. The Type “A” Barber-Colman 

Hobbing Machine used has a bed that is 40” longer than standard 

and has two steady-rest brackets on the overarm. The shaft is of 

SAE 1040 ground shafting, and the spline length is 111” ona 

12 foot shaft, with 6 keys having clearance grooves in the bottom. 

The O. D. of the shaft is 2.734/2.738” and the root diameter of 

the keys is 2.466/2.468". A 3” x 3" x 14” straight-hole B-C hob 

is used. Two operations, roughing and finishing, are performed, 

the roughing cut leaving .030” stock for finishing. Both cuts 

are made with a hob speed of 103.4 r.p.m. and a feed of .050” 

per rev. of the work. Floor-to-floor time per piece is 8 hours. 

The keys are held straight and parallel and given a very good 

finish. This is an excellent example of the outstanding perform- 

ance obtainable from Barber-Colman Hobbing Machines. 

Garber-Colmau C: 

“lyfe 70° 

HOBBING 

MACHINE 

CLOSE-UP SHOWS 

Fine Finish... 

This picture illustrates the extremely good finish 
obtained by utilizing the hobbing process for the 
cutting of spline shafts. The generating action of 
the multi- toothed hob 
cuts a large number of 
small chips, resulting in B-¢ 

| COLMAN 
a smooth and accurate 
surface. 

PropvpucTt 

Sug W. HOBS, HOBBING 
ated MACHINES, HOB 

Boudsa SHARPENING MA- 
CHINES, REAMERS, 
REAMER SHARP~ 

4 FA ENING MACHINES, 
MILLING CUTTERS, 
SPECIAL TOOLS 

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT « 201 LOOMIS STREET ¢ ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S. A. 

AMERICAN 
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ae A request on your company 

' letterhead will bring you a copy of 

: 16 page bulletin summarizing 

yes ; We profit making possibilities 

+ a apel fieach precision product. 

| 

PERFORMANCE HAS ESTABLISHED LEADERSHIP FOR 
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1 CUTE Chatits ttt me Wii y-y that Can 

Increase Production on Many Jobs 

HE outstanding feature of 
Norton Open Structure 

Grinding Wheels and Seg- 
ments is of course the large 
pore spaces that result in a 
very fast, cool cutting action. 
This means that No. 12 (open) 
structure products are espe- 
cially suitable for jobs that 
require extra heavy — stock 
removal, or extra coolness of 
cut, or both—such as: 

SURFACE GRINDING 
HOB GRINDING 
FORMED TOOL GRINDING 
GEAR GRINDING 
INTERNAL GRINDING 

This Norton open. structure 
wheel is a real production 
booster on many jobs. But it 
is just one of several Norton 
structures available. Let 
Norton engineers study your 

grinding jobs and make sure 
that you are using the most 
suitable wheels in abrasive and 
bond, in grain and grade as 
well as in structure. 

NORTON COMPANY 

WORCESTER, MASS. 

M_ NORTON ABRASIVES _ kK 



DUPLEX-SEALED COVER 

MORE CORDS 20% 

50% STRONGER CORDS 

COOLER-RUNNING CUSHION 

BUY THE BEST BELTS » « Texrope 
Super-7’s new design-against-wear gives main- 
tenance a head start. The 20% more cords — 
made 50% stronger by the new Flexon process 
— combat stretching, give Super-7’s extra 
pulling power. Revolutionary new shock- 
absorbing cushion of special cool-running rub- 
ber eases pulling cords around sheaves. Tough, 
new Duplex-Sealed cover protects inner belt 
structure against grit, grime and moisture. 
When you do need new V-belts, invest in the 
best — Texrope Super-7! 

S TEXROPE SUPER-7 

Trade mark registered U 
Super-7 V-Belts are the result 

Va 0) 

ca 
and B. F. Goodrich- 
Chalmers 

and are 

JUNE ie; t942 K 

War Slogan. 

‘Make 

em 
Last!’ 

( HERE ARE TWO WAYS TO DO IT... .) 

ALLIS-CHALMERS 

and design genius of two great companies 

Available in all sizes 

FOR 

BELTS— 

USE THE BEST CARE . . Whatever 
brand of V-belts you now use, you can make 
them last longer by following the tips in Allis 
Chalmers’ free handbook: “Plain Facts on 
Wartime Care of Rubber V-Belts.”” How 
V-belt anatomy affects maintenance . . . what 

determines V-belt “life expectancy” . . . here 
is the full story, packed with practical data 
fully illustrated. The new handbook contains 
no advertising, applies to all makes. Tear off 
the coupon below and send for your copy of 
this valuable new handbook today! 

1 ! | ! | l 1 | | | | | | l I 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Gentlemen: 
Yes, I would like to receive free of 
charge a copy of your “Plain Facts 
on Wartime Care of V-Belts’’. 

V-BELTS 

S 

7 (Title) 

Patent Office Texrope anyones 
of the cooperative research 

Allis-Chalmers 
Allis 

sas ~ (Street Address) 

aged (City and State) A-1606-A | 
sold exclusively by 

ee 



‘i essential features of the Sellers Heavy 

Duty Tool Grinding 
Machine — simplicity,

 

accuracy; 
uniformity

 —are of greater 
value toda

y 

than ever before. The
y permit the

 operation 
of 

these versatile, 
high production

 precision 
tool 

grinders by newly 
trained and relatively 

inex- 

perienced 
personnel. 

Even wome
n operators 

on 

ines can grind any 
cemented 

carbide 

or high speed steel, strai
ght or convex curved 

face tools, inclu
ding threa

d tools of 
any angle of 

thread or pitch 
1, and can 

accurately 

clearances 
OM all the tools- They keep Pro 

duction moving. 

WILLIAM 
SEI 

JAM SELLERS 
& CO 

:: 

" . INC., PHILAD 

<SELLERS > 

S

a

l

m
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LIGHT WAVE MICROMETER ~ 

FOR 

®New System of Accuracy —The VK light wave 

micrometer is an instrument which has 

formed the basis for an entirely new 

method of maintaining high standards of 

accuracy. No gage blocks are required. 

Errors from worn gage blocks will not be 

constantly duplicated in the product. 

A calibration chart showing the mi- 

crometer screw corrections to .00001"’ is 

furnished with each instrument. The new 

type of hardened and ground precision 

micrometer screw actually improves with 

use. Fine workmanship and carboloy 

wearing surfaces make the instrument ac- 

curate and dependable for years of con- 

stant service. 

ACCURACY 

© Controlled Pressure Assures Uniformity — By 

using the sensitivity of light waves the VK 

light wave micrometer insures the exact 

duplication of measuring pressure by any 

operator. This controlled pressure feature 

makes it possible to measure hard or soft 

materials, and for readings to be dupli- 

cated by different operators to .00001”. 

@ Ideal for Shop Measurements — The VK light 

wave micrometer is ideal for making 

measurements by the 3 wire method, for 

measuring plug gages, measuring wires, 

precision parts and shop standards. It is 

a reference instrument. Forget about com- 

parative measurements with gage blocks 

—use the VK light wave mi- _ 4 

crometer. It is fast, ac. <= — 
; v ws xeunen | curate and profitable. vccson e705 | 

The VK Light Wave Micrometer is described in 
full in our manual of precision measuring equip- 
ment. This book also gives complete tables and 
simplified formulae for measuring all standard 
threads, splines and spur gears. Write for your 
copy! 

” Je YEAR K 



DELIVERY— ONE TO TWO WEEKS 

Become acquainted with the exclusive Hypro features found only in a Cin- 

cinnati Hypro Vertical Boring Mill. Write for descriptive bulletin No. 175. 

THE CINCINNATI PLANER COMPANY 

Planers...Vertical Boring Mills..Planer Type Millers 

Coe ereRATI..- OGuIQ . U.S a 
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ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS 

“carry on’ wherever wars are fought 

Wherever war materials are being machined you will find 
ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS ... in the small sub-contracting 
shops, in giant war plants, abocrd ships of all sorts, at the ad- 
vance bases, even with the “rolling machine shops” on the front 

lines. They are essential tools wherever weapons or equipment 
Gre built, maintained or repaired, for with a few cutters any 
mechanic can quickly grind and a selection of ARMSTRONG 
TOOL HOLDERS one is tooled-up for any operation on lathes, 
planers and shapers. 

Multi-purpose tools, each equal to a complete set of forged tools. 
they creatly reduced the time required for America to change 
over to war production, for ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS are 
used in over 96% cif the machine shops and tool rooms. Efficient 
tools that permit far greater speeds and feeds and that “Save: 
All Forging, 70% Grinding and 90% High Speed Steel”, they are 

helping to overcome America’s shortages of machine tool capacity, 
machine-hours, man-hours and cutting steels. Permanent tools, 

they will see the war through for they will stand up to around- 
the-clock heavy duty service, year after year. 

Tool-up all lathes, planers and shapers with ARMSTRONG TOOL 
HOLDERS for continuous high speed war production. 

ASVRONG TOOL HOLDERS Are Used in Over 96% of the Machine Shop 

® ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO. 
"The Tool Holder People 

315 N. FRANCISCO AVE. CHICAGO, U.S.A. 

s and Tool Rooms 



RIVETT 

918 HAND 
SCREW 

MACHINE 

For Bar or Individually Chucked Work 

Requiring up to Eight Successive 

Operations 

be t 

The Rivett No. 918 Hand Screw Machine incorporates pre- 

cision balgnced design and operating features to mone it 

an) efficient. Pro orm 

ing up to dightbuccg ; an be finish- -machined 

ock * : » may be 

ced 

ack. In 

san Cc asing bar ber 

interniat™ Or external threading, or compound slide rest with 

turfef tool post. Steel cabinet mounting has rimmed top 

and sump for cutting oil. Bench mounting is optional. 

“Straight Turning slide 

— Beck 

aci ymax: di. Sint ke” 

F bel ear of toolholes . . 3%" x 1” 
‘Swing over double tool slide ay) 
Cross travel of double tool slide . a 
Travel of straight turning slide. . 2M" 
Travel of taper turning slide ....2%" 
Spindle speeds, eight forward and 

; Were ae oto 
i  =—sLow range....... 150 to 2500 r.p.m. 

High range .....225 to 3750 r.p.m. 
Weight of hand screw machine, . 

“mounting 

Rt \W JR or oF LATHE & GRINDER INC. 



CONTROL of Power Feeds from Front and Rear 

of Van Norman Horizontal Millers... . 

INCREASES WORK ACCURACY 

AND SPEEDS PRODUCTION — 

EVEN WITH NEW OPERATORS 

All power feed controls for saddle, 

table, knee...as well as 6-way rapid 

traverse...are instantly and readily 

available from the front or rear of 

Van Norman Horizontal Millers. These 

controls operate in the direction of 

desired table, saddle, or knee move- 

ment, thus the operator always knows 

that each unit will move in the 

same direction that the lever 

is pushed. Add to this, such 

control features as single 

lever speed selector, quick 

change feed selector, easy to 

reach spindle lever, large read- 

able dials and it is easily seen 

how ease of control enables ex- 

perienced operators, as well as 

beginners, to mill more work 

faster with greater accuracy 

and less spoilage. 

No. 2-L 

Horizontal Milling Machine 

‘gf ; Showing sturdy, well proportioned 2-L Van Norman knee Front and rear power feed operating levers with positive 
3" and generous saddle support surfaces for table, as well directional control; fast selection of speeds; convenient ” § 
‘ d as convenient location of operating controls. 7 spindle reverse; adjustable spindle clutch lever. \ 9g a\ | 

\ 

VAN NORMAN MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

Springfield, Massachusetts 

JUNE 10, 1943 69 



DOUGLAS 

PRECISION 

MILLER 

for Toolroom 

and Production 

provides efficiency and speed to produce small parts 

requiring the extreme accuracy essential for war pro- 

duction. 

Simplified design and rigid construction as well as 

central control make for easy operation and permit 

the release of highly skilled labor for other tasks. 

A wide selection of speeds meets all requirements 

for toolroom and production. 

There is an ample variety of feeds from which to 

choose the right feed for material and accuracy re- 

quirements. 

Timken bearings and helical drive gears are other fea 

tures to assure a smooth performance. Write today 

for specifications and prices. 

PROMPT DELIVERY 

DOUGLAS MACHINERY CO., Inc. 

150 BROADWAY i oe ok © Soe, ae & 
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HIGHEST PRODUCTION 

WITH FULL RANGE DRILL 

\ ev gt 3. “n @ 

LG 

Perk, r , 

wh i | 
bb > 

—V = 

four spindle drill with power 
ted and tapping attachment 

qi OTBU al DRILL 

® The No. 2 Footburt Sipp with back gear unit is a 

full range sensitive drilling machine with correct 

speeds for all types of war work. @ All eight speeds 

are obtained on belt drive machines or on motor 

drive machines with standard single speed motor 

—no special motors are needed. The simple de- 

sign provides wide speed range at the lowest cost. 

THE FOOTE-BURT COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio 

Detroit Office: General Motors Building 

DRILLING 

VANVAN AAT eel ees eee 

os 
nm Si - _ 

CASLULVE | 

ING MACHINES 



The case: trouble in the tool room of a boom- 

ing war production plant. Pratt & Whitney 

Jig Borers, perfect when they left our ship- 

ping room, had performed with all their usual 

amazing accuracy throughout the summer. 

But as fall came on, the operators began to 

complain of trouble with the end measures. 

Jobs were going haywire by as much as .002” 

... unheard-of in a P&W Jig Borer. 

Clues: The P&W service engineer called in on 

the job was able to eliminate several common 

external causes of jig borer trouble. Many 

expanded plants these days are using ware- 

houses or other old buildings where floor sup- 

port is unsteady. Not so here. Others have 

placed the machines in direct sunlight, so that 

expansion and contraction ruined the set-up. 

Not so here. These new machines were posi- 

tioned at a north wall, at windows where 

direct sunlight never entered. The operators 

worked in the comfortable warmth of steam 

radiators, far from the chilling draft at the 

windows. End measures were carefully stored 

72 

within reach in their boxes over the radiators. 

Problem: spot the “Gremlin” behind this 

plant’s sudden trouble. 

Take 10 seconds to 

think it over 

Answer: That’s right! How could you miss? 

No sunlight, but thermal expansion and con- 

traction still at work in two ways. Those cold 

drafts from the windows on one side of the 

machines and hot radiators on the other. 

Okay all summer, but when they turned on 

the heat — bang! Second, those end measures 

— stored above the radiators at some 30° 

above room temperature — contracted when 

they went into their channels on the machines, 

and so produced a shifting setting. Our service 

engineer pointed out these facts . . . assisted 

in redesigning the room so that the jig borers 

were on the inside wall and the benches on the 

opposite side. After that there was no further 

trouble. 
* * * 

Pratt & Whitney’s skilled machine tool serv- 

ice engineers can help you spot and cure trou- 

bles in your shop layout. This one was pretty 

obvious, but chances are you have occasional 

headaches whose solutions don’t leap to the 

eye. When you do, call on Pratt & Whitney. 

We don’t just make good machine tools and 

let it go at that — we follow through to see 

that you get full value out of them. That's 

another way we can make good on our offer 

of basic accuracy for mass production. 

Pratr & Wuitney 
Division Niles-Bement-Pond Company 

West Hartford, Connecticut 

PRATT & WHITNEY 

MACHINE TOOLS x 

Sasie Ue 

SMALL TOOLS xk 
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t is a general rule that the best quenching 
temperature for a piece of high-tungsten high-speed 
steel is the “‘sweating’’ temperature. Heat-treaters 
simply wait for the bubbles of fused oxide to form on 

the surface of the steel, then pull it out of the furnace 
and quench it. 

This method will not work for high-molyb- 
denum high-speed steel. The reason is simple. The 
best quenching temperature for high-moly is reached 
before the steel begins to sweat. If you heat high- 
moly up to “sweating”? temperature, you’ll coarsen 
the grain and fuse carbides inside the steel, ruining 
its cutting properties. 

Here are some specific suggestions to heat-treaters 
who are working with molybdenum high-speed steel: 

1. Heat-treat the steel in a controlled-atmosphere 

furnace, if possible. 

2. If no such furnace is available, protect the steel 
against oxidation by coating it with borax while in 

the furnace. 

3. Quench a moly high-speed steel at a lower tem- 

perature than you would quench an 18-4-1 or 18-4-2 
grade. For example, we recommend that our Bethle- 
hem 66 Moly steel be quenched between 2225 deg. 

and 2275 deg. F. Bethlehem HM High Speed should 
be quenched in this same temperature range. (These 
temperatures are 75 to 100 degrees lower than quench- 
ing temperatures recommended for Bethlehem high- 
tungsten high-speed steeis.) 

4. If you have any doubts about proper treatment 
of any Bethlehem tool steel, let us know. We maintain 

a staff of engineers who are specially skilled in solving 
such problems. Their services are at your call. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 





OHIO 

HORIZONTAL 

BORING, DRILLING AND 

MILLING MACHINES 
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Ohio Horizontal extra Waa duty Boring, silee: Pe on Machine (floor type) bores steel bed frame of 8” 
Ajax Forging Machine for crankshaft bearing sleeves. Work done fast, accurately, profitably.— Photograph by _ 

courtesy of The Ajax Manufacturing Company, ‘Cleveland, Ohio. j 

When America’s first all-anti-friction boring, drilling and milling 

machine appeared it bore the name of Ohio. Ever since, we have 

endeavored steadily to add new features worthy of this pre- 

cedent. Example: a portable control feature which enables the 

operator to get more work done in less time with less effort. 

Other features: nitrided spindle, narrow guides, internal gear- 

tooth type clutches, unit construction, anti-friction bearings, built- 

in rapid traverse to spindle and all other parts, continuous spindle 
Orders for Ohio 

Horizontals are 

being shipped 

with reasonable 

THE OHIO MACHINE TOOL yETOOECOMPANY, KENTON, OHIO. promptness. 

feed of 72” with full-length spindle support, push-button control. 

Floor and table types in both heavy duty and extra heavy duty 

models . . . Ask for a copy of our well illustrated Bulletin 300. 

ca ee eee eo 
Aes ied: Sanit: {Sie so ea 
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than enough material, where it is needed most, peadicl Nig Bove Balletla JK: gives complete 

at the right time.. details—write for one. Built in two sizes—No. 30 

Precision work—in small lots or tn quantity— § with 36” x 18” table and 30A with 44” x 22” table. 



about Stainless Steel—to help you design 

better products and get the most from Stainless .., 

The high tensile strength, corrosion and heat resistance, 

provided by Carpenter Stainless Steels are solving 

more tough design problems every day. And this 

Stainless is taking difficult fabricating jobs ‘‘in stride”. 

To help you get to know the many design possibilities Carpenter 

Stainless Steels offer, here is information on their analyses and 

range of physical properties—as well as examples showing how 

others have used this Stainless to do the job better. Of course, 

these are only a few of the ways you may be able to take advan- 

tage of the easy-working qualities of Carpenter Stainless Steels. 

Should you desire help on a specific design or fabricating prob- 

lem, make full use of our diversified experience, gained from 

working with users of Stainless Steel. Write us at the mill, or call 

in your nearby Carpenter representative. 

This steam trap bucket was deep- 
drawn, faster, thanks to the uniformity 
and ductility of Carpenter Stainless 
Strip. And by specifying Carpenter 
Stainless Steel for the job, the designer 
licked the problems caused by corro- 
sion and high temperatures. 

The two metal screens in this pigeon 
liver slicer—an instrument used by 
medical research to win the battle 
against tropical fever—can be easily 
machined to hairline tolerances 
because of the Free-Machining quali- 
ties of the Carpenter Stainless used. 

(ar ypenter SIA 

BRANCHES AT Ch >] etroit, Hartford 

Carpenter No. 1-JR Stainless Strip is a 
constantly uniform electrical resistance 
material. Its easy forming qualities 
help to speed production and reduce 
the cost of products such as this 
resistor unit. 

NLESS STEELS 

ndianapolis, New York, Ph 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR CARPENTER STAINLESS STEELS 

Showing Range of Physical Properties and Fabricating Qualities 
Provided by Specific Grades to Meet Various Applications 

RANGE OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES* Carpenter 
Stainless | Properties Provided by OT TYPE OF TENSILE HER Used Stainless Grade—f SCALING 

PRODUCT inless Wrade—tora | STRENGTH | HARDNESS |SPECIFIClrEMPERATURE| |S IT RECOMMENDED 
and range of applications lb inch USES 

Analysis Oe tee IGRAVITY| (Max. for con- MAGNETIC # 
MAX./MIN, MAX./MIN. tinuous service) 

SCREWS No. 1 pate pose Pony mae — 190,000 Brinell Carpenter Stainless No. 1 is siso 
BOLTS —_|(Type4i0) exit conan ut, ome ° vars ve wi, pa 12 F Yes ts, and many heat treated parts. C. .10 properties. yf . resists the corrosive 80 000 179 Available in forging billets, bars, 

RIVETS Cr. 13.00 | Sfuce ot sicobel, mania, ett ’ are 

No. 1-JR Pri i electrical j 
ELECTRICAL (Type 406) mates sass ca be ea Ave Average This grade is used primarily for 
RESISTANCE | 'C..10 |Mniarunmscetee| 96 000 Brine! =| 7.352| 1200° F Yos | Sais ,"sutence _,sloments 

UNITS Cr. 13.00 ties Sientar to Carpenter Stainiess| ’ 180 aie ds 

Al. 3.50 

COMBUSTION | No. 2 | Sor wearresistance, tns erase 's| 260,000 ae Used only in fully hardened condi 
excetlen is lor temper u (Type 420)] excellent. It is used for t ed ’ C 52 tion for surgical and dental instr 

ENGINE —|(TYP© 420) pris iat ist be hae a 7/196 | 775 | 1200°F | Yes — |mew,siiheue, wor, ate 

PARTS Cr. 13.00 . pk yg omg aT 90,000 Brinell ad in ee as Cerpenter 

No. 3 Thi — F Rockwell No. 3 does not beceme embrittied 
CHEMICAL |r 50-442)] Hank or punch. inacaiton'o wo:| 125,000 ca a eS 45 viding corrosion resistance to salt c Furnace parts, soot blowers, \adies 

tool Page of 187 | 7-69 | 1600°F | Yes —|far"mann'tr'ones mutta 
Cr. 20.00 90,000 made from i. Available in bars, 

EQUIPMENT | c.. 1.00 |“ nen ; Brinell welded tubing” POM 

No. 4 | This tough and duetile stainless Rockwell Used exte . wely form of 
Ol FIELD | (Type 302) tisdhine anctorsne. ithas al'tms] 229/000 C43 red fr samples, springs, 

Cc. .10 corrosion resistence of No. 1 and 7 93 1 600° F N etc.—and in the form of wire fer 
: No. 3, plus resistance to dyes, food- 160 . ° wove screens, dipping baskets, 

EQUIPMENT | cr. 18.00 fts, most organic chemicals and 85,000 bilets, aout — forging 
Ni. 8.00 | # Widevariety of inorganic chemicals Brinell ; 

No. 4-A |; has all of the proper Rockwell 
AIRCRAFT |(Type 304) o Carpenter Stntess cern 175,000 C38 pases 4 Carpenter, Starntese No.4 

provides er a! : ° but possesses greater ductility end 
o° ff : 6 , 

TUBING | cy 18.00 | ecto seams terrence sn.000 160 | 7-93 | 1600 F No yf pa 
4 io ue to welding. \ F 

Ni. 8.00 nui “ ” . Brinell ah cnadaateke - 

No. 5 No. 5 machines in automatic screw A Free-Machining grade for parts 
(Type 416) machines ar on te 164,000 Brinell made on automatic screw 

INSTRUMENT C. .10 surface fet per mute are common a 7.27 1200° F Yes fave trim, Dump shal hemgs mre 
resists the 

PARTS =| Cr. 13.50 | ition of mereury, steam, crude of 80,000 187 hexagonsi parts. "Aveeble. ia 
S. .30 sugar solutions, mine water, etc. forging billets, bars and wire 

This staini xtremely ductil f rolbed 
MOLDING | No. 6 | {cr‘crming drewing and zmoine| 125,000 oe for making stompin, oe tn 

(Type 430) and lends itself readily to compli- C 25 a. m of cold drawn wwe for 
and cated press work. No. 6 resists the 7.71 1300° F Yes sereons, screws, bolts, rivets, 

Cc. .10 same corrosive elements as Carpen- 70,000 150 . other cold headed product Avel- 
TRIM | Cr. 17.00 | is Sn fe at wi steel ss Sa ee PS 

No. 8 AF Machi grede 
SCREW (Type 303) — > Saat, Ot 150,000 oy tomati screw hn ah te 

stainless is instead o! in machined. Recomended 
MACHINE C. .10 | No. 4. This type provides the same i. waa 7.93 1600° F No tor perts requiring grester convo 

Cr. 18.00 | general corrosion resistance proper- 85.000 160 sion resistance than Carpenter 
PARTS “ee ’ Brinell forme on fee oe 

Se. .25 

*NOTE: Physical properties depend upen form, heat treat t or cold ing. Slightly - 

, COtrOSion re 

10, 

wider ranges of properties are possible in certain forms. Take wp your special prob- “= 
lems with our Metallurgical Department. m 

1943 

ing ‘‘assistant”’, 

For further design-engineering information to aid you in selecting 
the best Stainless for today’s or tomorrow's products, ask for a copy 
of “Working Data for Carpenter Stainless Steels’’ available to 
stainless users in the U.S.A. This 98-page book will provide the 
answers to your questions about Stainless. To get this helpful work- 

send us a note on your company letterhead. 

THE CARPENTER STEEL CO., 109 BERN STREET, READING, PA. 
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THE CLEVELAND AUTOMATIC MACHINE COMPANY 

ee es fvkER a, OHIO Ne LE | 

SALES OFFICES 
‘By 

CHICAGO: 20 North Wacker Drive, Civic Opera Bldg., Room 1408 NEWARK: 902 American Insurance Bldg. 

DETROIT: 540 New Center Building * * * CINCINNATI: 1315 American Building 
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PROCESS UP TO FOUR 

TIMES AS MANY STEEL 

CASINGS PER HOUR 

HERE is no aid or comfort for the enemy in news of the improved 

method of producing 20 and 37 millimetre, and 50 caliber steel 

shells, made possible by Cleveland Automatics. 

Complete head turning on drawn steel blanks is accomplished in a fully 

automatic operation on the Cleveland shell machine. The actual hourly 

rate of production is a military secret, but on runs already made the output 

has been as high as four times that of the old method of processing. By 

the use of Tungsten Carbide tools on this machine, steel casings are 

machined at a turning speed and production rate close to that of brass. 

Not an experimental or hastily developed device, the Cleveland shell 

machine is made up from standard assemblies of the extremely simple, 

time-tested Model B Single Spindle Automatic, adapted with special 

tooling, loading magazine and transfer mechanisms. The result is a 

degree of dependability unusual in production equipment providing 

such a vast improvement in method and output. 

Two models handle the complete range from 20 millimetre to 50 caliber 

steel casings. Shipped completely tooled for immediate production. 

--- REASONABLE DELIVERIES 

\—Built in 1'/is-inch ta 9!/2-inch capacities inclusive 

F
f
 

wy
 =
 

Wire or write the CAMCO office nearest you for a reservation, giving complete priority and allocation data. 

cverann Sings ; AUTOMATICS 

MODEL B—Built in 1'/is-inch to 2!/2-inch Capacities inclusive 



Twist Drills—Milling Cutters 

— Reamers — Hobs — Slittings 

Saws—End Mills—Taps—Dies 

—Screw Plates—Profile Cut. 

ters— 

EVERY SMALL TOOL JOB 

IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A 

SAVING peri te reat BI SAVINGS c 

many operations. Milling, drilling, reaming, hobbing, slitting, 

tapping, threading, cutting can be speeded up and costs 

reduced by these modern, fast, accurate tools. 

Cost minded production men know from experience that § This s 

UNION tools can always be depended on for economy § P¥P° 

. . . 7 m Iti- 
UNION and increased cutting efficiency over long periods between ‘ , 

. . is Te 
rindings. 

TWIST DRILL COMPANY ~~ which 

Athol, Mass. Because of the wide range of tools in the UNION line, § ducin 

STORES New York Store: 61 Reade St: Los Angeles With each tool designed for maximum results, standardiza- § "°’* 
Store: 524 East Fourth St.; Chicago Store: I! So. Clinton e ° f matic 
St.; Seattle Store: 568 First Ave., So.: San Francisco tion on UNION tools can mean an overall total saving o 
Store: 121 Second St.; Detroit Store: 6540 Antoine St. _ 

Seles aeaiiain enincaeee substantial proportions. Put UNION tools to work and see 

S. W. Card Mfg. Co., Div.; Mansfield, Mass. 
tela Widen. Gali Uda, Ve. cad Yaak tend. for yourself. In the 

Quebec 

Representatives throughout the world 

AMERICAN MACHIN!ST 



This set-up—which in effect makes the SPARKS a special 

purpose machine—is but one of many which variety of 

multi-tooling possibilities makes available. Coupled with 

this feature is the added advantage of hydraulic power 

which speeds production and simplifies operation by pro- 

ducing and controlling the intricate and inter-related 

movements Gf multiple-tool set-up as applied to auto- 

matic lathe éperation. 

DETAILS OF SHELL FINISHING OPERATIONS 

In the set-up shown, front tools are cam controlled. Indi- 
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vidual hydraulic control is provided for the movement of 

the cross slide. Turning of nose contour, body diameter 

and front and rear bourrelet is handled by 4 tools on the 

front cross slide. Base facing tools are carried in one of 

the two rear tool blocks, the second rear block being left 

available for a trimming tool in case it is needed. 

HYDRAULICS PLUS MULTIPLE TOOLING 

mean opportunities for fast work 

Regardless of the job handled, the SPARKS assures maxi- 

mum quantity production through the automatic increase 

in tool movement speeds during non-cutting time. Highly 

accurate work, too, is assured because vibration is mini- 

mized in SPARKS heavy construction and smooth hydraulic 

operation. 

SPARKS will gladly give you a production estimate on 

your work, 

MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION 

NORWALK . . . . CONN. 



SPECIAL PRECISION CUTTERS 

vs 

High-Speed Steel 

COUNTERSINKS 

REAMERS 

MILLING CUTTERS 

RECESSING TOOLS 

GUN DRILLS 

END MILLS 
To meet the demands of the war 

COUNTERBORES program — ON TIME—C & W is 
constantly expanding plant ca- 

PROFILE CUTTERS pacity. C & Wis one of the largest 
producers of special high-speed 
precision cutting tools—and has 

HOLLOW MILLS an outstanding record in meet- 
SHAVING TOOLS ing promised delivery schedules. 

INTERLOCKING CUTTERS 

For 

Aircraft — Gun —War Industries 

Write for illustrated pamphlet— yy, 2 vo / f 

Consult us on your tool requirements. i 

C&W
 TOO

L COM
PAN

Y 

FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS QUALITY PRECISION CUTTING TOOLS 
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Announcing the New 

Ampac ‘200’ 

Today the big swing is to alternating current 

welding . . . and here it is at its newest and 

finest in Allis-Chalmers’ new Ampac “200” 

Note how much more the new Ampac gives you 

in savings, faster work, better welds! 

Compare 4 leading types of Transformer Welder in their Use of I] Important Features . . . 

IMPORTANT 

FEATURES BENEFIT YOU 

No arc blow to slow 

down welding. 

Steady arc makes sound, uniform welds. 
You can weld in corners and grooves 
easily. Production is speeded. 

Low striking voltage at 

high amperage. 

Saves power for you. No need for high 
voltage at high currents. Raises power 
factor — cuts power input. 

High striking voltage at 

low amperage. 

Strikes arc fast. Gives you high, yet 
safe voltage necessary. Makes a-c 
welding easy at low currents. 

Takes less than 300 sq. 

in. floor space. 

Small size saves valuable space on 
crowded shop floors . . . makes it easier 
for you to move and handle the unit. 

Contains less than 5 

wearing parts. 

Cuts maintenance to simple lubrication 
twice a year. Less chance for wear 
means longer service, lower upkeep. 

Low original cost (no 

rotating element). 

Simpler construction of a-c welder cuts 
purchase price to around 65% ‘of what 
you would pay for a d-c welder! 

Wide welding range 

of over 200 amperes. 

You can weld thin sheets... yet have 
capacity for heavy plates, too. You can 
use rods from 146" to 14” in size! 

Reconnectable for 220- 

440 & 208 v., 60 cycle. 

Gives you full capacity at low voltages 
where lines are long and isolated. Can 
be used on any standard a-c voltage! 

Over 8576 efficiency at 

normal loads. 

You enjoy full benefits of a-c welding: 
lower power loss, high power factor, 
lower operating costs! 

All settings within six 

control turns. 

Saves welding time. Welder can make 
simple adjustment from high to low 
amperage current quickly and easily. 

Movement of variable 

part 2°’ or less. 

Cuts wear and maintenance to a mini- 
mum. Reduces hum and vibration 
Contributes to trouble-free operation. 

Only Ampac gives you-all 11.. .TOTALS 

_ ALLIS-CHALMERS © AMPAC200 

10, 

(195 amp) 

FS es ibe eee he 
a 

| 485 amp) 

) b] 
{ 
| 
] 

NO NO 
(220 or 440) = (220-440 only) 

Wo 

(30 turns) 

|) NO” 

“<5 = 

Welder “‘C" 

5 

Ampac 200" Welder ‘'B"’ Welder ‘'D"’ 

WRITE ALLIS-CHALMERS 
MILWAUKEE, WIS FOR 
COMPLETE INFOPMATION 

: 

; : 

: (220-440 only) | 

NO. 



SCALE B 

MOUNT OF UNBALANCE 

Try to elude this sensitive hand, you gremlins of vibration! 

You'll be caught—isolated—magnified as much as 1,600,000 

times. And your measure will be taken. 

The pre-testing of high-speed rotating parts is but a simple 

meter reading with Gisholt Dynetric Balancing Machines. It’s 

done in a few seconds—the most important seconds in the life 

of any rotating part. For it is here that unbalanced forces are 

eliminated to prevent vibration, noise, and excessive wear. 

GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY 

1201 East Washington Avenue ° Madison, Wisconsin 

Look Ahead... Keep Ahead... 

With Gisholt Improvements 

At Gisholt, the Army-Navy “E"' and 
the Treasury Flag fly side by side 

\ 

TURRET LATHES « AUTOMATIC LATHES e BALANCING MACHINES 



Productivity, Capacity, Adapta- 

bility, Reliability, Accuracy, Con- 

venience and Economy are the in- 

tangible components that give the Cincinnati Bickford 

line of drills the appropriate name of SUPER SERVICE. 

Examine the possibilities of the machines shown here and 

for further information send for any or all of the bul- 

letins pertaining to the machines that interest you. 

=~ THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL COMPANY 

OAKLEY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

ee COL, 

RADIAL 
_BULLETIN R- 24 aan 

——— 2124" a28" 
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and BOX - 

9, /COL. UPRIGHTS 
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“JAPANESE WRITING” 

In Your Shop? 

l Bieates WRITING”, shopmen used to call 

it—a humorous, vivid description of the 

marks, gouges, and scratches on a work piece, 

caused by an inaccurate machine, improper 

tool setting or careless workmanship. 

But today ‘“‘Japanese writing” is the new 

and more appropriate term for these shop 

errors because every scrapped piece, or time 

lost in unnecessary grinding and refinishing 

operations, hurts America and helps Japan. 

A number of things can cause “Japanese 

writing” in turret lathe turning operations— 

inaccuracies because of worn parts, improp- 

erly ground cutters, incorrect type of tool, 

wrong tool positioning, too heavy a cut or 

too fast a speed. 

Important New Booklet 
Now Ready for Distribution— 

“Better Performance from Single 
Cutter Bar Turners’’—a 32-page 
booklet for better understanding 
and use of a tool that is used more 
than any other tool for bar work. 
Write for your copies! 

And these factors can be licked—probably 

very easily. A Warner & Swasey field engineer 

can help you do it by on-the-spot diagnosis. 

Also available to turret lathe departments are 

the Turret Lathe Operator’s Manual, Turret 

Lathe Rebuilding Booklet, Tool Catalog, Bar 

Turner Booklet, Cutter Grinding Educational 

Motion Picture, Feed and Speed Calculator 

—and to your operators, ‘Blue Chips”, a shop 

bulletin written especially for turret lathe 

operators that brings valuable, practical in- 

formation, tips, short-cuts, etc. 

If you have trouble with “Japanese writing” 

or any other work spoilage that slows produc- 

tion from your turret lathes, perhaps we can 

help — write Warner & Swasey, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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WHATS IN THIS ISSUE 

TOOLING TO SAVE MANPOWER 

Tooling, based entirely upon the 

needs of the aircraft production indus- 

try in this day of manpower shortage, 
rather than upon a mere redesigning 
of old fixtures, has been carried on by 
the San Diego Division of the Con- 
solidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation 

for the Coronado. In this second stage 
of tooling, attention has been given to 
refinement of detail to conserve man- 
power and improve quality, while elim- 

inating heavy lifting and reducing to a 
minimum the need for mechanics or 

set-up men. An article by E. P. Myers, 
chief tool engineer, San Diego Divi- 
sion, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft 
Corporation, describes the fixtures used 
and their positioning in the general 
plant layout. Page 83. 

AUTO METHODS SPEED PLANES 

Application of Chevrolet-conceived 
methods to certain operations in the 
production of Pratt & Whitney aviation 

engines has speeded output as much as 
100 percent, as in the instance of the 

use of a two-spindle inverted deep hole 
drill for drilling the large center hole 
in the propeller shaft. Using automatic 
contour control on a vertical shaper 
with Kelly .tracer control, crankshaft 
counterweights are now machined auto- 
matically. Sand blasting of reduction 
gears, replaces the old method of hand 

polishing, reducing operation time by 
90 percent. These methods are de- 
scribed and pictured on page 91. 

SMALL LOT METAL WASHING 

The series dealing with the selection 
of metal washing methods, materials 
and machines is continued in this issue 
with a general discussion of the types 
of machines available, and specific 

illustration of discontinuous machine 
for small lot jobs. The series will be 
concluded in an early issue with de- 
scriptions and illustrations of high pee 
duction continuous machines. Page 97. 

THE HANDICAPPED CAN HELP 

A man doesn’t need legs for a job 
which he does with his mind, hand and 
eyes; a woman without sight is com- 
petent to do a job requiring but a sense 
of touch, or keen hearing. Such has 
been the findings of present-day indus- 
tty in its search for manpower. And 
with careful selection employers have 
found the handicapped to be, in many 

JUNE 10, 1943 

respects, better employees than the un- 
hindered. The extent to which industry 
is turning to hiring of workers lacking 
complete physical facilities, along with 
cautions to be followed in setting up 
an intelligent hiring plan, and instances 
of successful employment, constitute an 
article commencing on page 94. 

PRODUCTION OF PACKING RINGS 

Mass production of locomotive pis- 

ton packing rings is enabling one rail- 
road to cut costs to a minimum, while 
making more effective use of fewer 
machine tools. Cut from cast iron 
drums, rings are machined complete at 
a central shop, so prepared as to pre- 
vent assembly with coinciding joints, 
sawed into segments and all segments 

of a complete ring wired together, care- 
fully wrapped as a unit and shipped to 
outlying repair shops. The steps fol- 
lowed in this method of centralizing a 
repair operation and the machines used 
are described and pictured. Page 100. 

AUTOMATIC MATERIAL HANDLING 

By designing the Lake City Ord- 
nance Plant around the material han- 
dling system, a great saving in time has 
been made. In production such as that 
of cartridge cases at Lake City, mate- 
rials must be transported through sev- 

eral different processes, each of which 
requires but a short time; if the mate- 
rial handling system is not well de- 
signed, more total time may be required 
in transporting than is actually con- 
sumed in processing the pieces. From 
the time barrels of cups are 
dumped into a hopper at Lake City, at 
the beginning of the operation, until 
the low temperature anneal following 
the third trimming operation, material 
handling is entirely automatic. An 
article describing the handling of 0.30 
cartridge cases starts on page 113. 

brass 

SPEEDING ALLOY MILLING 

Aluminum and magnesium alloys 
can be cut eight to ten times faster than 
steel, with greater practicality and econ- 
omy, according to investigations of 
hi-cycle milling made at Vega Aircraft 
Corporation. In an article describing 
Vega's findings, there are presented de- 
tails of designs of milling cutters found 
to be most effective, proper feeds and 
speeds, cutting angles, the need of 
quick loading fixtures and a specially 
designed arbor table. Page 103. 

KARL B. KAISER 

COMING 

Powdered metals for industrial pur 
poses have gone far beyond the small 
bronze self-oiling bearings known be 
fore Pearl Harbor. Millions of man- 
hours of labor, machine lines and ma 
terials are being saved by the use of 
bronze, iron-copper, pure iron, alloyed 
irons and tool steel analyses. Struc 
tural parts for armament and machin 
ists’ tools are now being made from 
sintered materials in addition to bear- 
ings weighing as much as 100 lb. 
These developments will be described 
in an early issue. 

Karl B. Kaiser, chief research engi 
neer, The Ingersoll Milling Machine 
Company, writes with authority con- 

cerning the four requirements for the 
successful milling of armor plate for 
tanks and tank destroyers. In an ar 
ticle to be published soon, Mr. Kaiser 
gives performance records for today, 
as compared to 1940 when little was 
known about the subject, and illustrates 
cutter designs for various 
holes and pockets. 

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation saved 
several months in reaching volume pro- 

duction of the Vought-Sikorsky Corsair 
bomber by building thousands of ma 
hogany models for various elements of 
the ship. By thus adapting automotive 
body practice to the tooling for the 
skins and ribs, the holes in adjacent 

parts will coordinate readily and 
thereby minimize final assembly time. 
These wood models were built with 
templets, following the automotive 
system for coordinates of important 
points of the “‘body.”’ An article de- 
scribing Goodyear’s experience with 
wood models is scheduled for publica- 
tion in the near future. 

surfaces, 
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12 feet of | inch plate, ca/7... 

or 20 Feeto %4-inch plate are large capacities... But are 

standard for 500 Series Cincinnati Press Brakes. Day and 

night, Cincinnati Press Brakes, quickly and accurately, 

form plates in navy yards, shipyards and other industries 

for Victory on land andsea. * * * * * * & 

Write for CATALOG B-1, illustrating complete 
line and many uses of Cincinnati Press Brakes 
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ESTABLISHED 1877 

Consolidated Retools the Coronado 

BY E. P. MYERS, CHIEF TOOL ENGINEER, SAN DIEGO DIV., CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORP. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST BURNHAM FINNEY, Editor 

1. To install all components at the earliest practical stage in assembly. 

Working on the structure while it is still small gives maximum accessibility and 

reduces the time cycle in the larger assembly fixtures. 

2. To use women on every job possible. At San Diego women already com- 

prise approximately 50 percent of the working force; about 90 percent of new 

employees are women. - 

3. To produce large tools which are structurally independent of the floor on 

which they rest or scaffolding which may surround them. 

4. To employ so far.as possible standard universal machines to replace 

portable electric and pneumatic tools. 

5. To make assembly tools so flexible that any redesign that does not 

change overall ship dimensions can be met merely by re-setting the fixtures. 

_ A new assembly plan for giant four-engined 

seaplanes has the following objectives: 

DURING THE FIRST YEAR of the war, 
aircraft tooling had one main objec- 

tive—to give our armed forces good 
ships quickly. One fighting plane de- 
livered in 1942 was worth a dozen 
on order. 

Assembly fixtures made in this in- 
itial stage of tooling were designed 
to position parts accurately; but often 

they called for considerable hand work 
in drilling, riveting and trimming the 
edges of the sheets. These fixtures 
served their purpose creditably and are 
still filling a vital need in maintaining 
uninterrupted production while better 

tools are od built. 
War tooling has now reached a sec- 
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ond stage—refinement of detail that 
will conserve manpower and effect 
further improvements in quality. With 

available manpower virtually ex- 
hausted and fresh drains on existing 
personnel in sight through selective 
service, no tooling program is com- 
plete unless it permits the employment 
of women. A successful plan must 

simplify the task, eliminate heavy lift- 
ing and reduce to a minimum the need 
for mechanics or set-up men. 

An outstanding example of new 
tooling is that devised by the San 
Diego Division of the Consolidated 
Vultee Aircraft Corporation for the 
Coronado (PB2Y-3), a long-range 

patrol bomber with a wing span of 
115 ft. In planning this job, Consoli- 

dated tool engineers undertook more 

than a redesign of the old fixtures. 
They evolved a new plan of manu- 
facture with definite objectives and 
specific methods of attaining them. 

Three major physical operations 
consume a big part of the man-hours 
in structural subassembly; they are 
drilling, riveting and hand filing. The 
new tooling for the Coronado trans- 

fers a large percentage of this work 
to three basic types of universal ma- 
chines: a high-cycle drilling machine, 
a squeeze riveter and a sheet routing 
machine. 
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Spar and bulkhead webs are predrilled in a special fixture which stores the drill plates and provides mechanical 

means for handling them. In the final set-up an electric hoist was used instead of a hand-operated one 

Stack Drilling Fixture 

Part of the tooling plan is to pre- 
drill as many components as possible 
before they go to the assembly fixture. 
For this purpose, a universal stack 
drilling fixture has been designed to 
drill all necessary holes in the spar 
and bulkhead webs and to handle 
and store the drill plates. The main 
frame is fabricated from 8-in. diameter 
steel pipe, welded and cross braced 
with 4-in pipe. Flange joints at all 
corners permit the fixture to be knock- 
ed down for shipment. 

The fixture provides a central stor- 
age area for drill plates with work 
stations at either end. The plates are 
picked from fabricated steel channels 

which serve as racks by a standard 
motor-operated chain hoist and car- 
ried on an overhead trolley to either 

one of the work stations. The hoisting 
drums iift the plates by cables at three 
points. When it is necessary to turn 

¥4 

a plate around for use at the opposite 
end of the fixture, it is held by the 
center point alone. Each drill plate 
carries the number of the part on 
which it is used, and its storage rack 
is marked with the same number. 

At the end of the machine the lower 
edge of the plate is hinged into slotted 
holes on brackets permanently at- 

tached to a 1-in. thick Masonite back-up 
plate. The upper frame has an 

overhang at each end which permits 
the hoist te be rolled out sufficiently 
to lower the plate into the hinge 
brackets. Counterweighted cables are 
hooked into the upper corners of the 
plates. 

This arrangement makes it possible 
to swing the plate downward to a 
horizontal position; then the web sec- 

tions are stacked upon it to the de- 
sired thickness. The plate and stack 
are swung upward until they are ver- 
tical where they are held securely by 
screw clamps against ‘the back-up 

plate. Pneumatic cylinders on the fix- 
ture pillars are used to raise and lower 
the stack. The back-up plate is sup- 
ported by ears at its four corners which 
fit slotted blocks attached to the pil- 
lars. Drilling may be done by portable 
tools or by one or more universal 
drilling machines rolled into place 
in front of the working position. The 
drill plate contains the hole pattern 

which guides the tools. Among other 
advantages, vertical drilling permits 
the chips to fall clear of the work. 

Some web sections may be drilled 
as they come from the shear; in this 
case the tooling holes, or locating 
points, the rivet and attachment holes 

are all drilled in one set-up. The stack 
is then transferred to a routing ma- 

chine table and located by the tooling 

holes while the contour is cut. 
On other parts it is mecessary 10 

do the routing operation first. In this 
case the tooling holes are drilled sepa 
rately and used for locating the part 
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for routing and in the stack drilling 
machine. Otherwise, the operation is 

identical. Flat webs may be stacked 
to a Maximum of 1 in. in thickness, 
but webs that are formed or beaded 
must be drilled one at a time. Holes 
are pre-drilled ,', in. under size in 
this machine so they can be accurately 

reamed with the mating part in the 
assembly fixture. It is anticipated that, 

if this method of machine pre-drilling 

is accurate enough in view of the ten 
percent tolerance now allowable in 

rivet hole sizes, we will be able, with- 
out difficulty, to drill these holes to full 
size and eliminate the reaming opera- 
tion in assembly, 

Standard Silhouette 

The universal drilling, routing and 

riveting machines used with the as- 
sembly fixtures are made to standard 
dimensions. In order to apply these 
tools in simple basic types, the fixture 

8 ft 

Maximum height 

Maximum width 

Three universal tools function around 

the standard fixture silhouette shown 

in the above end view 

silhouette has been standardized. This 
is done by fixing maximum overall 
fixture dimensions; a height of 8 ft. 
and width of 40 in. takes care of the 
great majority of the tools in this plan. 

The three universal tools function 
around this silhouette; they are sup- 
ported in frames that travel on tracks 
around the fixtures. The frames are 
equipped with guide templets which 
correspond to the contour of the work 
piece in order to keep the line of ac 
tion of the tool normal to the working 
surface in all positions. The frames 
are designed for just sufficient over- 
hang to clear the fixture feet. 

On a large flying boat, such as the 
Coronado, the built- up thicknesses in 
some sections run close to 1 in. which 

makes machine drilling particularly 
desirable. Holes can be drilled faster 
and straighter than is possible by hand 
and without the fatigue to the oper 
ator which results from handling the 
large portable tools needed for such 

d 

———————— 

/ 
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foot 
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The three universal tools—a drilling machine, a router and a squeeze riveter—eliminate many portable tool opera- 

Pressurized drilling is used on laminated skin slug assemblies 
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work. The high-cycle drills used with 
these machines run at 10,800 r.p.m. 

and are fed pneumatically. 
Aluminum rivets work harden when 

driven by portable tools because of the 
repeated impact. The amount of pres- 
sure applied by the operator and the 

length of the riveting cycle depend en- 
tirely on the human factor, making 
it almost impossible to secure uniform- 
ity. The use of a squeeze riveter per- 
forms the heading in one continuous 
operation and definitely fixes the 

amount of compression to be applied. 
The advantages of eliminating hand 

filing are obvious. Machine routing 
gives cleaner work and does away 
with a tedious operation that might 

easily be neglected. 

Clamps for Eight Joints 

Another advance made by Con- 

solidated engineers in retooling the 
Coronado is in the method of clamp- 
ing. Standard clamping units, ar- 

ranged in eight simple combination 
take care of most of the joints in th 
on The clamps are made of stan 
ard angle irons, toggle clamps, pivot 
screw clamps and stop blocks which, 
with slight variations, accommodate 
eight different types of joints. T! 

accompanying illustration shows the 
various combinations of webs, flanges 

and intercostals which can be handled 
by these standard clamps. They take 
care of all spars and all bulkheads 
in their respective assembly fixtures 

“ae 

Lower surface skin 
sub-assetnbly fixtures 

Skin slug rivet fixture 

Nace/le frame 
assembly fixtures 

Nacelle structure 
assembly fixtures 

Bit 

Nacelle structure 
and fairing ras 
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Bomb door 
assembly 
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Wing nating fixture 
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Spar drilling fixtures 

Oi! tank and firewall assembly fixtures 

—— Skin slug ari// 
tix ture 

pes Spar assembly f7xtures 

Bomb door fairing 
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Straight-Line Layout 

in order to illustrate the specific 

use of this philosophy of tooling, its 
application will be shown on some 

of the steps in the Coronado wing 
fabrication. The assembly is simplified 
by breaking down the top surface 
skin and stringers into seven left- 

hand and seven right-hand _ subas- 
semblies. Fixtures for assembling and 
drilling these sections are designed 

so they may be served by the univ ersal 
drilling, riveting and routing ma- 
chines. The same technique is applied 
to the rear spar which its fabricated 
in halves and to the front spar which 
is broken down into three segments. 
Bulkheads, bomb bay subassemblies, 
bomb door assemblies, lower bomb 
door assemblies, lower surface skin 
subassemblies, nacelle structures and 
other units are all included in the gen- 
eral plan of tooling. The accompanying 

parts are broken down and the fixtures 
needed to fabricate them. 

Fixtures are arranged in logical se- 
quence so that the subassemblies com- 
ing off them go from one step to the 
next with a minimum of handling 
The fixtures themselves are made of 

heavy sections of oil-well 
welded together to form frames rigid 
enough to be independent of the floor 
for accurate alignment. Usually three 
point suspension is used so settling of 

casing 

for the standard end-view silhouette layout gives an idea as to how these the floor will not aftect them 

‘ p y Simple clamping elements, used in 

eight different combinations, clamp 

_ all spar and bulkhead parts in their , 

respective assembly fixtures Ass 

Universal stack drilling fixture 

Universal multiple ari/ling machine 

Top surface assembly fixtures 

Bulkhead assembly 
fixtures 

Bomb bay sub-assembly 
fixtures 

A diagrammatic view shows the fix- 

ture arrangement so the work will 

flow through wing fabrication with 

the least amount of handling time. 

el! dot This is an ideal layout which has been 

ly Fart Bomb shackles altered to meet shop dimensions 
assembly fixtures 
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Support bars to back Counterwgt to raise has only a ge tere regres ‘ Siu 
= | “p each stringer steel drill plate-— construction is standard when the . 

: ; frame is not too large to permit . 
| : ‘Drill plate with an plicai 

| \ ——— The top surface subassembly fixtures for 
\ have pivoted counter-weights in ord«r os 
\ to raise and lower the drill = wit four 

iss little effort. The plate is located on | 
mab. | : the work by means of -in. tooling arout 

— fo be pins. This entire series of fixtures h at 

a ie Sat a standard silhouette so the univers.| et 
fF tools may be used with them. new 

Bulkhead assembly fixtures follo, A 
similar basic designs but are made wit! has E 

trunnions so the parts may be as- dreds 
sembled in a horizontal position and clean 

: swung vertically for drilling. Here The 

x AQY KON NSN again standard clamping devices are the ti 

Tooling Le ON 1 Rady SNA g used. These fixtures demonstrate that 
pin to ~ DVenzZ Ya ws OS SS trunnion fixtures as well as stationary —_— 
locate ‘ : SOE LR ES fixtures lend themselves to the general 
shin plan of operation designed for this 

ship. In fact, all of the advantages of 
the common types of assembly fixtures 
lend themselves to this method of tool- 
ing so long as the standard silhouette 
is maintained. 

This fixture is typical of those used to 

subassemble 14 sections of the top 

Splice plate with bushed holes fer i skin surface. Drill plates are counter- 

locating and camping splice tittings-4 weighted for ease in handling 

Wing Top Surface Fixtures 

Typical fixtures of this kind are suirfener age, 
those used for the subassembly of the Intercostal~--~ 

14 sections of the wing top surface, / 
stringers and skin. Holes for attach- 
ing to the bulkhead rail and dagger 
fittings are pre-drilled in the stringers 

hefore they reach these fixtures and : 
are used for location. The stringers Spar attaching 
come to the fixtures without the skin angle--~ 

attaching holes but with the splice : 
fittings already subassembled and 
reamed. Skins come to the fixtures 
without any stringer attaching holes, 7. Z 
but with the outside edge as well as ome HHH OM HII Sh clamp 
all large openings routed exactly to Ff A 
size. Heavier skin sections are formed mee J ~~(2) Half tooling holes | 
to contour before reaching the fixture. KO} | Fou “a on chord line 

These parts are held in place by Sa tral — 4 
the standard clamps. The procedure is Z 
to load the stringers first and then 
add the skin, using tooling holes for 
location. Then the drill plate is low 

ered over the skin and located. If 
necessary small fast-action clips are 
used to hold the stringers in place \ : 
while the skin and drill plate are Trunnion bearing | 

being loaded. : 
The legs of the fixtures have two . 

supporting points at one end and , oe 
a at the aia, Two outer safety Bulkhead assembly fixtures, of which this one is typical, have the “picture : 
points, which clear the floor by 1/16 frame" mounted on trunnion bearings. The standard silhouette is retained wo ¢ 

in., are provided at the end which to permit the use of power-driven universal tools 
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Slug Subassembly Drilling 

Another good example of the ap- 
lication of this system is the fixture 

for drilling two complete skin slug 
sub-assemblies, one on either side; 

four universal drilling machines run 
on tracks on the floor completely 
around the fixture. They are used on 
one assembly while that on the op- 
posite side is being removed and a 

new one set up. 
A method of pressurized drilling 

has been developed which saves hun- 
dreds of man-hours in burring and 
cleaning the sheet-metal laminations. 
The machine has a pressure foot at 
the tip of which is a bushing that en- 

ters the dril! plate. This foot comes in 
contact with the plate, forcing it back 
against the work and Masonite back- 
up plate to hold all the laminations 
tightly together. The drill does not 
start to cut until after the pre-deter- 
‘mined pressure (1000 Ib.) has been 
applied in the area immediately sur- 
rounding the drill. These machines are 
clamped to their rails when drilling 
to resist the pressure. The effect is 

the same as though the material were 
one solid plate making it unnecessary 
to separate the laminations after they 
have been drilled. 

The drill plate is laminated so that 
it fits the skin slugs and may be held 
tightly at all points while drilling. 

The skin section and drill plates are 
held against a 4-in. Masonite backing 
plate by means of vertical bars in such 
a way that one bar at a time may be 
removed and replaced without dis- 
turbing the work. This arrangement 
permits operation of the drilling ma- 
chine on holes which may fall beneath 
the clamp bar. A minimum number 
of clamps may be used on this fixture 
because the pressure of the drill foot 
holds the work securely during the 
drill operations. 

This fixture employs drill plates 
counterweighted over pulleys, again 
with the objective of making handling 
easy so that women can be used on 
this work. 

Tooling 

_--7Counterweight 

i /" contour plate 

_-# Masonite back-up plate 

n 
2 plate over 

<---- ena of pipes 

=----40"max--- 

| 

L 

, Back-up plate 

Drs// plate In 

raised 
position 

Drill plate 
inn work 
Dosit/Oor? 

Two complete skin slug assemblies are drilled at one time in this fixture. Pressurized drilling makes it unnecessary to 

separate laminations for burring 
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Spar Assembly Fixture 

Another fixture that follows the 
general plan of tooling is that for 
the spar assembly. The spar is located 
from the hull attachment fittings 
which are pre-reamed to match lo- \ 
cating points in the fixture. The splice \ 
fittings are bolted to machine locators 

at the end of the fixture so they may 
be riveted to the spar. Three-point \ 
support with safety points is used again 
in this fixture. 

Use tooling to 
locate spar web 
tn fraeture 

Mating the Wing 

Center Section 

The wing center section mating fix 
ture represents another idea that is 
inherent in the new tooling for the 
Coronado. This fixture brings together 
the spar assemblies, bulkheads, bomb 
bay assemblies, and other parts that go 
into the wing. Its outstanding feature is 

its simplicity. Previous tools of this kind 
are cluttered up with posts and support- 
ing frames which cover the working 
areas and restrict operations on the sub- 
assemblies. 

The fixture consists essentially of 
a supporting center section and two 

Camps permit 
aajustment 

Splice fittings to be bolted 
to machine face locator 

O'dia, pipe.__ 

__ Safety points 
otf #foor 

end plates which may be moved in The spar fixture also has the standard end view silhouette. It uses standard 

and out by leadscrews in order to 

. 

universal clamps and three-point support 

match the length of the wing. Uni- 
versal clamps, spaced approximately 
18 1n. apart, are mountec to permit 

adjustment for the wing contour and 
dihedral taper. The simplicity of the 
fixture is made possible by the fact 
that all wing sub-assemblies have been 
accurately tooled in previous fixtures 
so their locating points are inter 
changeable. Thus, the use of a large 
number of locators is avoided and 
the fixture becomes a mating tool for 

subassemblies in the truest sense of 
the word. 

While the fixtures described here 
are only a few of those used in wing 
assembly, they serve to demonstrate 
the principles back of the new tooling 
The same ideas have been incorporated 

in the design of fixtures for lode 
sections, empennages and other parts 

of the ship. 
From this outline it may be seen 

that the new tooling for the Coronado 
fits into a basic plan of tool engineer- 
ing that may be applied to other ships 
as well as this. In fact, the four-en- 

gined land-based bomber, the Lrber- 
ator (B-24) is now being re-tooled 

along similar lines. The result will be 
Compared to past designs, the wing center section mating fixture surprises more and better fighting planes ind 

one by its simplicity. The multiplicity of locators usually found on such tools full use of available manpower which, 
is avoided by careful coordination of the subassembly units. End plates are according to present indications, will 

moved in and out by hand-operated lead screws 

90 

soon be mostly woman power. 
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Chevrolet Methods Speed 

Operations on P. & W. Engines 
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Drilling the large center hole in the propeller shaft for 
the P. & W. aircraft engine is commonly done on a hori- 
zontal single-spindle drill or a radial drill. Chevrolet's 
Tonawanda plant developed the use of a two-spindle in- 
verted drilling machine, increasing production from two to 

four pieces per hour, or a 100 percent gain in output per 
operator. The work-holding fixtures are fed downward over 
the 30-in. long, gun-type drills through which coolant is 
forced. Very little chip trouble is experienced because drill- 
ing is done from the bottom, allowing chips to fall or be 
washed out of the holes readily. 

Profiling crankshaft counterweights is usually done 
on a standard shaper, using a templet for hand contour 
control. resales 3 shifted the job to a slotter, developed 
Keller automatic tracer controls for this machine, thereby 
increasing machine capacity .75 percent. The entire opera- 
tion is now automatic, and one operator can handle four 

machines instead of one 

Chief advantage in sandblasting P.&W. reduction gears, 
as now done at the Detroit Gear and Axle Plant, is the 
element of time saving. The process eliminates hand polish- 
ing in the green before hardening, and saves 90 percent of 
the time consumed by the former method. After heat- 
treatment, a dull satin finish is obtained. Rigorous tests have 
proved that a mirror-like surface appears on the gear teeth 
when the gears are meshed and turned several times in 

green testing. Sandblasting is done conventionally at 60 Ib. 
aif pressure in a set-up similar to that at the left. The proc- 

ess has been approv ed by the War Department. 
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1. Multiple die set-ups are common 

in the aircraft industry for forming and 
blanking operations on sheet stock. 
However, these set-ups generally are more 
used with a rubber pad on the upper heed 
press platen. In the sheet-metal depart 
ment at Nashville, considerable cost re 
duction has been effected by setting up 
mating die sets on a hydro-press as 
shown here. The male and female die 
units are clamped in place on the plat 
ens, and heavy guide pins are used to 
insure accurate alignment. Each of the 
presses is equipped with photo-electric 
controls to prevent operation when 
workmen’s hands are in the danger 

area. Nashville Division, Consolidated 
Vultee Aircraft Corporation. 

2. Reserved seats are provided for 
each metal part put through this pusher- 
type hardening furnace. The operator 

loads a rack and guides it into the fur- 
nace at the left. Without further atten- 
tion on his part, the rack proceeds 
through the furnace at the correct speed, 
is moved into the quench bath at the 
far right, and then is delivered to the ta- 
ble behind the operator. Westinghouse 

Electric & Manufacturing Compan 

3 Dip line conveyors carry odd- 
shaped parts through the small-parts 
paint shop. Otherwise, these parts 
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would have to pass more than once 

through a slat conveyor for flat work. 
Infra-red lamps dry in 20 sec. parts that 

could not be handled in less than 6 min. 
under ordinary drying conditions. Paint 
applied here is a zinc-chromate primer 

to which camouflage adheres readily, 
and which also serves as a corrosion 
preventive. Working at full capacity, 
this small-parts paint shop can handle 
more than 300,000 parts daily. Lock- 
heed Aircraft Corporation. 

4. Riveting is taught at the Willow 
Run bomber plant in a separate school 
before the riveters go to work on the 
subassembly and assembly lines. The 
“school rooms”’ are in the plant proper, 

and each group of trainees works at a 
special bench arranged to support alu- 
minum practice sections. Official OWI 
photograph by Ann Rosener. 

5, Special assembly stand, parts rack 
and working platform developed for 
assembling the main landing gear shock 
struts have made this job easier, and at 
the same time has saved hours in the 
production of the Vengeance dive 
bomber. Stock clerks keep the bins in 
the rack filled. The operator does not 
have to leave his work place to secure 

either parts or tools. For work on the 
upper end of the assembly, the operator 
stands on the bench-high working plat- 
form. Operations at the other end of 

the assembly are performed with the 
operator standing on the floor in front 
of the fixture. Nashville Division, Con 
solidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation. 

6. Machine tool tests are often com 
plicated by differences in the electric 

drive. One machine will take 440 volts, 
another 220 volts, and a third 110 
volts. A portable outlet stand with 
switch boxes to supply the kinds of cur 
rent ordinarily encountered is employed 
to meet this condition. Each of four 
sides of the stand has one or more out 
lets and each outlet supplies a different 
kind of current. The stand helps in 
making the final operating tests on tur- 
ret lathes. Warner & Swasey Company. 



Handicapped Workers Meet the Need 

A considerable group of persons 

with various forms of physical 

handicaps are ready to aid in 

relieving the labor shortage 

DURING PREWAR DAYS, modern indus- 
try fell all too easily into the habit of 
regarding primarily a man’s handicaps, 
and but secondarily—if at all—his abil- 
ities. Today, faced with a manpower 
shortage, the fetters of tradition are 
being broken and employers are ac- 
tively and profitably utilizing the unim- 
paired facilities of the physically handi- 
capped. In some instances, the very 
handicaps prove to be advantages: those 
with impaired hearing are better able to 
concentrate in the midst of noise. A 
youth with a dwarfed hand was found 
able to fasten nuts in an engine assem- 
bly about twice normal speed, because 
his hand could work in a smaller space 
than a normal one. 

A victim of infantile paralysis, unable 
to stand without crutches but possessed 

of facile fingers and strong hands, ably 
handles the task of light assembling 
and soldering. This placement was fa- 
cilitated by the employer's experience 
with a hunchbacked girl in the same as- 
sembly line. After the employer had 
watched with some astonishment her 
quick handling of the small electrical 
parts, he constructed for her a specially 
raised chair to simplify the worker-to- 
bench operation. This young woman 
later improved to such a degree that she 
was promoted to training new assem- 
blers as they took their place in the line. 

Midgets are in demand by airplane 
manufacturers to work inside fuselages 
inaccessible to normal workers. 

“Practically everyone has some phys- 
ical characteristic that limits his activ- 
ities and also his working opportuni- 
ties;”” the number of persons who are 
placed in the “physically handicapped” 
category, according to the War Man- 
power Commission, depends on the 

Physical limitations may be overcome by selective placement of the handi- 

capped. A job requiring little lifting and moving about offers no obstacles 

to a machinist lacking one of his legs. Experience has shown handicapped 

workers to be steadier and more faithful than coworkers with full facilities 
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standards used to determine and m 
ure the handicap. 

“Not all of the physically handi- 

capped in the labor force are vocation- 
ally handicapped, since an individual’ 
disability may not interfere with 
particular occupation. Disabilities 

an employment handicap at one | 
or another, either because of empl 
specifications or prejudices, or beca 
of readjustment and physical difficul 
involved in shifting to a new job or a 

new occupation. 

3,000,000 Are Available 

“While all physically handicapped 
persons need special care at some time 
in making an employment adjustment, 
some require more attention than oth- 
ers. Of the 8.1 million physically hand- 

capped men between the ages of 15 and 
64, the U.S. Public Health study re- 
vealed that close to 6.7 million need 

only selective placement, one million 
require rehabilitation before employ- 
ment in industry, and nearly 350,000 
need extensive rehabilitation and should 
be restricted to sheltered work,”’ reports 
WMC. “Including those unemployed 

and seeking work, and those who are 
expected to be drawn into the labor 

- market, the reserve of handicapped 
workers probably numbers between 2.5 

and 3 million men and women.” 
The existing high division of labor 

in modern factories lends itself well to 
the hiring of the handicapped. A care- 
ful job analysis program will assure 

proper placement. ‘This technique en- 
tails an analysis of the jobs in terms of 
the usual factors for selection, such as 
skill, aptitude and experience,” writes 
K. Vernon Banta, specialist in services 
to physically handicapped, WMC. “In 
addition to determining the specified 
requirements of a job, the analysis must 
also show in detail the physical de 
mands, and working conditions. 

“Such a break-down makes it possi- 

ble to relate the requirements of the oc- 
cupation to the physical capacities of 

each individual.” 
A recent survey of every production 

operation in the plant of the Consoli- 
dated Aircraft Corporation evaluated 
their suitability for handicapped labor- 
ers. A partial listing of the findings re- 
vealed that 60 percent of the jobs in 
the plant were within the physical ca- 

pabilities of persons with a severe vis- 
ual defect in one eye. Only 3 percent 

could be done by those with but one 
arm. But 50 percent were within the 
capacities of those with the full use of 
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one arm and the partial use of the 
other. Ten percent were available to 
those who must remain seated. 

After a survey of jobs in important 
government industrial plants through- 

out the country, the Civil Service Com- 
mission reported that more than 1,300 
sorts of jobs in arsenals, navy yards and 
similar establishments could be filled by 
the physically handicapped “with effi- 
ciency and safety.” 

The Commission has lowered the 
physical requirements for many jobs so 

that more physically handicapped work- 
ers may be utilized. In most examina- 
tion announcements there are only two 
basic questions: (1) ‘Can the applicant 
perform the job?” and (2) “In the 
performance of his job will the appli- 

cant be a hazard to himself or others?” 
All of the larger aircraft manufac- 

turing companies have joined with the 
Navy Department in a program to pro- 
vide useful work for men partially dis- 
abled as a result of war injuries, the 
Navy has announced. 

Some of the wounded men will be as- 
signed, upon recovery, to suitable work 
within the Navy, but others will be dis- 

charged in order to accept private em- 
ployment of value to the war effort. 
The Bureau of Naval Personnel is con- 
tacting private industry to place them 
in useful jobs. 
Handicapped persons are being hired 

in ever-increasing numbers, figures 

from the Bureau of Placement, War 
Manpower Commission, indicate. In 
1942, the offices of the USES placed 
91,396 handicapped workers, an in- 
crease of 72 percent over 1941 and 230 
percent over 1940. 

Placement Chart Suggested 

“Tools to facilitate the use of infor- 
mation derived from a job analysis can 
be developed, as for instance, a specific 
industrial plant chart of physical de- 
mands and working conditions,” writes 
Mr. Banta. ‘“This chart should be based 

on specific information of the physical 
factors involved in the job wae be 
exceedingly valuable to the personnel 
office or the placement officer in the lo- 
cal office of the USES in reviewing the 
physical requirements of the job. It can 
be used to break down a single occupa- 
tion or a complete industry. 

“Another device, developed by the 
Occupational Analysis Section of the 
War Manpower Commission, is the 
pea of job families for the 
handicapped. These job families point 

to the jobs which are possible choices 
for persons with these physical impair- 

ments. Lists of occupations are impor- 

tant as guides only and persons with 
identical handicaps may have widely 

varying physical capacities; therefore, 
in the development of a practical selec- 
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Twenty blind workers at the American Mica Works split, finger gage and sort 

mica, dividing it according to thicknesses varying from 0.0015 to 0.0045 in. 

tive placement method, consideration 
must be given to all types of physical 
factors which limit the capacities of the 

workman. 
Blind people are being employed to 

a greater extent than ever before in the 

history of work for the sightless. Indus- 
try is awakening to the possibilities of 
this supply of manpower. The blind 
split mica with a thin-bladed knife, 
stack it and dexterously gage its thick- 
ness between ranges of 0.0015 and 
0.0045 in.—all by a sense of touch! 

Blind men splice, knot and stretch 

rope in plants manufacturing tents for 
the Army. In a plant manufacturing 
radios for the Army and Navy, one 
blind man bends a small copper band 
into position, while a blind woman 
works on copper heat bridges. 

To make possible the employment of 

blind workers, a series of devices have 

been invented. Switchboards have been 
fitted with sound instead of light sig- 
nals; braille stenotype machines were 
developed to enable the taking of braille 
shorthand; calculating machines have 
been equipped with braille symbols. 
The audio-scale operates on the same 
principal as an airplane radio beam, 

giving dot-dash signal for underweight, 
dash-dot signals for overweight and a 
steady buzz for exact weight. The 
braille micro-check, a precision inspec- 

tion instrument, makes possible the em- 
ployment of blind as inspectors. 

Commissions for the blind are active 
in their efforts to educate employers in 
the possibilities of employment of the 
blind. Active among these are the 

American Foundation for the Blind, 
Inc., and the New York Association for 
the Blind. Each of these organizations 

reports that, having persuaded an em- 
ployer to hire one or two blind persons, 
he is usually so pleased with the results 

that he asks for more. 
‘In the normal course of events dur- 

ing the past 10 or 15 years,” writes 
G. H. Williamson, president, William- 
son Candy Company, in “Executive 
Service Bulletin” of the Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company, “‘we have em- 
ployed a few men who were handi- 
capped to some extent but have been 
well able to work on a number of jobs 

in the factory. Some were lame, one 
had an artificial leg, and another had 
only one arm. It was necessary to con- 
sider both their disabilities and their 
abilities in selecting the work they were 
to do, but except for this one considera- 
tion, they offer no more of a problem 
than the physically normal man. We 

also have some deaf mute girls who at- 
tend strictly to business, and one of our 
girls wears steel braces and walks on 
crutches. Once they have learned the 
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Despite the loss of a hand, he works 

for Caterpillar Tractor Company as 

a stock chaser. The U. S. Public 

Health Service has announced that 

nearly 3,000,000 handicapped per- 

sons are available to aid in reducing 

the existing manpower shortage 

work, these girls are as good operators 

as our best. 
“Supervisors report that they are 

reliable, industrious, and anxious to do 
good work. They are regular in at- 
tendance and punctual. Generally they 
arrive a few minutes before the rest 
of the girls, to avoid being in the midst 
of a crowd in the locker-room. They 
have not stayed up most of the night 

before at a dance and they don’t spend 
their time thinking or talking about 
the boy friends. 

“The effect on other employees is 
good. The handicapped girls are ac- 
cepted but not pitied. No one, not 
even the natural-born complainer, can 
feel sorry for himself when he sees a 

cripple, laboriously but cheerfully mov- 
ing down an aisle. 

“In some instances the skill and abil- 
ities of a handicapped girl has stimu- 
lated normal girls to do their work 
even better.” 

According to the War Manpower 
Commission, ‘In a large eastern plant 
which employs large numbers of work- 
ers with physical defects, a study made 
over a period of a year, comparing their 
performance with that of a control 
group of physically normal workers, 
indicates that the sickness, accident and 
quit rates were lower for the handi- 
capped than for the control group. 
Furthermore, they produced and earned 
as much as the control group. 

“A study of the employment records 
of a group of 4,404 men having ortho- 
pedic impairments disclosed that over 
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a period of 13 years only eight were 
reported to have incurred a second 

injury. 
“The misconception that handi- 

capped workers are more susceptible to 
injury is based on the fear that in- 
juries which would cause partial dis- 
ability to normal workers may cause 
permanent total disability to workers 
already partially disabled, thus raising 
the workmen's compensation cost of 
employers. 

“Actually, statutory provisions which 
protect employers in varying degrees 
from liability for ‘second injuries’ have 
been made in almost all states. About 
half the states provide that employers 
shall be responsible for compensating 
only the injury incurred in their em- 
ploy, and that this injury be considered 
by itself. Some of these states maintain 
second-injury funds out of which is 

paid the difference between the com- 
pensation received by the worker for 
the second injury and the compensation 
payable for the disability resulting from 
the combined effects of the first and 
second injuries. A number of states at- 
tempt to protect employers by permit- 
ting workers with physical defects to 
waive their rights to compensation for 
injuries resulting from an aggravation 
of the existing disability.” 

The handicapped should be hired ‘‘in 
a routine manner,” writes Mr. Wil- 
liamson. ‘“‘First, study your jobs and 
their requirements in order to elim- 
inate those which need abilities the 
prospective worker lacks. Next, per- 
suade those responsible for production 

that a test of the handicapped is well 
worth while. Before presenting a no- 
ticeably handicapped applicant to a 
production executive, or to the super- 
visor under whom he or she will work, 

describe the ability or probable ability 
of the applicant and then mentioning 
the handicap.” 

Services Urge Hirings 

War Manpower Commission tells of 
experiments with the use of handi- 
capped “workers in establishments de- 
voted to shell loading and _ aircraft 
maintenance, ordnance plants, and in 
quartermaster depots. The War and 
Navy Departments have asked their 
arsenals and shipyards to hire handi- 
capped persons wherever possible. The 
Army is anticipating their employment 
in the maintenance of cargo plane sta- 
tions and estimates that as many as 
50,000 handicapped persons may ulti- 
mately be so employed. 

“A giant war plant at Williamsport, 
Pa., has set up a production line spe- 

cifically to utilize disabled individuals. 
The persons in this production line 
represent a wide variety of disabilities. 
All are alike in one respect—they dis- 

+ play an interest and an aptitude 
mechanical work. 

“Careful attention was given to p! 
ical rehabilitation before the pro! 
of vocational rehabilitation was ta! 
up. A series of interviews and psy 
logical and vocational tests aided | 
rehabilitative officials in their select 
process. Those finally chosen for t: 
ing were sent to Williamsport w! 
the Rehabilitation Bureau arranged 
their housing and provided mai 

nance for them until such time as tlic 
found employment and became sci! 

supporting. 
“The line produces link pins for 

the master soll piston pins, cam 
lower rollers, and other parts in which 
the men are required to work to a 
tolerance of 0.002 of an inch in dian 
ter and two micro-inches in finish. The 
men have all advanced rapidly since 
they started at 65 cents an hour. 

Touch Replaces Hearing 

“The super-finish operator is an 

older man. His ear drums are ruptured, 
the left one rather badly, but that 
doesn’t prevent him from turning out 
a full day’s work at his machine. Some 
employers complain that deafness is a 
serious handicap on a job where ex- 

perienced workers frequently use the 
sound of a machine to detect anything 
wrong with the progress of the work, 
but this operator keeps his fingers on 
the machine and has learned to judge 
from the change in vibration whether 
the work is passing through properly 

or not. 
“In another division, where huge 

crankshafts are turned out, a towering 
six-footer operates a big turret lathe 
One arm is crippled and can only be 
raised about waist-high. Since his op 
erations at the turret lathe do not re 
quire any higher lift, this condition 

does not hinder his work. 
“A one-armed welder has a special 

welding electrode which screws right 

into the socket of his artificial arm 
He can perform welding operations 
with less fatigue than a physically nor 

mal worker. 
“The report of management on the 

handicapped line is favorable. Their 
supervisor says he wouldn’t exchange 

for many physically normal workers he 
has encountered in his years of indus 
trial experience. He has found that 

handicapped workers generally display 
more steadiness and a greater concen 

tration on their work.” 
Writes Evelyn Levis, U. S. Employ- 

ment Service, Moline, Ill., ‘Placing 

physically handicapped workers in 
sential activities is a challenge to 
It is part of the extra mile we have ‘o 
go to assure a full utilization of « 

manpower.” 
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Electrical Equipment— Weapons and Tools 

From miniature motors to mammoth generators, from tiny detector 

tubes to great broadcasting stations—everything 

electrical is essential to our war effort 

X& this editorial goes to press, newspapers and_ radio 
news commentators are telling the dramatic story of 

the blasting of two mighty Nazi power dams. Floods are 

weeping down the Ruhr Valley, Germany's most vital 
munition production center. ‘lwo vast networks of indus 

trial activity lie inert, for the great generators that had fed 
power to hundreds of plants producing war goods for 

Hitler, today stand idle. This daring raid will go down 
in history as one of the most, if not the most devastating 

the entire war. It has destroved two great sources of 
power, stopping the wheels in hundreds of plants and 
throwing into darkness 

u 

turns the wheels ‘of our great industric i 

factories and homes and runs our electric 

( 

( 

and our war effort could not 

\\ } \hile many electrical developn 

\ 

thousands of factories and homes 
[his epoch-making raid by the R.A.I’. brings home to 
the vital importance of our own power resources, those 

from which flows the current. that 
illuminates out 

lossal gcncratol 

railways and 
ways. It makes us 
tricity 

realize how dependent we are on 
and how important is the part of those manu 

turers who produce the electrical equipment that make 
ible its generation and use. 

Beginning with ‘Thomas A. Edison, the inventive geniu 
ft electrical manufacturing men has devised more and mor 

gencrating the current, better and better 
of applying it to do thou 

nds of jobs quicker and bette 

ineicnt ways of 

cans of transmitting it and 

Ihe products of electrical manufacturers have become 
0 completely an « 

trial, busin 
ential component part of every in 

ind domestic activity that our economy 
on without it 

ctrical in laboratories of our « In Gavs oft ps ICC the 
rv gave us radio, fluorescent lighting, infra-red drving, 
ision process-control, telemetering, split-second circuit 
ikers and many other things that border on the mirac 

US. 

loday their facilities and their genius are devoted to an 
ut war of wits with Axis scientists and produc 

Klectricity plays a significant part in this wat 
walkie-talkie” that 

tposts, to the 

tion men 
from 

brings support to hard-pressed 
mammoth motors on the battleship 

ents today are cloaked in 
cy, the nation will enthusiastically applaud these 

ctrical manufacturers when the curtain is lifted 
(he far-reaching importance of electrical instrument 
iratus and machin By ni nt when we con 

that over 350 different electrical items go into combat 
ind that more than 170 go into a fighter plan 

t of these products are distinctly special in nature 
ire far removed from thei 

ed, they have such counterpart 
lo the civilian, a light bulb is something so standardized 

every need can be filled by any nearby dealer. Our 

ied forces, by contrast, must hav t their disposal 

ivilian counterparts if, 

more than 400 distinct types 

than the head of a match, are so brilliant that they flash 
signals under a tropical noon sky. Others are built to 
withstand extremely low vibration, shock 

ubjected 

ot lam] Some no larger 

tempel itures, 
ind many other abuses to which they arc 

On planes, for example, numerous fractional-horsepowet 
motors are used but the standard industrial motor is not 
suitable for this service. New records in low weight-pei 

horsepower had to be achieved involving extensive changes 
in design and production 

lo prevent the light 
impairing the vision of night fighters, ultra-vi 
which activates fluorescent instrument d 
\s a result, the 
ifter reading his 
his eyes. How many precious ait 

from instrument panels from 
et radiation 

als wa developed 
pilot may look out into the darkne 
instruments without the least effect on 

Ti Can he credited 
to this one development alon 

But, in general, the story of this industry’s war work 
is much too blurred by military censorship to afford an 
idequate picture of its contributions. ‘The factones and 
hipvards that are turning out war matcricl tell a mor 

nplete torv. Many of these ha en built during 
the past two yeal Oth« have gone th ha complet 

OnVEeTSION proce In every case, large quantities of elec 
trical materials were involve 

In the broad t sense, there ll thie WwyjO! jobs which 
this industry has had to do, in addition to equipping our 

modern war machine. It has h to materials for 
the vast expansion of our indust tem, keep every 
plant fully maintamed, and_ pre tl 1 iry equip 

ment for the vital powel md Col munication fields 
More than $1,900,000,000 was spent for new industrial 

construction in 1942, and of this about 7 > 140,000,000 
was for electrical materials. New machin 

sroduction equipment required an additional 

Ww rth ot 
illed for 
nd supplies. 
his total of over $600,000,000 in 

ind other 
>50.000.000 

electrical product Ihe onversion program I 
mother $145,000,000 of clectrical apparatu 

itself would have 

taggered the electrical industry in a peace-time year. Yet, 
this record-breaking production was essential and had to 
be superimposed upon the direct requirements of the Army 
nd Nav 

Industry depends upon electricity. Consider for a 
moment the effect of modern lighting upon war pro 
duction. Industry enjovs levels of illumination and color 
quality that were undreamed of ten vears ago. As a result, 
midnight shifts operate at daytim fic \s a matter 
f fact, many of the more m l plant have no 

windows at all 
Then there is maintenance. The fail of on ingle 

motor or feeder will stop a production lin ilectrical 

manufacturers have had to stand at all tin idy to 



supply the heavy demand for the maintenance and repair 
parts that keep our industrial machine operating at top 

speed. Excess loads, 24-hour schedules and inexperienced 
production hands combine to shorten the lives of elec- 

trical equipment. 
Electrical manufacturers have had to supply the greatly 

expanded needs of our powe! and communication systems. 
New construction of all sorts — war plants, cantonments, 

war housing — has created a formidable need for additional 

capacity. Every element in our domestic economy has 

called for increased communication and power services. 
\ll this had to be superimposed upon the vast demands 

The magnitude of this task is 
accomplished. Every 

of onr armed forces. 
obvious but it is being successfully 
old installation is functioning 
smoothly and every new one 

Other clectronic devices are counting and sorting t! 
products of thousands of war plants. Precision contr 

regulate all sorts of processes, from aluminum producti 
to armor plate annealing. 

These are but a few of many examples of the way 
which the magic power of electricity has been harnes 
to the wat effort. Back of every development there is 
least one electrical manufacturer — more often many — wl 
have pooled ideas and methods with no thought of 
royalties or dispute over cost allocation. 

No story of the electrical industry would be compk 
that did not pay tribute to those manufacturers who havc 
dropped their normal lines in order to produce special 
war products. Many appliance manufacturers fall in this 

group. When war came, they 
did not stop to argue that 
civilian morale and big | has been ready to function 

on exact schedule. ‘There has 

been no failure either in our 
power or in our communica 
tion. Part of the credit for 
this performance belongs to 
the hundreds of manufacturers 
who delivered their products 
when and where they were 
needed. 

‘This was not merely a prob- 
lem of increasing production. 
‘These manufacturers had been 
depending on rubber, copper, 
aluminum and steel —all high- 
ly critical materials. lor much 
of their non-military produc- 
tion they suddenly had either 

com plishments of 

This is the twelfth of a series of edito- 

rials appearing monthly in all McGraw- 

Hill publications, reaching more than 

one and one-half million readers, and 

in daily newspapers in New York, Chi- 

cago and Washington, D. C. They are 

dedicated to the purpose of telling the to abandon their hard-won 

part that each industry is playing in the 

war effort and of informing the public 

on the magnificent war-production ac- more 

America’s industries. 

checks would demand a con- 
tinued supply of their prod- 
ucts, instead they quickly 
shifted to the production of 
war matériel and today they 
are deep in the manufacture 
of machine gun parts, aircraft 
sub-assemblies, and even gas 
mask fabric. They have had 

markets for the duration; but 
they are contributing mightily 
to permanent peace and a 

prosperous world to 

which they will return when 
the guns are silenced. 

This great industry has in- 
to find substitutes or practice 

the utmost economy and in- 
gcnuity. 

Solutions to many problems were quickly found. Light- 
ing manufacturers greatly reduced their use of steel by 
designing efficient, non-metallic reflectors. Wire and cable 
manufacturers expanded their use of synthetic insulation 

in place of rubber and they promoted the use of higher 
distribution voltages so that every ounce of copper would 

work more efficiently. 
Steel is essential in apparatus that operates magnetically. 

There is no known substitute. But marked economies in 
its use have been achieved through the development of 
new alloys that are of increased magnetic efficiency. As a 
result, motors and transformers now consume subst: intially 

less steel than did units of equal capacity a year or two ago. 
Electrical manufacturers have given our industries nu- 

merous new production tools. Infra-red heating tunnels, 
for example, have drastically reduced the time involved 

production drying . . . in some cases from hours to 

minutes. High-frequency induction-heating has been spec- 

tacularly successful in the forging, brazing, hardening and 
casting of ordnance. Modern welding equipment makes 

possible speedy production with imexperienced labor. 
America’s production lines are being patrolled by elec 

trical devices which climinate human error. One million 
volt X-ray equipment looks through castings and points 
an unfailing finger at defects. An electronic flaw detector 

tests nonferrous drawn-metal tubing for imperfections. 

creased its production three- 
fold in two years — $2,500,- 
000,000 in 1940 to $7,500,- 

000,000 in 1942. It has done this with all the zest of 
youth, for this is a young and a pioneering industry 

lew companies in this industry are fifty years old; the 
majority are much younger. ‘Top management in gencral 

is young, too, and many outstanding technical develop- 

ments have come from the brains of men just a few years 
out of college. 

The results of all its intensive intelligent work can be 
found in every factory, on every battlefield and ocean, 
and even in the flak- spotted air over Berlin. In a sense, 

the electrical manufacturing industry stands beside ever 
soldier and every sailor as he goes into action. It has a 

place of honor it richly deserves. 
And when this war passes into history, as it surely will 

our soldiers and sailors returning to peace-time jobs, will 

find a life greatly enriched by clectrical development 
that were undreamed of yesterday, 

President, McGraw-Hill Pul lishing Company, !1i¢ 
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METAL-WASHING MACHINES 

For Discontinuous Operation 

Forty-two small-mouthed flasks 

are washed and rinsed, inside 

and out, without being moved. 

Each flask mouth fits snugly 

over two nozzles, one for a hot 

alkaline washing solution, the 

other for a warm water rinse. 

Other nozzles play on the outer 

surface. Gas heat warms the 

washing and rinsing: solutions 

BY DR. R. W. MITCHELL, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, AND MARCEL T. ZINTY, CHIEF ENGINEER MACHINE 

DIVISION, MAGNUS CHEMICAL COMPANY, GARWOOD, NEW JERSEY 

The fourth part of our series on 

the selection of metal-cleaning 

equipment classifies the ma- 

chines used and describes one of 

the chief types. Others will be 

illustrated in an early issue 
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ESSENTIALLY, a metal-washing ma- 
chine is a dipping tank or spray hous- 

ing having suitable continuous convey- 
ing equipment and adequate methods 
of heating and straining solutions and 
drying or cooling the work after 
cleaning. Its major function is to in- 
tegrate the handling of the work with 
effective and economical washing, 
rinsing, drying and cooling by the 

cleaning methods adopted. 

When the washing and rinsing is 

done by spraying, the nozzles must 
be of a size, quantity, and location to 
deliver the solutions to all parts of the 
work at the proper pressure and vol- 

ume. Flat sprays are commonly used 
for outside surfaces and round sprays 

for recesses. 
Pumps of en capacity and pres 

sure must be used. Open impeller types 

are one common style, but special pack- 
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A Loading end E Hoist I Vapor exhauster 

B Carrier - F Spray chamber J _ Rinsing sprayer 

C Soaking tank G Spray pump K Unloading end 

D Circulation pump H Strainer L Drip pan 

Heavy units requiring a precleaning soak before spraying are loaded on a 

rolling carrier which is lowered into a soaking tank, then raised and rolled 
into a spraying chamber. After rinsing, it is rolled to the discharge platform 

where the solution is hosed from recesses. Either emulsifiable or alkaline 

cleaners may be used 

A Gun barrel? =F Sprayers 

B Washingtank G Nozzle 

C Rinsing tank H Tank covers 

D Heating coils I Cooling rack 

E Pumps J Overhead crane 

While one large gun barrel is sprayed internally and externaily in one section 

of this machine, a previously washed barrel is rinsed in the second half. 

An overhead crane is used to handle the work 

ings and glands are required for pene- 

trating cleaning solutions. 
Adequate provision for effective and 

economical heating of solutions, for 
cleaning out muck and skimming dirt 
from the top of the tanks, and for suit- 
able drying or cooling must be made. 
The right period and speed of travel 
through washing, rinsing and other 
zones is of the utmost importance. Ex- 
tensive changes in the design of a ma- 
chine may be necessary if this factor is 
not properly determined. 

If an alkaline cleaner is to be used, 
a non-foaming type should be selected. 
Many alkaline cleaners will foam up 
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and overflow under the agitation of 
pumping and ~ spraying — solutions. 
Moreover, any cleaning compound for 
use in a washing machine must be com- 

pletely soluble. Otherwise the insoluble 
portions tend to cake on the conveyor 
and other parts. This ts particularly 
true of alkaline cleaners containing in- 
soluble colloidal silicates. 

A lower concentration of alkaline 
cleaner is necessary for washing ma- 
chines than when using tank cleaning. 
Where the latter requires from 2 to 
6 oz. per gal., the washing machine 
will require from 4 to 1 oz. per gal. 

When properly made up these alkaline 

solutions can be used until so much 
dirt has accumulated in the solution 

that it ceases to clean. Tank and pur 
ing circuits should be thorougiily 
flushed out each time a fresh solution 
is made up. 

Kinds of Washing Machines 

Since most cleaning jobs will re- 
quire a specially designed machin: 
is difficult to classify metal-washin 
machines into rigid types. However, 
there are two main forms; continuous 
and discontinuous. The continuous 
group, which is the more common, can 
be further divided into three major 
classes, conveyor, revolving and com. 
bination types. In continuous ma- 
chines, the work moves past successive 
stations where the treatments required 
by the cleaning operation are applied. 
Since the work moves, continuous ma- 
chines may be designed to cover as 
many treatments as the job calls for. 
In addition they are easily designed to 
hook into existing material handling 

layouts so that the work is handled 
automatically from the start to the 
finish of the cleaning routine without 
interrupting the flow of production. 

Discontinuous machines fall into 

two major classes, the tunnel and 
cabinet types. In both, the work is al- 
most always stationary and is given 
such treatments. as are required by 
solutions or rinses from conveniently 
located tanks. Because of this, the dis- 

continuous machine is usually limited 
in its functions to washing and rins- 

ing—or at the most, to precleaning, 
washing and rinsing. Provision may 

be made for moving the work from a 
precleaning soak tank to a tunnel or 
cabinet where final washing and rins- 

ing takes place, but even in such cases 
the work is simply lowered into the 
soak tank, lifted out and then moved 

to the final treatment. Hence the dis- 
continuous machine is usually manu- 
ally loaded and manually unloaded, 
though there are designs which make 
use of various conveying devices which 
facilitate positioning and removing 

the work. 
The illustrations accompanying this 

article show a few typical discontinu- 
ous machines. The more common con- 
tinuous type will be illustrated in the 

next article in this series. 
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Electrocleaning Tanks 

Wherever plating is done on an) 

scale, the electrocleaning tank pro 
vides a highly dependable means of 10 

suring a chemically clean surface. The 
cleaning is usually carried out by mak 

ing the work the electrode in an alka 
line cleaning solution. When direc 

current is passed through such a solu 
tion, hydrogen is evolved at the 
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Loading end 

Washing section 

Rinsing section 

Washing pump up 

Rinsing pump 

Washing strainer 

Rinse strainer 

Sprayers mranm 

Traction chain 

Traction drive : 

Vapor exhauster 

Discharge end rAce 

Traction chains pull large bodies through two spray chambers, one for washing, one for rinsing. Emulsifiable cleaners 

clean such pieces adequately without danger of corrosion 

cathode and oxygen at the anode, the 
work is protected against tarnishing 
or chemical corrosion by the hydrogen 
evolved. The space between anodes and 
the work should be carefully worked 
out to insure even current distribu- 
tion, particularly on irregularly shaped 
pieces. Some heating of the solution 
is desirable, both to speed up cleaning 
and reduce current consumption during 
the operation. 

Many dirt particles are electrically 
removed by the “plating off’’ action 
of the current. In addition, minute 
bubbles of hydrogen have a consider- 
able prying and scouring action in re- 
moving solid dirt adhering to the 
work. 

To avoid corrosion and tarnishing, 
non-ferrous metals and alloys are 
usually made the cathode. Iron and 
steel may be cleaned either anodically 
or cathodically, since there is no 
chemical attack in alkaline solution 
unless certain salts are present. How- 

ever, in recent years there has been a 
trend toward anodic cleaning of brass 
and copper. The tarnish formed in a 
short dinien period can now be re- 
duced to such slight proportions that 
it can be readily removed by short 

acid dips. A combination treatment 
in which the work is cleaned as cath- 

ode for a minute or two, then as 
anode for a brief period, followed by 
a second or so as cathode, is becoming 
increasingly popular. 
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In using electrocleaning tanks it is 
highly important to select the right 
alkaline cleaner. The cleaner should 
be exceptionally high in wetting 
properties to insure speedier penetra- 
tion of deposits and thus faster elec- 
trocleaning. It is also important that 
the cleaner be acid and hardwater 

proof and that it shall not form 
troublesome scum as a result of drag- 

over. It must be very free rinsing te 
prevent contamination of succeeding 
solutions. Furthermore, the solution 
should be capable of carrying the high 

current density required by modern 
electrocleaning practice. Usually it will 
be found necessary to select different 
types of cleaner for die-cast and soft 
metals, for brass, for combinations of 
steel and brass, and finally for steel. 

CLASSIFICATION OF METAL WASHING MACHINES 

CONTINUOUS MACHINES 

(Work moved past treating Stations) 

Type Material Handling 

Co a 
Conveyor {4 ChainConveyors (Ground or Overhead) 

| Chain and Flat Conveyors (Combined Precleaning, washing, rinsing, 
| cooling, drying, pickling, 

{ Drums in Line. ae burnishing, bonderizing, 
Revolving  <{ Drums superimposed. . parkerizing, painting, baking. 

| Platforms or Tables Anti-rust treating and other 
treatments in required se- 

‘ Drums and/or Platforms _ quences and combinations. 
Combined <{ and Conveyors in Suitable Combina- 

(Se ere eee 

DISCONTINUOUS MACHINES 

(Work Stationary) 

Tunnel { Manually Loaded and Unloaded.....) Practically limited to 4 stages. 
Cabi ; Manually Loaded, with Manually. Hence confined to washing 
abinet | Actuated Automatic Unloading. . . and rinsing in most cases. 
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SECTIONAL AND PLAIN packing rinys * Bs 
for locomotive pistons are made on a 

production basis in one of the main 
shops on an eastern railroad. The rinvs 
are machined complete, packed 
shipped to all other locomotive shops 

ad S aa engine houses where they are taken 
from stock as needed when making 
pairs. This centralized manufacturing 

practice permits maximum utilization 
of machine tools and reduces pro: 
tion costs to a minimum. 

Sectional piston packing shown 
one of the drawings is made up of two 
separate rings, one of rectangular 
tion and one of L-section. After machi: 
ing, the plain ring is fitted to the smaller 
outside diameter of the L-shaped ring 
and the assembly is sawed into seg 
ments. When applied to the piston, a 

steel expander ring forces the segments 
against the cylinder wall to make the 
packing steam tight. A short section of 
the plain or rectangular ring is riveted 
to one of the L-shaped segments, 
thereby making it impossible to assem- 
ble the packing in the piston with the 
joints of the two rings coinciding. 

Plain rings for sectional piston pack- 

ing are recessed with a gang tool in 

the side head, and finish faced and 

bored with two tools in the turret 

After a plain ring has been fitted in 

the top groove on the drum of 

L-shaped rings, the assembly is finish 

faced, turned and parted from the 

recessed drum 

Locomotive piston packing is machined complete at a cen- 

tral shop and shipped to outlying repair points. This practice 

increases machine utilization and lowers production costs 
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Sectional locomotive piston 

packing is machined com- 

plete on vertical turret lathes 

from cast gdn-iron drums. 

Tooling is set up for simulta- 

neous rough boring and turn- 

ing, and finish facing, turn- 

ing and parting of the rings 

pt- Shaped me, ~ 

/ ” ‘ 
je 73508" = Tempered 

stee/ 

si Jole head 
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Rough bore saa 
turn drums for 
plain and L-rings 

Recess, size and 
cutoff piain rings 

. “3h expander 

C2 ae 
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ran Rings are cut apart Equa/ 
| Rone with 3" saw and adjacent % Spaces 

edges of segments are 
; numbered for correct S 
: s assembly ------- peer 

Outer Inner % SiS 
ri ng ring ASN 
for 28"dlia. packing Section X-X 

ASSEMBLED SECTIONAL PACKING 

, © , Side 
{ , bn | head 

Button gage sets 
of 7 parting fool 

Fit plain -~ 
ring in top 

# * groove 

‘Siole Silé 

‘at parting fi 
Recess alj L-rings Face,turn to size, anol 

cutoff L-ring assembled 
with plain ring 

ne 

MACHINING OPERATIONS ON SECTIONAL PACKING 

Two Bullard vertical turret lathes are 
used to machine the packing rings, one 

for plain rings and one for L- shaped 
tings. Both types are machined from 
cast gun-iron drums or tubs from which 
as many as 24 plain rings and 18 
a shaped rings can be cut. The first op- 
eration after centering and chucking 
each drum on the machine table is to 
face the top of the drum with a tool in 
the turret head. This is followed by 
touch boring the inside diameter and 
touch turning the outside diameter si- 

Multaneously with tools in the turret 

and side head, respectively. 
The plain rings are cut from the 
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drum in three operations: (1) recess 
the rings at the parting lines with a 

four-tool gang cutter, (2) face the top 
and finish turn the inside diameter of 
the top ring, and (3) part the top ring 
from the drum. ‘The four-tool gang 
cutter for the first operation is mounted 
in the side head, while a combination 
facing and parting tool for the second 
and third operations is mounted in the 

turret. When starting the recesses with 
the gang tool, the bottom cutting edge 
of the top tool is lined up with the top 

of the drum and three grooves are cut. 
The tool is then dropped down for re- 
cessing four more grooves. After seven 

grooves have been cut, facing and part- 
ing the top ring proceeds simultane- 
ously with recessing the additional 
rings on the drum. 
When the drum for the L-shaped 

rings has been rough bored and turned, 
recesses are cut for all the rings, the 
grooves being machined to within in. 
of the inside drum diameter. The oper 
ator then places a plain ring in the 

groove at the top of the machined 
drum, the plain ring having a light 
driving fit. A parting tool in the side 

head is run up to the under side of the 
top ring, the cross-feed is engaged and 
the parting cut started. Simultaneously, 
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a combination facing and turning a tool 
in the turret is fed down to take a light 
finishing cut on top of the assembled 
rings and then is fed in to take a light 
finishing cut on the outside diameter. 
The combination tool in the turret head 
is so set that it works behind the part- 
ing tool in the side head. The parting 
serves the dual purpose of finishing the 
bottom of the assembled rings with one 
cutting edge at the same time the nose 
of the tool is parting the ring from the 
drum. The described procedure is fol- 
iowed in assembling, facing, turning 
and parting the remaining rings from 
the drum. 

Rings Oiled to Prevent Rusting 

After machining, the rings are sawed 
into segments by a power saw on a 
table equipped with a spacing device 
that marks off the desired number of 
segments. The spacer section for the 
plain ring and one of the L-shaped seg- 
ments are drilled and countersunk for 
riveting. The two sections are riveted, 
the heads ground flush with the rings, 
and all segments of a complete ring are 
wired together. The wired segments 

are given an oil bath as a corrosion pre- 
ventive, after which they are wrapped 
in paper and cloth for shipment to 
storehouses at the railroad’s shops. 

The assembled plain and L-shaped 

ring is cut into segments with a saw 

slidably mounted on a table and 

operated by a foot treadle 

After each segment is numbered for 

assembly in correct order, one seg- 

ment of the L-shaped ring is jig 

drilled for assembly of a spacer 
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A short section of the plain ring is 

riveted to the L-shaped ring. This 

spacer prevents joints of the two 

rings from coinciding after assembly 

Segments are wired together and 

given an oil bath to prevent corro- 

sion. Wrapped in paper and cloth, 

the packing is sent to storehouses 
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Hi-Cycle and Hyper Milling 
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BY C. H. BODNER, TOOL 

» ~ovon Aircraft Parts 

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT, VEGA AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

NEW MILLING PRACTICES have stepped 
up the pace in machining a wide variety 
of aircraft parts. Speeds unheard of 
under conventional methods are now 
attained in everyday operation. In many 
cases the results are so startling that 
they appear to point the way to a wide- 
spread revision in ideas on machining 
both for war and postwar production. 
The development has two phases— 

Hi-cycle milling and Hyper milling. 
These terms should not » confused 
though both aim at the same objection 
—increased production. Hi-cycle mill- 
ing, used mostly on aluminum and 
magnesium alloys, employs spindle 
speeds far beyond the range of standard 

machine tools. Hyper milling, on the 
other hand, applies chiefly to steel parts 
and is based primarily on the use of 
negative rake and helix angles. Actu- 
ally the two processes have something 
in common since both step up spindle 
speeds, and both are based on carefully 
controlled tool grinding. Furthermore 
both developments are well worth 
watching. 

Until recently methods of machining 
aluminum and magnesium alloys were 
based on past experience with ferrous 

metals. They machined easily and, since 
they gave no particular trouble, re- 
ceived little attention. 

Higher Speeds May Come 

Although few machinists recognize 
the fact, there is little relation between 
these alloys and iron or steel. Wide use 
of routing machines in the aircraft in- 
dustry, which borrowed wood-working 
father than metal-working practice, 
called attention to the possible use of 
considerably higher speeds provided 
the cutters were satisfactory; but even 

today the maximum cutting speed for 
aluminum and magnesium alloys have 

not been fully determined. 

The possibilities of Hi-cycle milling 
have been carefully investigated by the 
Vega Aircraft Corporation with some 
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interesting findings. Hi-cycle milling 
as used at Vega consists in the conver- 
sion of standard milling machines to 
spindle speeds ranging from 3,000 to 
10,000 r.p.m. The machines are stand- 
ard Sundstrand Rigidmils equipped 
with Sawyer motors and Sterling fre- 
quency changers. The motor armature is 
mounted directly on the machine spin- 

dle; the speed is controlled by chang- 
ing the current frequency. At present 
Vega is using six such machines, four 
horizontal and two vertical. 

The machines have table speeds rang- 
ing up to 150 in. per min. with a 300- 

in. per min. rapid traverse. On many 
parts they can be operated on the rapid 
traverse. 
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Vega's experience has proved that 
cutting feeds and speeds, averaging 
eight to ten times faster than for steel, 
are practical and highly economical. 
Cutting speeds of 10,000 surface ft. per 
min. are possible. For instance, in an 
early test a 4-in. diameter, four-tooth 
cutter was used at 10,000 r.p.m. to cut 
a strip of dural 4 in. wide, § in. deep 

and 12 in. long in one cut with a speed 
of 72 in. per min. Climb milling was 
used. In fact, this method of milling is 
preferred for Hi-cycle work. 

The coolant was reclaimed oil ap- 
plied in a solid stream. However, much 
of the Hi-cycle milling now being done 
uses a spray of soluble oil. 

The first test also proved that stand- 
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This Hi-cycle milling set-up is used to cut a dural forging at 10,000 surface ft. 

per min. with a 300 in. per min. feed. The cutter has cemented carbide teeth 

in a cast iron body ground to a 20-deg. positive rake with a 20-deg. positive 

helix angle 
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ard high-speed steel milling cutters had 
insufficient rake and clearance, and too 
closely spaced teeth for cutting at high 
speeds. Sharper blades give relatively 
noiseless cuts on Hi-cycle work. Since 
the noisy cuts with excessive vibration 
indicate a dull or improperly ground 
cutter, the relative quietness of the 
sharper blades is good evidence of their 

condition. 
One thing important to keep in mind 

is the relation between feed and speed. 
At these high spindle speeds, feeds that 
would ordinarily appear excessive must 

be used in order to get a chip of the 
proper size. Experienced mechanics 
know that hacksaw blades wear out 
more quickly when insufficient pressure 
is applied than when the teeth are bit- 
ing fair sized chunks of metal. Too 

light a pressure causes the points of the 
teeth to rub over the work and wear 
out. This same principle applies to 
milling cutters; table feeds must be in 
correct +n apy to the surface speed 
of the blade to keep them cutting. In 
general feeds per tooth less than 0.002 
in. are inadequate and cause rapid dull- 
ing of the cutter. 

Theoretically it would be possible to 

use the cutter with twelve or sixteen 

Speeds Used With 

Hi-Cycle Milling 

Cutter Cutter Surface 
Diameter Speed Speed 

Inches R.P.M. Ft. per Min. 

2 10,000 5,233 

4 10,000 10,416 

6 7,000 10,995 

8 5,000 10,316 

9 4,300 10,131 

Recent experiments have made it 

possible to run 8-in. diameter by 

3/16-in. slitting saws at 9,000 r.p.m. 

which gives them a surface speed of 

18,000 ft. per min. These cutters 

are made of boiler plate and have 

ten inserted carbide teeth with no 

helix angle and 10-deg. positive rake. 

This speed applies to slitting saws 

only. The above speeds for various 

diameters are standard for milling 
cutters, face mills and fly cutters 
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Hyper milling is used to machine heat-treated SAE 4130 steel (tensile strength 

—180,000 Ib. per sq. in.} in a quarter the time needed by previous methods. 

The 6-in. diameter side milling cutters have Meehanite cast bodies with 

cemented carbide tips; the eight teeth have a 10-deg. negative rake and a 

10-deg. negative helix angle. The surface speed is 650 ft. per min. and the 

teeth if the table feed were sufficient to 
move the work into the cutter fast 
enough to give each tooth a bite of 
0.005 to 0.006 in. To illustrate: on a 

four-blade, 4-in. diameter cutter with a 
surface speed of 10,000 ft. per min., 
each blade passes a given point approx- 
imately 167 times per second. Multi- 
plying this figure by four, it will be 
seen that the cutter removes 668 chips 
per second. If each chip is 0.005 in. 

thick, the table would have to move 
3.34 in. per second or 200.4 in. per 
min. If this same cutter had eight 
blades the feed would have to be dou- 
ble or 400.8 in. per min. 

Small Cutters Can Go Faster 

These possibilities have not yet been 
fully explored. It has been found safe 
to run 6-in. dia. cutters at 7,000 r.p.m. 
The accompanying table shows the va- 
riations in speed necessary to maintain 
a constant surface speed for different 
diameters. It also shows that a higher 
spindle speed is desirable for cutters 
under 2 in. in diameter. Best results 
can be obtained with a spindle speed of 
20,000 r.p.m. for diameters under 2 in. 

As an example of what can be done, 
a 4-in. diameter cutter with two blades 
at 10,000 r.p.m. makes 20,000 cuts per 
min. If each blade removes a chip 
0.005 in. thick cutting } in. deep on a 

4-in. wide surface, 6 in. long with a 
table feed set at 100 in. per min., 6 

feed 1934 in. per min. 
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cu. in. of material can be removed in 

one minute. 
Good cutting angles for Hi-cycle end 

milling are a 5-deg. negative helix with 
15-deg. positive rake. This is used 
mostly for scarfing operations on thin 
sheet stock. 

It seems almost impossible to wear 
out carbide-tipped cutters even at these 
high speeds on the parts ordinarily 
found in aircraft production. On one job 
400 parts an hour were produced over 
a three-day period, without a regrind 
In another case, 24 ST dural 35 in 
in cross-section was split with a slitting 
saw. About 6,000 parts were produced 
in two 8-hr. days. The saw was made 
of a boiler plate body with ten carl ide 
teeth. It was 8 in. in dia. with a 10 
deg. positive rake and a neutral helix 

Double Barrel Air Vise 

On one job where bar stock was 
being cut to finished length, a recipro- 
cating table travel of 300 in. per min 

was employed, using a “double-barrel 
air vise and special jaws with automatic 
unloading. This produced 600 parts 

per hour. An eight-tooth slitting sa¥ 

1 in. thick by 6 in. diameter was used 
on this job at 9,000 r.p.m. 

Manganese bronze can also be cut at 
speeds ranging up to 10,000 surface ft 

per min. 
While it is customary practice to stop 

the cutter on a standard milling ma 
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chine before returning the table to the 

starting position, it has not proved prac- 
tical in high-cycle milling because of 
the waste of time that results. 

Negative Angles Used 

Hyper milling consists essentially of 

the use of inserted tooth carbide cut- 
ters having a negative rake and a nega- 
tive helix. Experience at the Vega Air- 
craft Corporation has proved the econ- 
omy of this practice. 

The cutters are usually made with 
boiler plate bodies to which the carbide 
tips are brazed or soldered. Meehanite 
body cutters have also been used with 

success. 
As a general rule the number of 

teeth in the cutter is selected as the di- 
ameter in inches plus two. The cutter 
bodies are slotted out and the tips are 
ground to fit. They are given a slight 
chamfer so they will bear on the slides 

of the slot without difficulty. Then both 
parts are cleaned with carbon tetrachlo- 
ride and brazed. The brazing operation 
is done with Tobin bronze using an 
oxyacetylene torch to apply heat. Other 
methods are to join the teeth to the 
body using No. 3 Easy Flow or Cas- 

tolon Eutetic. All of these methods 

have proved successful. 
The best cutting angles have been 

found to be 10-deg. negative rake and 
a 10-deg. negative helix. The idea back 
of this method of grinding is to avoid 
sharp edges on the carbide tip which 
lead to crumbling. The use of a nega- 
tive rake assures that the tip will have 
adequate backing and thus the main 
cause of cutter failure is eliminated. 
The relief angle is 2 deg. at the cutting 
edge with a 6-deg. secondary relief or 
clearance back of the edge. 

Takes More Power 

Such grinding requires more power 
to drive the machine tool than positive 

angles, but the results in performance 
justify this practice. While results vary 
with the job, including the method of 

holding the work, on an average it may 
be said that production is tripled. On a 
typical job 60 pieces were produced in 

an 8-hr, day as against 20 under previ- 
ously used methods. 

lt is necessary that the cutter body be 
sturdy. For instance an 8-in. cutter with 
a boiler plate body should be 2 in. 
thick, a 10-in. cutter 24 in. thick, and a 
12-in. cutter 2% in. thick. These heavy 

cutter bodies absorb vibration which 
adds to the life of the carbide tips. 

Such cutters can be used at speeds 
fanzing from 500 to 750 surface ft. per 

min. An average feed of 0.006 in. per 
tooth is recommended. Thus an 8-in, 
cutter will take a 174-in. per min. feed 

Climb milling is recommended for this 
work. However, to use climb milling 
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This 62!/,-lb. cutter has Ken- 

nametal tips brazed by induc- 

tion heating to a boiler plate 

body. It is shown milling 

molybdenum steel at a sur- 

face speed of 690 in. per min. 

successfully machines should have no 
backlash and be otherwise rigid. The 

cutters are given a }-deg. dish to give 
them some radial clearance. 

A typical Hyper milling job is the 
main beam fitting which is made from 
SAE 4130 annealed steel. An area 7 in. 
long by 3% in. wide is machined with a 
12-in. cutter operating at 202 r.p.m. 
The feed is 174 in. per min. and the 
depth of cut 4 in. This figures out a 

thickness of chip per tooth of 0.0061 
in. The cutter weighs 624 lb. which 
absorbs the shock force of the cut. The 

machine is a No. 3 Kearney & Trecker 
vertical milling machine with a 10-hp. 
motor. 

Carbide-Meehanite Cutter 

Another job is the landing gear 
shock strut. This is cut with Grayson 
half side mills having Meehanite bod 
ies. The cutters are 6 in. in dia. and 
operate at 600 ft. per min. with 193 in 
feed. The material cut is SAE 4130 
heat-treated to a tensile strength of 
180,000 Ib. per sq. in. The workpiece 
itself is a welded assembly which is 
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An aid to’ speedy set-ups is the air vise. Operation of the valve gives quick 

and uniform clamping pressure on the workpiece. Special jaws can be pro- 

vided for irregularly shaped parts 
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heat-treated and sand-blasted before 
machining. 

Hyper milling gives extremely fine 
finishes and long cutter life compared 
to the more conventional methods of 
milling. On heat-treated stock it is usu- 
ally possible to get about 50 to 100 

pieces per grind. 
Hyper milling is also used for saw- 

ing. A typical job is that on wing fit- 
ting, where a 16}-in. sawecuts a 0.343- 
in. slot approximately 2} in. deep and 

53 in. long in 47 sec, This is a plunge 
cut. The saw teeth are staggered and 
have a 5-deg. negative helix,andea neu- 
tral rake. Po 

Saving Time Between Cuts 

With these remarkable savings in 
cutting time available, it is necessary to 
use quick loading fixtures to reach max- 
imum production efficiency. While this 
is sometimes difficult with odd shapes 
encountered in castings and forgings, 
loading time can often be eliminated by 
the use of two holding fixtures at either 
end of the machine table and feeding 
into the cutter from opposite sides. 
Wherever possible, fixtures should be 
designed for simplicity in order to re- 
duce their cost, to assure coordination 
with other fixtures and to maintain 
minimum set-up and loading time. 

For holding bar or extrusion stock, 
the air vise makes an ideal fixture. It 
may also be used to hold small parts 
with special jaws shaped to fit them. 

When size permits the vise jaw should 
be designed to hold two or more parts 
at once. The chief advantages of vise 
jaw fixtures are the speed of set-up and 
thetr low cost. 

The use of an air vise on one part de- 
creased the loading and clamping time 

The Vega designed “double-barrel" air vise has no connecting baseplate, is 

keyed to the milling machine table and may be adjusted to the full length 

of the table if desired. A regulator on the air line makes it possible to control 

pneumatic pressure according to the size and shape of the part 

so that production was stepped up from 
200 to 1,000 pieces per 8-hr. day as 
compared to the manually operated fix- 
ture formerly used. 

Another possibility in time saving is 
through the use of a special arbor table 
developed by Vega tool engineers. This 

table is accurately aligned and provides 
support for a tapered bearing at one 
end and a standard centei at the other. 
Thus it has supporting points which du- 
plicate those found on the milling ma- 
chine itself. This fixture is used to as- 
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semble the milling machine arbor com 
pletely with cutters and collars before 
putting them on the machine. Thus the 
set-up can be changed from one job to 
the next in as short a time as possible. 
The table supports a stand guided by a 
V-way on one side which carries dial 

indicators reading in ten-thousandths 
of an inch. The cutter is checked on 
the arbor for run out on the face or on 
the side. Since the milling speeds are 
high, it is essential that out of balance 
be kept to a minimum. 

Fast milling shortens the cutting cycle 

to a point where set-up time seems 

long in comparison. One way of 

speeding set-up is to assemble the 

milling machine arbor with collars 

and cutters in advance of the job. 

Special fixtures hold the arbor as in 

the milling machine while a dial indi- 

cator checks the accuracy of the 

cutting tips 
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IDEAS 
FROM 

PRACTI
CAL MEN 

Cone Bushing Fits Oversize Pulleys 

BY MARTIN H. BALL 

The clamp bushing shown in the drawing is used to secure 

a reliable fit for the hub of a gear or pulley should it have 

a bore considerably larger than the shaft to which it is to be 

attached. The bushing consists of inner cone A to fit the 

shaft, and an outer cone B to fit the pulley hub. The two 

cones are held together by two fillister head screws C. The 

screws pass through both cones, the outside cone being 

tapped and the inner cone being drilled and counterbored 

for the screw heads. 

The tapped part of the bushing necessarily must be made 

The two cone-shaped halves of this bushing male it ad- 

justable for fitting oversize gears and pulley to shafts 

to fit the varying conditions found in shaft diameters, and 

bore and length of hubs. The tapped length of the holes 

must in all cases be confined to the outer cone. When mak- 

ing the clamp bushing, the two cones are assembled and 

the screws drawn tight, after which the keyways are cuts. 

Then slot D is machined to give both halves of the bushing 

sufficient adjustment for thorough clamping. 

Cutting Tool Utilizes Discarded Saw Blades 

BY E. B. SMITH, JR. 
=~ 

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation 

Large savings may be effected in utilizing waste bandsaw 

blades for the illustrated hole cutting tool. The section of 

saw blade forms a replacable cutting edge. A 2-in. standard 

hole cutter costs $4.90 and must be entirely replaced when 

the cutting edge is worn out, whereas this tool permits the 

teplacement of the cutting edge alone by the simple removal 

of a jam nut. 

The standard cutter has only a center pilot pin to locate 

it in a hole which must be drilled as a separate operation. 

On the other hand, the illustrated tool has a center drill 
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collet to grip the drill by the same action that secures the 

bandsaw section in the cutting guide, thus providing for 

the drilling of the center locating hole and the cutting of 

the larger hole in the same operation 

The tool is comprised of center drill A, ejector spring B, 

combination drill collet and locking cone C, expander nest 

D, cutting blade E, holder cup F, and jam nut G. 

A suitable portion of a discarded bandsaw blade H is 

curved to the correct diameter and inserted within the rim 

of holder cup F with its lower rim located on the inner rim 

of the holder cup at J, and its outer rim or cutting edge pro- 

truding beyond the rim of the holder cup sufficiently to 

exceed the thickness of the metal to be cut. Expander nest 

D is then inserted within holder cup F. Center drill A is 

placed within the combination collet and locking cone C, 

which is then inserted into expander nest D so that the 

threaded portion of the spindle extends through the bottom 

of the holder cup. The jam nut is tightened against the 

bottom of the holder cup, causing the cone-shaped collet 

to expand nest D against the inner surface of the cutting 

blade E and thus secure it against the wall of the cup. 

Conical ejector spring B is coiled to grip tightly around 

the drill shank at its smaller end. When forced over the 

drill with the small coils seated against the collet, the larger 

coils are free to expand against the cut-out slug to eject it 

when cutting is completed. 

This combined center drill and cutting blade, the latter 

made from a discarded bandsaw, makes hole cutting a 

single operation. The slug is ejected by a spring 
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Indexing Fixture Cuts 

Machine Down Time | , 

OO An increase of 1,500 percent in pro- QR 

duction of rod shackles or ends, a com- 

mon item used in aircraft, has been ac- 

complished by Republic Aviation Cor- 

poration by adapting a power-driven 

rotary indexing table to a vertical mill- 

ing machine. The work was done for- 

merly on horizontal milling machines, 

The fixture held 

Part to be 

using gang cutters. milled 

two or three shackles, and it was neces- 

sary to stop the machine while loading 

} 
| 

and unloading the fixture. The operator 

had to be reasonably skillful and had to 

run the machine slowly to obtain the ac- 

curacy required. A normal day’s pro- 
duction was 100 shackles per machine. Collet 

Daily production with the rotary in- 

dexing table is 1,500 parts per machine. 

The indexing table, mounted on the 

milling machine table which is locked 

Shackles are milled continuously in 
this rotary fixture. Parts are loaded 
and unloaded opposite the cutters 

Eccentric wi 

clamps --" Milled surtaces 

yp Hosea 

in position, feeds peripherally into three cutters, the center 

one cutting the shackle slot and the other two forming the 

flats. After being set up, and this takes an expert mechanic 

about one hour, the machine is run continuously. The opera- 

tor merely loads and unloads the shackles at one side of the 

fixture while cutting is being done on the opposite side. The 

collets are replaceable so that different size shackles can be 

milled. Each collet is mated to a certain jaw and numbered. 

This prevents errors when different size collets are mounted 

in the fixture for holding the various shackles. 

This work is now performed by a relatively unskilled op- 

erator. Accuracy of milled shackles is such that only one in 

300 parts need be checked with a micrometer. 
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Accurate Adjustment of Steadyrests 

BY FRANK E. McLANE 

As I stated in a previous article, inaccuracies in tailstock 

centers or steadyrests can be checked and corrected by clamp- 

ing an indicator on the work near the headstock and revolv- 

ing the work. The indicator, with its plunger bearing on the 

chuck face, will register plus or minus if the steadyrest or 

tailstock center is not in alignment with the lathe spindle 

The steadyrest adjustment or tailstock center, whichever the 

case may be, can then be raised, lowered, or moved to one 

side until the indicator does not register while revolving the 

work. The work will then be aligned with the headstock 

bearings. 

William S. Rowell in a later article questioned the accu- 

racy of this method, stating the steadyrest, if it does hold the 

work in alignment, can be bored concentric with the head- 

stock spindle. He stated further that the work could then be 

placed in the steadyrest, chucked true at the headstock, and 

finally the steadyrest jaws could be adjusted until the work 

was true at both ends. Then a center hole could be drilled 

for the tailstock center. My previous article stated that it 1s 

unnecessary to use a tailstock center for adjusting the steady 

rest and aligning the work by this method. 

My method will always place the work in alignment with 

the bearings in the headstock, regardless of whether the lathe 

bed 30 or 40 ft. from the headstock is 1 in. to one side of 

} in. high or low. Any such error would not be found 5} 

Mr. Rowell’s method. My recommended procedure has | 

used successfully for turning 16- and 18-in. diameter p 

peller shafts 30 and 40 ft. long on old and poor equipm« 

in fact, it is the only method known to me which will adjust 

the steadyrest accurately enough for turning such long shafts 

If the Steadyrest is not in perfect alignment, the job will 
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either work in towards the chuck or out of the chuck while 

turning, which will and has caused serious accidents. Jobs 

costing thousands of dollars have been spoiled when opera- 

tors lack knowledge as to perfect alignment of steadyrests 

and tailstock centers. 

Parts Fed by Slide Bar Into Drill Jig 

BY E. H. GIRARDOT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

The small part shown in the drawing is made of brass, re- 

quiring a short drilling cycle. Because of the extremely 

heavy production required, and the need for maximum ma- 

chine utilization, the usual method of loading and unloading 

the part in a conventional drill jig with the fingers would be 

too slow. In addition, it was desirable to shear off the burr 

from the inside of the slot after drilling, necessitating the 

use of a mechanical stripping device. Therefore, the illus- 

trated drill jig was designed. It has proved exceptionally 

eficient, and has since been adapted for drilling many small 

parts. 

The jig is bolted to the table of a foot-operated sensitive 

drill press. Slide-feed bar A carries a nest in which the part 

is first loaded and then pushed against a stop in the locating 

blade under the drill bushing. After drilling, the brass part 

is pulled against shoulder B, shearing the burrs from the 

drilled hole. Slide-bar A is then pulled all the way to the 

right where at the extreme end of its stroke lever C actuates 

air valve D. Compressed air passes through double air out- 

let E, one jet ejecting the finished part into a chute while the 

other jet cleans chips from the jig proper. While the fin- 

ished part is thus being unloaded, the operator inserts a 

new part in the nest and repeats the cycle. 

Spindle and drill guards mounted above the drill bushing 

plate safeguard the operator from chips and broken drill par- 

ticles. Danger of the latter is negligible, however, because 

positive positioning of the part in the jig assures accurate 

alignment of the drill and bushing, and minimizes possibility 

of drill breakage. The jig is foolproof and can be operated 

by an unskilled worker. Maintenance is low because the 

jig is permanently positioned and is not subject to wear and 

damage through handling by the operator. 

High production and maximum machine utilization are possible through the 
use of this drill jig. It simplifies loading and unloading of small parts 
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Blade Waste Minimized When Sawing Contours 

BY HARRY FOX 

It is often desirable to use a bandsaw to cut internal con- 

tours on a number of similar parts. This usually necessitates 

breaking and welding the saw blade for each individual 

piece, ultimately consuming much time and resulting in 

much blade wastage. This can be eliminated as shown here. 

Contour 
lines 

‘ 

_-Bring top 
/ y piece fo 

Hole for saw ; 
clearance ---~__‘ 

cutting 
position 

Stack with 

layout side, 
down----~ 

“T>>Remove 
’ finished 

piece fo 
bottom of 
stack 

C"clamp-~ 

Parts to be sawed with internal contours can be stacked 

on the left table and transferred to cutting position in 

turn, eliminating blade waste 

Prepare the pieces in the usual manner for cutting with 

a suitable hole drilled within the layout lines for saw clear- 

ance. After the saw is passed through several pieces, the 

ends are brazed or welded together. The number of pieces 

depends on their thickness and may vary from two to twelve 

or more. One piece is left in the 

normal cutting position on the saw 

table, while the others are placed 

at the other side as shown in the 

drawing. When the saw is tightened in 

place, the stacked parts can be secured 

with a C-clamp, making sure that the 

saw clears the holes freely. After the 

first piece is cut, the saw blade is loos- 

ened and the finished piece is brought 

under the bottom of the stack while the 

top piece is moved over to cutting posi 

tion. This procedure is continued until 

all the pieces have been cut, and only 

then break the saw, apply a new stack 

of parts, and weld the blade. When 

ready to change the position of the fin- 

ished piece to the bottom of the stack, it 

is only necessary to loosen the adjusting 

screw controlling the blade tension, slip 

the blade off both wheels, and pass the 

blade through the table slots. 
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The following ideas were selected from those recognized as meritorious by the Board for Individual 

Awards, War Production Drive. They are freely offered to industry as an aid to its war production. 

Eccentric Clamp Facilitates Machine Set-up 

Eccentric clamps speed the setting up of work on machine 

tables by eliminating the use of wrenches. One such clamp, 

shown in the drawing, has proved exceptionally efficient 

and has been adopted as standard in the suggester’s shop. 

The clamp bar is drilled 34 in. from the work end for a 

shouldered T-head bolt which is tightened with the fingers. 

The shaft for the eccentric is made from 4-in. drill rod and 

---—Drill % 

clam lock 

\ 
Weld #”" bead, 
grind smooth 

\ 
Clamp bar 

is held in the clamp bar with a dowel pin. The clamp bar 

is made from 1 24-in. bar stock. A }-in. bead is welded 

to work end of the clamp bar for point contact on the work, 

thus providing maximum clamping pressure. Suggested bj 

Robert J]. Amvien, Williamette Hyster Company. 

Grinder Chuck Jaws Made Interchangeable 

When the jaws of automatic grinder chucks become worn, 

it is mecessary to remove the chuck from the machine and 

send it to the toolroom for repairs. This four- to five-hour 

job can be eliminated by making the chuck jaws interchange- 

able so that new ones can be applied without taking the 

chuck from the machine. These production jaws, which are 

kept in stock and ready for application when one wears out, 

must be made so they are concentric with any chuck. This 

is accomplished as follows: 

10 

Master jaws A, machined with precisely located lugs B, 

are installed in the chuck. Notched ring C is chucked in 

master jaws A, being located accurately by lugs B. Master 

jaws A are then spot ground on the inner end, which makes 

dimension D from lugs B to the end of all jaws identical. 

When making production jaws, small ring E is chucked 

in the master jaw, locating on the ground spot. The pro- 

duction jaws are assembled to the master jaws, and the locat- 

ing surfaces on them are ground while ring E is still chucked 

in the master jaws. The production jaws are therefore al- 

ways concentric with the center of any chuck. 

As a result of this procedure, 17 sets of scrapped chuck 

jaws have been salvaged at a saving of $450 and the manu- 

facturing costs of new jaws have been reduced $7 per set. 

Production jaws so made can be applied in less than an hour 

without removing the chuck from the grinder, whereas re- 

moving the chuck and making repairs in a toolroom con- 

sumes about five hours. Suggested by C. Sleister, Caterpillar 

Tractor Company. 
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Rotating Jig Speeds Welding of Sea Chests 

Prefabrication of many ship subassemblies is done in jigs 

that permit downhand welding. One such jig is used for 

assembly of sea chests. Base ring A for this chest is located 

and held securely by clamps B while rotating table C is in a 

horizontal position. Side plates D are assembled inside the 

ring and tack welded. The table can then be tilted and ro- 

tated, bringing each plate joint in turn to a horizontal posi- 

tion for downhand welding. Ring A is prevented from slip- 

ping by overlapping shoulders on clamps B. 

The U-shaped stand for the jig is welded to a 4-in. thick 

30-in. square plate that prevents the jig from upsetting while 

welding the sea chest. A 1-in. bolt through the top of the 

stand is the pivot about which the jig table is tilted. The 
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upper portion of the stand consists of a second U-shaped 

bracket welded to a 1-in. plate through which a king pin is 

loosely fitted. The king-pin is a press fit in the rotating 

table, which is held in any selected position by tightening the 

king-pin nut on the under side of the 1-in. plate. Suggested 
by |. . A. Faoro, Marinship Corporation. 

Short Nipples Threaded Easily 

The illustrated device is for holding short nipples that 

are to be threaded. The threaded end of a nipple is screwed 

in steel recess coupling A. Wedge B is driven to the posi- 

tion shown, thus forcing abutment C against the end of the 

nipple. The latter is held tightly and will not turn while 

the free end is being threaded. The nipple can be readily 

unscrewed when pressure of abutment C and the disk at the 

base of the nipple is released by driving out wedge B. Sug- 

gested by Joseph A. Garcia, Marinship Corporation. 



WAR-WINNING 

Hook Designed for Quick Removal of Templets 

The customary way of storing light flat metal templets has 

been to string them together in related groups on a wire 

hook patterned after the conventional safety pin. A hole is 

provided in the upper portion of each templet for this pur- 

pose. Not infrequently the templet first called for by a 

workman will be the one farthest back on the hook, requir- 

ing the removal of all the templets before the one needed is 

reached. The illustrated hook of heavy gage wire is an im- 

provement over the conventional hook since it is shaped to 

permit the removal of one or more individual templets with- 

out removing any of the others. The templet wanted can 

be removed from this hook by sliding it upward or sideways, 

forcing the jaws open without damage to either the hook or 

templet, and without loss of time. Suggested by W’. O. B. 

Schmidt, Beech Aircraft Corporation. 

SUGGESTIONS 

Prevents Grease Waste When Packing Bearings 

Pressure greasing fixtures are used to pack grease in 

assembled roller bearing races. Grease invariably leaks from 

around the spindle of the fixture and from under the cover, 

overflowing on the table. Consequently, the table must be 

cleaned after each bearing race is packed. This overflow and 

resultant dirty condition of the table can be eliminated al- 

most entirely by placing a thick wet absorbant pad on top 

of the table and around the spindle. 

When the bearing race is placed on the pad and over the 

spindle, the pad forms a tight seal around the cover when it 

is brought down over the race, thus retaining grease under 

the cover. This practice has saved two man-hours of labor a 

day, increased daily production of packed races by 25 per 

cent, eliminated waste of grease, resulted in better packed 

bearings, and provided cleaner working conditions. The two 

illustrations below show the condition of the table before 

and after using the absorbant pad. Suggested by W alte 

Stottler, Timken-Detroit Axle Company. 
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SECTION OF AMERICAN MACHINIST 

Lake City’s material- 

handling installations 

reduce to a minimum 

he time lost between 

le machine operations 

MATERIAL HANDLING is a big part of the task of mak- 

ing small arms and machine gun ammunition. “Ma- 

chine operations are short, but numerous; if not care- 

fully controlled, the time for transporting parts 

between machines will exceed that required for per- 

forming work on them. 

In planning the Lake City Ordnance Plant, near 

Independence, Missouri, particular attention was paid _ 

to a conveyor system that would make material move- 

ment almost entirely automatic. Planners of this 

plant drew on the experience of the Ordnance De- 

partment, U. S. Army, its builder, and the Reming- 

ton-Arms Company, which supervises its operation. 

In general, the sequence of operations used at Lake 



a 

Barrels of cups received 

from the brass mill are 

dumped into a hopper 

using a special sling. A 

slat escalator carries them 
into a bucket elevator 

City follows that developed for small arms ammuni- 

tion at Frankford Arsenal and described previously 

in these pages. The big difference in the two manu- 

facturing units is that whereas Frankford’s set-up 

was developed over a period of years in old buildings, 

that at Lake City was designed on the Army’s ex- 

perience from the ground up. The buildings, machin- 

ery arrangement and shop transportation facilities 

combine the best of past practice with new ideas to 

create, as closely as possible, an ideal system. 

The result is a great saving in handling time. To 

show how this was done, the methods used on one 

of the components—the cal. 0.30 cartridge case— 

will be described. 

The raw material for cartridge cases comes to 

Lake City in the form of brass cups which are re- 

ceived from the brass mill in 900-pound wooden bar- 

rels. Within the plant the barrels are transported 

on “flats”, platforms with steel frames and wooden 

floors capable of supporting six barrels. These flats 

are constructed with a space beneath the flooring so 
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they may be picked up with a high-lift automatic 

‘lectric shop truck and stacked three tiers high while 

waiting manufacturing operations. 

When the cups are to be processed, a flat is carried 

0 a position beneath a 2,000-lb. Lo-Hed electric 

loist suspended from a monorail. The hoist is 

equipped with a steel strap to lift the barrel and a 

pivoted sling to dump it. 

The barrel, with its head removed, is carried by 

the hoist over a hopper which funnels down to a 

4+-in. square opening. Cups poured into this hop- 

per are guided by a short chute into an inclined slat 

escalator. The chute fits the side rails and steel slats 

closely so the cups cannot drop back into the escalator 

pit. ‘he conveyor is a heavy endless canvas belt. 

Cups are lifted on the escalator at an angle of 60 

degrees to about five feet above the floor level where 

they are dumped into a bucket elevator which car- 

ries them to the floor above. 

Two-Floor Operation 

The entire plan of cartridge case handling con- 

sists of two-floor operation with automatic conveyors 

arranged to carry the work pieces between floors and 

along each floor without manual carting. Each 

case passes through over 100 steps of material handling 

Cups from a storage hopper travel along a flat belt 

conveyor from which they are deflected into the 

press feed chutes. Excess cups are returned to the 

hopper on the lower half of the belt 
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ng bath Cases are elevated to the continuous annealing furnace and pickli 



between operations. In addition, the machines them- 

selves are designed to take material from the con- 

veyors, process it and eject it to other conveyors. ‘The 

-tfect is a closed system in which the operator’s duties 

onsist in gaging, inspection and keeping the machines 

clean. 

A material handling system such as this must be 

carefully synchronized in order to provide uniform 

work flow and to obtain maximum capacity from each 

machine. Sufficient flexibility is provided to take care 

of normal fluctuations in material supply by means 

of frequent storage hoppers throughout the system. 

Another means of smoothing out the supply of parts 

to the machines is a series of feed-backs in the con- 

veyor belts so that parts not immediately needed are 

returned to the storage hoppers. 

‘The set-up to be described is repeated with varia- 

tions in detail for all the operations on the cartridge 

cases. ‘The material handling equipment was sup- 

plied by the Palmer Bee Company. 

When they reach the second floor, the brass cups 

are dumped on a flat canvas belt conveyor which 

transports them overhead to a storage hopper. From 

the hopper they are fed by gravity, first to a slow 

speed short horizontal distributing belt and then to a 

long flat belt which travels about 100 feet a minute. 

This latter belt is only a few inches from the floor 

level and feeds the machine line on the floor below. 

It is typical of similar conveyors used to feed all 

machines in this department. 

As the cups travel along the belt, they are deflected 

bv “gates” into vertical chutes through which they 

drop into the machines below. The gates are open 

ings in the side wall of the conveyor with horizontal 

strips of steel set at an angle of 45 degrees to the 

direction of travel. ‘The strips are held across the 

path of the work pieces by means of flat springs with 

pressure light enough to permit them to be forced back 

when one chute fills up and the parts back up. Then 

the additional cups moving along the conveyor are 

carried past the chute to the next gate. In this man 

ner the flat belt supplies a series of chutes. Gates may 

also be opened or closed by a hand lever to by-pass a 

machine temporarily out of operation. 

Arrangement of Chutes 

In general, each chute supplies two machines; it 

is provided with a flat vane so that both or either ot 

the machines may be fed from the belt. The first 

line has three gates which supply five presses working 

on the first draw. Subsequent lines may have many 

more gates as the number of machines is increased 

to balance the equipment needed for the entir 

(uence of cartridge case operations. 

As the chutes fill up, some of the cups may be 

carried past all the gates. In this case, they are 

pushed off the belt near the end and transferred 

by means of a short chute to the lower or return 

belt which “has passed over the pulley. ‘These excess 

cups are carried back to the storage hopper. On 

reaching it, they are again deflected off the belt, this 

time to an inclined slat escalator which lifts them into 

the hopper. If the hopper becomes full, a take-oft 

door is opened to drop the surplus parts into a dolly 



until the system cleared so it can reabsorb them. 

Cups dropping from the conveyor are guided 

through closed chutes to the machine’s own automatic 

feed. Presses are equipped with “‘pin-wheel” feeding 

devices, revolving drums which pick up the parts on 

a series of inclined pins and drop them, closed end 

down, into tubes that take them to the draw dies. 

Presses are provided with multiple tooling so that 

two or more parts are drawn at each stroke. 

Cases leaving the press slide down inclined chutes 

to the front of the machine. Here they are stopped 

by a gate where they may be gaged or visually in- 

spected to determine whether the punches and dies are 

functioning properly. The gates are opened peri- 

odically to allow the parts to fall to another hori- 

zontal belt conveyor which parallels the line of 

presses. The belt takes the parts to the end of the 

line where they are deflected to an inclined slat 

escalator which in turn dumps them into a bucket 

elevator for return to the second floor. 

Annealing and Pickling 

Here they are dumped into another storage hopper 

with gravity feed to another slat escalator which 

lifts the parts to the first annealing furnace. Salem 

gas-fired furnaces are used for the anneal. ‘They are 

of the continuous type. Parts are carried through 

the heating chamber on an endless wire mesh belt 

driven by a Lewellen variable drive unit through a 

Boston speed reducer. 

The furnace ejects the work into a barrel cooling 

unit having a double spiral path inside and perfora- 

tions on the outside. The cooling unit is hooked up 

to a pickling unit, two water rinses, a soap wash and 

a dryer. All are driven from a second Lewellen 

drive and move the work by means of internal spiral 

vanes. 

At the end of the drying unit the parts slide down 

a short chute to the underside or return belt of an- 

other line conveyor. They are carried to a slat esca- 

lator and raised into a storage hopper. From it they are 

fed by gravity to the top half of the flat belt to be 

supplied through gates to the second machine line 

which performs the second draw. 

Set-Up Repeated 

‘These methods of material handling are repeated 

for four drawing operations and three pickling and 

washing sequences. They are used also for ‘‘bump- 

ing” or flattening the end of the case, three trimming 

operations in which the case is cut to length, “pock- 

eting’, or forming the primer hole indentation, 

“heading” which is forming the flange on the closed 

end of the case, and. machining the head. Variations 

in the conveyor systems consist in the use of cross belts 

to supply several hoppers, or parallel feed lines where 

more than one machine line is needed on the floor 

below. 

In the trimming operations, separate conveyors are 

provided for the cut-off rings. ‘hese ends are scrap 

so they are carried to the end of the line, elevated by 

a slat escalator and dumped into wooden bins. Chips 

from the head machining operation are carried oft 

in the same way so the surplus stock as well as the 

work pieces themselves is handled automatically. At 

the end of the trimming line the cases travel along a 

In the trimming operation cases are carried to an inspection table, scrap rings of 
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Rings that may have 

gotten mixed with the 

trimmed cases are 

picked out by hand on 

PES acim 

a sorting table. The 

table consists of a 

double belt conveyor 

which dumps the work 

pieces into a short esca- 

lator and from it to the 

bucket elevator 

Work that does not need to 

be returned to the second 

floor for annealing or wash- 

ng operations is transported 

oan overhead belt to feed 

the machines. Those shown 

here are for tapering. Note 

the chute into the return 

conveyor at the lower left 

sorting belt before going into the bucket elevator. 

Girls at either side of the belt inspect the parts and 

remove any scrap rings which may have gotten mixed 

in with the cases. 

For a few of the operations, it is not necessary to 

return the parts to the second floor. In such cases, the 

parts that are carried to the end of one line of ma 

chines are lifted by slat escalators to overhead belts 

which feed the next line. For instance, after the head 

is machined, the parts are transferred to the body 

annealing operation and thence to the tapering opera 

tion without being returned to the second floor. 

Machines of this type use the Liberty feed instead 

of the pin-wheel drives. The Liberty feed consists of 

anv raw arr nce wu a5 EA CAPEK: ET a revolving disk with horizontal arms which lift the 

parts from the hopper to a short length of endless flat 
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belt. The belt carries the cases lengthwise over an 

opening so constructed that they will drop in only if 

the closed end is leading. If the open end reaches the 

opening first, the case straddles the opening and falls 

back into the hopper. This device insures that all 

the cases will be fed to the machines open end up. 

Screw feed is used to carry the cases past gas flames 

for both the body annealing and mouth annealing 

operations. It is used also in the inspection of the 

cases which is the final step in this department. 

Hoppers Supply Furnaces 

‘The only departure from full automatic material 

handling is in the low temperature anneal which 

follows the third trimming operation. ‘he cases are 

lifted to the second floor as usual in bucket elevators 

and are carried by flat belt to two storage hoppers. 

From these they aré run by gravity into pots and 

lifted on a monorail electric hoist into the heating 

chambers of Lindberg circulating air furnaces. 

Cases are fed by screws past gas flames for the mouth anneal. They then fall to the flat belt below which 

takes them to the escalator in the background. An overhead belt takes them to the case inspection line 

120 

When the heating cycle is completed, the pot is again 

lifted by the hoist and carried to an elevated platform. 

A door at the base of the pot is opened to permit the 

work pieces to run by gravity to an inclined flat belt 

which carries them to a Niagara cleaning machine 

where they are given an acid wash. From the acid 

wash, the parts are carried to an overhead flat belt 

which feeds a line of barrel washers. When this 

washing is completed, the barrels are dumped _ back 

so the parts fall on another flat belt at floor level. 

From here on, the conveyor arrangements previousl 

described are followed closely. 

The material handling equipment described here 

is only for the cal. 0.30 cartridge case up to the point 

of primer assembly. Similar facilities are provided in 

the bullet line and in the assembly and loading de 

partments. It is through such attention to detail that 

the Lake City Ordnance Plant has won a reputation 

as an outstanding producer of small arms ammu 

nition. 
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Arc Welding Faults and Corrections—Ill 

BY C. H. JENNINGS, WELDING ENGINEER, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO 
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Fig. 10—Rigid ‘oint re ‘inulin 

CRACKED WELDS, FIG. 10 

CausEs—Joint too rigid, welds too 
mall for size of parts joined, poor 
welds, improper preparation of joints 

and unsuitable electrode. 

CORRECTIONS—(1) Design the struc- 
ture and develop a welding procedure 
to eliminate rigid joints, (2) do not 
use too small a weld between heavy 
plates; increase the size of welds, (3) 
avoid string beads for heavy welds; 
make weld full size in short section 
8 to 10 in. long, (4) develop a weld- 
ing sequence that leaves the ends of 
the joint free to move as long as 

possible, (5) make sure that fusion 

is good, (6) preheating the parts is 
sometimes helpful, (7) prepare uni- 
rm joints: in some cases, free space 

is essential; in others, a shrink or 

press fit may be required. 

Fig. 13—Poor vertical weld, improper technique Fig. 

NE 1943 

Fig. |1|—Poor surface appearance 

POOR SURFACE, FIG. 11 

CausEes—Poor surface, as illustrated, 
is the result of excessive welding cur- 

rent and improper weaving of the 
electrode. Other contributing causes 
can be improper arc voltage, over- 
heated work and the inherent charac- 

teristics of the electrode. 

CORRECTIONS—To obtain the surface 
appearance illustrated in Fig. 12: (1) 
employ the proper welding technique 
for the electrode used, (2) avoid ex- 
cessive welding current, (3) use a 
uniform weave, or rate of travel, and 
(4) prevent overheating the work. 

GOOD SURFACE, FIG. 12 

A weld of satisfactory surface appear- 
ance is obtained by taking the four 
factors above into account. 

hte 

Seats 

MPANY 

Fig. 12—Good surface appearance 

IRREGULAR QUALITY, FIG. 13 

CausEes—Electrodes of the wrong type 
and bad technique produced the poor 
vertical weld illustrated. Four matters 
should be watched: improper elec- 
trode manipulation, excessive current, 
electrode used in wrong position and 
improper joint design. 

CORRECTIONS—(1) Use uniform 

weave or rate of travel at all times, 
(2) avoid excessive welding currents, 
(3) use an electrode designed for the 
type of weld and the position in which 
the weld is to be made, and (4) pre 
pare all joints properly 

UNIFORM QUALITY, FIG. 14 

Observance of the 
produced vertical 
and sound quality. 

above precautions 
weld of uniform 

~ S 
ie 

14—Good vertical weld, correct electrode 
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THE “MAKE” OF HACKSAWS 

IS DOUBLY IMPORTANT NOW! 

Make all the comparative cutting tests and hold that dates a long way back and looks a 
check-ups you wish — if you have the time. Star- long way ahead...STARRETT makes the right blade 
rett Blades will come through with flying colors. _for the job — Standard Steel for hand sawing, S-M 

But if you must have fast cutting,long lasting Molybdenum for fast cutting and long life on 
blades right along and no fooling, it’s an awfully both power and hand work, High Speed Steel for 
good idea to stick to blades that carry a name  powersawing of extra hard alloy steels... Ask your 
like STARRETT, They've got a reputation to up-_ mill supply distributor for STARRETT Hacksaws. 

...and that goes for 

BANDSAWS, too! 

The name STARRETT has equal significance when you need unquestioned 
performance from Metal Cutting Bandsaws. Starrett hard edge, flexible back 
Bandsaws are made in 12 widths (3/32” to 1”), 3 gauges and 8 pitches — in 
coils of any length or cut to length and welded. 

Ask your mill supply distributor for STARRETT Bandsaws. 

THE L.S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A. \ 

World’s Greatest Toolmakers 

STARRETT 

PRECISION TOOLS ¢ DIAL INDICATORS e GROUND FLAT STOCK 

HACKSAWS« METAL CUTTING BANDSAWS e STEEL TAPES 
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Arc Welding Faults and Corrections—lIV 

15—Lines indicate residual 

stresses in the plate 

Fig. 16—Poor corrosion resistance 

of weld deposit, at left 

RESIDUAL STRESSES, FIG. 15 

CausEs—Residual stresses that exceed 
he yield strength of the material are 
ndicated by where mill scale 

racked off the plate. Their occur- 

indicates joints that are too rigid 
| improper welding sequence. 

lines 

ECTIONS—(1) Make the weld in 
passes, (2) peen each deposit, (3) 
il finished product at 1100-1200 

rr one hour per inch of thickness, 

(4) develop procedure that per 
all parts to be free to move as 
As possible 

CORROSION, FIG. 16 

CAUSES-—Poor corrosion resistance of 
the weld as compared to the parent 
metal, shown at the left, arises from 
the type of electrode used, an ——— 
weld deposit for the corrosive media, 
the metallurgical effect of welding, and 
improper cleaning of the weld. 

CORRECTIONS—-Resistance of the weld 
is made comparable to that of the 
parent metal by observing that: (1) 
bare electrodes produce welds that are 
less resistant than the parent metal, 
(2) shielded-arc electrodes produce 
welds that are more resistant than the 
parent metal, (3) on stainless steels 

use electrodes that are equal to or bet- 
ter than the base material in respect to 
corrosion resistance, (4) when welding 
18-8 austenitic stainless steel the analy- 
sis of the steel and the welding pro- 
cedure should be correct to avoid car- 
bide precipitation; this condition can 
be corrected by annealing at 1900-2100 

F., (5) materials such as aluminum re- 
quire careful cleaning of all slag to 
pres ent corrosion. 

SPATTER, FIG. 17 

CausEs—The inherent properties of 
some electrodes, excessive welding cur- 

rent for the type or diameter of rod 
used, an excessively long arc, and arc 
blow. 

CORRECTIONS——To obtain a clean job, 
as shown at the left, (1) select the 
proper type of electrode, (2) avoid 
excessive welding current, (3) hold 
the proper arc length, (4) reduce arc 

blow, and (5) whitewash parts ad- 
jacent to the weld to prevent spalls 

from welding to the work 

WARPING OF THIN PLATES, 
FIG. 18 

Causes—As shown at left, warping is 

occasioned by shrinkage of the de- 
posited weld metal, local overheating 

at the joint, improper preparation of 
the joint, and unsuitable clamping of 
the parts. 

CORRECTIONS — To make an _ undis- 
torted flat assembly: (1) select elec 
trode with high welding speed and 

moderate penetrating properties, (2) 
weld rapidly to prevent overheating of 

the plates adjacent to the weld, (3) do 
not permit EXCessive space between the 
parts, (4) clamp parts adjacent to the 
joint, and use a back-up bar to cool 
them rapidly, (5) use a special weld 
ing sequence; for example, step back 
or skip procedure, (6) peen the joint 
edges thinner than the body of the 
plate before welding; the elongated 
edges pull back to the original shape 
upon weld shrinkage 

a. be 
APRS 
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Fig. 17—Spatter from excessive cur- 

rent and arc length 

Fig. 18—Left, improper tacking and 

welding procedure caused warping 
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New Britain Automatics, with their remarkable 

capacity to “keep going” and do a full day's 

work, kept down the costs per piece. 

"uariing theWab. 

. “New Britains” are making production... “New Britains” will be a vital factor in the 

history with their famed consistency and ability vast peacetime production program on sheer 

to cut old-time rates. ability and their amazing record. 
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NEW BRITAIN *AUTOMATICS 

NEW BRITAIN-GRIDLEY e MACHINE DIVISION 

THE NEW BRITAIN MACHINE CO. ° NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 



The King Is Not Dead 

FROM THE BEGINNING of the defense 

program in 1940, machine tools were looked 

upon as the most essential factor in the entire 

plan. 

Machine tools were king. Everybody had 

to have them—the Army, the Navy, the Air 

Corps, the Maritime Commission, Soviet 

Russia, Britain. War production was depend- 

ent upon them. They were the machines upon 

which all war products had to be fashioned. 

But a few weeks ago the War Production 

Board suddenly proclaimed that the king was 

dead. A meager number of pious and high- 

sounding words were uttered about the great 

service that he had performed during his very 

active reign. 

What we suspect is that unwittingly WPB 

was duped into putting out a false report. 

The facts are plain. The machine tool indus- 

tty is currently operating at a rate of over 

$100,000,000 a month. Its backlog of orders 

amounts to some $650,000,000, or the equiva- 

lent of six months’ output at the current peak 

volume. 

Substantial orders are continuing to come 

in trom war agencies and from our allies. 

Cancellations are not alarmingly high; they 

do not promise to be of undue proportions. 

Production naturally will decline as the year 

advances, because most of the country’s war 

plants have been built and equipped. But 

much remains to be done which will require 

an active and alert machine tool industry for 

many, many months and probably as long as 

the war lasts. 

Reconversion of plants from one war prod: 

uct to another as military requirements shift, 

retooling of factories as war weapons must 

be redesigned and improved, replacement of 

manpower by automatic machines as men be- 

come increasingly scarce, replacement of old 

machines worn out by ceaseless operation day 

and night the last few years, larger war pro- 

duction as newer and better machines are 

developed, continuing demands from the 

United Nations—all of these factors are in- 

dicative of an extremely active machine tool 

industry in the months ahead. 

The only logical conclusion is that the king 

is not dead. Like Mark Twain, he can pro- 

claim to the world, “The reports of my death 

are greatly exaggerated.” 

Bahn fate 



GAGING 

BUSINESS 

Machine tool produc- 
tion in May is esti- 
mated to have been 

up around $110,000,000. Output this 
month should be close to $100,000,000, 
bringing shipments for the first half 
of 1943 to about $684,000,000. That is 
not far short of the total production 
for the industry in the entire year 
1941 and compares with $588,000,000 
turned cut in the first six months of 
last year. It is the equivalent of six 
years of normal peacetime output. 
Operations in the machine tool indus- 

try, as reflected in machine tool ship- 
ments, are expected to decline month 
by month so that by the final quarter 
the dollar volume may be down to 50 to 
60 percent of that in the peak first 
quarter. July’s total, for instance, may 
not be over $90,000,000. August’s figures 
probably will be lower than that. 

Machine Tool 
Production Up 

Orders Continue But the idea is erro- 
To Pile Up neous that the ma- 

chine tool industry is 
“washed up” so far as its part in the 
war effort is concerned. Nothing could 
be farther from the truth. Machine tool 
orders are filtering in at a reasonably 
good rate, and little of this new business 
is likely to be washed out in cancella- 
tions. It is roughly estimated that as 
long as the war lasts, war requirements 
will take some $540,000,000 of machine 
tools a year, or more than two-and-a- 
half times the industry’s production in 
the highest prewar year. One of the in- 
dustry’s most serious problems today is 
to secure enough materials to fill war 
orders. For the third quarter builders 
have been allotted only half of the ton- 
nage requested. 

Machine tool manu- 
facturers are seeking 
the kind of war work 

for which their plants are best adapted 
to fill the portion of their capacity no 
longer needed for machine tool building. 
In this program they are being aided by 
the War Production Board. Leaders in 
the machine tool industry, however, 
want to avoid the danger of converting 
too much capacity to other than ma- 
chine tool work and risking the possi- 
bility of having insufficient facilities 
available in case a major emergency 
war tooling job should suddenly arise. 

Builders Stick 
Close to Base 

War production rec- 
ords are being bet- 
tered so fast that 

manpower and raw materials problems 
are becoming increasingly serious. The 
total capacity of plants making numer- 

Demand to 

Exceed Supply 

124b 

ous products simply exceeds the supply 
of materials available. In spite of cut- 
backs, particularly in ordnance items, 
an overall manpower shortage looms. 
There may be local surpluses of labor, 
but they are limited and of a passing 
nature. 
How much higher war output may go 

depends upon several factors in addition 
to the supply of materials and of work- 
ers. Reports reach Washington of drop- 
ping manhour output and of increased 
work spoilage. Lack of experience and 
limited natural qualifications are said to 
be showing up in many plants where 
dilution of highly-skilled people has 
been necessary. Shifts in emphasis on 
the kind of war goods needed is another 
factor that raises a question of when 
the production plateau will be reached. 
The greatly enlarged tonnage of planes 
being built in this country is a case in 
point. How much battle experience will 
dictate further reduction in the tank 
program is another. 

Still More Huge war plant ca- 
Are Built pacity is still being 

constructed. Much of 
it will not be into production before the 
end of the year and beyond. Most of it 
is for highly specialized purposes. A good 
deal of it that is not special may yet be 
stopped. There has been more closing 
down of such construction than occa- 
sional news releases indicate. Lack of 
enough war business to keep all active 
plants going is clearly in the cards. 

Upward, Ever Up- 
ward—War expendi- 

tures by the United 
States Government 
during April increased 
3 percent over March 
to attain $7,290,000,- 
000, a rise of $178,- 

000,000. From July, 
1940, through April, 
1943, a total of $94,- 
900,000,000 has been 
disbursed for war pur- 
poses by the United 
States Government 

Millions .of Dollars 

half the first quarter. Super-efficient factor es 

First half of ‘43 will see more machine to>ls 

shipped than during same period of '42, but pro- 

duction will decline thereafter to rate probaily 

v 

hunger for materials and men 

While super-duper volume is disappeur- 
ing for some industries, others are un- 
der greater pressure thanever. Airplane 
makers in particular are being pushed 
to the limit. They are building more 
than 7,000 planes a month now and may 
get up to 8,000 planes in June. Before 
the end of the year they will be turning 
out 10,000 a month or more. 

Drastic and strenuous moves con- 
stantly are necessary on the part of 
WPB to overcome unbalanced situa- 
tions that arise in the war production 
program. Some of these situations 
might have been foreseen and avoided 
by management, but more of them can 
be traced to unexpectedly high output 
of new processes and new methods of 
manufacture. Increasing know-how 
also results in more output than antic- 
ipated. 

Pressure will be applied to expand 
copper and steel production from pres- 
ent mines and facilities at least 10 
percent. Washington believes this ob- 
jective is not unreasonable. 

American — shipyards 
broke all records in 
May by building 175 

merchant ships, 120 of which were Lib- 
erty ships and 15 were tankers. In the 
first five months of this year 711 ships 
have been constructed with a dead- 
weight tonnage of 7,142,122, compared 
with 8,089,732 tons built in the entire 
year of 1942. Production now is at a 
peak rate of 20,000,000 tons a year. 

Shipbuilding 
Breaks Records 
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New WPB Committee Formed to Concentrate Production 

Establishment of Industrial Facilities Committee follows 

months-old tendency to level off facilities expansion. Com- 

mittee will review projects, both proposd or extant 

BY ROBERT COLBORN 

WASHINGTON—Creation of a new industrial facilities committee 
within the War Production Board is part of the current effort to 
curtail additional construction of plants and to concentrate indus- 
trial production in fewer plants. Concentration of civilian industry 
was given up long ago, but the government is now trying it on 
munitions—in this case aided by the political power of the Army, 
the Navy and the Maritime Commission. 
Fourth point in the list of industrial 

facility committee functions, given in 
the general administrative order, is 
that action shall be taken through 
operating agencies as necessary to ob- 
tain greater utilization of existing 
industrial structures, plant capacities, 
machine tools, and equipment in 
order to curtail the need for new 
equipment. , 

Will Review Projects 

Its other three functions are: to 
review industrial facility and construc- 
tion programs submitted by claimant 
agencies and make recommendations 
thereon to the program vice chairman 
(of the War Production Board) to 
review and approve or disapprove pro- 
posed industrial facility construction 
projects over $10,000 whether govern- 
mentally or privately financed. To re- 
view all projected and existing indus- 
trial facilities projects scheduled for 
completion after October 1, and such 
other projects as the chairman may 
from time to time require, and cancel 
in whole or in part projects determined 
to be currently non-essential. 

Result of a Trend 

While actual announcement of the 
Industrial Facilities Committee came 
only last week, the development of 
policy has been going on for some time. 
Months ago, Charles Wilson and Ralph 
Cordiner, vice chairmen of WPB, de- 
cided and announced that facilities 
expansion must all but cease. The 
Facilities Clearance Board and Facility 
Review Committee did not function 
as intended. About three weeks ago, 
WPB decided to take action, to clamp 
down on plant and facilities with a 
frm hand. The machine tool cutback 
order was one manifestation of it. 
Creation of the new Industrial Facili- 
ties Committee (IFC) is another, and 
still harder jolts are to come, no one 
knows when. 
During the last few days, W. B. 

Murphy, Campbell Soup executive, re- 
garded as man of ability, has been in 
Washington, preparing to take the 
chairmanship of IFC, with powers 
€qual to those of the chairman of the 
requirements committee. Murphy’s 
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views on facilities curtailment and con- 
centration, including machine tools, 
undoubtedly agree with those of Wil- 
son and Cordiner. 

But opinion is by no means con- 
certed on the question of how far to 
cut back machine tools. Many people 
in the industry, and some government 
officials do not think it is safe to cut 
back and convert and concentrate too 
far. 

Fits into Pattern 

The new Industrial Facilities Com- 
mittee fits into an ever-changing frame 
work of WPB agencies which only a 
specialist on the subject can follow 
or understand. At the top is the old 
facilities bureau, which is composed 
of the Projects Division, the Produc- 
tion Resources Division, and the Pro- 

gramming and Scheduling Division. 
But while this agency comes at the top 
of the organization chart, it does not 
exercise control over the Industrial 
Facilities Committee and the Non- 
Industrial Facilities Committee, which 
were organized together last week. 
(Non-IFC is of little interest to the 
metal working industry.) Facilities 
Bureau merely renders staff services to 
the two IFCs, handles construction, 
and other matters. 

Operate Under Wilson 

The two IFCs are, however, respon- 
sible to and operate under the poli- 
cies of the Production Executive Com- 
mittee, which, in a word, is C. R. 
Wilson, who is the over-all general 
manager of WPB, on _ production, 
materials, and so on, under Nelson. 
Needless to say, the Tools Division, 
now headed by John Chafee, is under 
the close supervision of the Industrial 
Facilities Committee, though it still 
nominally reports to Donald Dairs, 
deputy WPB director in charge of 
operations. 

Organization of the Facilities Bu- 
reau (which extends staff services to 
IFC) has been completed with the 
appointment of directors for each of 
three divisions: F. J. C. Dresser, di- 
rector of Projects Division, J. B. Camp- 
bell, director of Production Resources 
Division, and W. E. Mullestein, who is 
the director of the Programming and 
Scheduling Division. 

Resigns, Returns to Civil Life; 

Former Deputy Assumes Duties 

GEORGE H. JOHNSON 

WASHINGTON — George Johnson, 
president of the Gisholt Machine Co. 
and former president of the National 
Machine Tool Builders Association, has 
resigned as director of the Tools Divi- 
sion of the War Production Board. 

JOHN S. CHAFEE 

He already has resumed active direc- 
tion of Gisholt. He has been suc- 
ceeded by John Chafee, recently deputy 
director of the Tools Division. Mr. 
Chafee formerly was vice president of 
the Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. 
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Sworn In — Judge 
Fred M. Vinson, right, 
is sworn in as economic 
stabilization director, 
by Chief Justice D. 
Lawrence Groner of 
the U. S. Court of 
Appeals. The  cere- 

mony took place at the 
White House. Judge 
Vinson replaces James 
F. Byrnes as stabiliza- 

tion head 

Press Association 

OWM Sets up Byrnes as Unifier, 

Pacifier, Home Front President 

WASHINGTON—President Roosevelt 
surprised and puzzled everyone late 
last month by suddenly setting up a 
super-duper Office of War Mobiliza- 
tion, headed by Justice Byrnes, who 
has been head of the Office of Economic 
Stabilization, and authorized to take 
control over every civilian war agency. 
Byrnes is advised by a committee com- 
posed cf the secretaries of War and 
Navy, Chairman Harry Hopkins of the 
international Munitions Assignment 
Board, and WPB boss Donald Nelson. 
The move was surprising because al- 
though Congressmen and others have 
for months been urging topside coor- 
dination of the tangled net of war 
agencies, the White House had hither- 
to evinced no interest. 

OWM is to Unify and Referee 

Actually, Justice Byrnes’ new OWM 
is not an office of war mobilization. 
It might become one but it probably 
won’t. On paper, OWM has been 
charged by the President with two 
jobs: (1) It is to develop a unified, 
consistent program for all phases of 
the civilian war effort, to make the 
basic allocations of materials, man- 
power, transportation, manufacturing 
capacity. This is the real “war mobili- 
zation” job which congressional critics 
of the war program have been urging 
for months. (2) OWM is to function 
as an umpire, settling conflicts as 
they arise among the war agencies and 
industry czars (food, rubber, oil, 
transportation, housing, power) 
spawned by WPB’s failure to coordi- 
nate its job. 

Byrnes Ideally Suited 

As long as Byrnes is the moving 
spirit of OWM, the second duty will 
be the significant one. By tempera- 
ment, experience, and _ inclination, 
Byrnes is an adjudicator, a compro- 
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miser rather than an economic planner. 
He himself recognizes this as well as 
anyone and has no desire to take over 
the broad administration of the war 
program, even on a high policy level. 
Another man than Byrnes working 

under Byrnes executive order might 
make himself a real war mobilizer. 
The Kilgore-Truman-Pepper-Tolan 
group in Congress were quick to recog- 
nize this. Effectively headed off in 
their effort to set up a super-duper 
mobilization agency by legislation, 
they now plan to concentrate on build- 
ing OWM into the sort of agency they 
have in mind. They are pressing 
Byrnes to appoint WPB executive vice 
chairman Charles Wilson, whom they 
admire, as executive secretary of the 
Office of War Mobilization. This 
would put an entirely different face on 
as well as in OWM. The Republican 
liberals—Brewster, Ball, Ferguson, Bur- 
ton—go along with this move. 

Would Limit OWM 

The congressional group has had 
some kind words from Byrnes, but it’s 
chances aren’t good. Businessmen in- 
side and outside the government would 
hate to see the primarily political and 
New Dealish OWM put in a position 
where it could claim any part of the 
credit, in the public eye, for the flood 
of armament now beginning to roll in 
overwhelming volume (7,900 planes, 175 
merchant ships in May, probably 8,000 
planes in June, 10,000 by the end of the 
year). And Wilson is a businessman. 

Short of some such change, what the 
creation of OWM does is clarify 
Byrnes’ gradually developing role as 
second string president on the home 
front. Byrnes was made economic 
stabilizer last October in order to re- 
lieve Roosevelt of the endless job of 
settling intra-governmental disputes 
about the inflation-control program. 

Pressed Metal Institute 

To Speed Mass Produc: ion 

NEW YORK—tThe objectives of the 
Pressed Metal Institute, orga: izeg 
March 17, 1943 by some sixty rv pre. 
sentatives of sheet and strip etal 
fabricators, rolling mills and meta] 
press manufacturers serving in the in- 
dustry, have just been announce by 
George E. Whitlock, president o 
Institute. 
The newly organized Institute wil] 

cooperate closely with appropriate 
government departments to speed up 
and increase mass production of war 
materials, and it will also engage ip 
research to develop new and extended 
uses for metal stampings in the post- 
war period. 
Commenting on a recent report from 

the office of the Chief of Ordnance, 
U. S. Army, which showed that the 
extensive shift to pressed metal tech- 
niques is saving staggering quantities 

t 

H. L. MOODY G. E. WHITLOCK 

of vital materials, Mr. Whitlock stated 
“These results are encouraging, but 
leaders in the industry are convinced 
that only by united effort, exchange 
of data and pooling of experience can 
maximum results be obtained.” 

Other officers of the Institute are 
S. J. Menzel of Motors Metal Manu- 
facturing Company, vice president and 
H. L. Moody of Stevenson, Jordan 
& Harrison, New York, secretary- 
treasurer and managing director 

Executive offices have been estab- 
lished at 19 West 44th Street, New York, 
and a Washington office has been set up 
in the Press Building, 14th & F Streets, 
N. W. 

ASSOCIATION NAME CHANGED 

NEW YORK—tThe Associated 
Machine Tool Dealers of America 
has voted to change its name 1m- 
mediately to the American Ma- 
chine Tool Distributors Associa- 
tion. The members approved the 
change by mail ballots following 
the association’s spring meeting al 
St. Louis. Dan Harrington, general 
manager of Harrington-Wils°- 
Brown Co., here, is head of ‘he 
association. 

—— 
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INSIDE 

DETROIT 

BY SILER FREEMAN 

The Old Order Changeth—But not at 
the Ford Motor Company. In fact, it 
has gone back about 25 years with the 
death of Edsel Ford. 

Henry Ford is back in 
the position of pres- 
ident of the company 

—a position he relinquished in 1919 to 
his son, Edsel. The industry believes 
that his position will be a dominating 
one and he will pursue the same plan he 
has for the last quarter of a century, 
charting the course and leaving the ex- 
ecution up to his executives. At 79, he 
is vigorous and active but does not wish 
to be bothered with details. 
Charles Sorensen, his big production 

man, and Harry E. Bennett are looked 
upon as the real active powers in the 
company, as they had been even in 
Edsel’s lifetime. Sorensen was re-elected 
vice president and given his old place on 
the Board of Directors. 
Bennett, whose unofficial position in 

the company and wide powers have 
puzzled many observers, is moved into 
the Board of Directors for the first time. 
Bennett has always been a “Henry Ford 
man” as differentiated from an “Edsel 
Fordman.” Now he is given a direct vote 
on the affairs of the company, which is 
looked upon as a significant move. 

Back in 
Driver's Seat 

But there are others 
who have been moved 
into that select board 

whose voice may have a big bearing on 
the company’s future. They are Eleanor 
Ford, widow of Edsel, and M. L. Bricker 
and Ray R. Rausch, as well as B. J. 
Craig, elevated to vice president and 
treasurer from his former post of secre- 
lary of the company. 
Mrs. Ford’s part in the future affairs 

of the company has been bolstered by 
the Edsel Ford will, leaving her and her 
‘our children the 41 percent of the Ford 

Other Persons 
Are Important 

| voting stock. As two of the children are 
minors, she will probably be named 
guardian of them and be enabled to 
vole their proportionate shares as well 
as her own. 

But Mrs. Ford has al- 
ways been out of the 
limelight. She has a 

fine family and social background, with 
little interest in business affairs. It is 
unlikely that she will change the course 
%f Ford history. Nor will Henry Ford II, 
® his brother Benson, also on the board, 
% likely to oppose leadership by Ben- 
lett or Sorensen. Henry is but recently 
ut of school, serving now in the Navy 

Mrs. Ford Has 
More Voice 
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while Benson, regarded as the grandson 
with the largest measure of Ford ability, 
is in officer’s training and has no ex- 
perience in the company. They are dis- 
counted as factors for a long time. 

Bricker, Rausch But Bricker and 
Show Promise Rausch are different 

matters to be taken 
into consideration. Both are compara- 
tively young, vigorous and have held 
responsible positions with the com- 
pany. Their rise has been little short 
of phenomenal—and they have ideas 
of their own. Bricker has been with 
Ford since 1917, when he came to 
work for the Henry Ford Tractor Com- 
pany. Six years later he was made 
assistant superintendent of the Rouge 
plant. In 1925 he moved over in the 
same position at the Ford Highland 
Park plant. When Willow-Run came 
into the picture in 1942, Bricker was 
shifted over to the bomber plant and 
in the latter part of the year, in a 
shake-up that went unpublicized and 
more or less unobserved, Bricker came 
out as general manager of the bomber 
plant. When the Truman Committee 
came out to see “what’s wrong with 
Willow-Run” Bricker did the talking. 

Executives Rausch is another of 
Take Hold the “coming genera- 

tion” of Ford execu- 
tives. He came to the company in 
October, 1921 from Timken Bearing to 
take charge of engineering and tool 
designing at the Rouge plant. In 1924 
he was made assistant in charge of 
mechanical designing and in 1933 he 

Packard comes 

The passing of Edsel Ford gives rise to much 

speculation as to who will don the mantle of 

authority and what part his survivors will play 

in shaping the policies of Ford Motor Company. 

to anticipated race showdown 

was elevated to superintendent of the 
entire Rouge plant, a position equiva- 
lent to general manager. He still holds 
that title. Rausch is seen as having 
the greatest potential possibility of 
eventually assuming capable direction 
of Ford manufacturing policies. He is 
capable, smoother, and has a pleasing 
personality, and is well thought of by 
both factions in the organization and 
is seen as the successor to Sorenson 
some fine day. 

But Who Will BeThe death of Edsel 
Active Head? Ford does, however, 

pose the question: 
“Who in the Ford organization will 
actively function as administrative 
officer of the company and represent 
it before the public?” Henry Ford 
has always been in ultimate authority 
but Edsel certainly had a large hand 
in building the Ford industrial em- 
pire—autos, steel, rubber, glass, tex- 
tiles, cement, coke and by products— 
as it existed before the war. He was 
a progressive executive, skilled in ad- 
ministrative and financial matters, and 
possessed of a merchandising flair that 
brought into being the Mercury and 
Lincoln Zephyr lines. 

The Ford will caused little surprise. 
It left the voting stock to the widow 
and the children, the non-voting to the 
Ford Foundation, a charitable insti- 
tution, and provided that any or his 
assets should be sold to meet estate 
taxes before the voting stock is 
touched. It is unlikely that any stock 
will be placed on the market, because 
taxes on the $200,000,000 estate are 

Men Who Guide Ford's Production Destiny 

CHARLES E. SORENSEN 
Vice President 

M. L. BRICKER 
New Director 

R. R. RAUSCH 
New Director 
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estimated at $12,000,000 as the bulk of 
its value goes to the Foundation. 

The Packard racial 
troubles have finally 
come into the open. 

As stated in the issue of May 13, there 
have been sporadic outbursts but this 
Thursday it finally resulted in a shut- 
down of the entire plant. George T. 
Christopher, president, was in New York 
at the time. The trouble has been brew- 
ing for months. Night workers started 
the tie-up and persuaded the first day 
shift to join them, forcing the entire 
plant to close down. Negro workers 
stayed on the job during the night. 
Army, state and federal officials have 
started an investigation of the trouble. 
Packard officials predicted some time 
ago that a show-down would be neces- 
sary because of the white workers 
objections to upgrading negro employ- 
ees. Three Packard officials are ac- 
cused of having a hand in inciting 
trouble by advising whites they do not 
have to work alongside the negroes. 

Packard Has 
Race Trouble 

Canada and U. S$. Reach an 

Agreement on Plant Visits 

WASHINGTON — Canada and the 
United States have reached an agree- 
ment under which nationals of each 
country are permitted to visit -.war 
plants of the other country without 
more than regular procedure. Up to 
now, Canadians have been required to 
make application to the Department of 
Munitions and Supply of Canada which 
forwarded their applications to the 
U. S. War or Navy Department. This 
procedure is now necessary only for 
visits to plants engaged in secret proj- 
ects. U. S. citizens visiting Canadian 
plants in connection with signal corps 
equipment will make application to the 
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, U. S. 
Army. With these exceptions, applica- 
tions for visits to American plants by 
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To Help the Victory 
Climb — The ladder- 

like structure of a 
4,500 hp. electric mo- 
tor frames a team of 
welders sealing the 
joints of a turbo-gen- 
erator at the East 
Pittsburgh Works of 
the Westinghouse 
Electric and Manufac- 

turing Company 

nationals or to Canadian 
plants by Americans will be made 
directly to the plant concerned. 

Canadian 

Milling Machine Company 

Announces New Executives 

CINCINNATI—The Cincinnati Milling 
Machine Co., here, has announced he 
following executive appointments: 

Millard Romaine, following a ser ice 
of two years with the War Produc: on 
Board in Washington, D. C., and Wr ht 
Field, Dayton, Ohio, recently retur ied 
to the Cincinnati Milling Machine Co 
to assume his new duties as assistan: to 
the president. Mr. Romaine was (or- 
merly sales manager of this Cincinnati 
company. 

Lester F. Nenninger, engineering de- 
partment head, has been named works 
manager, succeeding W. Peaslee who 
recently retired from active service. Mr. 
Nenninger will be in charge of engi- 
neering, works, and production for the 
company. 
Swan E. Bergstrom, formerly man- 

ager of the company’s Detroit office, 
and recently assistant sales manager, 
has been appointed to the position of 
sales manager. 

ALLOTMENT NUMBERS—Use of 
them as an up-rating device for 
obtaining non-controlled materials 
will end on June 30. Application of 
an allotment number after that date 
will not have any effect on rating. 
(CMP Regulation 3, as Amended.) 

ALUMINUM—Owners of idle sup- 
plies of this material should report 
their holdings on Form WPB 667. 
Form is available from Murray 
Cook, 155 E. 44 St., New York, N. Y. 
agent for Metals Reserve Co. 
(WPB-3674.) 

CONTROLLED MATERIALS — 
Where such a producer requires the 
same basic material as that which 
he produces to fabricate another 
form of controlled material, ma- 
terial ma be made _ available 
through allotment procedure rather 
than by directive. (Amendment l, 
CMP Regulation 8.) 

COPPER—Provisions of the order 
have been tightened, relaxed and 
clarified with respect to its use in 
the manufacture of several products 
including slide fasteners and similar 
closures, brass reduction gears in 

dish washing machines. (Amend- 
ment to Conservation Order M-9-c.) 

CRUDE ABRASIVE—Used chiefly 
for making grinding wheels, and 
other abrasive products, the supply 
is allocated by the Tools Div. of 
WPB. Those pr dees this manufac- 
tured product should apply to WPB 
on or before June 15 for quantities 
required in July and August, and 
August 15 to cover September and 
— requirements. (Order M- 

HAND TOOLS AND GAGES—Pur- 
chasers of production and inspec- 
tion gages of the types listed in Ex- 
hibit B are not required to certify 

WAR RULINGS IN BRIEF 

Checklist of Significant Regulations on Materials and Prices 

speed reducers for cooling towers, . 

as to their inventories. No person 
may apply a rating to secure this 
equipment being purchased not by 
the person applying the rating, but 
being bought for by a third person. 
The only mechanism under which 
the contractor’s rating may be used 
has been established under the gen- 
eral preference order. (Amendment 
to Order E-5-a.) 

METAL DOORS—Restrictions on 
manufacture also of frames and 
shutters of metal have been slightly 
relaxed to permit manufacture to 
fill orders bearing preference rating 
of AA-5 or better, provided 85 per- 
cent of material required was put 
into process prior to Sept. 26, 1942, 
or was in possession of manufac- 
turer on that date, and is heavier 
than 24 gage. (Limitation Order 
L-142, as Amended.) 

MOLYBDENUM — Future requests 
for tantalum, molybdenum, and 
tungsten are to be made in terms 
of kilagrams instead of pounds 
avoirdupois. Tungsten and molyb- 
denum chemicals and powder should 
continue to be reported in pounds 
on PD-9-c and PD-360. Date for 
filing has been changed to the 7th 
of month preceding month for 
which application is made. 

PARTS—Manufacturers buying class 
A product parts such as _ springs, 
screw machine parts and stampings 
for incorporation in their products 
and when reselling some of them as 
repair parts, may make allotments 
to their suppliers for both. (Inter- 
pretation 7 to CMP Regulation 1.) 

STEEL—Supplementary Limitation 
Order L-2-i, prohibiting manufac- 
turers of passenger automobiles or 
parts from selling any part of the'r 
inventories of steel except und 
conditions named in the order, has 
been revoked. a 
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WARTIME 

WASHINGTON 

BY BLAINE STUBBLEFIELD 

Conservatives Employers to whom 
Get Labor Posts the WPB-sponsored 

labor - management 
plant committees have always looked 
like Soviets will be gratified that the 
new labor vice chairman who is to 
head WPB’s preduction drive is a con- 
servative AFL man, while the CIO— 
which hag been interested in the po- 
tentialities of the labor-managemeny 
committees—has put its man _ into 
WPB as vice chairman to handle pro- 
duction manpower problems. The 
AFL vice chairman, Joseph Keenan, is 
from the building trades, has been in 
WPB for a long time as administrator 
of the successful construction labor 
stabilization agreement worked out by 
OPM two years ago. He will have a 
c1O-sponsored assistant. CIO had a 
hard time finding a labor official who 
dared to leave his union fences un- 
mended for long, but finally settled on 
Clinton Golden of the steelworkers. He 
will have an AFL assistant. Wendell 
Lund, head of WPB’s labor production 
division is resigning. 

Services Will Imminence of the 
AHain Quotas draft of fathers is re- 

newing talk of cutting 
the size of the Army, which by now 
means freezing the Army at its present 
size. But don’t plan on it. Expectation 
stil is that the 8,200,000-man Army, 
2,500,000 Navy quota for this year will 
be achieved. 
Chances are that the original plan 

to pull another three million men into 
the services in 1944 will be abandoned, 
and industrialists and politicians are 
already wondering about the effect 
of the virtual elimination of the draft 

f next year. 

Would Delay Manpower Commis- 

Daddy Draft Sion is getting in- 
creasingly jittery as 

the time approaches for the drafting 
of fathers. It’s doing everything it can 
to Stave off the evil moment. WMC 
people think they have sold the Navy 
on lowering its physical standards and 
using more negroes, thus increasing 
the number of available childless men. 
There’s even some thought of lowering 
the draft age to seventeen in order to 
keep out fathers. Possibly the deal 
Which was defeated on the 18-year olds 
—to hold them in this country for a 
year of training—might be offered on 
the seventeeners. 
Short of some such drastic move, 

Prospect still is that half of the eligible 
men now in civies will be in uniform 
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by year-end. Of 6,000,000 healthy 
18-38’s available at the beginning of 
May, 2,700,000 will be drafted. Another 
900,000 will be deferred for extreme 
hardship, 900,000 will be held on the 
farm, and 1,500,000 will be occupa- 
tionally deferred. This represents a 
half million more than present occu- 
pational deferments, but present de- 
ferments, by and large, are limited to 
single men; until recent weeks essen- 
tial married workers have been kept 
out by their families rather than their 
jobs. 

Henry J. Kaiser has 
developed two auto- 
mobiles for possible 

production by himself or someone else. 
One is a fairly conventional straight 
eight and the other is a four-wheel 
drive with a small high-pressure en- 
gine midship of the body. He recently 

Kaiser Plans 
Postwar Car 

] Appointment of labor conservatives to WPB 

posts reassures employers. Draft of fathers con- 

cerns industrialists, but efforts to cut age or 

physical requirements will probably have little 

effect. Kaiser plans postwar car 

advised one of the leading airplane 
manufacturers to build a postwar car, 
and when the airman said he wasn’t 
interested, Kaiser said: all right, he’d 
do it himself. Kaiser has been refus- 
ing interviews with the press recently, 
on the ground the public will think 
he is a publicity hound. He feels that 
his many and varied interests, as re- 
ported in the press, may give the im- 
pression he cannot possibly divide his 
personal attention among all of them. 

Longer Week To Object of the War 

Conserve Labor Manpower Commis- 
sion’s order that the 

steel industry work 48 hours a week is 
to conserve manpower, not to make 
more steel. The Commission figures 
that the industry—the order covers 
steel across the board—can supply the 
necessary 50,000 men for its ofi-coming 
new facilities. 

Power for Sub Smashers—A scale model of a new turbine-electric propul- 

sion unit, which will drive many of the Navy's sub-busting destroyer escorts, 

is inspected by Secretary of Navy Frank Knox (second from left) and Charles 
E. Wilson (right) executive vice chairman, WPB, during a recent visit to a 
General Electric plant where the equipment is being made. Gerard Swope 
(second from right), president of General Electric, and W. E. Saupe, plant 
superintendent, look on as H. A. Winne (left) vice president in charge of 

apparatus design engineering for the company, points out a detail 
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Tests Death-Dealing 
Helmsman—Onre ten- 

thousandths of an inch- 
pound is the vibration 
tolerance allowed on 
certain bearings for 
aircraft torpedoes. At 
Pontiac Motor Divi- 
sion, a girl worker 
uses a cathode ray os- 
cillograph to test the 
dynamic balance of a 
rapidly spinning gyro 
wheel. The gyroscope 

is the helmsman of the 
aircraft torpedo Pon- 
tiac is producing for 

the Navy 

I. & S. INSTITUTE REELECTS 

NEW YORK—The American Iro 
and Steel Institute reelected it 
officers at a general meeting at th 
Waldorf-Astoria, May 27. Walte 
S. Tower was reelected president 
B. F. Fairless, president, U. S. Stex 
Corp., and Frank Purnell, presi 
dent, Youngstown Sheet and Tub 
Co., were returned as vice presi 
dents. 

H. L. Hughes, vice president 
U. S. Steel Corp., was reelectec 
treasurer, while George S. Ross 
was again voted into office a 
secretary. 

Also reelected were the eleven 
directors whose terms had expired 

school classes, or copies can be pur- 
chased at cost for permanent use. 
They are available through local Doall 
sales offices or directly from the Savage 

Welding Library is Founded 

At Ohio State University 

COLUMBUS, OHIO—A new library 
on welding, described as the most ex- 
tensive in, existence and one which 
will be of inestimable value in welding 
development, has been established at 
the Ohio State University, here. It 
is known as the “A. F. Davis Welding 
Library,” in honor of its donor, A. F. 
Davis, vice president and secretary, 
The Lincoln Electric Company. 

Mr. Davis received the degree of M.E. 
in Electrical Engineering from the Uni- 
versity in 1914. His contribution was 
prompted by the fact that Ohio State 
has the only four-year course in Weld- 
ing Engineering. 
Though in its early stage of develop- 

ment, the library already contains 
over 700 books. Included are those on 
metallurgy, designing for welded con- 
struction, welding techniques and pro- 
cedures, properties of weld metals, 
standard welding handbooks, bound 
volumes of welding magazines, the 
award studies of The James F. Lin- 
coln Arc Welding Foundation, patents 
relating to welding, and countless 
other related subjects. 

It is expected that the library will 
be. of special value to _ industrial 
designers, engineers, and technicians. 

Survey Shows Workers Ponder 

Postwar Employment Status 

NEW YORK—Primary question in the 
minds of American war workers today 
is: “Will I have a job when the war is 
over?” In a poll of typical war work- 
ers, conducted among its employees by 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., in an 
effort to get a clearer understanding of 
what subjects employees are thinking 
about today, this question was asked 
four times more often than any other. 
Relegated to comparative unimportance 
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were questions on overtime, inflation or 
rationing. 

Walter E. Poor, president of the 
company, initiated the questionnaire to 
assist management in providing more 
information for employees on subjects 
in which they are most interested. 

Next in frequency was a group of 
queries relating to the company’s plans 
for peacetime operation, the adapt- 
ability of wartime products to postwar 
uses, and the potentialities of television 
as a postwar market for the company. 

Far down the list were questions re- 
lating to working conditions. Many 
workers expressed an intense interest 
in the importance of their individual 
job in relation to the war effort. 
The company is endeavoring to 

answer the questions wherever possible. 
Problems of local or individual interest 
are being handled by local Officials, 
while the company plans to answer 
questions of broader interest through 
the pages of the company magazine. 

Gage Block Films 

MINNEAPOLIS—Four 
sound slide films describing the use of 
Gage Blocks are available from the 
Savage Tool Company, manufacturers 
of Doall gage blocks and gage instru- 

new 35 mm. 

ments, here. The four give a presen- 
tation lasting over an hour and a half, 
covering “Theory of Gage Blocks,” 
“How Gage Blocks are Used,” “How 
Gage Blocks are Made,” and “The Use 
of Gage Instruments.” 
The history of the development of 

gage blocks is portrayed and the theory 
behind the use of light waves as a 
permanent basis on which to base the 
formerly arbitrary units of length is 
presented. “How Gage Blocks are 
Used” shows the proper care of these 
blocks and their manifold uses in actual 
machining operations and inspection. 

The films are offered, free of charge, 
for presentation before plant execu- 
tives, foremen, inspectors, and trade 

Tool Company. 

Textiles Contribute 

CLEVELAND — “Continuous Process 
and its Contribution to Textile Prog- 
ress” is the title of a volume published 
by the Industrial Rayon Corporation, 
describing and illustrating the major 
technical advances of the textile in- 
dustry. 

The volume has been published in a 
limited edition for private distribution, 
but will be generally available in major 
textile and industrial centers through- 
out the country, at public libraries, 
industrial museums, universities, col- 
leges and textile schools. 

Radar Development Assumes 

Great Military Importance 

WASHINGTON—From the _ observa- 
tion of two research scientists, Dr. A. 
Hoyt Taylor and Mr. Leo C. Young, 
working in the Naval Aircraft Radio 
Laboratory, 1922, that certain radio 
signals were reflected from steel build- 
ings and metal objects, there has been 
developed radar detecting equipment, 
described as ‘‘one of the most important 
radio developments since the advent of 
radio itself.” 

Such was the appraisal Vice Admiral 
Alfred J. Johnson, commanding 
Battleship Division, U. S. Navy, mad 
of radar after it was tested on the USS 
New York during the latter’s 1939 win- 
ter cruise. He is quoted in Navy De- 
partment announcement detailing the 
early development of radar. 

During the slightly more than te! 
years since its possibilities were rea-- 
ized, radar (radio-detecting-and-ran 
ing) has developed to a point wh« 
it is one of the Navy’s prime project 
Radar research is continuing and n¢ 
developments are constantly bei 
made. Every manufacturer of any s¥ 
in the electric industry is participatu 
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SPOTTING 

THE AIR NEWS 

Allied pressure for more American 
airplanes now, to batter the Axis this 
summer, has been bearing down harder 
on WPB, week by week, and WPB bore 
down on plane manufacturers, who in 
turn blamed the Board for failure to 
deliver materials and components. As 
a result, tempers broke during a three- 
day meeting here of plane builders with 
the Aircraft Production Board (part of 
WPB); the Army, encouraged and 
aided by the airmen, tried again to 
take aircraft materials scheduling away 
from Charles E. Wilson, chairman of 
the Board; but Wilson stood his ground 
and ended up still boss; and a com- 
mittee was formed to hurry assignment 
of materials and components to air- 
plane production, which now spear- 
heads the war. 
At last our maximum airplane pro- 

duction is in sight; we will level off 
at about 10,000 planes per month 
around the end of this year. This maxi- 
mum means with present facilities; we 
could produce more by swinging out of 
other equipment into more airplane 
facilities. Everybody knows that Allied 
production of planes next year, prob- 
ably not less than 16,000 or 18,000 per 
month including our 10,000, will wing 
the Axis. But United Nations command 
wants to do it this summer. 
Mr. Wilson says that at present 

there are no serious bottlenecks in 
airframes, engines and propellers. There 
are, however, delays in delivery of 
forgings and extrusions. He says that 
bottlenecks change from month to 
month. Recently the manufacturers 
have been short of components such as 
hydraulic systems, pumps, motors, air 
systems, generators, and some parts. 
Mr. Wilson does not mention these in 
his latest statement, but they undoubt- 
edly persist in spots. 

The recent quarrel centered around 
aluminum extrusions. Wilson hopes, by 
incentive pay and other means, to 
relieve the extrusion shortage, but 
there is hope only for barely enough. 
This is a very difficult problem, for 
there are nearly 10,000 types, increas- 
ing by hundreds every month. Extru- 
Sions were handled as “controlled ma- 
terials” under CMP; the airplane 
Mahufacturer could take his allotted 
poundage in any forms that he needed. 

Under the new allocation scheme, 
developed at the meeting, extrusions 
are treated as critical components. 
Plane manufacturers are required to 
report, by type and size, their inven- 
ries, in-process inventories, and fu- 
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ture monthly requirements. These 
requirements will be correlated with 
estimated extrusion capacity, and pro- 
duction schedules will be laid out for 
all extruding presses. Definite delivery 
schedules will be established for each 
aircraft producer. 

It was on this issue, obviously a key 
to control, that the Army made its bid 
for authority. They proposed, appar- 
ently without consulting the automotive 
section of the aircraft industry, to 
provide for allotment of extrusions by 
a committee composed of the “old line” 
airplane firms, of the Aircraft Sched- 
uling Unit at Wright Field, and of the 
aluminum extruding firms. 

As matters stood at this writing, a 
committee was to be formed, but it 
would be purely advisory, and some 
authority was to be vested in its chair- 
man. Neither the committee nor the 
chairman had been announced. 

Wilson said that the industry pro- 
duced twice as many planes in April, 
1943 as it did in 1942, and that the 
total weight was three times that of 
1942, same period. The average weight 
per plane this year is 30 percent 
greater than last; in 1944 this figure 
will increase to 60 percent. Ten per- 

Wilson continues boss of aircraft materials 

scheduling after pressure for more plane pro- 

duction leads to rift over scheduling extrusions. 

Committee formed to hurry materials. April '43 

plane production was double that of April '42 

cent of all the planes off the lines in 
April were four-engined (Boeing B-17 
and Consolidated B-24) bombers, as 
compared with 5 percent a year ago. 
The 10 percent figure puts total heavy 
bombers at 600 to 700 per month. 

This figure does not include three 
super-bombers now getting into pro- 
duction: a super-Fortress, one super- 
Liberator, and a radical new design 
which cannot be described in print, 
except to say it has enormous range 
with an effective load of bombs, and 
is powered with liquid-cooled (prob- 
ably Allison) engines. 

James F. Byrnes, newly-appointed 
War Mobilization head, states that 
the industry has just delivered its 
100,000th plane since war production 
began. President Roosevelt had just 
said that we are producing more air- 
planes than all the rest of the world 
combined. The day will come, sur- 
prising many persons no doubt, when 
airplane orders will be cut back. That 
might well be about the time Hitler 
takes the count, for the number of 
aircraft that can be pulled out of 
Europe, both British and American, 
and out of their pipelines, at that time, 
will be enough to shade Japan. 

Strategically Unstrategic—A new full cantilever monoplane of advanced 
design, the Ryan PT-25 is believed to come the nearest to complete elimina- 
tion of strategic materials in military aircraft. Pictured above is a group of 
PT-25 plastic-bonded plywood military primary trainers awaiting delivery at 

the Ryan Aeronautical Company factory 
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NMTA Meeting Covers Manpower 

Training and Postwar Problems 

CHICAGO—More than 450 industrial 
executives attended the 45th annual 
convention of the National Metal 
Trades Association at the Palmer 
House on May 26 and 27 to hear dis- 
cussions of management problems by 
speakers from various industries and 
government agencies. At the Wednes- 
day morning session, Major General 
Lewis B. Hershey, Director of Selec- 
tive Service, told the members of the 
association not to expect long defer- 
ments for young, childless men. He in- 
dicated that he did not expect that 
public opinion will permit young men 
without children to remain at home 
when it becomes necessary to take 
those with children. General Hershey 
advised employers to submit replace- 
ment schedules if they expect defer- 
ment of necessary key employees. At 
the same time, he warned that re- 
placement schedules would not be ac- 

Roe S. Clark, left, vice president, 
Package Machinery Co., was re-elected 
NMTA president, and George A. Sey- 
ler, president, The Lunkenheimer Co., 
second vice president and treasurer 

cepted if long term deferment was 
requested for men under 30 years of 
age. 

Roe S. Clark, vice president, Pack- 
age Machinery Company, was re- 
elected president of the association at 
the business meeting held during the 
convention. In his annual report, Mr. 
Clark stressed the contributions of the 
association and its many programs to 
the war production effort, notably in 
providing extensive training programs 
for instructors, machine operators and 
specialists, as well as for foremen. 
He pointed out that only 60,000 of the 
nation’s estimated 1,250,000 foremen 
have had any training in the new prob- 
lems they must face. He also reported 
that the association’s job and salary 
rating programs now installed in more 
than 400 plants have been approved in 
many cases by the National War Labor 
Board as a basis of determining area 
wage levels. H. H. Kerr, president of 
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Boston Gear Works, Inc., was re- 
elected first vice-president of the as- 
sociation, and George A. Seyler, presi- 
dent of The Lunkenheimer Company, 
was re-elected second vice-president 
and treasurer. Homer D. Sayre is com- 
missioner of the association. 

Foreman Contact Emphasized 

Thomas O. Armstrong, manager of 
industrial relations for the East 
Springfield Works of Westinghouse 
Electric & Manufacturing Company, 
who spoke on “Making Good Labor 
Practices Work” at the Wednesday 
morning session, pointed out that “the 
human factor of production is as im- 
portant as any other factor, and as 
such the immediate supervisor should 
be developed and trained in the 
handling of his own disputes.” He 
warned industry that it must not al- 
low the foreman to become the for- 
gotten man in labor-management rela- 
tions, since the workers judge man- 
agement’s policies by the actions or 
the practices as exemplified by demon- 
stration between himself and his im- 
mediate supervisor. 

S. J. Kellerman of the Curtiss- 
Wright Corporation also emphasized 
the need for keeping foremen fully 
advised on all company policies be- 
fore they are put into effect, in his 
discussion of the subject “Manage- 
ment Contacts the Foreman” at the 
Thursday morning session. He re- 
ported that a foreman’s service de- 
partment known as the “Personnel and 
Organization” office was established 
about a year ago at his company’s St. 
Louis plant. This office serves as a 
clearing house for the problems and 

ea 

August H. Tuechter, left, president, 
Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co., and 
Homer D. Sayre, NMTA commissioner, 
attended all sessions of the Associa- 
tion’s 45th annual convention 

questions which come up during a 
foreman’s day at the plant. The office 
acts to advise the foreman; in no case 
does it assume the authority of the 
foreman in issuing reprimands or in 
executing discharges. 

Wage incentives as a key to 
creased production were discussec 
Phil Carroll, Jr., management 
sultant, during the Wednesday ses: 
He pointed out that wage incentiy 
based on time studies are econo)iii 
ally sound and entirely practical— 
help both by making possible 
production per unit of capacity 
by conserving man power. He 
tioned, however, against ador 
wage incentives as a device to e! 
wage stabilization. 

Col. John Slezak, deputy chief, Chicago 
Ordnance District, left, and H. H. 
Kerr, president, Boston Gear Works, 
discussed mutual problems at _ the 
luncheon. Mr. Kerr was re-elected 
NMTA first vice president 

The use of job and salary rating 
programs was strongly recommended 
by E. L. Berry, vice-president of the 
Link-Belt Ordnance Company, during 
his discussion of these programs at 
the Wednesday session. He pointed out 
that it is virtually impossible to keep 
wages and salaries in line in a plant 
of any size without the controls made 
possible by such plans. 

Other speakers included C. Scott 
Fletcher, director of field development, 
Committee for Economic Development; 
Col. John Slezak, deputy district chief 
of the Chicago Ordnance District and 
formerly president of the Turner Brass 
Works; W. H. Spencer, regional di- 
rector of the War Manpower Commis- 
sion; Carl E. Bolte, director 
of the Industrial Service Divi- 
sion, Smaller War Plants Corporation; 
William J. During, general manager 
of the Precision Castings Company, 
and Ralph W. Carney, vice-president 
and sales manager of the Coleman 
Lamp & Stove Company. 

SORRY, BUT IT’S THE WAR! 

NEW YORK—Delays in the de- 
livery of AMERICAN MACHIN- 
IST have been noted by readers 
Every effort is being made to 
pedite the transmission of copie: 
and so long as they are tardy 
arriving, the editors can but port 
out that wartime crowding 
transportation facilities is 
cause of it all. 

— 
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” Washington Appointments 

Miscellaneous: 

John T. Whiting, deputy director 
WPB Steel Div.; Julius A. Clauss, heads 
the Steel Division’s Plant Facilities 
Branch, the section which is super- 
vising the steel expansion program; 
Esty Foster, chairman, Non-Military 
Supplies Committee of Combined & 
Resources Board. 

Smaller War Plants Corp.: 

Thomas J. Deegan, director of infor- 
mation; Phillip B. Hofman, deputy di- 
rector, Field Service, will assist in 
organizing and servicing regional and 
district offices throughout the country. 

Training Survey Prepared 

To Aid Postwar Production 

DETROIT—American industry’s cur- 
rent experiments and experiences with 
methods of personnel training, though 
aimed primarily at winning the war, 
may be expected to be of great serv- 
ice to the nation in the postwar recon- 
struction period. Such is the gist of a 
report based upon the opinions of a 
group of automotive industry experts 
on training, and released by the Man- 
power Committee of the Automotive 
Council for War Production. 
Prepared by a sub-committee on 

training and upgrading of war produc- 
ion personnel, the report is the first 
fruit of a cooperative effort to pool 
information about the training ex- 
perience in the industry, so that all 
employers would benefit from the com- 
bined experience of those who have 
well organized plans in operation. 
“The question today,” the report 

says, “is not ‘Should we train?’ but 
‘How shall we train?’” The answers 
are provided in a review of tested 
methods of non-supervisory and super- 
visory training. 

British Beginning to Plan 

Postwar Disposal of Tools 
LONDON, ENGLAND—The scrapping 
of obsolete machine tools in govern- 
ment-maintained factories and arse- 
hals, followed by replacement with 
modern surplus tools, is suggested for 
Great Britain by E. C. Farrell, manag- 
ing director, B.S.A. Tools, Ltd., accord- 
Ing to The Machinist. 
Mr. Farrell favors the forming of 

4 Committee “of government nominees 
from industry and representatives of 
the trade associations” to control the 
disposal of the surplus. 
“Industry is to be encouraged in the 

Same direction by being allowed to 
Wite-off similar machines in their 
plant and scrapping them, while for a 
Period of five years additional depre- 
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ciation would not be allowed on pur- 
chases made from the surplus,” sug- 
gests Mr. Farrell. “The original manu- 
facturers and importers would have 
the option to buy back machines. 
These, after reconditioning, could be 
sold on the market in the ratio of 
two used machines to three newly 
manufactured machines of the original 
design. Machines left in the pool and 
not absorbed by the makers and im- 
porters would be offered to users in 
the same ratio or in accordance with 
market conditions. The government 
would wait for payment until the sur- 
plus machines were finally disposed of. 
It is the thought that the dominions 
and colonies would be willing to par- 
ticipate in the scheme.” 

NAMES in the NEWS 

Rex B. Beisel has 
been named gen- 
eral manager of 
Chance Vought 
Aircraft Div. of 
United Aircraft 
Corp. For the past 
three months he 
has been acting 
general manager 
of the division 
at Stratford. Mr. 
Beisel joined 
Chance Vought in 
1931 as assistant 
chief engineer, 

and in 1935 he became chief engineer. 
When the company was reconstructed 
early in 1943, he was made engineering 
manager. Formerly Mr. Beisel was 
associated with Spartan Aircraft Co. 
in Tulsa, Okla. 

Rex B. Beisel 

Oo. J. Neslage, 
who has been con- 
nected for many 
years with Sul- 
livan Machinery 
Co., Michigan 
City, Ind. and 
Claremont, N. H., 
manufacturers of 
air compressors, 
contracting, in- 
dustrial mining 
and quarrying 
machinery, has 
been appointed 
general sales man- 
ager. Mr. Neslage has served as man- 
ager of the company’s Mexico City, 
Joplin, Salt Lake City and New York 
territories. J. N. Rolston, who has 
been named assistant general sales 
manager, has had 13 years experience 
with Sullivan Machinery. 

O. J. ‘Neslage 

Ralph W. Young and K. Y. Taylor, 
Jr., have been advanced tc vice presi- 
dents of Charles H. Besly & Co., Beloit, 
Wis., producers of disk grinders, taps, 
abrasive disks. Mr. Young was for- 
merly works manager, and will be in 

Vice Presidents of Besly & Co. 

Ralph W. Young K. Y. Taylor, Jr. 

charge of engineering, while Mr. Taylor, 
formerly general superintendent, will 
be in charge of manufacturing. 

F. M. Beaure- 
gard has_ been 
named works 
manager of 
Willys - Overland 
Motors, Toledo, 
and will supervise 
manufacturing of 
jeeps, shell, alum- 
inum forgings and 
other armaments. 
For the past two 
years Mr. Beaure- 
gard has been 
general works 
manager of the 
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, makers of re- 
frigerators, ranges and radios, and prior 
to that time he was associated with 
Nash-Kelvinator Corp., serving as 
works manager of the automotive divi- 
sion in Kenosha and as production 
superintendent of the Kelvinator divi- 
sion. 

F. M. Beauregard 

Alfred Marchev, vice president of 
Republic Aviation Corp., and general 
manager of the Farmingdale, L. L,, 
plant, has been appointed executive 
vice president, a newly established 
post. He will assume responsibility for 
operation of the Evansville, Ind., plant 
as well as the Long Island factory. Mr. 
Marchev joined Republic Aviation in 
February, 1942, as assistant to the 
president. 

Albert G. Bladholm has been named 
president of Iron & Steel Products, 
Inc., Chicago, dealers in second-hand 
machinery, equipment and materials. 
John F. Parker has become vice presi- 
dent and treasurer and William J. 
Parker, vice president and secretary. 

Edward H. Bell, for many years gen- 
eral manager of American Can Co. in 
Vancouver, has been named vice presi- 
dent in charge of the company’s West 
Coast operations, including those in 
Alaska and British Columbia. He has 
recently been general manager of the 
northwestern division. 
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Cornelius B. Dorgan, for the past 
30 years associated with Cleveland 
Welding Co., manufacturers of welded 
fabricated products and a large pro- 
ducer of bicycles, has been named fac- 
tory manager. 

Charles F. Rohleder has been ap- 
pointed factory superintendent of 
Maas & Waldstein Co., maker of in- 
dustrial finishes, Newark, N. J. Mr. 
Rohleder has been chief chemist of 
the company since 1937. 

BUSINESS ITEMS 

New Departure Div. of General 
Motors Corp. will operate a plant in 
Guilford, Conn., to serve as an adjunct 
to the Meriden plant for the produc- 
tion of instrument bearings. Francis 
B. Wasley, who has been in charge of 
the New York office, will manage this 
plant. 

United States Steel Supply Co. has 
announced the establishment of a new 
sales office in the Fidelity Bldg., 911 
Walnut St., Kansas City with William 
E. Fry in charge. 

Handley-Allen-Tapp Co. is now asso- 
ciated with Darwin & Milner, Cleve- 
land, makers of tool steels, and will 
maintain offices located in Wichita, 
Kansas City and Dallas, to represent 
the firm. 

Aircraft Accessories Corp. of Kan- 
sas City and Burbank has opened an 
office at 732 17th St. N. W., Wash- 
ington, D. C., with Emery Johnson as 
district manager. 

Detroit Electronic Laboratory has 
been formed with headquarters at 
10345 Linwood Ave., Detroit, for the 
development and manufacture of 
special-purpose electronic tubes, and 
has also established a repair service 
for such equipment. Among the tubes 
under development is a line designed 
primarily for control equipment for 
resistance welding. 

Ilg Electric Ventilating Co., Chicago, 
has announced plans for a new build- 
ing to be built near its present plant 
to handle current wartime problems 
and postwar developments. Equipment 
for the new plant will include instru- 
ments for measuring air, electricity, 
sound, light and vibration. 

Precision Products has been incorpo- 
rated for the manufacture of precision 
tools, dies and small aircraft parts 
and will be entirely devoted to the 
subcontracting of war production. The 
organization has acquired the plant, 
equipment and personnel of Krause 
Engineering Co. at 1876 E. 18 St., Cleve- 
land, and will be headed by W. L. 
Davis, formerly connected with Romec 
Pump Co. of Elyria, Ohio. 
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Grobet File Co. of America, importer 
of precision Swiss files and manufac- 
turer of rotary files, has doubled its 
New York City plant at 421 Canal St. 

Young Radiator Co., maker of heat 
transfer products, will be represented 
in the California territory by A. R. 
Johnson, who will maintain offices in 
Long Beach and Los Angeles as sales 
and engineering representative. 

Ridge Tool Co., manufacturer of pipe 
tools, Elyria, Ohio, has recently moved 
from its original factory site at North 
Ridgeville into a remodeled and mod- 
ernized plant and offices in the city of 
Elyria, where it has a greatly increased 
working space. 

Botwinik Brothers of Mass. has an- 
nounced occupancy of its new offices 
and plant at 2 Sherman St., Worcester, 
Mass. The company is sales agent in 
the New England territory for a num- 
ber of manufacturers of machine tools 
and attachments. and dealer in used 
tools. 

Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, indus- 
trial engineers of Detroit, have ex- 
panded their tool engineering division 
to include complete coverage of that 
field on a large scale. 

Industrial Relations Methods, Inc., 
under the direction of Richard S. 
Schultz, has announced removal to 405 
Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. The 
firm maintains a nation wide consult- 
ing and research service in personnel 
and industrial relations methods. 

OBITUARIES 

Edsel B. Ford, 
president of Ford 
Motor Co. since 
1919, passed away 
in Detroit at the 
age of 49. He had 
been trained from 
an early age for 
the executive post 
which he filled, 
working in close 
relationship with 
his father. He 
was an industrial 
pioneer in the au- 
tomotive and air- 

plane fields, and enlisted Henry Ford’s 
enthusiasm in the aviation business, as 
well as having played a major part 
in transformation of the early Ford car. 

Edsel B. Ford 

Reuben T. Palmer, 44, New England 
representative of B. C. Ames Co., 
Waltham, Mass., manufacturers of dial 
indicators, milling and drilling ma- 
chines, precision lathes, passed away in 
Hartford. He had been vice chairman 
of the American Society of Tool Engi- 
neers. 
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Fred W. French, 
80, vice  presi- 
dent of American 
Brass Co., Water- 
bury, Conn., and 
founder of the 
company’s small 
tube branch, died 
following a brief 
illness. He had 
learned the ma- 
chine trade in 
New Haven and 
later worked as 

a machinist in Fred W. Frenci 
Bridgeport. Mr. 
French went to Waterbury in 1885 and 
advanced in the seamless tube plant 
to superintendent. In 1905 he founded 
the French Mfg. Co., and then becam 
an American Brass executive in 1929 
when his firm merged as a unit of 
the Anaconda subsidiary. 

George H. Chisholm, president of the 
Atlas Steel Casting Co. of Buffalo 
which he founded 32 years ago, died 
in that city. 

Charles Sahlstrom, 57, died at the 
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn. He had 
been vice president of American Man- 
ganese Steel Div., American Brake 
Shoe Co. for the past 20 years. 

Mark Henry 
Damerell, 87, for 
the past 26 years 
connected ith 
Wyman - Gordon 
Co., Worcester, 
Mass., makers of 
automobile drop 
forgings, died re- 
cently. He was a 
specialist in forg- 
ing, construction 
of hammers as 
well as hydraulic 
equipment, and 
designed a crank- 

M. H. Damerell 

shaft twisting machine, a die cutting 
machine. His latest accomplishment 
was a large hydraulically-controlled 
extruding press for the airplane spider. 

Ernst Felix Koehler, consulting engi- 
neer and inventor of a gas mask 
used in the first World War, died in 
Somerville, Mass. He was credited 
with the development of the first six 
cylinder motor car engine. 

MEETINGS 

American Society of Mechanical En- 
gineers. Semi-annual meeting. Hotel 
Biltmore, Los Angeles, Calif. June 
14-17. F 

American Society for Testing Ma- 
terials. Annual meeting. Hotel W-'- 
liam Penn, Pittsburgh, Pa. June -o- 
July 2. 
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SHOP EQUIPMENT NEWS 

Wickman Produces Swiss-Type Automatic 

Suited for Handling Long Slender Pieces 

Firing pins, fuze parts, clock, meter 
and aircraft instrument parts and other 
long slender pieces impractical to make 
with cross forming tools offer the best 
field of adaptation for the Swiss type 
No. 1 automatic introduced by Wick- 
man Corp., 15533 Woodrow Wilson Ave., 
Detroit, Mich. The design of this ma- 
chine is basically the same as the 
No. 2 Wickman machine which has a 
%-in. chuck capacity. This machine 
has a 5/32 in. diameter bar capacity, 
and its maximum turning length is 
19/16 in. Spindle speeds range from 
1,500 r.p.m. to 12,000 r.p.m. 
Small precision parts can be produced 

on this machine to limits of +0.0002 
in.on diameter and concentricity. Sec- 
ondary machining operations are sel- 
dom necessary because of the accuracy 
and finish secured. The principle em- 
ployed in this machine is that of feed- 
ing the stock through a guide bushing 
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past radially fed tools. Both the head- 
stock, carrying the bar stock, and the 
tools performing the cutting operations, 
are controlled by cams. Individual cam- 
controlled tool slides are of hardened 
steel construction, and lapped to close 
limits, and are provided with microm- 
eter adjustment both radially and 
parallel to the axis of the work. The 
tool head is of rigid design and provides 
adequate support for the guide bushing 
and five cam-operated tool slides. A 
quick tool’ clamping device on each 
Slide facilitates the tool change. 

The spindle is of nitrided alloy steel, 
accurately finished, balanced and 
mounted in a well proportioned head- 
stock casting. The front end of the 
spindle is carried in a special bronze 
bearing which is of the adjustable type 
and journal lapped to close running 
limits. The rear end of the spindle 
is carried in precision preloaded double- 

row ball bearings which also carry the 
thrust load of the spindle. Because of 
higher spindle speeds, smaller work- 
ing parts and ease of adjustment, max- 
imum dimensional stability is main- 
tained on production runs Attach- 
ments for other operations can be had. 

Miskella Infra-Red Oven 

Built of Panel Sections 

The Miskella infra-red insulated-reflec- 
tive oven introduced by Infra-Red En- 
gineers & Designers, 1632 East 40 St., 
Cleveland, Ohio,,combines the features 
of the old type heavily insulated con- 
vection baking ovens with those of new 
infra-red method which delivers the 
heat rays directly to the product in 
process without intermediate transfer 
of heat. The panels are in standardized 
sections, available in ten standard sizes 
in lengths varying from 17 in. for three 
lamps to 51 in. for twelve lamps. The 
insulated panel is 1% in. thick. The 
sections are completely wired ready to 
connect to the service. They are fur- 
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nished of polished chromium on steel 
and weigh 5 lb. per lamp. For single 
insulated, or uninsulated, panels, uni- 
versally adjustable portable stands are 
available. A switch is provided in the 
rear of each group of panels. Any 
single panel, whether used alone or as 
a part of an infra-red oven installation, 
is quickly removable and replaceable, 
being held with only four wing nuts. 

For angle, top, bottom, and end sec- 
tions, insulated-reflective solid black 
panels without lamp openings are used. 
Both blank and lamped panel units are 
mountable side by side, end to end, 
face to face and in many other posi- 

tions. Fiberglas is used for the insu- 
lated panels. Lamp life is materially 
lengthened by the use of four combi- 
nation shock absorber and focus ad- 
justments furnished with each panel. 

The lamps are staggered and spread 
out uniformly to provide the most use 
of the 250 watt unit lamps sealed in 
vacuum with individual parabolic re- 
flector which is protected from fume 
contamination. When the oven is sus- 
pended from the ceiling, heavy ex- 
panded metal is used for service walk. 
Remote control switches, automatic 
starting and stopping and automatic 
draft adjustments are included when 
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Pancake Types Cone Type 

needed. In addition to the primary gir 
circulation upward within the oven 
proper, a secondary air circulation 
meets the primary air in the fume 
duct above where both join and go 
out the chimney together. The second- 
ary air flow continues to function even 
while the primary flow is cut off. ‘The 
secondary air passes between the back 
of the insulated-reflective panels and 
exterior covering of the oven. Fume 
ducts are sectional. 

This oven is made for production on 
punch presses, press brakes and weld. 
ers aS well as paint baking, drying meta] 
parts and anodizing among other uses, 

Carboloy Offers Carbide Tool Brazing Equipment 

And Engineering Service in Cooperation With G. E. 

Carboloy Co., 11149 E. Eight Mile Road, 
Detroit, Mich., is offering an elec- 
tronic brazing engineering service for 
routine brazing of carbide tools, using 
any suitable brazing medium, including 
copper. Arrangements have been con- 
cluded whereby the national service 
organizations of both Carboloy and the 
General Electric Company will cooper- 
ate in assisting manufacturers using 
the electronic induction equipment 
which is now commercially available. 
Complete instructions as to coil types 
and time cycles for the usual forms 
of carbide tools will be furnished users 
by the Carboloy engineering depart- 
ment. With such information the oper- 
ator merely attaches the correct coil 
for the tool to be brazed, sets the con- 
trol dials on the oscillator to the proper 
values as to current and time and 
pushes a button 
The induction tool-brazing equip- 

ment is based on a line of General 
Electric high frequency (500,000 cycle) 
electronic tube oscillators, available in 
5 and 15 kw. output ratings. The 15 
kw. unit is designed to accommodate 
larger sizes of tools as well as the 
brazing of production quantities of 
smaller tools by brazing two or more at 
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a time. The smaller unit is designed 
primarily for smaller sizes of tools. 

In addition to the oscillator, the 
only equipment required to braze tools 
by the electron tube induction method 
is a table carrying a tool holding fix- 
ture and the necessary water-cooled 
coil to be connected electrically to the 
terminals of the oscillator. 
The coils are simple to fabricate and 

may be formed in a few minutes time 
from copper tubing by the user when 
special brazing requirements arise. 
When large numbers are to be brazed 

and the unit has sufficient capacity, 
it is possible to use several coils in 
series, so that two or more tools can 
be brazed at a time. The coils may 
be cylindrical, box shaped, conical, 
single and double “pancake” and a 
variety of other forms depending on 
the type of tool to be brazed and the 
distribution of heat desired. During 
the heating cycle, the steel shank first 
heats up faster than the tip due to 
its higher magnetic properties. A de- 
sirable feature is the fact that the car- 
bide tip reaches a somewhat higher 
temperature than the shank just be- 
fore the correct brazing temperature 
is reached. 
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Among the advantages of induction 
brazing of carbide tools are the simple 
brazing technique, greater speed and 
less time required to braze a tool, accu- 
rate and automatic control of the 
amount of heat and its distribution, 
less brazing material needed and no 
moving parts subject to wear or main- 
tenance. 

Challenge Lapping Plate 

Is Equipped With Handles 

Challenge Machinery Co., Grand Haven, 
Mich., is making an 18-in. round lap- 
ping plate. It is precision ground of 
semi-steel, 4 in. deep and is equipped 
with two handles. The surface 1s 
grooved in two directions, one set of 
lines running at 90 deg. to the other 
set. Larger sizes of this lapping plate. 
with precision ground or hand scraped 
surface finish, are available. 
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Determination of blanking die clearances 

Information supplied by an Industrial Publication 

Determination of proper blanking die clearance 

depends on several factors; thickness and physical 

properties of stock, relation of punch diameter to 

stock thickness, specified part tolerances and press 

power and size. 

Recommendations of material suppliers regard- 

ing clearances for every type of blanking operation 

can usually be followed. Lacking recommenda- 

tions, or when clearance must be determined by 

experiment certain simple rules give reasonably 

accurate results. 

The amount of clearance varies from 5 to 12% 

in direct proportion to the stock thickness. Closer 

CLIMAX FURNISHES AUTHORITATIVE ENGINEERING 

DATA ON MOLYBDENUM APPLICATIONS. 

tolerances call for smaller clearances. The follow- 

ing table gives general average total clearances. 

Close General 

Tolerance Run 

Brass and Soft Steel 5% 8% 

Medium Rolled Steel 6% 10% 

Hard Rolled Steel 5-7% 12% 

When the blanking or piercing hole must be held 

to a close tolerance, clearance is added to the 

punch dimensions. When the blanked part must 

be held to close tolerance, clearance is subtracted 

from the dimensions. 

MOLYBDIC OXIDE, BRIQUETTED OR CANNED e 

FERROMOLYBDENUM e “CALCIUM MOLYBDATE” 
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Snyder Spot-Faciag Machines 

Handles Cylinder Bolt Holes 

To increase production and accuracy of 
back spot-facing the bolt holes in cer- 
tain aircraft-engine cylinder barrels, 
Snyder Tool & Engineering Co., 500 
East Lafayette St., Detroit, Mich., is 
building a machine that handles all 
these holes on one cycle. The produc- 
tion rate of the machine is 26 pieces, 
or more, per hour. 
The cylinder-head assembly is loaded 

in a horizontal position and clamped 
on a Sliding fixture. Cutting tools run 
in plain nitrided steel bushings and 
are mounted on hydraulically actuated 
tool slides, which move away from the 
work to facilitate loading. 
The cutters are brought into correct 

working position after the part is 
clamped in place, and the multiple 
spindle driving head is then manually 
advanced so that the drivers pass 
through the bolt holes and engage the 
cutting tools for spot-facing. A safety 
device behind each drive prevents the 
operator from starting the operation 
until all drivers are fully engaged, 
eliminating possible tool breakage. 
The working cycle consists of rotat- 

ing the tools under power and feeding 
the cylinder head against the cutters. 
When the full depth of cut has been 
made, the tools dwell in the work 
momentarily to assure a smooth ma- 
chined surface. Coolant, hydraulic 
tank and piping are contained in the 
base of the machine. 

H & H Portable Electric Tool 

Prevides Convenient Hand Grip 

A portable reciprocating action electric 
tool, designed for many uses such as 
in filing, burring, polishing and lapping, 
sawing and sanding, has been intro- 
duced by H & H Research Co., 433 
Marquette Bldg., Detroit, Mich. A pis- 
tol grip has been provided, and a con- 
veniently located finger control switch, 
shaped for easy handling. The fan, air 
inlets and outlets have been redesigned 
for larger capacity to insure handling 
of a greater volume of air with an 
improved motor-cooling system. 
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A spiral wire cord protector is sup- 
plied to prevent the cord from slipping 
in or out or from being damaged by 
sharp turns or twisting. The work 
spindle is provided with three bush- 
ings. 

This tool is made in two models, hav- 
ing different push-and-pull stroke 
lengths. Model CX has a %-in. stroke, 
while Model EX a % in. stroke. The 
rate of stroke for either model is 1,000 
to 1,200 per min. Power of the stroke 
is a 30 to 40 lb. push or pull. 

Chatillon Push-Pull Gage 

Has Varied Measuring Uses 

Many shop and field uses can be found 
for the push-pull gage made by John 
Chatillon & Sons, 85-93 Cliff St., New 
York, N. Y., such as the measurement 
of tensions, pressures, mechanical reac- 
tions, breaking strains and other light 
forces of from % gram to 100 lb. Among 
the uses are testing spring character- 
istics, for measuring the pull of a relay 
or magneto, for checking the pressure 
required to operate pushbutton switches, 
for adjusting the operation of spring- 
loaded mechanisms, and for determin- 
ing the breaking strength of fibers. 
The gage is compact, lightweight, and 

requires little space. 

= 
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Stevens Screw Machines Now 

Have Stepless Speed Variation 

An electric spindle drive that provides 
stepless speed variation is now featured 
in the Nos. 1 and 2 screw machines 
made by John B. Stevens, Inc., 480 
Canal St., New York, N. Y. A mag- 
netic brake avoids plugging the motor 
when stopping or reversing the spindle. 
These two electrical devices simplify 
construction of the machines, give 
higher production efficiency, avoid the 
shut-downs incidental to repair of a 
mechanical power train. 
The No. 1 machine has stepless spin- 

dle speeds between 600 and 2,400 r.pm 
while the No. 2 has speeds from 375 
to 1,500 rp.m. Accessibility of all parts 
permits the user to obtain a different 
speed range by changing the pulley on 
the motor unit. The spindle bore of 
each machine is 13/16 and 1% in 
respectively. 

These machines have a bar capacity 
of % and 1% in. respectively, and 3- 
and 6-in. lengths can be milled. The 
No. 1 screw machine has a swing over 
the bed of 9 in. while the No. 2 size 
has a 10% in. swing, with 11/16- and 
l-in. diameter holes in the turrets 

Cross-slides are fitted with plug stops 
capable of fine adjustments and can 
be lifted from the beds obviating the 
necessity of removing the _ turret 
mechanism. There are six holes in 
the turret with independent stops for 
each. 

The smaller size machine requires a 
floor space 42X22 in., and the larger 
one a space of 6026 in. The equip- 
ment weighs 825 and 1,150 lb. 

Doall Saw Eez Lubricant 

Reduces Scoring of Saws 

Saw Eez is offered by the Doall Co. 
Des Plaines, Ill., to lubricate, reduce 
scoring and heating of the saw, and to 
produce a smoother cut. It may also 
be used as a lubricant on lathe centers, 
hacksaws, circular saws, and other 
bearing surfaces which require inter- 
mittent application of a tough-film 
lubricant. 
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By improving equipment, applying new designs, JxL is increasing war-steel production 

COPYRIGHT 1943 — JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION FROM AN ORIGINAL DRAWING BY ORISON MACPHERSON 

MEN OF SCIENCE AND SKILL EXPAND 

WAR-STEEL PRODUCTION 

On the steel front the forward lines of produc- 

tion are backed up by the design-engineers and 

draftsmen, the maintenance men and construc- 

tion crews. Scores of special engineers, in 

cooperation with experienced steel men, design 

new furnaces and develop mill improvements 

for increasing steel production. They coordi- 

nate their plans with the on-rushing future so 

that at the first opportunity, essential new work 

can be built with minimum interference to 

JonES & LAUGHLIN STEEL GORPORATION 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 

CONTROLLED QUALITY’ STEEL 

UNE 10, 1943 

war-steel production. In the constant glare of 

adjacent furnaces, hundreds of riggers, welders, 

carpenters, bricklayers, pipe-fitters, elec- 

tricians, men of a dozen crafts and trades, are 

working at a fighting pace building new steel- 

making facilities — rebuilding and improving 

others. Today, more steel than ever before — 85 

million tons a year — is being produced to pro- 

vide our fighting men with arms and equipment 

to crush enemy forces and to protect our own. 

FOR WAR 
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Force Hand Marking Machine 

Numbers Thin-Walled Tubing 

A simplified hand roll-marking ma- 
chine for numbering and marking thin- 
walled tubing, bezels and similar cyl- 
indrical parts, has been introduced by 
Wm. A. Force & Co., 216 Nichols Ave., 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Using a locating an- 
vil, the parts to be marked are rolled 
in synchronization with a standard roll 

type holder or convex indenting head. 
The piece to be marked can be located 
at either end of the stroke, so that one 
piece can be marked on the forward 
stroke and another piece on the return. 
This unit utilizes standard marking 
type and roll holder. 

Deepfreeze Chilling Machine 

Has Temperature Control Unit 

An improved Deepfreeze Cascade in- 
dustrial chilling machine has _ been 
brought out by Motor Products Corp., 
Deepfreeze Div. 2301 Davis St., North 
Chicago, Ill., for application in the 
shrinking, treating and testing of 
metals. Among the features added to 
the unit are a temperature controlling 
device for accurate temperature control 
at any point from atmosphere to —120 
F.; a table top for convenience and 

safety; and a system of three compres- 
sors and three motors which develops 
maximum thermal efficiency and elim- 
inates the necessity of water connec- 
tions and drain facilities for the chill- 
ing unit. 

By cascade or two-stage refrigeration 
instead of two-stage compression, this 
machine can reach temperatures as 
low as —120 F. and has capacity at 
these low temperatures to remove 1,000 
B.t.u. per hour when work is immersed 
in convection fluid. The first compressor 
acts to extract heat from the barrel 
and introduce it to the heat inter- 
changer. The second compressor in 
turn extracts the heat from the ex- 
changer and dissipates it into the air. 
A third compressor is installed to cool 
the heads of the working compressors. 

Inspector Checking Unit 

Has Extra Magnifying Lens 

The Inspector, an 
combines two-tube fluorescent “day- 
lighting” with single or double 5-in. 
magnifying lens for checking and in- 
spection use, is being offered by Larri- 

instrument which 

more Sales Co., P. O. Box 1234, St. 
Louis, Mo. An extra lens is mounted 
on a swivel panel in such a way that 
the operator can use either one or two 
lens magnification as desired. It is 
equipped with a fully adjustable 
bracket. The instrument is available 
in an all-white floor model as well as a 
table model. 

Salsbury Lift Turret Truck 

Has Handy Hydraulic Lever 

Several new features have been adied 
to the improved salsbury lift type ‘wur- 
ret truck distributed by Nutting Tr ick 
& Caster Co., Faribault, Minn. An 
easy-to-reach hand-operated hydraulic 
lift lever is provided at the right of ‘he 
driver’s platform. The load-wheel brake 
pedal is placed at the left of the plat- 
form and actuates the internal expand- 
ing brakes on the two load wheels. The 
platform is 4 in. wider than on previous 
models. The primary drive chain is 
fully inclosed and requires less fre- 
quent lubrication. 

The lift platform is tapered to per- 
mit oblique angle entrances to skids. 
A high and heavy end rail on the plat- 
form is mounted in sockets for easy 
removal when desired. 

Schmieg Makes Grinding Bench 

With Integral Dust Collector 

A four-station grinding bench with in- 
tegral dust collector has been intro- 
duced by Schmieg Industries, 324 
Piquette Ave., Detroit, Mich. This 
equipment is suited for use with port- 
able grinders on non-hazardous ma- 
terials. 

High velocity suction is concentrated 
at the dust source by means of flexible 
suction hoses attached to swivel con- 
nections. It is equipped with a double 
width, double inlet fan for collection 
of dust. The finer particles are re- 
moved by filters, while a special plenum 
chamber is provided for the removal 
of heavy particles. 

The bench is of wood frame con- 
struction and is equipped with a heavy 
wood top. Variations in design are 
available to suit desired production 
requirements. 
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This simple gyroscope, a toy top, is the father 

of the automatic pilot in our big bombing 

planes—the marvelous gadget our boys call 

“Elmer.” 

tor Often, on the way home after a raid, they 

turn the plane over to Elmer—for they know 

a the pilot can be depended on to fly a course more 

po accurately than any human. 

This 
Ort- 
ma- 

The gyroscope itself, however, depends on another 

ingenious device—the ball bearing! Without these 

bearings, the smooth, swift, steady spin of the gyro- 

ated scope’s wheel would be impossible to maintain. 
xible ‘ : . 
ron- And the automatic pilot is only one of several 

uble “impossible” instruments which gyroscopes—and ball 

tion bearings —make practical. The fascinating truth about 

esl them cannot be revealed—yet. But this th can be é é is much can be 
num : 

told now: very few of our tools of war could operate — 
ljOVvaL i ° ° ° ° . 

or even be made in the first place—without anti-friction 

con- bearings which reduce friction, keep metal cool, post- 

eavy pone wear, and maintain precise location of parts. 
are 

tion NEW DEPARTURE ball bearings, in ever-increas- 

ing millions, are flowing steadily into America’s 

fighting machines. 3166 

New D. 

BEARINGS 

Nothing Rolls Like a Ball 

NEW DEPARTURE DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS BRISTOL, 

JUNE 10, 1943 



Howard Pickling Machine 

Does Shell Case Cleaning 

The pickling machine developed by 
Howard Engineering & Manufacturing 
Co., 1812 Freeman Ave., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, is suited for high-speed cleaning 
of shell cases and is said to be capable 
of pickling a maximum of 8,000 37 mm. 
shell cases per hr. The parts to be 
cleaned travel through the machine in 
a drum which varies in diameter be- 
tween sections so that each section of 
the drum runs in its particular tank. 
A variable-speed drive provides for nec- 
essary changes in the pickling time. 
Scale is removed from annealed parts 
by successive pickling, rinsing, neutral- 
izing and rinsing operations. 
The machine operates without the 

use of pumps. The acid, rinse and neu- 
tralizing solutions are picked up by 
scoops on the side of the drum, and 
are dumped on the parts. This method 
is said to substantially reduce the con- 
sumption of acid. To withstand acid 
corrosion, the pickling and first rinse 
drums are made of monel metal and 
the tanks are lead lined. The machine 
measures 35 <8 ft. and 9 ft. high. Special 
sizes are available and can be adapted 
to the pickling of parts other than 
shell cases. 

Delta Chip-Breaker Grinder 

Features Univise Work Holder 

The chip breaker grinder, developed by 
Delta Manufacturing Co., 620 East 
Vienna Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., is suited 
for grinding the chip breaker groove 
in carbide tipped tools and may also be 
used for grinding form tools, thread 
chasers or other units, up to a maxi- 
mum length of 13% in. and a width 
of 6 in. A feature of this grinder is 
the Univise, a universal vise which 
holds work at any desired angle. By 
removing this Univise, the grinder can 
be used as a surface grinder. It is built 
of four component parts each with a 
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separate circular scale of 360 deg., each 
of which can be independently rotated 
and set. By making a record of settings 
of each scale for duplicate grinding, 
the vise can be quickly reset to exact 
original angle. The jaws accommodate 
tools up to 1% in. Detachable keys 
are provided on the base which can be 
removed to permit use of the vise on 
a drill press or other machines without 
table slots, or on a magnetic chuck. 
The wheel-mounting arrangement 

utilizes a two-piece adapter so that 

either the wheel, or the wheel and 
adapter, can be removed. The mini- 
mum diameter cup wheel with standard 
guard in place is 3% in. and the maxi- 
mum diameter wheel 7 in. Rapid 
vertical adjustment of the wheel to the 
work is by means of a thread screw 
and wheel at the top of the column. 
When close to the work, final fine ad- 
justment is made by a micrometer 
screw, the micrometer having wide 
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graduations for close settings. Maxi- 
mum adjustment of the wheel by this 
means is %*s in. Each graduation is 
0.005 in. 

A steel gib guides the bracket yo} 
on the column so that it is alway 
alignment. The entire column, 
gether with the bracket, may be rotate 
360 deg. The table surface measu 
5% X13 in. and a T-slot is provided 
clamping fixtures or a magnetic chuc 
in place. Traverse feed of one gradu: 
tion is 0.001 in. The maximum sr 
under the 7 in. wheel to the tabi 
9% in., and maximum space to the 
magnetic chuck is 6 in. 

Uptegraff Makes Tap Holder 

For Lathe or Drill Press 

A tap holder for use in a lathe turret 
or on a reversible drill press is available 
from R. E. Uptegraff Manufacturing 
Co., 126 Bridge St., Scottdale, Pa. The 
stop on the lathe or press is set \% 
in. less than full travel of the tap, 
then when the tap follows in the addi- 
tional ™% in. it releases and runs free 
in order not to break the tap. 
When the machine is reversed and 

the lever is moved in the opposite direc- 
tion, the clutch holds the tap from 
turning and the tap backs out. 

Lucite Plastic Molding Powder 

Has High Heat Resistance 

Lucite molding powder has been de- 
veloped by E. I. du Pont de Nemours 
& Co., Wilmington, Del., to make plastic 
articles which will withstand high tem- 
peratures. Many articles molded from 
this powder are claimed not to soften 
appreciably or distort when exposed to 
a temperature of 212 F. Among the 
applications for which this plastic 
molded powder is suited are for dial 
and meter faces, airport and railroad 
signal light lenses. 

The powder is available in granular 
form for compression molding and has 
all the temperature characteristics of 
the injection and extrusion powders. 
Most satisfactory compression results 
are obtained by using 20 to 50 F. higher 
mold temperatures than are required 
for the general-purpose Lucite. Good 
extrusion results are obtained by using 
a short screw and low screw speed, 
preferably 5 rpm. or less. Machine 
cylinder temperatures are from 30 
50 F. higher than for the general pur- 
pose material. Articles made from it 
are crystal clear, or the powder may 
be dyed or pigmented to desired colors. 
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Timesaving qualities of Monarch lathes have never been 

so important as now. Take, for instance, the job of shaft 

turning, illustrated. By doing this on a Monarch lathe, 

equipped with automatic sizing, turning time is cut in 

half. With the countless numbers of such pieces being 

used in war production, the saving in time, and increase 

in production, can readily be appreciated. 

Automatic sizing converts a standard Monarch lathe 

into an automatic engine lathe, for mass production of a 

wide range of turning, boring and facing operations, all 

within the required limits of accuracy. One operator can 

easily run two or three machines, thus again helping to 

increase output, in the present emergency. 

If you are interested in saving time, now or in the 

future, we suggest that you set your production schedules 

with Monarchs as the standard lathes. 

Monarch lathe, equipped with automatic sizing 
turns these shafts automatically. Similarly, step 
boring and facing, contour facing, boring and turn- 
ing, and other combinations of straight and taper MO NARC = LATH & » 
turning, can be done fast and accurately. Produc- 
tion is increased, unit costs are cut, and men and = 
machines released for other work. Swe i. ~~ == 

THE MONARCH MACHINE TOOL COMPANY SIDNEY, OHIO 

JUNE 
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Uaiversal Roll-in Handsaw 

Operates by Gravity Feed 

A feature of the Roll-In metal cutting 
bandsaw made by Universal Vise & 
Tool Co., Parma, Mich., is the gravity 
feed principle whereby the saw blade 
feeds into the work through movement 
of the balanced blade wheel frame on 
an inclined track. The blade pressure 
is automatically regulated by the tex- 
ture and degree of hardness of metal 
being cut. 

This machine handles any shape, 
heavy or light, long, short or round. 
Three cutting speeds are available, 81, 
161 and 264 ft. per min. The saw cut 
is vertical and down, maximum cut 
being 7 in. The blade travels 7 in. into 
the work. By resetting the work, any 
length cut can be made. 
The work table area provided is 

18% X30 in. and is 30 in. from the 
floor. The machine is equipped with a 
work holding block, clamping vise, % 
hp. 110 volt, 60 cycle, a.c., sleeve bear- 
ing motor. 
The work holder plate can be 

swiveled to any position for angle cuts. 
Saw blades are 8 ft. 6 in. to 9 ft., avail- 
able in three widths, % % and % in. 
The over-all dimensions of the band- 
saw are 3 ft. 4 in. deep, 30 in. wide, 
and 5 ft. 2 in. high. It weighs 1700 
lb. 

Hollywood Bands and Badges 

Provide Identification Means 

Hollywood Athletic Co., Plastic Div., 
211 E. 7th St., Los Angeles, Calif., has 
available a line of plastic sealed arm- 
bands, identification badges, tool checks 
and similar identifying devices. They 
can be furnished with company names 
and addresses imprinted, or in stock 
designs in a variety of sizes, shapes 
and colors. They are completely water- 
proof. These identification tags pro- 
vide a convenient means for identify- 
ing department employees and key 
people. 
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Roto-Clone Bench Unit 

Controls Magnesium Dust 

For safety in burring, filing and flexible 
shaft grinding of magnesium, American 
Air Filter Co., Dust Control Div., Louis- 
ville, Ky., has developed the Type N 
Roto-Clone bench. It provides a semi- 
inclosed bench assembly with down- 
draft ventilation through wood grilles 
and is furnished complete with tool 
shelf, fluorescent lights and partitions 
between stations The bench is also 
available in small individual units 
which can be located directly in back 
of magnesium grinding stands. Inlets 
are placed so that exhaust ducts are 
short and run directly into the col- 
lector 
The magnesium dust 

and stored under water 
particles can pass to the drain, since 
any overflow consists only of excess 
make-up water which might be required 
to maintain the proper liquid level. 
The Roto-Clone bench and units are 

made in a wide range of sizes with 
capacities from 1,000 to 20,000 cuft. 
per min. They are furnished single 
with one to three work stations, or 
double, back to back arrangement, with 
aS many as six stations. 

is precipitated 
No magnesium 

Reynolds Safety Color Hoods 

Fit Standard Lamp Bulbs 

Reco safety color hoods for standard 
lamp bulbs, developed by Reynolds Elec- 
tric Co., 2650 West Congress St., Chi- 
cago, Ill., are available in blue or green 
colored glass. They are designed to 
give industrial plants a low cost system 
of scientific lighting and aid in securing 
maximum production with minimum 
percentage of accidents. The soft blue 

AMERICAN 

or green rays make it easy to dete 
surface defects in polished metal, and 
as the colored rays throw very little 
shadow, they make it easier to read 
micrometers and other measuring in- 
struments. These hoods are held in 
place on the bulb by a wire sprin 
which can be removed for cleaning 
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Ton-Tex All-Wood Safety Mats 

Protect Feet From Damp Floors 

All-wood Ton-Tex safety mats are be- 
ing made by the Ton-Tex Corp., 247 
Pearl St., N. W., Grand Rapids, Mich., 
for protection of the workers’ feet from 
cold, damp, oily or rough floors. Drain 
slots on the under site permit a con- 
stant circulation of air. The sections 
are joined together by maple cott 
pins and hickory dowels. Ton-Tex 
mats can be furnished in any desired 
length, and in a width not over three 
feet. For spaces wider than this, two 
or more mats are used. 

Soft wood treads 

*._0// channels 
clowels -~ Maple cotter pins 7 
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The movement of only two con- 

veniently located levers puts the full 

automatic machining cycle in operation. 

Write for fully illustrated Book No. 601-FL, 

completely covering the No. 3A Duomatic- 

Automatic Lathe. 

THE LODGE & SHIPLEY MACHINE TOOL CO. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A. 

ENGINE TOOL ROOM AUTOMATIC LATHES 



Ferm-Master Radius Dresser 

Takes Convex or Concave Radii 

An all-purpose radius dresser, the 
Form-Master, for both angles and ra- 
aii is being offered by J. & S. Tool 
Co., 477 Main St., East Orange, N. J. 
It is built to handle convex radii up 
to 4 in., an concave radii to 7 in. on a 
7 in. wheel. The radii can be accurately 
set with a micrometer using fixed mi- 
crometer stops. Any desired angle can 
be set with a protractor on sine bar 
after removing the radii upright and 
tilting the fixture forward on the angle 
base. The Form-Master dresses with 

a diamond point horizontal to the cen- 
ter of the grinder spindle, thus en- 
abling the operator to see the form in 
work and assuring accurate centering 
of the diamond position. 

This dresser is particularly suited 
for use on Brown & Sharpe No. 2 uni- 
versal surface grinders and similar 
types of grinders. The cast-iron base 
permits drilling and tapping of holes 
when needed for quick set-ups on a 
cylindrical grinder. It can be oper- 
ated in a horizontal position. 

Tinnerman Aircraft Speed Nut 

Snaps Around Rolled Sections 

The No. 6337 Speed Nut made of spe- 
cial aircraft spring steel with a zinc 
metal spray finish has been designed 
by Tinnerman Products, Inc., 2102 Ful- 

ton Road, Cleveland, Ohio, to snap 
around rolled sections or stringers and 
eliminate the need for drilling holes. 
As the screw in the Speed Nut is tight- 
ened, the legs are forced inward to give 
a firm spring tension grip. The unit is 
made for 8Z and 10Z sheet metal screws 
and for use on various sizes of Z 
stringers. A similar nut, the No. 6320, 
has been made for beaded extrusions 
and also eliminates hole drilling. 

Sigourney Drilling Machine 

Has Moving Parts Inclosed 

A feature of the M-100 sensitive drilling 
machine brought out by Sigourney Tool 
Co., Hartford, Conn., is the complete 
inclosure of the motor, driving belt 
and spindle. This affords safety ad- 
vantages for all moving parts except 
the chuck and drill. This machine 
operates at spindle speeds of 4,000, 
7,000 and 10,000 r.p.m.; but is also avail- 
able with a special motor to operate at 
speeds of 2,000, 3,500 and 5,000 r.p.m. 

The motor is held in a vertical position 
inclosed in the column and the drive 
is through three step cone pulleys with 
V-belt. 
The machine may be used with space 

blocks of varying sizes which, inserted 
between the column and base, allow 
increased distance from the table top 
to the chuck, thus permitting use of 
the machine on a wider range of work. 
The maximum distance from the table 
top to the chuck of this model is 4 in. 
Additional flexibility in sizes of work 
handled is possible with the Model 
M-100A which allows 7 in. from the 
face of the column to the center of the 
chuck, while the horizontal distance 
afforded by the M-100 model is 4% in. 
Space blocks for vertical adjustment are 
also available on the M-100A. 

Both models are available in single 
or multiple spindle design, with two, 
three or four spindles as desired. The 
table working surface of the single 
spindle design is 7% X8% in. A %-hp. 
motor is required for each spindle. 

Foot treadle is available for either 
machine. Bench space occupied by the 
one-spindle M-100 drilling machine is 
10% X17% in., and its weight 125 lb. 

Sossner Offers Type Holder 

Suited for Hand and Press Use 

For hand and press use, Sossner Too! 
& Machine Works, 161 Grand St., New 
York, N. Y., is offering a type holder 
made to accommodate up to eight 
pieces of type. Holders for twelve 
pieces in one, two or more lines can 
be furnished if desired. 
The type is made of tool steel, indi- 

vidually hand engraved. It can be 
supplied in desired quantities of letters, 
numbers and symbols. The holder 
comes in a wooden box, partitioned to 
contain the type holder and twelve 
separated slug groups. 

Phillips Double-Dip Degreaser 

Has Two Cleaning Compartments 

For degreasing small parts, Phillips 
Manufacturing Co., 3467 Touhy Ave., 
Chicago, Ill., has introduced a portable 
double-dip machine. The pre-dip wash 
in one compartment consists of a kero- 
sene-solvent solution to which is added 
an agent to emulsify and saponify the 
oils, greases and waxes to permit the 
kerosene-solvent solution to flush them 
off the parts before they are placed 
into the vapor compartment. 

A second compartment in the ma- 
chine is for vapor degreasing opera- 

tions. Saturated solvents may also be 
readily distilled in this compartment 
and thus reclaimed for further use. 
After the parts have been degreased 
in the preconditioning solution they 
are dipped in the vapor chamber for 
final cleaning. The power-driven 
flusher unit permits pressure washing 
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7 THE RIGIDTURNER 

@ The Rigidturner provides a distinctly 

new, accurate, high production method 

of turning multiple diameters. This 

method advances many time and cost 

saving advantages—ease of operation— 

+ De, : ) : = Ay reduction in down time—minimum floor 

7 ' i space—operation by unskilled labor. 

At the left we have shown how an 

odd shaped piece is turned on the 
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Simplifying a Difficult 

Turning Operation. Turning 

the ends of the two horns on this 

odd shaped aluminum Pump Jacket 

Cover presents a tough problem. Yet 

they are readily turned on the Rigid- 

turner, maintaining accurate duplica- 

tion and close tolerances. 

This Rigidturner booklet tells how this new machine works—what work it will handle 

— how it maintains close tolerances—and how it increases production. Write today. 

THE CLEVELAND HOBBING MACHINE CO. 

NAME 

A Simple Fixture... 

Permits turning both horns with 

same simple form cutter. This cutter 

turns a chamfer on the end of each 

horn and a 14-inch surface for a hose 

connection. Two bolts hold the work 

in position on the fixture. 

Turning is Simple... 

The specially designed cutter is 

mounted on an arbor. The work 

revolves as it is advanced past the 

form cutter which is rotated in 

variable timed relation to produce 

desired diameters. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 

COMPANY. 

ADDRESS, 



and emptying of solvent from the 
vapor compartment. The dip compart- 
ment solvent is emptied manually, us- 
ing a petcock on the side of the ma- 
chine. 

This portable degreaser is available 
in two models. Model 36-Z measures 
36X20 in. with an overall height of 
43 in. The vapor chamber has a work- 
ing depth of 202019 in. while that 
of the dip chamber is 14% X20 28 in. 
The machine operates on 220 or 440 
volts, 60 cycles, 3 phase. Shipping 
weight is 400 lb. 
Model 52-Z measures 5230 in. with 

an over-all height of 42 in. The vapor 
chamber in this unit has a working 
depth of 253020 in. and the dip 
chamber 253029 in. This machine 
also operates on 220 or 440 volts, and 
has a shipping weight of 650 lb. Both 
models are complete with power-driven 
units, automatic controls, special high 
temperature cut-off, thermal coils, 
special grounded receptacle and plug, 
cable and cover. 

Verson Allsteel Drawing Press 

Handles Brass and Steel Cases 

An eccentric type cartridge-case draw- 
ing press which produces both brass 
and steel cases, has been brought out 
by the Verson Allsteel Press Co., 9306 
South Kenwood Ave., Chicago, Ill. The 
press is built for all stages of case 
fabrication from preforming through 
drawing, heading, tapering, to piercing, 
and is available to produce cases of 
all sizes up to 105 mm. It is equipped 
with a dial feed, and capable of making 
as many as 15 productive strokes per 
minute. The dial is tied into the press 
circuit, and the press cannot operate 
until this dial is indexed properly. 
The pneumatic clutch and brake unit 

is controlled electrically by pushbut- 
tons. Increased punch and die life 
is obtained by using extra long gibs, 
which securely confine the slide at all 
positions of the stroke. The front 
gibs are adjustable. 

Morey Large Facing Machine 

Provided With Two-Way Feed 

A stationary facing machine has been 
developed by the Morey Machinery Co., 
Inc., 410 Broome St., New York, N. Y., 
to simplify difficult machining opera- 
tions. It is a self-contained motor- 

driven unit and may be used with or 
without other duplicate heads set in a 
fixed position parallel, at right angles, 
or at other angle to each other. 

The cutting tool used in this ma- 
chine is identical to that in the en- 
gine lathe and can be easily taken out 
to be resharpened. The tool may be 
fed away from the center or toward it, 
since a two-way feed is provided. By 
turning the screw backward with a 
crank, the cutting toolbit can be re- 
turned quickly to the starting point. 
The size of the toolbit is 1 in. square. 
Pickoff gears are provided to change 
the speed of the head to suit the work. 
This machine has a capacity up to 46 
in. diameter. Four feed changes per 
revolution are provided in the ma- 
chine. The equipment weighs 3,375 lb. 

Bartusch Compass and Divider 

Has Four-Leg Construction 

An all-metal 3-in. bow compass and 
divider with four-leg construction and 
center wheel aljustment has been 
brought out by A. P. Bartusch, 775 
Walnut St., Lockport, N. Y. The ful- 
crum pivot and the adjusting nuts 
are of large diameters, and grooved to 
hold the legs in rigid position. The 
legs have machined V-grooves to clamp 
securely by means of thumbscrews the 

center point, metal scriber or a1 
standard pencil lead in position. Bot 
compass and divider can be set fro 
0 to 2% in. radius. 
The compass parts are non-corrosi\ 

alloy, and the points for paper drawi1 
and the metal scribers for the too 
makers’ divider are tool steel harc 
ened. Extra points, combination a: 
shouldered double center points 
paper drawing and metal scribers fo 
dividers are available. 

Enterprise Leveling Jack 

Has Machine and Fixture Use 

A leveling jack consisting of three 
parts is offered by Enterprise Machine 
Parts Corp., 2734 Jerome Ave., Detroit, 
Mich., for leveling machine tools, fur- 
naces, large surface plates and assem- 
bly fixtures, toolroom and production 
equipment. The upper and lower cast- 
ings are fitted to permit sufficient float 
for self alignment. The smooth slip- 
ways permit the upper casting to glide 
along under the base of the machine, 
raising or lowering it to a level position 
without altering its location. 
equipment is suited for use on uneven 
floors. The jacks are available in sizes 
1 % 4, % and 1% in. adjustment capacity. 

Boice-Crane Large Bandsaw 

Cuts Metals and Plastic 

For cutting metals, 
paper, Boice-Crane 
Ave., Toledo, Ohio, has introduced 
powerful bandsaw, which cuts 
854 in. thick and handles work 27 in 

plastic, wood and 
Co., 935 Central 
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When you ruin a tool, 

you may postpone the day 

of deliverance for the boys of Bataan! 

TWERE IS ONLY 50 MUCH T00L STEEL AVAILABLE! 

No. 2 ina series of 2143 by 312 ft. 3-color bi-monthly 

posters, designed to help reduce tool breakage 

through worker education, made available to users 

of “TOMAHAWK™ tools, without charge. 

For complete information 

wire or write 

- 

GENESEE TOOL COMPANY / * 
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in diameter. It is provided with an 
accurate blade tension scale. Blades 
from % to % in. can be handled in 
this bandsaw, and are adjusted by a 
convenient single knob control. The 
framework is a single one-piece struc- 
ture. Operation is quiet and vibration- 
less. The wheel guard swings on hinges 
and must be closed before the machine 
can operate. A telescoping guard holds 
by friction when the lock handle is 
released. 
The table measures 1515 in., and 

is rigidly supported on large turnnions 
and tilts 45 deg. to the right and 10 
deg. to the left, the degree of tilt being 
indicated by a convenient scale. 

Eight speeds are provided in this 
machine. Heavy-duty gears transmit 
as much as 1 hp. at the lowest speed 
with a wide margin of safety. The 
bandsaw is available in floor or bench 
models, with the mechanisms fully in- 
closed and sealed against dust and 
grime on the floor model. 

Schauer Variable Speed Lathe 

Finishes Metal, Plastic Parts 

Precise lapping and finishing of metal 
or plastic parts at a low speed of 100 
r.p.m. to a high speed of 4,800 r.p.m. is 
accomplished by the VA3B-C Ideal 
variable speed lathe made by Schauer 
Machine Co., 2063 Reading Road, Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio. The variable speed is 
obtained through a Reeves drive, and 
an improved Twin Disc clutch assembly 
transmits the power from a continu- 
ously running motor to the spindle of 
the lathe when the non-slip foot treadle 
is depressed. When the foot treadle 
is released, a disk type brake is auto- 
matically applied. Selection of the var- 
iable speeds is obtained by the ball 

crank handle located on the side of the 
machine. Variable speed ratio is 6:1 
for the one speed motor and 12:1 for 
the two speed motor. 
The spindle and holding devices are 

contained in a separate welded steel 
housing mounted on a rigid, heavy, 
welded steel floor-type pedestal. The 
motor is easily accessible for replace- 
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ment or removal. Chucks of 3- or 
4-jaw type are available as well as 
special holding fixtures. The chuck end 
of the spindle can be provided with a 
taper hole or a removable taper socket. 

Cleco Riv-N-Jector Device 

Speeds Insertion of Rivets 

The Cleco Riv-N-Jector has been in- 
troduced by Cleveland Pneumatic Tool 
Co., 3781 East 77 St.. Cleveland, Ohio, 
to relieve the worker from tedious 
handling of rivets. 

This device is small in size, light to 
handle and has a magazine holding up 
to 50 rivets. A special nose jaw holds 
a single rivet ready at all times for 
inserting into the hole of the metal. 

De-Sta-Co Toggle Clamps 

Fitted With Plastic Grip 

A plastic grip device is now fitted over 
the handles of many of the toggle 
clamps in the De-Sta-Co line made by 
Detroit Stamping Co., 343 Midland 
Ave., Detroit, Mich. The device ex- 
tends the full length of the handle 
and is said to provide a positive hand 
hold and cushioned protection for the 

operator’s hand. It is not affected b, 
oil or grease. 

The company has added two ligh:- 
duty styles of toggle clamps to its 
line. The Model 207S has a solid 
straight bar while Model 207U is 
equipped with a U-shaped bar. The 
over-all height of the clamp is 5% iy 
and base measurements are 1% 
in. The bar is 2% in. from the handle 
to the tip. 

Tuf-Link Rubber Safety Mat 

Made to Relieve Foot Soreness 

The Tuf-Link safety mat made by In- 
dustrial Products Co. 2820 North 
Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa., consists 
of scrap-rubber composition links held 
in place with heavy wire rods. It is 
designed to relieve foot soreness and 
strains caused by standing on concrete 
or wooden floors. These mats are 
made up in four sizes, the smallest size 
measuring 14X21 in., and the largest 
30 < 48 in. 

Eleco Series 200 Rectifier 

Supplies Direct Current 

For direct current needs, Electron 
Equipment Corp., Palm Springs, Calif., 
has developed the Eleco rectifier, which 
is made in both stationary and mobile 
models, in all voltages, to supply direct 
current for magnetic equipment, travel- 
ing cranes, brakes, projectors, search- 
lights, locomotives, welding, plating, 
charging and chemical uses. 

This rectifier will operate in parallel, 
thus other units may be added later 
if the load is increased. The series 
200 units are made for use on both 
single and 3-phase lines in sizes from 
14 to 200 hp. 

Magnus Metal Coating Compound 

Applied As Dip Coat to Wire 

A metal coating compound for coating 
metal preparatory to drawing has been 
brought out by Magnus Chemical Co.., 
Garwood, N. J., which is applied as a 
dip coating to high or low carbon 
steel wire, copper-coated wire and 
stainless steel wire after pickling. It 
has been developed to replace the usual 
lime coat. This compound is also 
suitable for coating steel cartridge cases 
or similar drawn shapes before drawing 

Algoma Develops Faster Method 

Of Producing Aircraft Dies 

Blanking and piercing dies for aircralt 
are being produced by Algoma Prod- 
ucts. 3080 East Outer Drive, Detroit 
Mich., in a quarter of the time for- 
merly required. Die cost is reduced 
approximately 65 percent, and the need 
for special die design is eliminated 
The construction employed also simp:i- 
fies alterations due to engineerng 
changes. 

The dies are produced from tem- 
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A “MICHIGAN’- SHAVED GEAR 

You can take hours in putting a beautiful polish on an inac- 

curate gear-but it won't make that gear any more accurate. 

The best test for gear quality-and that means gear life-is 

not how pretty it looks but HOW QUIET-accurate-it is. 
en ts ES ee = ee ta 

And the fact is that “MICHIGAN” SHAVED GEARS ARE 

QUIETER even though you need less time, less equipment, 

less skill, and less money to finish a gear to the desired 

accuracy on a Michigan than by any other method. 

Ask for the new Gear Finishing Manual #GF-43 

MICHIGAN TOOL COMPANY 

GS 7171 E. MCNICHOLS ROAD... DETROIT, U. S. A. 
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hands 

Laminum shims place 
quick precision in the hands of 
every assembly and maintenance 
man. (.003 or .002 in. brass lamina- 
tions bonded together and easily 
peeled.) Cut to your specifications. 

Stock shim materials obtainable from your 
mill supply distributors. (Write us for sam- 
ple and illustrated application chart.) 

Laminated Shim Company 
‘ Incorporated 

50 Union Street Glenbrook, Conn. 

is 

AMI. 

THE SOLID SHIM THAT FOR 
ADJUSTMENT 
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plets of the parts themselves, and are 
self-stripping and self-ejecting. Small 
rubber blocks cemented to the back-up 
plates near the edges of the punches 
and in the blanking die are compressed 
on the down stroke, and in returning to 
shape on the up stroke, strip the 
punches and eject the part from the 
die. All punches and dies are heat- 
treated. The blank punches are cya- 
nide hardened, blank dies flame hard- 
ened at the cutting edges, and the 
pierce punches hardened and drawn to 
40-42 Rockwell C. 
Complete die assembly is designed for 

installation in standard die sets of a 
popular make, or on press bolster 
plates with the proper shut height. 
The Algoma dies, available for either 
single, compound or progressive opera- 
tions, are adaptable to blanking and 
piercing from sheet or stock sheared 
to the width of the part. 

TRADE 

PUBLICATIONS 

ABRASIVES The Norton Company, 
Worcester, Mass., has issued a pamph- 
let describing their open structure 
grinding wheel and illustrating its va- 
rious uses. 

ALLOY METALS Enroll with Hobart 
Bros., Hobart Square, Troy, Ohio, for 
a series of bulletins on alloy metals. 
The first of the series, “Alloy Metals 
Finding List and List of Sources” is 
available now. 

ALLOY STEELS A catalogue issued 
by Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., Box 
P, Chicago, Ill., gives sizes, specifica- 
tions and prices of alloy steels avail- 
able for the aircraft industry. 

BEARINGS A bulletin on “Compo” 
Oil Retaining Porous Bronze Bearings 
is ready for distribution by the Bound 
Brook Oil-Less Bearing Company, 
Bound Brook, N. J. 

BEARINGS, PRECISION Bulletin 43, 
file size, published by Miniature Pre- 
cision Bearings, Keene, N. H., presents 
that company’s complete line of radial 
and pivot type bearings from % to 
5/16 in. outside diameter in steel and 
non-magnetic beryllium. It is avail- 
able to engineers and designers. 

BENCH LATHES The Wade _ Tool 
Company, Waltham, Mass., has pub- 
lished a booklet describing standard 
precision bench lathes, models No. 3, 
No. 5, and No. 7. 

BLACKENING METALS The 
thone Co., 442 Elm St., New Haven, 
Conn., has issued four folders on the 
various “Ebnol” processes for blacken- 
ing of metals. The folders are en- 
titled “Blackening of Aluminum and 
Its Alloys,” “Blackening of Copper and 
Copper Alloys,” “Blackening of Zinc 

En-" 

“Blacken > and Zinc Alloys” and 
Proeesses fer Metals.” 

BRAZING Handy & Harman, 82 F 
ton Street, New York, has issuec 
bulletin giving information regard 
design of low temperature silver a! 
brazed joints. 

BRAZING How to braze with P 
Copper, the brazing alloy for coy 
brass and bronze, is discussed in 
page booklet B-3201 available f 
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. 
Dept. 7-N-20, East Pittsburgh, Pa 

BROACHING Bulletin 290, ‘Bro: 
ing Does and Don’ts,” a poster-fc 
for wall mounting, has been prep: 
by Colonial Broach Co., P. O. Box 37, 
Harper Station, Detroit, Mich., to assis 
in increasing efficiency of broach: 
set-ups and conserve vital tools. 

CARE OF TOOLS The Independent 
Pneumatic Tool Co., 600 West Jackson 
Blvd., Chicago, Ill., has published 20- 
page, pocket-size booklet, No. JE-199, 
containing instructions on the proper 
operation and care of all types of 
portable electric tools. 

CATALOGS Sweet’s File for Product 
Designers, compiled this year for the 
first time includes publications of 200 
manufacturers, totaling 1500 pages of 
specific product information on ma- 
terials, finishes, parts, techniques and 
work equipment. Sweet’s Catalog 
Service, a division of F. W. Dodge 
Corp., 119 West 40th St., New York, 
offers this file free to qualified organ- 
izations having a continuous need for 
the information. 

CLAMPS Marman Products Co., 940 
W. Redondo Blvd., Inglewood, Calif, 
has published a 6-page, three-color 
illustrated folder of information on 
clamps designed for all types of duct 
and hose installations. 

CONTACTORS  Ignitron contactors 
for fast, accurate power switching of 
a.c. resistance welding machines are 
described in a new, illustrated 8-page 
bulletin (GEA3058B) issued by the 
General Electric Company, Schenec- 
tady, N. Y. 

CONTROLLERS An 8-page bulletin 
(No. Al12) has been published by the 
Bristol Company, Waterbury, Conn. 
describing and giving data on a line 
of new convertible Free-Vane Air- 
Operated Controllers recently de- 
veloped, along with information on con- 
verting from one type or another 

CONTROLLERS The 40-page catalog 
No. 1200, entitled “TAG Indicating and 
Recording Controllers for Temperature 
and Pressure,” published by the C. J 
Tagliabue Mfg. Co., Park and Nostrand 
Aves., Brooklyn, N. Y., is a compre- 
hensive presentation of on-off, tlrot- 
tling and automatic reset controllers. 

CUTTERS A booklet on the car’ 
repair of bolt and wire cutters has 
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pub! -hed by H. K. Porter, Inc., Everett, 
Mas:. Included also in this pocket-size 

al is matter on the care of other 
yaon tools. 

JITING FLUIDS A 20-page book- 
Cutting Fluids,” has been issued 

Tide Water Associated Oil Com- 
. 17 Battery Place, New York, N. Y. 
ms are devoted to types of cut- 
operations, functions of cutting 

ls, selection and application of cut- 
oils, soluble oil emulsions, and 

ing tools. 

CUTTING TOOLS Catalog 43B, is- 
sued by McKenna Metals Company, 103 
Lioyd Avenue, Latrobe, Pa., gives re- 
ysed prices on all tools and blanks, and 
ilustrates standard, non-standard and 
special tools, with diagrams showing 
clearanc2 and rake angles and other 
pertinent information. Requests should 
be made on company letterhead and 
give writer’s occupation or title. 

DATA CARDS A new complete com- 
bined list of standard steels of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute and 
the Society of Automotive Engineers, 
Inc. (TDC-119A), as well as a new, 
revised list of standard specifications 
for seamless tubes and pipe, (TDC- 
1073), have been issued by and are 
available to persons addressing re- 
quests On company letterheads to The 
Babcock & Wilcox Tube Company, 
Beaver Falls, Pa. 

DERMATITIS The Standard Safety 
Equipment Co., 232 West Ontario St., 
Chicago, Ill., has prepared a pamphlet 
m “Industrial Dermatitis—Symptoms, 
Causes, and How to Prevent It!” Louis 
Schwartz, Medical Director, U. S. Pub- 
le Health Service, is the author. 

DAMOND DUST J. K. Smit & Sons, 
Inc, New York, N. Y., has prepared a 
folder for purchasing agents, shop exe- 
cutives, superintendents and foremen, 
detailing what to look for in indus- 
trial diamond dust. Requests must be 
wm company letterheads. 

EXPLOSIVE RIVETS The use of du 
Pont explosive rivets for high-speed 
lind riveting is described and illus- 
tated in a bulletin issued by the 
Explosive Department, E. I. du Pont 
te Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del. 

FILTERS A file size 32-page booklet, 
‘Quick Facts on Keeping Fluids Clean,” 
‘as been published by The Cuno Engi- 
neering Corporation. It gives factual 
‘formation about Cuno Filter instal- 
ation in eleven major industrial classi- 
ications and includes 46 actual case 
Studies. 

FURNACES Folder SC-108 entitled 
he Continuous Type Gas Carburizing 
“umaces” has been prepared by Sur- 
face Combustion, Toledo, Ohio. 

GAGES An article reprint issued by 
“Me General Electric Company, Sche- 
recta; y, N. Y., entitled “21 Electric 
wages to Aid Production,” describes 
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WHICH DO WE WANT? 

In 1920, most folks had no money in their pockets. 

In 194X they will have their pockets full. Quite a 

difference, you'll agree. 

First it spells—‘*Postwar Opportunity” 

when this war is over there will be, in the United 

States, the two things it takes to create plenty of 

business— money and markets. 

The increase in bank accounts and the buying of 

war bonds is building up the greatest potential of 

purchasing power that any nation in the world has 

because 

ever seen. 

When this war is over, our people will have billions 

in money and a lot of worn-out, obsolete household 

equipment: refrigerators, radios, and vacuum clean- 

ers, and of course—automobiles. 

There will be furious competition, but the business 

will go to those concerns who have retained this 

basic principle of merchandising—**Give more people 

the most you can for their money.” 

This can be done by utilizing in peacetime products 

the new production techniques, new materials and 

new uses of old materials developed and perfected by 

the impetus of war. 

Industry has learned how Management Engineer- 

ing can be applied to this job, and has called upon 

organizations like ours ...The Trundle Engineering 

Company... to help it secure these advantages in 

its manufacturing operations. 

Ap 

THE TRUNDLE ENGINEERING COMPANY 

Consulting Management Engineering 

GENERAL OFFICES - CLEVELAND - BULKLEY BLDG. 

CHICAGO - City National Bank Bldg. - 208 S. La Salle Street 

NEW YORK - Graybar Building + 420 Lexington Avenue 



THAT’S THE WAY TO WIN this war . . . and that’s 

the way to speed the production of vital war materi- 

al. Keeping materials, parts and supplies moving to 

waiting machines and eager hands with a Mathews 

Time-Controlled Conveyer System is a sure-fire 

means of making production schedules “‘click.’’ 

Mathews Engineers are helping American War 

Industries dish it out faster; perhaps they can also 

help you. 

MATHEWS CONVEYERS FOR MECHANIZED PRODUCTION 

If you are manufacturing war material, or anything vital 
to the success of the war effort, you can get Mathews 
Conveyers to handle that material. Rely as usual on 
your Mathews Engineer. 

ELLWOOD CITY 
PENNSYLVANIA 

AMERICAN MACHIN 9! 

the functions of these gages and . op. 
tains a chart showing schematic re) re. 
sentations of electric gage circuit ip. 
plication. 

GEAR FINISHING Bulletin No. | Pp. 
43 of the Michigan Tool Co., 717: & 
MeNichols Rd., Detroit, Mich., con:» ins 
text and illustrations covering var ous 
types of gear shaving and gear fi: sh- 
ing machines. 

GEAR TESTER The Red Ring svund 
| tester for finding out before asseimbly 
| whether gears are noisy is illustrated 
and described in a folder issuec by 
National Broach and Machine Co., 5600 
St. Jean, Detroit, Mich. 

GRAPHITE A 4-page illustrated bul- 
letin (No. 423-E) on “dag” colloida) 
graphite as a high temperature lubri- 
cant has been released by Acheson 
Colloids Corporation, Port Huron, 
Mich. 

GRINDER The Douglas Machinery 
Co., Inc., 150 Broadway, New York, 
N. Y., has prepared a 16-page booklet 
describing the Rotorex No. 1 universal 
tool and cutter grinder and illustrating 
its application on sharpening tools of 
all kinds. 

| HANDBOOK Hyatt Bearing Division 
of General Motors Corporation, Harri- 
son, N. J., has published a 96-page 
8% X11 in. engineering handbook con- 
taining a “scrap book” collection of 
fundamental engineering data, and de- 
signed to obviate the necessity of 
poring through numerous reference 
books and to eliminate time-consuming 
calculations. It is available upon writ- 
ten request on company stationery, 
giving the position of the one making 
the request. 

HAND MILLING An 86-page hand- 
book published by W. H. Nichols and 
Sons, Waltham, Mass., illustrates and 
describes the uses and advantages ol 
hand milling machines. Copies may 
be secured by writing the company, or 
its sales office, Nicholas-Morris Corpo- 
ration, 50 Church St., New York, N. Y 

HARDNESS The Nitralloy Corpora- 
tion, 230 Park Ave., New York, N. Y., 
has prepared a booklet, “Hardness,” 
devoted to “A critical examination of 
hardness, dynamic hardness, and an 
attempt to reduce hardness to dimen- 
sional analysis.” The booklet details 
the theory of P. Roudie. 

HEAT TREATING Bulletin 140, pub- 
lished by the Lindberg Engineering 

Company, 2444 West Hubbard Street, 
Chicago, Ill., describes and illustrates 
the application of Lindberg Furnaces 
for heat treatment of aluminum, mag- 
nesium, and their alloys. 

INSPECTION “Beyond the Sh:dow 
of a Doubt” is the title of the book 
prepared by Jones & Lamson Machine 
Co., Springfield, Vt., presenting «4- 
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yantagés and possibilities of inspection 

and measurement by optical projection. 

INSULATION The uses of air drying 
insulating coatings, along with their 
spec:fications and characteristics for 
yarious application, are described in a 
catalogue published by the Insl-X 
Company, 857 Meeker Avenue, Brook- 
lyn, N. Y 

LATHES The Sparks hydraulically 
operated automatic lathe is described 
and pictured in detail, along with 
specifications, in a recent publication 
of Sparks Machine Tool] Corp., 32-34 
Main Street. Norwalk, Conn 

LATHES A new catalog (No. 100-C) 
describing the entire line of engine, 
toolroom and turret lathes of the South 
Bend Lathe Works, South Bend, Ind., 
has been published by the manufac- | 
turer. Each size and type is illustrated | 
and fully described, complete with 
specifications 

LIGHTING “Save With Balanced 
Lighting” is the theme of the 12-page 
booklet prepared by The _ Fostoria | 
Pressed Steel Corp., Fostoria, Ohio, 
telling what balanced lighting is, how | 
to achieve it and benefits received 

MAINTENANCE An enlarged 12-page 
third edition in data sheet form, giving 
representative formulas and methods 
that are now being successfully used to 
expedite 54 different, essential factory 
and mill maintenance jobs, has been 
prepared by Oakite Products, Inc., 24 
Thames St., New York, N. Y 

METAL SAWS Handbook No. M339D 
published by the Capewell Manufac- 
uring Co., Hartford, Conn., includes 
nformation for both the new and | 
the experienced operator of hand and | 
machine hack saws as well as band | 
saws. 

METAL SAWS Motch & Merry- | 
weather, 715 Penton Building, Cleve- 
land, Ohio, announces the publication 
of an- 8-page circular describing the 
triple-chip cold sawing method of cut- 
ting metal. 

MILLING Available without charge to 
titled production executives, inquiring 
on company letterhead, is the 14-page 
catalog on the No. 3 Plan-O-Mill for 
cylindrical parts up’ to 8 in. work 
diameter and the 18-page catalog on 
the No. 5 for larger parts, issued by 
Plan-O-Mill Corp., Hazel Park, Mich. 

PIPE BENDERS A 4-page bulletin 
series 100, published by Pines Engineer- 
ing Company, 600 Prairie, Aurora, Illi- 
hois, describes the hydraulic benders 
that firm manufactures for pipe, tub- 
ing, bar stock, moulding, channels, 
angles, ete. 

PORTABLE TOOLS A 68-page cata- 
log (No. 200) issued by the Chicago 
Pneumatic Tool Company, 6 East 44th 
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W-S Standord Reamers 
with carbide fips. Ta- 
pered shank (illustrated) 
and straight shank 
types. Sizes: V4 to |'”% 

(7% PRICE REDUCTION 

ON W-S STANDARD REAMERS 

PRICES ON W-S STANDARD REAMERS are now down 20°;7! 

These new, lower prices are the direct result of our greatly in 

creased volume on reamers and new production facilities. The 

majority of W-S reamer sizes is in stock most of the time. In 

addition, we keep numerous semi-finished shanks on hand for 

grinding to in-between sizes. Each W-S tool is genuine CARBO 

LOY tipped. (Other brands may be specified.) . . . Carbide 

tipped tools are not just a specialty with us . . . we make them 

exclusively. You can expect and get uniform, high quality results 

with W-S tools. WENDT-SONIS COMPANY, HANNIBAL, 

MISSOURI. 

Write for FREE Catalog 942 and LATEST PRICES! 

© wenptW/sonis 

CARBOLOY CUTTING TOOLS 

_ CENTERS * DRILLS * CORE DRILLS * COUNTERBORES * SPOT FACERS 
Se END MILLS * REAMERS * HOLLOW MILLS *- LATHE BITS * SPECIAL TOOLS 
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UF KIN COMBINATION SET 

e STURDY 

e ACCURATE 

e SUPERIOR DESIGN 

Today's war production demands precision tools that get 

correct results—fast. And that’s where Lufkin combination 

sets come in. The combination set shown here is sturdy. 

accurate and well balanced— it's the kind of tool every first 

class mechanic wants. For more information on this and all 

other Lufkin superior quality precision tools, write for free 

catalog 7. 

BUY THROUGH YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 

UF KIN 

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN - NEW YORK CITY 

TAPES - RULES - PRECISION TOOLS 

AMERICAN MACHIN|S 

St.. New York, N. Y., describes that 
firm’s line of high frequency po: ‘able 
electric tools. 

POWER TRANSMISSION Av ip. 
page, streamlined, condensed, lus- 
trated general catalog of stardarg 
equipment, No. 850, is announ by 
Link-Belt Co., 307 N. Michigan Aye. 
Chicago, Il. 

PRECISION CLEANING Com) osite 
answers to a recent questionna on 
the use of the precision cleanin: ma. 
chines and solutions made by the |. &R 
Manufacturing Company, 54-56 Clin. 
ton Street, Newark, N. J., have been 
published in booklet form. 

PRECISION PRODUCTS The 1i-page 
general bulletin of Hardinge, Elmira, 
N. Y., contains illustrations and de. 
scriptions of high speed precision |athes, 
milling machines, collets and feed fin. 
gers, circular and cut-off tools, speed 
collet chucks and collet index fixtures, 

PRESSES The 16-page, two-color cat- 
alog of E. W. Bliss Co., 53 St. and 
Second Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., contains 
full-page illustrations and descriptions 
of their line of straight side eccentric 
shaft presses. 

REAMERS A folder issued by Laval- 
lee & Idle, Inc., Chicopee, Mass,., 
describes that company’s line of small, 
“hi-speed” reamers with ground flutes 
and gives specifications and prices of 
each. 

RECONDITIONING Four methods 
for renewing worn metal parts such as 
pump rods and shafts are described in 
a booklet published by The Interna- 
tional Nickel Co., Inc., 67 Wall St, 
New York, N. Y. 

REEVES DRIVES New compactness 
in speed control and reduction with a 
reducer-type transmission is discussed 
in a four page bulletin published by 
the Reeves Pulley Company, Dept. H,, 
Columbus, Indiana. 

SAFETY “How to Make Your Safety 
Equipment Last Longer” is the title of 
the 32-page handbook covering every 
type of personal protective equipment, 
published by the Mine Safety Appli- 
ances Co., Braddock, Thomas and 
Meade Sts., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT A wide range 
of industrial safety equipment is de- 
scribed in the 25th edition of the cata- 
log of the Chicago Eye Shield Co, 
2300-C Warren Blvd., Chicago, Il. 

SCREW THREADS U. S. Department 
of Commerce, National Bureau of 
Standards, Washington, D. C., al 
nounces “Screw Threads and Tap-Drill 
Sizes,” Commercial Standard CS24-43, 
revision and consolidation of CS24-30 
and CS25-30. 

SHOP FURNITURE A line of work 
benches, shop boxes, stock carts, iore- 
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yenches, machine tool tenders 
| room equipment is described, 

ed and priced in a 6-page folder 
able from Aurora Equipment Co., 

aurors, Illinois. 

STEEL A revised standard steel an- 

alysis chart designed to aid wartime 

steel] users is offered by American 

Steel & Wire Co., Sales Promotion and 
advertising Dept., Rockefeller Bldg., 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

SYNTHETIC RUBBER AA revised edi- 

tion of catalog section 8000, “The 
properties of Ameripol D,” oil and heat 

resisting synthetic rubber used in many 
specialized industrial applications, is 
available upon request to The B. F. 
Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio. 

TANK LININGS A catalog section on 
its new sheet Koroseal linings for tanks 
made of welded steel, wood or concrete, 
just published by The B. F. Goodrich 
Company, Akron, Ohio, is available. 

TOOL SHANKS The 12-page bulletin, 
No. 53T-2, released by The Cooper- 
Bessemer Corp., Dept. P, Mount Ver- 
non, Ohio, gives a comprehensive de- 
scription of this firm’s broad line of 
“Victory” tool shanks. 

TUBING Summerill Tubing Com- 
pany, Bridgeport, Pa., has issued a 12- 
page bulletin (No. 443) on _ tubing, 
describing the specialties that firm is 
producing, and including a guide chart 
with information on the chemical com- 
position of certain metals in regular 
production. 

UNIVERSAL JOINTS The catalog of 
Blood Brothers Machine Co., Division 
of Standard Steel Spring Co., Allegan, 
Mich., gives the story of their modern 
universal joint, its variety of uses, 
typical installations and design con- 
struction. 

VERTICAL TURRET LATHE In their 
catalog No. V-100 the C. I. Togstad Co., 
Kokomo, Ind., describes its Eaglesfield 
12-Spindle Verti-Matic vertical turrett 
lathe. The various parts of the ma- 
chine are described and pictured in 
detail. 

WELDING Billetin No. 153, describ- 
Ing the advantages and physical char- 
acteristics of ““No-Wear” for hard-fac- 
ing, is offered by the Callite Tungsten 
Corp., 544 39 St., Union City, N. J. 

WELDING A folder on Castolin Eutec- 
tic low temperature welding for ma- 
chinable high tensile welding of cast 
Ton and castings in all metals is 
offered by Eutectic Welding Alloys Co., 
40 Worth St., New York, N. Y. 

WELDING Technical and descriptive 
Bulletin No. F-43, covering the com- 
plete “Frostrode” process of refriger- 
ated welding has been released by 
Frostrode Products, 19003 John R. St., 
Detroit, Mich. 
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gaen TOS moe FORCES 

HE precision with which a plane 

T roars through the sky has its 

beginning in many widely sep- 

arated plants, turning out 

small parts and special equip- 

ment. 

Production of small parts for 

oircraft needs, accurately ma- 

chined to exact measurements, 

is a service FENN has rendered 

for many years. Their long ex- 

perience in building special 

machinery has given them a 

sound knowledge of design and 

production. 

Keep the name FENN in mind 

for machines and tools, design 

and development, and sound 

engineering counsel when the 

world once more turns to indus- 

trial peace-time projects in the 

days ahead. 

| 86 pages. 

| ing. 
| obtained by tieing the numerous prob- 
| lems 
| of the 
| book is clearly illustrated and a num- 
| ber of sample problems and problems 
| for student 

HeticaL Mirtrnc—By C. A. Felker, 
head of the department of vocational 
education, University of Toledo, and 
H. W. Paine, professor of vocational 
education, University of Cincinnati. 

Published by the Bruce 
Publishing Company. Milwaukee, Wis. 
$2 in cloth, $1 in paper. 

The mathematics 
involved in helical 
sented in this new book. 
short introduction it gets immediately 
into the computation of change gear- 

Practicality in presentation is 

and set-up work 
milling are pre- 

to the machines built by three 
leading manufacturers. The 

solution are included 

METALWORK—TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICE 
—By Oswald A. Ludwig, head, depart- 
ment of vocational education, Munger 
Junior Trade School, Detroit, Mich. 
397 pages. Published by McKnight 
and McKnight, Bloomington, Ill. $4. 

This “Introductory Course to the 
Metal Trades” would seem to be in- 
tended as a vocational guide for junior 
high school students or high school 
freshmen. In every sense, it is a 
primer. 
definitions and descriptions, 

After a | 

The material is presented in | 
even to | 

the point of defining all new words | 
in footnotes and including vocabulary 
work in the teaching materials. 

Almost all phases of metal working | 
are treated, but they are _ treated 
largely as hand crafts. The machine 
tools are almost overlooked. Some 

| operational data is given for drill press 
work grinding and turning, but other 
operations are given. short shrift. 
Milling machines, for example, are dis- 

| posed of in seven lines and an illus- 
| tration. 

For what he has tried to do and 
|} at the level at which he does it, the 
author has done well. However, in 
overlooking the machine tools he has 
ignored the greatest labor opportunity 
in the metal-working field. It would 
be helpful to the student to know what 
modern industry is like. For example, 
there is a lot more to modern forging 
practice than simple blacksmith work. 

SHoPp MATHEMATICS AND SHOP THEORY— 
By John M. Amiss, director of indus- 
trial education, G. Keith Shurtleff and 
Hughitt G. Moltzau, 
shop mathematics and shop theory, 
Chrysler Corporation. 360 pages. 
Published by Harper & Brothers, New 
York and London. $1.60. 

The basic text of the Chrysler Cor- 
poration’s apprentice course has now 
been published for general circulation. 
This book is designed to introduce the 

instructors in | 

CAPEWELL 

The Trend is to TECHNITE 
The Molybdenum High Speed 

Vd Hack Saw Blade 

AMERICAN MACHIN 
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new worker to the use of the common 
shop handbooks, to teach him the ele- 
men‘iry mathematics of his job, and 
to describe machine tools and shop 
proc: sses. 
The book provides material for a 

two-vear course for new employees 
having a school background through 
eighth grade mathematics. The first 
part refreshes the student’s knowledge 
of elementary mathematics and 
teaches him special shop applications, 
particularly as concerns mensuration, 
blueprints and the use of handbooks. 
The section on theory, besides de- 

scribing tools and operations, has two 
chapters of general orientation—one 
on safety and fire protection and one 
on manufacturing methods. These 
chapters give the student a full pic- | 
ture of plant organization so that he 
may see where he fits into the flow of | 
production. They explain to him what | 
production means and what each per- | 
son and department does to keep it 
up and keep it steady. 
A final section includes discussion | 

of such Chrysler specialties as super- 
finish, oilite bearing, plastics and | 
Chrysler engineering standards. 

The Need for Engineers WE DELIVER ON TIME 

By FRED H. COLVIN No holding up vital jobs while you wait for your 

A minimum of 1,265 engineers will grinding wheels or mounted wheels*. 
be required in 1943 by eight member ; 
companies of The Aircraft War Pro- Timing and scheduling are everything now. 
duction Council of the West Coast, ’ . Wek CE  F 
Ceding te a recently completed sur- That’s why our streamlined QUICK SERVICE 

vey. At least as many more will be is such an important asset. 
required in 1944. 

Due to frequency of design changes, | Fully approved and endorsed by W P B, here’s our wartime speed 
engineers are more constantly needed " 
in airplane production than in most setup: 
ther lines. Frequently not more than 
100 planes have been produced before 
reports from combat service show that 

Ganges are necessary. More engineers @ No quitting whistle. We are on the job making wheels 24 hours 
are needed to keep the design of a ae: age ae 
plane up to the peak of fighting effi- . day, every day. 

wency than to create the original de- @ Our central location brings us closer to many plants. No time lost 
sign. : ees wel » distance shipping iid: wethdemenn. atene- hatter tes in transfer connections or long distance shipping. 

three planes in production and five 
under development; eight projects in 
all. Over one-eighth of the company’s 
engineers are needed on the plane that 
has been longest in production. 
A company, building a bomber de- 

igned by another company, uses 150 | 
thgineers to incorporate design changes 
dictated by combat experience, as in- | 
‘erpreted by the master producer. 

With this urgent need for engineers TRY ONE—Tell us the kind of equipment, the job, and size of wheel you want to try. 
% insure the building of the planes We'll send it postpaid. 
that are daily becoming more impor- | CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST 
lant, engineering students are as much | 
& part of the war program as the CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO. 
Planes themselves. The need for “men 190) W. Mearee St Dept. AT Chicago, II! 
hind the men behind the guns” must ; : F ‘ Piste 
include the enginering students as well | an, O Halt a conturz of speciation 
% those who work directly on the oe ; 
Planes or guns. ae Sud Catalog, 
Engineering students, especially those | i rane Saterested in 

with marked ability, are a vital part | Grinding Wheels 
of the war effort. They are more | Sool shes anal 
Maluable to the country, as students, ea id iia pn 

@ Manufacture only wheels 3” in diameter and under. To speed 
production, larger sizes are eliminated for the duration. 

The wheels of proved quality—known for performance, cutting and long life. 
Any shape, grain and grade, any size up to 3” in diameter. From this army of wheels 

you can select one’ custom built for your job. 

Name 
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than as part of the Army or N 
By working on war material du ng 
vacations they can help production nd 
at the same time secure experience | at 
will be of great value in their engin: «r- 
ing work. But nothing should in: er- 
fere with their education if we e 
to build planes superior to those of yr 
Axis enemies. 

Good Neighbor Training 

To advance the industralizatic of 
the Latin-American countries, man: of 
their promising young countrymen are 
receiving technical training in the :nills 
and factories of the United State. as 
part of the Inter-American Trade 

p Scholarship program. So far, the 
1001 CORPOR. ATION, ws : x largest group of trainees is from 

: MEADVILLE _ # : Mexico, due to greater ease of trans- 
A porting groups from that country 

The trade scholarships, initiated by 
the Office of Inter-American Affairs 
as a practical expression of the Good 
Neighbor Policy, are based on the prin- 
ciple of learning by doing. What the 
young men actually receive is a period 
of apprenticeship training in the par- 

H M Dp rz O V a ticular trade or career in which they 
are interested. They are made self 
supporting by earning while they learn 

a n a How Trainees Are Chosen 

Choice is by a three-man Trainee 
Selection Committee in each of the 20 

p R O I i ( I capitals of the other American Repub- 
lics. Sitting on each committee is an 
American business man, who acts as 
chairman and represents the interests 

y Oo U r of United States concerns; an out- 
standing citizen of the nation repre- 
sented, who is also a member of the 
Inter-American Development Commis- 
sion; and a representative of the tech- 
nical institutions of the nation. Selec- 
tion is based on the needs of the 
country and the merits of the individ- 
ual candidates. 

Travel Without Cost 

Those receiving scholarship awards 
are brought to and from the United 
States without cost to themselves, and 
are maintained in Washington while 
receiving an orientation course. Alt 
the conclusion of this course, each 
young man is placed with some United 
States concern for a period of from 
one to two years, where he receives 
compensation while learning and work- 

Sead for copies of the new 

McCROSKY BORING BAR MANUAL. 

This simple, 20-page booklet out- 

lines operating and maintenance ing. His progress is closely supervised 

ec le ‘ by the Inter-American Training Ad- 
principles of McCrosky Adjustable ministration. During his industrial 

t i ‘ training period, the young man is ex- 
Boring Blocks and Bars — gives re tas pected to live on the compensation he 

receives from the firm by which he 4% 
basic grinding instructions — <M Cans ! employed. When he finishes his train- 

oi ing, he receives a certificate indicating 

covers stock removal, speeds and the range of his accomplishments 12 T 
his particular field. 
American industry is giving the train- 

ing program its enthusiastic suppor 
and many firms which have no direc! 
interest in Latin America are taking 
trainees into their organizations. 

feeds, and other details. Numerous 

diagrams. Write to McCrosky Tool Corporation, Meadville, Pa. 
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De 44 Inexperience, ineptness, fatigue, ill-health, 
ir inattention, indifference—all are possible buga- 

boos when using fixed gages on extremely close 
tolerance work (i. e., checking to “tenths”). 

Scrap, wasted time, production slow-downs, 
faulty products—these are the high costs of 

of rejecting good parts or passing incorrect parts 
of = as being good. 

a “Hangovers”—physical or mental—make no dif- 
as ference when using a Visual Gage, Multichek, 

ade Precisionaire, Electrichek or other Sheffield pre- 
the cision gaging instrument. Mechanical skill built 
rom into these gages eliminates the need for “top 

performance” individual skill to precisely and 
accurately inspect parts to “tenths”, 

fairs Sheffield precision gaging equipment eliminates 
700d “human” error. Write for new Folder No. 43-1 
ps and name of Sheffield Engineering Representa- 

tive in your vicinity. 

‘|| 
...and costly! 

pub- 
S an 
S as 
rests 
out- 
-pre- 
f the 
mis- 
tech- 
elec- 

the 
livid- 

wards 
mited 
, and 
while 

At 
each = 

— SHEFFIELD SHEFFIELD SHEFFIELD SHEFFIELD 
ceives ELECTRICHEK MULTICHEK PRECISIONAIRE VISUAL GAGE 
work- 
rvised 
y Ad- 
istrial 
is ex- 
on he 
he & 

“| THE SHEFFIELD CORPORATION - SHEFFIELD. traim- % 2 

ipport SS ww 
direct DAYTON, OH!IO, U.S.A. €p ‘2 
taking 
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wesees FIGHTING 

STRENGTH needs 

peak productive power. For 

increased speed and precision 

in MACHINING use... 

ees SINCLAIR CUT- 

TING OILS AND 

COOLANTS. These oils 

are correctly suited to all 

metal cutting operations. 

They promote finer finish, 

fewer rejects, and lower cost 

per unit of production. 

Write for ‘The Service Factor’’—a free 
publication devoted to the solution of 
lubricating problems, 

FOR FULL INFORMATION OR LUBRICATION COUNSEL WRITE NEAREST SINCLAIR OFFICE 

SINCLAIR REFINING COMPANY (Inc.) 

2540 West Cermak ROAD Y 10 West 51st Street : RiattO BLDG. 573 West PEACHTREE STREET Fair Buin 
CHICAGO New York Ciry Kansas City ATLANTA . Fr. Wont 
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lets will help ce
e 

These 5 free booklets on dag colloidal 

graphite can help you in more ways than one. Each covers a dif- 

ferent use or group of uses for dag products in industry. If you haven't 

used dag colloidal graphite or don't know all these uses meet Mr. dag 

today by writing for one or more of the booklets. Just clip the coupon. 

| “LET'S GET 
ON 

these pree book 

Mr. DAG 

ASSEMBLING AND 

RUNNING-IN ENGINES 

AND MACHINERY 

Lists 10 advantages of 

adding dag colloidal 

graphite to liquid lubri- 

canis for these opera- 

_ ~———<---« tions and tells why 

with photographs, charts, and simple, non- 

technical text. 

BULLETIN No. 421 

PARTING 

COMPOUNDS 

Tells how dag disper- 

sions prevent objection- 

able freezing, rusting 

or sticking together of 

metals and other mate- 

rials. Cites use on screw f A 

threads, lamp bulbs, avi- i 

ation and driving equipment; also in glass 

rubber and foundry indusiries. 

BULLETIN No. 422 

fm dag Counoiar crarmite = | gy 

dag couoivat euarure| HIGH TEMPERATURE 
re 4 

— LUBRICATION 

How dag colloidal 

graphite takes over 

when the going gets too 

hot for conventional 

A | liquid lubricants. Gives 

te “examples in forging, 

oven conveyors, kiln cars, bottle and die 

casting machines, etc. 

BULLETIN No. 423 

GENERAL 

j BOOKLET 

| idal The story of dag colloi- 

Le dal graphite. 12 pages 

fully illustrated. Gives 

the how and why of col- 

loidalization, explains 

the various liquid car- 

riers and suggests 

dozens of places where dag dispersions can 

speed up production. 

BULLETIN No. 430 

a. 

“dag” is the registered trademark of Acheson Colloids Corporation 

‘UNE 10 1943 

“dag” COLLOIDAL 

GRAPHITE FOR 

IMPREGNATION AND 

SURFACE COATING 

of textiles, asbestos, felt, 

abrasives, porous met- 

als, paper, wood, etc. to 

impart lubrication prop- 

erties, electrical conduc- 

tivity, opacity, color, or other desirable 

qualities. 

. oR COLLOIDAL GRAPEITE = 

BULLETIN No. 431 

PI 
i 

ease send me free copies of the bulletins checked below: 
No. 421 O NAME ee a 
No. 422 (] COMPANY 
No. 423 [J POSITION. 
No. 430 [J ADDRESS___ ——. 
Mo-431 1) CITY & STATE 
Our Present Oi] Supplier Is 
(Lubricants containing dag from major oil companies.) 

eesti 

colloidal graphite are available 
Dept, E 

a 



ARGEST and heaviest of its type, 

e this U. S. Coast Artillery 90-mm. 

anti-aircraft gun can be fired while 

moving through a vertical arc, or 

while swinging in a complete circle. 

Supplying this and thousands of other 

guns requires ever increasing quan- 

tities of ammunition. 

In meeting the requirements, not 

only for ammunition, but for guns, 

ships, tanks and planes, war plants 

everywhere are assured of faster ma- 

chining and longer life of cutting 

tools, by using Texaco Cutting Oils. 

Texaco Cutting Oils, (Sultex, Tran- 

sultex and Cleartex), lubricate the 

tools, prevent chip welding and carry 

away the heat, assuring improved sur- 

face finish, and maximum output per 

tool grind. 

So effective have Texaco Lubricants 

proved that they are definitely pre- 

ferred in many important fields, a few 

of which are listed in the panel. 

A Texaco Engineer specializing in 

cutting coolants will gladly cooperate 

in the selection of the most suitable 

lubricants for your equipment. Just 

phone the nearest of more than 2300 

Texaco distributing points in the 48 

States, or write: 

* * * 

The Texas Company, 135 East 42nd 

Street, New York, N. Y. 

THEY PREFER TEXACO 

*% More stationary Diesel horsepower in 
the U. S. is lubricated with Texaco than 
with any other brand. 

%& More Diesel horsepower on streamlined 
trains in the U. S. is lubricated with Texaco 
than with all other brands combined 

* More locomotives and railroad cars in 
the U. S. are lubricated with Texaco than 
with any other brand, 

*& More revenue airline miles in the U. S 
are flown with Texaco than with any other 
brand. 

*® More buses, more bus lines and more 
bus-miles are lubricated and fueled with 
Texaco than with any other other brand 

TEXACO Cutting and Soluble Oils 

FOR FASTER MACHINING 

TUNE IN FRED ALLEN EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT—CBS * HELP WIN THE WAR BY RETURNING EMPTY DRUMS PROMPTLY 

154 AMERICAN MACHINI|S! 
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A few typical items of the 

225 Turco Products special- 

ized for your needs: 

TURCO STRIPPER 1595 
A non-inflammable paint remover. 

Safe, speedy, wax-free. Eliminates 
after-cleanup time. 

TURCO AIRLION 81 
An alkaline hot tank material. In- 

sures a chemically clean surface be- 
fore Anodizing and Chromatizing. 
Will not attack aluminum. 

TURCO CARBRAX 
Removes hard carbon and grease 

from all types of engine parts and 
pistons; also used in artillery over- 
haul and general industry. 

TURCO POROKLEEN 
Plater’s cleaner for steel, electro- 

lytically or otherwise. 

TURCO SLIP 
Removes zinc chromate primer by 

immersion. Non-inflammable, non- 
toxic, quick acting. 

TURCO W. O. NO. 1 
A Phosphatizing compound.. Cre- 

ates base for paint on metals, A sub- 
stitute for Anodizing under many 
conditions. 

TURCO PENETROL 
Decarbonizing compound for air- 

craft and diesel truck engines. 

TURCO MULSINE 
Potent emulsifier and grease re- 

mover, Used cold for cleaning air- 
craft surfaces. 

TURCO DURAMASK 
_ Water soluble,cream colored mask- 
ing compound, for paintroom floors. 
Dries to hard finish. 

Consult your local Turco Service 
Representative or write the Main 

Office. 

‘UNE 10 1943 

SPECIALIZED INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS 

FOR EVERY INDUSTRY 

Many Turco Specialized Industrial Chemical Compounds have been 

an important factor in speeding up war production operations. Others 
have for years played a large part in plant maintenance. 

Turco methods of surface preparation for anodizing, chromatizing 
and phosphatizing are standard procedure in many important air- 
craft plants. 

Turco Decarbonizing and Degreasing Compounds and their 

methods of application are widely accepted for engine overhaul and 
maintenance. 

The Turco laboratory staff of highly trained chemists and t. chni- 
cians is constantly developing new methods and materials to speed up 
war production. 

Turco Field Engineers and the Turco technical literature and in- 
formation service are helping all war industries increase production. 

Check the operations in the coupon below on which you need help, 

and mail to the head office. No obligation. 

ORCO PRODUCTS, (NC. 

LOS ANGELES ¢ SAN FRANCISCO ® CHICAGO 

Main Offices and Factory ® 6135 So. Central Ave.. Los Angeles, Calif. 

Midwest Factory ® 4856 South Halsted Street, Chicago, Illinois 

SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES AND WAREHOUSE STOCKS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Sea eaneananenwaeenwe MAIL TH! S$ COUPON @@@® @ee#eee e2eeeeee028 
1-63 

TURCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
6135 S. Central Ave., Los Angeles 

Please send FREE literature on materials, methods and procedure pertaining to the 
operations checked below: 

NAME ee es ae) i a 

FIRM a a 

ADDRESS Ss |S) ‘ 
VM INTERESTED IN THE OPERATIONS WHICH | HAVE CHECKED ( Y): 

C) Acid Pickling C) Cleaning Prior to Plating 0 Paint Camouflage Cleaning 
Hl omni Spot Welding (1 Cold Immersion Cleaning (0 Paint Department Maintenance 

nodizing Cold Spray Cleanin a stripp [3 Cyanide Zinc, Bright Zinc : FI ‘ “ Ph ad CJ Paint Stripping oor Maintenance = Plating 5 cl Cleani () Phosphatizing - , . ss () Steam Vapor Cleaning ath Ry: C] Scale Removal and Control [] Chromatizing (C) General Plant Maintenance F ; ‘ 
[J Cleaning Metals Before () Hot Immersion Cleaning C) Stainless Steel Processing 

Processing C) Magnesium Processing C) Steam Boiler Maintenance 
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EVERY MAN COUNTS FOR MORE _ 
USING SKILSAW TOOLS 

Your job isn’t done these days unless 

your products get where they’re needed... 

safe and fast! That’s why you need SKILSAW 

now to speed up sawing ... to build better 

crates for parts, sub-assemblies and heavy 

machinery quicker... to save time cutting 

lumber for skids and special cradles for 

ocean shipment of engines, wings and 

gasoline tanks. 

SKILSAW is light, compact, powerful 

... easy to use On every sawing job. With 

SKILSAW in your receiving rooms, you'll 

speed uncrating, too, and salvage crating 

lumber for your own use. Ask your distribu- 

tor to demonstrate SKILSAW today! 

SKILSAW, INC., 5059 Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

New York @ Boston ¢ Buffalo ¢ Philadelphia e Cleveland e Detroit 
Indianapolis ¢ St.lovis © Kansas City e Atlanta @ New Orleons 
Dalias ¢ Los Angeles «© Oakland e Portland ¢ Seattle @ Toronto, Canada 

SKILSAW:= TOOLS 

* MAKE AMERICAS HANDS MORE PRODUCTIVE * 

Arm 
ilsaw Radial 

™ “Gang-Cutting ; 
Speeds 

@ You can saw crat 

uicker by even g 

with SKILSAW 
Radial Arm. 

to uniform 

for pre-f 

crates, Cr 

abricating 2! 

adles and skids. 

“gang-cutting’ 
in the Sliding 

Swiftly sizes wood 

widths and lengths 
all boxes, 
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This 150-Gallon Dye Kettle 

was formerly driven at 45 R.P.M. by a silent chain drive and an open 
gear drive. Starting load was extra heavy and shock loads were 
frequent. The machine had to take some real punishment. Mainte- 
nance costs went sky-high. Shut-down time was excessive. The user 
solved those problems with an American Reduction Drive— using a 
primary Wedgbelt Drive which effectively ‘‘cushioned”’ the starting 
and shock-loads—thereby reducing maintenance costs to a minimum. 

Below 154 R.P.M.... 

A standard speed ratio of 13-to-l is 
produced by the assembly of 4 helical 
gears—running on ball bearings in 
patented frame that provides the proper 
strength/weight ratio—enclosed in a 
lightweight, oil-tight pressed-steel housing. 

Write For 

Complete Handbook 

Newly-revised, graphically 
illustrated—this informative 
handbook will give you all 
the data you need to select 
American Reduction Drives 

for your low-speed machines. Typical in- 
stallations— specific applications — selec- 
tion tables — full instructions are given. 
Your copy will be mailed on request 

. 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

JUNE 10, 1943 
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This Compact Speed Reduction Drive 

V Cats maintenance time! 

V Tusunres top efficiency / 

J Saves floor space / 7 

Light in weight, low in cost—The American Reduc- 

tion Drive is a stock item available in six standard 

sizes to fit any job from % to 25 H.P. Offers excep- 

tional economy to users of slow-speed machines — 

mixers, feeders, agitators, conveyors and many 

other types of equipment. 

Since the speed-reducing unit of the American 

Reduction Drive mounts directly on the shaft of 

the driven machine, costly foundations are elimi- 

nated. Valuable floor space is saved. Critical 

materials conserved. 

Any motor can be used with this efficient reduction 

drive. With motors difficult to obtain, that’s par- 

ticularly important today. Moreover, maintenance 

is no problem at all—the be/t absorbs the impact 

of shock loads and acts as a ‘‘cushion’’ between 

motor and gears! 

The right speed you need— anywhere from 11 to 

154 R.P.M.—is accurately, automatically delivered 

by the reduction unit's standard 13-to-1 ratio, when 

used with the proper American Flat-belt or V-belt 

drive. Substituting pulleys of different diameters 

instantly changes the output speed. 

By specifying the American Reduction Drive you 

can lower your maintenance costs and give your 

machines the high efficiency you want. Get full 

information now. 

Navy “E” for excellence 
awarded Feb. 12, 1942 



ALMOST 
ZERO 
PLATE 
SEPARATION 

ARMORPLATE aie 

MOST 
ZERO 

\. INDENTATION 

F OR spot-welding of armor-plate assem- 

blies for aircraft, Progressive recommends 

the TEMP-A-TROL* spot welder-the welder 

that “thinks for itself’. 

Today, already, TEMP-A-TROLS are weld- 

ing armor-plate in production-and heat- 

treating the welds in the same operation. 

Their phenomenal performance is due in 

large part to the thermocouple electrode 

which supplants the usual selective time 

current controls with automatic tempera- 

ture-controlled operation. 

*Registered Trade Mark 

Ask for Bulletin 4301 

PROGRESSIVE WELDER CoO. 

SEAM PRODUCTION & BUTT... Electric Welding Equipment. . . PORTABLE GUN & PEDESTAL 

STANDARD 200KVA MODEL 3050 E. OUTER DRIVE e DETROIT, U.S.A. 
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The newest design of gas carbu- 

rizers operating in the larger gear 

slants are 

( “ carburizing of NE steels presents no 

problem in a Surface Combustion Contin- 

uous Gas Carburizing unit utilizing prepared 

RX atmospheres. Here are a few reasons why 

many engineers specify this furnace. 

COMPLETE ... This unit is a complete heat treat- 

ing furnace . . . designed to automatically car- 

burize, quench, wash and draw. 

FLEXIBLE . . . To meet varying production require- 

ments two, three or four separate rows for pusher 

trays, automatically charged, can be run through 

with difierent time intervals. A different case 

depth can be obtained for each individual row. 

RX gas atmosphere is ideally suit- 
ed for carburizing and heat treat- 
ing high carbon steels where a 
bright, clean and non-decarbur- 
ized surface is desired. This gas is 
prepared by cracking a non-com- 
bustible mixture of air and gas in 
contact with a catalyst of high 
temperatures. The prepared gas 
has no water vapor or carbon diox- 
ide and has a very low methane 
content. ce 

UNIFORM .. . Radiant tubes heat the work— 

muffles are eliminated. Gas generator supplies 

RX atmosphere. This combination insures clean, 

uniform carburizing without excess carbon. 

Whether your requirements are for a tailor-made 

unit or a Standard-Rated furnace, Surface can 

help you save time and increase production. Our 

sales engineers have thousands of case histories 

of successful SC installations at their fingertips 

for reference to assist in meeting your individual 

specifications. 

Taken from reprint “National Emergency Gear 
Steels”... Write today for this informative booklet. 
Surface Combustion, Toledo, Obio. 

Surface Combustion 
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OUR riveters will score a new high in production speed if they use 

these three Cleco products. 

CLECO SHEETHOLDERS afford the best method of holding metal sheets 

together while riveting. They are 80% faster than holding screws, and A popular model riveter 
with the BW handle. 

exert 50 lbs. of even clamping pressure. The Exclusive Cleco Repair and 

Exchange Service permits quick replacement of damaged sheetholders. 

CLECO SMALL RIVETERS include both “slow” and “fast” hitters, in many 

sizes and handle styles—the right riveter for every job. They strike ac- 

curately controlled blows, at the proper speed and power, causing the 

rivet metal to flow uniformly without structural deterioration. A complete 

line of Squeeze Riveters also available. 

CLECO RIV-N-JECTORS consist of a magazine holding about 50 rivets 

that can be released one at a time into the rivet hole. Actual tests Inserting Cleco sheetholders 

prove Riv-N-Jectors save 90% of the rivets lost when handled by weiiaabaantiag .<cmaig 

hand. They enable operators to insert and drive 30 rivets per minute. 

These Cleco Tools insure fast, efficient riveting with minimum waste. 
Write for Bulletins 87, 85 and 89. 

THE CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY 

3781 East 77th Street Cleveland, Ohio 
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

BUY U. S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 
Inserting a rivet with the Riv-N-Jector 

naomi 
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a. 
Column for rifle barrel drilling machine 

New Uses for Steel Plate Fabrication 

@ War production has opened up a wide range of new 
uses for welded steel plate fabrication. Manufacturers, 
in the metal industries, rapidly are recognizing the out- 
standing advantages of this lighter, stronger, more eco- 
nomical construction. Bases, frames, parts, fittings and 
assemblies for an ever-increasing ‘number and diver- 
sity of products now are being fabricated from steel 

plate. The scope of applications is virtually unlimited. 

In producing the great quantities of weldments, fabri- 
cated by Mahon each month, an invaluable fund of 
information has been acquired. This information is at 
the disposal of any manufacturer who may be contem- 
plating switching to steel plate fabrication of parts or 
fittings for his product. In addition, a corps of trained 
design engineers is available to your engineering staff 
in working out any problems of design which may occur. 

For facts and figures applied directly to your particular product, call in a Mahon representative. 
A conference will be arranged whenever and wherever you desire. 

. 

he Se 
i717). 

Write—wire—or phone. 



2/1,296,000rns! 

EXACTLY! Two-onemilliontwohundredandninetysixthousandths 

part of a circle! THAT’S SMALL, ISN'T IT? That is only TWO 

SECONDS OF ARC! That would be, let’s see—mmmm-—less than 

.0006” on the circumference of a circle 10 feet in diameter .. . 

less than 1/3 of an inch on a circumference of MORE THAN 

THREE MILES! 

What does if mean? Why, that is the amount of error that 

creeps in on the VINCO OPTICAL MASTER INSPECTION DIVID- 

ING HEAD’S accuracy. Sometimes it is even less! 

Today, most of the great producers of armament in America 

are using the VINCO DIVIDING HEAD to check gears, index 

plates, splines, cams, camshafts, etc., to limits 

that formerly were believed impossible. 

Further information regarding this accurate 

inspection instrument will'be sent upon request. 

er ~=SVINCO CORPORATION 

. NO a 12a) 8851 el Ou. ly: ae a oe HIGHWAY 

DETROIT ° > MICHIGAN 
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fhe INSIDE STORY 

of the famous Black & Decker HOLGUN 

—most widely used electric tool in war industry! 

Tke Holgun comes in End Handle and 
Side Handle models, and in spindle 
speeds to suit all types of production 
drillng—from high torque at 500 
R.P.M. to high speed at 5,000 R.P.M. 

CHECK THESE FEATURES 

A— Heavy-duty Jacobs 
34ow geared precision 
dwek, threaded on 
spindle. 
B— Deep-groove ball- 
bearing on chuck spindle 
with inner and outer races 
locked in place. This fea- 
wre minimizes wear, in- 
wres greater spindle ac- 
wracy and eliminates 
nose-heaviness. 
€—Splined mounting of 
spindle gear increases 
strength, facilitates in- 
spection, reduces noise, 
friction and wear. Spindle 
ond gears are of heat- 
treated alloy steel. 

B—Needle roller bearing 
on back end of spindle. 

E—Full size armature pin- 
ion, with 12 teeth, insures 
smooth, noiseless opera- 
tion, less wear and longer 
Service. 

F— Sturdy intermediate 
gear; ball-bearing mount- 
ed inside the gear. 

6—Generous size, double 
Wease-sealed ball-bear- 
Mg On armature shaft. 

JUNE 10, 

H—Ample air outlet slots 
prevent clogging of ven- 
tilating system. 

i—Full size fan mounted 
on armature shaft. 

J — Powerful Black & 
Decker Universal Motor; 
through-bolts hold field 
securely. 

K—Famous “Pistol Grip & 
Trigger Switch.” Instant 
release switch control con- 
venient for right or left 
hand use. 

L—Switch locking pin for 
optional use on continuous 
operation. 

M—2-pole automatic re- 
lease switch. The switch, 
locking pin, cord protector 
and 3-wire cable are 
mounted in handle as one 
complete unit. 
N—Three screened air 
inlets, any two of which 
provide ample ventilation. 

O—Brush holders and 
springs mounted on mould- 
ed bakelite brush ring, 
locked in place by switch 
handle. 

1943 

THE BLACK & DECKER HOLGUN is practically “standard” in war industry 

today. Always the leaders in engineering development, Black & Decker engineers 

offer in America’s favorite electric drill a light, compact package of power— 

with pistol grip and trigger switch—designed for high speed work in close 

quarters and built to “take it” under extreme operating conditions. The Handful 

of Power HOLGUN is available in spindle speeds for all kinds of drilling that 

mean greater production, longer service, lower maintenance cost, less operator 

fatigue (especially among women war workers), less interruption to vital pro- 

duction of planes, tanks, ships, guns and other weapons of war. 

4 Expert Help—Quickly 

’ For sound advice on all electric tool problems, call on your Black & 
| 

f XY 
Decker Distributor. He’s your dependable, convenient source of 

LEADING DISTRIBUTORS 

supply and tool information ...and he's always ready to help. The 
Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 716 Pennsylvania Ave., Towson, Maryland. 

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TO OLS 

EVERYWHERE SELL 



PROVEN FOR YOU 

AT 30,000 FT. 

Higher and higher go America’s combat 

‘planes, as engine superchargers become 

more powerful and dependable. Operating 

at speeds up to 24,000 r.p.m., the 2-stage 

geared superchargers are equipped with 

VELVETOUCH clutch facings. This amaz- 

ing friction maierial has also proven its 

dependability in landing wheel brakes and 

in clutches on bomb doors, wing flap con- 

trols and gun turret mechanisms. Such 

established performance, under the most 

severe conditions, makes VELVETOUCH the 

logical choice for clutch facings and brake 

linings in radial drills, presses, lathes, forg- 

ing machines, cranes and other machine 

shop equipment. Specify VELVETOUCH for 

long wear and trouble-free operation! 

THE 5. hk. WELLMAN CO. 

GREATER PRODUCTION WITH “VELVETOUCH' 

VELVETOUCH is an all-metal 
friction material—a combina- 
tion of sintered powdered 
metals, compressed and weld- 
ed to a solid metal backing. 
In this press brake the 6” 

VELVETOUCH clutch facing 
and 22” VELVETOUCH brake 
disc help to speed production 
by their smooth, positive op 
eration and uniform coefficien! 
of friction. 

1374 EAST 515" STREET 

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A 
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- Cutting Oils are used: 

—in low viscosities, as coolants, and 

also to reduce adhesion. 

—in higher viscosities to reduce adhe- 
sion and lengthen tool life on heavy 

cuts. 

—on any machines in which a water 
emulsion would impair the lubrication 
of ways, guides, spindles, etc. YS; § 

Soluble Oils are usually 

used: 

—where cooling is paramount and there 
is littie need for reducing adhesion. 

—where a cutting fluid would not nor- 
mally be needed, such as on low speed 
shallow cuts, except to prevent rusting. 

—in most grinding operations because 
; of the great need for cooling. In addi- 

tion, a water emulsion allows minute 
7 CUTTING OILS | SOLUBLE OILS grindings to settle out quickly and re- 

duce scratching of the work. 

Whi by : d h —on operations such as drilling where 
eee ic °o use an when . fine finish is not essential. 

—where carbide-tipped tools are used 
which require maximum cooling. 

—on some deep drilling or boring op- 
erauons where the fluidity of the emul- 
sion assures ample flow of coolant to 
the tool. 

® Cutting fluids—emulsifying and non-emulsifying—have definite c Cc ¢ Cc 

wes in machining. Neither type will do a// the jobs efficiently in These suggestions are merely guides in 

, a the choice of cutting fluids. Almost 
most plants. The choice between them depends upon many factors: ) ‘ 

: every machining operation poses a spe- 

the type of operation, speeds, feeds, and metals worked; tool life, and cial problem. To make certain that you 
; get the most economical answer get a 

the finish required. Standard Cutting Oil Engineer's rec- 

The extra time and trouble it may take to find exactly the right ommendations. 
Call the nearest Standard Oil Com- 

CH" Beng fluid for any operation will pay dividends in faster produc- pany (Indiana) office, or write 910 

facing @ ion, labor saving, and tool economy. South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illi- 
Scale i - nois, for the Engineer nearest you. In 

duction Nebraska, call any Standard Oil Com- 
ve op: . . : 
ficient Cutting fluids have two Type of Important function 

; x Operation in black type 
main functions: 

pany of Nebraska office. 

2 cooling 
Low speed, shallow cut . § reducing adhesion 

° * ) cooling 
l I Carry away heat from the tool and Low speed, heavy cut .. ) reducing adhesion 

work. Standard Oil 

CUTTING OIES 

) cooling 
) reducing adhesion 
) cooling 

* § reducing adhesion*™ 
C ip. V ‘ 1 here bide-tipped tools are used, 

Machining operations may be roughly AND COOLANTS 
livided into four classes, and the cut- 

High speed, shallow cut 

9 To reduce adhesion between tool and High speed, heevy cut 

uid requirements for each gen- 
laid down as follows: 

: RD! 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) | STNUED| 

LUBRICATION ENGINEERINGeos eLUBRICATION ENGINEERING. « «LUBRICATION ENGINEERINGse«eLUBRI 
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How to take full advantage of 

circulating system lubrication 

@ Circulating systems for lubricating 
gears, bearings, and inaccessible parts 
on machine tools are so highly simpli- 
fied and self-operating that they fre- 
quently suffer from neglect. Under the 
strain of war production, extra care 
should be given them to get the full 

time-saving advantages they offer. 

The diagramatic sketch of the lathe 
headstock above shows a modern ex- 
ample of circulating system lubrica- 
tion. Oil is pumped from a reservoir in 
the pan, through a disc filter to the 
headstock where it is directed to all 
bearings and over the gear train. It 
then returns to the reservoir for cool- 
ing and re-circulating. The system is 

simplicity itself. 

Whether your circulating systems 
are simple or more complicated, here 
are a few suggestions to help keep them 
operating efficiently. 

Contamination of the oil. Dust, metal 
particles, coolants, and other foreign 
matter may get into the system, partic- 
ularly when oil is being added. Ade- 
quate filtering equipment, such as that 
shown in the picture above, will re- 
move most of this; but on many sys- 

tems this may mean added labor and 
down time for cleaning the filters or 

gear cases themselves. Much of this 
trouble can be avoided by keeping all 
seals and pipe joints tight on suction 
lines and using extra care in handling 
replacement oil. 

Leaks may develop unexpectedly, re- 
ducing the oil supply enough to result 
in inadequate cooling. Higher oil tem- 
peratures will increase the rate of oil 
oxidation. Low oil levels may even re- 
sult in no lubrication. Watch the oil 
level closely in any circulating system 

Moisture condensed in any part o: the 
system may accumulate until the: - js 
enough water in the oil to form, an 

emulsion. This results in foaning, 
poor circulation of the oil; and im) air- 

ment of its lubricating quality To 
avoid this, oil should be inspected :eg- 

ularly, and removed and centrifug 1 if 

necessary. Only an oil that maintains 
high demulsibility—one that separates 
rapidly from water—should be us 

Deposits can be caused by oil oxida. 

tion from overheating, or simply trom 
agitation of the oil in the presence of 
air. The deposits form in tanks, lines, 

filters, and bearings. Clogged lines and 
filters may even result in burned-out 
bearings and galled gears. 

Resistance to oxidation in a lubricat- 
ing oil results from proper selection of 
oil stocks, refining methods, and addi- 
tives. All oils do not have, or need, this 
quality; but it is a mwst for oils in cir- 
culating systems. Stanoil was devel- 
oped for circulating systems. Resist- 

ance to oxidation, and maintained high 
demulsibility, are two of its outstand- 
ing qualities. High viscosity index is 
another—particularly needed where oil 
ia the system is subjected to widely 
varying temperatures. Stanoil resists 
thinning out at high temperatures and 
does not thicken excessively at low 

ones. This assures a free flowing oil at 
starting, and maximum lubrication at 

all times. 

Test Stanoil. Let a Standard Lubri- 
cation Engineer help you. Call the 
nearest Standard Oil Company (Indi- 
ana) office, or write 910 South Michi- 
gan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, for the 

Engineer nearest you 

Oil is ammunition... Use it u 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY (INDIANA) 
JUN 
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Uniformity of thermal treatment and dependable quality in all finishing operations, 

are essential in the making of a steel that will flow smoothly and rapidly through 

your production machinery. 

The modern and extensive Aristoloy finishing facilities, are completely integrated 

and assembled in our Warren plant. This centralized manufacture results in undivided 

quality responsibility through each steel-making step from melting to finishing. 
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ON 
that AIRCO Tip! 

Let an Airco Repair Station 

recondition it for you 

Copper is one of the most critical materials. It must 

be conserved. 

Here is one way to do it — don’t discard a worn 

Airco welding or cutting tip until you’ve made cer- 

tain it cannot be reclaimed. Send all your damaged 

Airco tips to us. Our skilled repair men will inspect 

them thoroughly and put them back into first-class 

working order . .. unless they’re beyond repair. 

In this way Airco can help you reclaim many 

Here’s a typical result of Airco Re 

P y pair. The tip at left— battered, nicke¢ 
So see that all old Airco tips are collected now and end choked with carbon—was mall 

tips that would otherwise end up in the scrap-box. 

forward them to the nearest Air Reduction office. good as new by skillful repairs. 

Air Reduction 

General Offices: 60 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

IN TEXAS: MAGNOLIA-AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO. f= ES 

é (| P General Offices: HOUSTON, TEXAS eA RT 

IDLE CYLINDERS ARE PRODUCTION SLACKERS: Keep ‘em tolling for victor & i 

— = ~ < 
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hroudly we fly the Army ond Novy E” fleg 
ters, owarded ond re-awerded tor er- 

tellence ond proficiency in the production 
vor moteriel. 

ROPP FORGE COMPANY 
Meters of Drop. Upset and Hammer 
Forgings for Ships. Guns. Planes. Tanks 
"dnance and Machine Tools 
“World's Largest Job Forging Shop” 

530! W. Roosevelt Road 
Chicago, Ill. @ 

"gneering Representatives in Principel Cities 

Our fighting men, on whom the hope of 

human freedom depends, have already 

shown what they can do. We know how 

deadly they are in action. Yet this is a 

tough war. Those who know the Japs 

best tell us that we cannot win by main- 

taining the pressure and breaking the 

morale of the enemy, as we did in 1918. 

This is definitely a war of destruction. 

Our fighting men are equal to the job; 

but they deserve and will need the best 

armaments that American industry can 

turn out. We'll give them better fighting 

equipment than any enemy can produce. 

“A S- 

Such is the spirit that motivates the end- 

less shifts at Kropp Forge, as they turn 

out an ever-growing volume of depend- 

able forged parts for America's planes, 

ships, ordnance, tanks and military ve- 

hicles. Every forging up to rane tet Ph 

a determined effort to produce every 

forging on time. It's our fighting men 

that we're really working for. Armament 

makers have learned that they can de- 

pend absolutely on Kropp Forge for the 

parts that must withstand thé impacts 

and stresses of abusive service. Inquiries 

‘from ordnance builders are solicited. 



DISSERTATIONS ON 

DISSIMILARITIES 

There is a great difference between a com- 

pressor pulley and a turret column, yet the 

castings for both require characterictics found 

in ABSCO Meehanite. 

ABSCO Meehanite is not just another cast iron 

but is the name of a number of irons, twenty- 

one in all, each having a different combination 

of physical properties aimed toward meeting a 

distinctive need. These twenty-one types of 

ABSCO Meehanite are produced under four 

general classifications: 1. General Engineer- 

ing; 2. Heat Resisting; 3. Wear Resisting; and 

4. Corrosion Resisting. 

Standard ABSCO Meehanite Castings provide The flashing speed and action 

high strength, vibration absorption qualities of the new Mosquito bombers, 

ii eal : enabling them to rain bombs on 
and best machinability. We will be glad to send Berlin, carry a forecast of doom 

full information concerning the physical proper- to the Axis. 

ties of each type and a description of the vari- Acme men and women are proud 

ous combinations which are available. We will tohelp bring that ‘‘doom’”’ earlier, 
; as they strive for new records in 

also be glad to explain the many reasons why turning out patterns, dies, cast- 

ABSCO Meehanite Castings are uniformly sound ings, gages and fixtures needed 
y war production manufac- 

turers. Acme service is complete, 
to close engineering specifications for impor- including engineering counsel on 

specially designed tools for faster 
production. Submit your re- 
quirements, without obligation. 

and dependable and how they are produced 

tant industrial applications. 

Brake Shoe 

hd 

DAYTON, OHIO 
BRAKE SHOE AND CASTINGS DIVISION 

230 PARK AVENUE 

170 

. Heat-Treated Aluminum Aircraft Castings — Potters 
NEW YORK,N.Y. ’ — Tools — Tool Designing — Production Processing 
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experience ..:1 » 

74 years of pneumatic engineering 

now available to you, too! 

Perhaps you’ve never thought of it that way; .|. but 
every time you ride a train you get a practif¢al/daman- 
stration of the flexibility, simplicity and effegtiveness 
of pneumatic remote controls. 
Each demonstration certifies the three/quarters of a 

century of Westinghouse Air Brake Company experi- 
ence behind these controls . . . experience that is|now 

available to you. 
Stimulated by the needs of war, /W-A-°B Remote 

Control Systems are already at work in new |and 
broader fields. They are helping t6 improve output 
and better performance in Marine, Earth Moving, 
Mining, Petroleum, Lifting, Conveying, and Factory 
equipment. 

One tremendously important current application, 
for example, is in ships. The WA-B Control Systems 
concentrate command of all engine manfuvering in a 
few small levers grouped in control statigns located on 
the bridge, in the engine room . . . or both. Control\of 
the ship is almost as centralized and simplified as the 
control of your car. 

Speeds of individual engines can be varied and 
synchronized to hair-line limits; the Smallest move- 
ment of the graduating/lever is reflected by a pro- 
portionate movement of the engine-room controls, 
with no lost motion, back-lash, or play. In any cycle 

W-A-B 

PNEUMATIC 
PNEUMATIC-ELECTRIC 

of operations such as speed reduction, declutching, 
braking, reversing, clutching and pick-up, timing is at 
the will of the operator — but sequence cannot be 
varied through ignorance or carelessness. Safety and 
limiting devices are directly and positively inter- 
locked, without the need for complicated auxiliary 
mechanisms. 

Examples like this are not intended to define your 
specific use of W-A-B Remote Control Systems. . . 
but merely to suggest their almost limitless possi- 
bilities, In many cases, control problems have been 
solved by the use of standard “off the shelf’ W-A-B 
devices. 

You and your engineers can tell, better than anyone 
else, where W-A-B Remote Control Systems — Pneu- 
matic, Pneumatic-Electric, or Pneumatic-Hydraulic 
— would fit into your plant or your product. Our 
representatives will be glad to focus W:A-B experience 
on the development of a system engineered to your 
exact \requirements. Phone, wire or write. 

Westinghouse\ Air Brake Company 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

General Offices: Wilmerding, Pa. 

74 Years\ of Pneumatic Control Experience 

rewarcecme Remote control systems 



STAINLESS STEEL 

TAINLESS steel is playing an important role in Allied war production. Our air- 

craft, warships and motorized units utilize this strategic material. Production 

of chemicals, explosives and synthetic rubber is facilitated by use of stainless steel 

equipment. In many other fields, where high tensile strength and resistance to heat 

or corrosion are demanded, stainless steel is specified. 

As America’s largest and only exclusive producer of stainless steel, Rustless ts filling 

a substantial portion of these wartime needs. Rustless is doing more. Through use 

of its unique process, Rustless is conserving America’s limited resources of chromium 

and electrolytic nickel. This is important, because the stainless steel industry is the 

largest consumer of low-carbon ferrochrome and electrolytic nickel, both of which 

are among the most critical of strategic materials. 

The Rustless Process is based on the use of sub-grade chrome ore and stainless steel 

scrap, of which there are adequate supplies in this country. More than 65% of the 

nickel used by Rustless is obtained from scrap, while only 3°% of its chromium 

comes from low-carbon ferrochrome. Thus Rustless is not only meeting wartime 

demands, but through its conservation efforts is also assisting greatly in meeting 

the’critical supply problem of these two metals. 

These advantages of the Rustless Process will be of equal benefit in meeting a greatly 

expanded use of stainless steel after the war. When that time comes, Rustless will 

be ready with a fund of new technical knowledge and specialized experience to 

devote to the problems of peace. 

RUSTLESS IRON AND STEEL CORPORATION, BALTIMORE, MD. 

RU S.T\LE SS 

CORROSION is HEAT- RESISTING 

STAIN LESS\STE ELS 
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Gulf Cut-Aid steps up production 

of airplane radio covers 

-rejections entirely eliminated. 

Another example of the superior performance of 

Gulf's revolutionary new cutting oil 

Rejections due to cracking from excessive heat generated 
in the tapping operation was the bottleneck in the pro- 
duction of aluminum airplane radio covers in a large 
instrument plant until Gulf Cut-Aid was used as the 
cutting fluid. With soluble cutting oil, one cover out of 

every five cracked as the tap cut the threads in a one- 
Finch drilled hole. 

_ With Gulf Cut-Aid, this bottleneck was eliminated 
immediately! Since adopting Gulf Cut-Aid over 500 
covers are tapped without a single cover being cracked. 

Result: Rejections entirely eliminated, production in- 
creased 20%, 

Gulf Oil Corporation 

In plant after plant, Gulf Cut-Aid is demonstrating its 

superiority as a cutting fluid for aluminum and other 

non-ferrous metals. 

In addition to its function as the ideal cutting fluid, 
Gulf Cut-Aid has another important function—it is an 
effective energizer for other cutting oils, regardless of 
type or viscosity. Blended in varying proportions de- 
pending upon the various requirements of the job, the 
use of Gulf Cut-Aid with other cutting oils makes pos- 

sible higher cutting speeds and results in improved finish 

or longer tool life, or both. 

Call in a Gulf Service Engineer today and let him 

demonstrate—in your plant—how Gulf Cut-Aid and 
other Gulf quality cutting oils can help improve your 

machining practice. Gulf Oil Corporation, Gulf Refin- 
ing Company, Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Mail This Coupon Today 

Gulf Refining Company AM 
3800 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Nam« 

LUBRICATION 

Title 

Please send me, without obligation, a copy of the new revised booklet, ° 
Cutting Oils,’ 

Company 

Address 

‘Gulf 
‘ which includes a helpful Machining Guide. 
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_Impurrriss picked up by oil in various industrial services need impair its usefulness only tem- 

porarily—if at all. For in practically every case a De Laval Oil Purifier will so thoroughly remove 

dirt, water and other contaminants that the oil can be continued in use for an indefinite period. 

Cutting oil, grinding coolant, washing oil, and lubricating oils of all kinds are just a few of the 

many products which—thanks to the purifying efficiency of De Laval machines—need seldom, if 

ever, be wasted. 

Oil or other liquids used in circulating systems should be purified continuously and so maintained 

at top efficiency—always. Under other conditions the contaminated liquid may be collected from 

sump tanks, etc., purified at a central point and returned to service. In either case, saving of oil 

will more than pay the cost of installing a De Laval Purifier, while various other dividends 

accrue from maintaining the liquid in such condition that it can do its work more efficiently. 

De Laval engineers undoubtedly know the answer to your particular problems. Why not 

write today? 

Reproduction at 
left shows several 
pounds of sediment re- 
moved from lubricat- 
ing oil by a De Laval 
Purifier, leaving the 
oil practically equal 
to new. 

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY 

165 Broadway, New York, 427 Randolph St., Chicago 

DE LAVAL PACIFIC CO., 61 Beale St., San Francisco 

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, Limited 

Montreal Peterborough Winnipeg Vancouver 

Ie LAVAL 

OlL PURIFIERS 

AMERICAN MACHINIS! 
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

Size O—2 H.P., 220 V; UARE T) COMPANY 

2H.P., 440 V; 3 phase | ~e Mice 

Size I—5 H. P., 220 V; 
7% H.P., 440 V; 3 phase 

PICK THE Ky STARTER FOR THE JOB 

Sie aa rae a 

Size I—15 H.P., 220 V; 
25 H.P., 440 V; 3 phase 

@| = 

] 

a WSs 
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Size Ili—30 H. P., 220 V; 
50 H. P., 440 V; 3 phase 

and the (igi starter, these days, is the 

Loading electric motors more than usual is sound practice during 

these times when conservation ofmaterialsisofsuch vital importance. 

SQUARE D motor control is designed with a safety factor which 

permits selection of the smallest size starter for the rated horse- 

power of the motor—even if the actual load is somewhat higher. 

Select overload relay size on the basis of the actual load. 

Do not order starters larger than necessary. SQUARE D’s com- 

plete line, with a wide range of enclosures, makes it easy to pick 

exactly the right starter for any given job. And every SQUARE D 

starter offers the consistent performance 

and complete accessibility which count so 

much during today’s round-the-clock pro- 

duction program. 

CALL IN A SQUARE D FIELD ENGINEER 

SQUARE J) COMPANY 

DETROIT- MILWAUKEE-LOS ANGELES 
KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT DIVISION, ELMHURST, NEW YORK 

ARE COMPANY CANADR LIMITE RONT ha-t- 

Water-tight enclosure 

Dust-tight enclosure 

Class ll, Group G 
enclosure 

Class Il, Group D 
enclosure 



EXPAND YOUR HEAT TREATING 

~ ——— sl —, 

Wherever manufacturers of tools, dies and 

precision parts are receiving “‘E”’ awards, you 

will find modern and reliable heat treating 

plants. In many such plants the accuracy, 

uniformity and flexibility of Despatch ‘‘CF”’ 

Furnaces have been important factors in 

maintaining peak production. 

Read about the features responsible for this exceptional furnace performance in new 
bulletin 83 — just off the press. 

Oe he PA ¥ cH Prompt deliv- 

i d 
OVEN COMPANY sinNEApOLIS ca lk daha 

orders. 

OS )HY-TEN( Amana sromarc’ 

| se 

STEELS | 

We solicit your inquiries 

Even though warehouse stocks today are 

not as plentiful as you and we would like 

there are still a substantial number of sizes 

in a variety of analyses available for im- | Cenweveriee sour meul Gumiag ens 

mediate shipment. We will do everything tions! Barry-Wehmiller Metal Cleaning 

within our power to help you make the Equipment will handle a wide variety of 

metal parts without labor for loading or 

guns and tools and ships and planes and unloading. Illustrated is one of a number 

tanks which will win the war. | of units cleaning 20 mm. shell. 

Completely Automatic « One Push-Button Control 

Spray or Submerged Types 

Solvent or Alkali Type Cleaning 

Wheelock, Lovejoy & Co., Inc. BARRY-WEHMILLER MACHINERY CO. 

Main Offices: 137 Sidney St., Cambridge, Mass. - ESTABLISHED 1885 
‘ 4660 W. FLORISSANT AVE. ST.LOUIS, MO. 

Cleveland, Chicago, Newark, Detroit, Buffalo, Cincinnati 

176 AMERICAN MACHINIS 



HE BETTER BEARINGS FOR 

TOOAY sno TOMOKROW 

E 

@ Deep in the intricate machinery of American battleships, 

cuisers and destroyers is a Bunting Bronze Bearing that em- 
bodies unique principles of manufacture. This remarkable bear- 
ing is only one example of how Bunting is providing in new forms 
the traditional strength, staying quality and shock resistance of 
sandcast Bearing Bronze for applications in all the great machines 
at war on land, sea and in the air. 

Under pressure of war necessity, a whole new science of bearing 
manufacture and application is being developed. Look to Bunting 
for the better bearings of today and tomorrow. 

Saving money, time and labor in the battle for production in thou- 

sands of busy plants are Bunting Factory-Finished Bearing Bronze 
Bars and Bunting Standardized Bronze Bearings. Available in 
many different sizes from stock, these completely finished bear- 

ings are ready for assembly in machine tools, electric motors and 
industrial machinery of all kinds. Ask your wholesaler. The 
Bunting Brass & Bronze Company, Toledo, Ohio. Warehouses in 
All Principal Cities. 

| 

BRONZE BUSHINGS +* BEARINGS. * PRECISION BRONZE BARS — lll hm aan ie inca ie A al 

UNE , Peg 
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STYLE 12 STYLE I 

When hard, scaly surfaces are dulling you 

tools, change to KENNAMETAL steel-cutting car 

bide tools to efficiently machine steel forgings 

KENNAMETAL KM, with a Rockwell C of 77. 

and a Rockwell A of 90.8 is hard enough to slice 

through hard scales, weld spots, sand holes, and 

steels which cut with an extremely tough chip. 

KENNAMETAL increases the efficiency of you 

lathes regardless of the surface or the internd 

structure of the steel being machined. Use 

KENNAMETAL for all your boring, turning, an¢ 

facing operations. 

The new catalog, No. 43B, will 
help you to choose the right tool. 
Write for your copy. 

* Invented and manufactured in U. S. A. 

MSKENNA METALS é¢ 

103 LLOYD AVE. LATROBE, PA. 
Foreign Salés S STEEL EXPORT t. New You 

Excluswe of Conede ond Great Britain 

4 
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our 

bai moving ahead of schedule! Moreover, since Oakite degreasing OOS CRESS... i ome 

ings. provides CHEMICALLY CLEAN surfaces, it is an indispensable pasoe ioe wero 

aid in securing QUALITY finishes. in 
f 776 GUN MOUNTS...GUN CARRIERS 

— Put Your Degreasing Problems Up To Us! paconguunicinniay 
3, and RECOIL MECHANISMS 

nip. To any plant engaged in war work, Oakite Engineering and Ad- BREECH RINGS... BREECH BLOCKS 

you visory Service is available without obligation on any cleaning RIFLES...PISTOLS... REVOLVERS 

eal operation that must be performed FASTER, EASIER. Whether or TANKS...TRACTORS... TRUCKS 

Use not you are now using Oakite materials, ALL our facilities ... our MOTORCYCLES... MOTOR SCOOTS 

al 34 years’ successful experience and specialized knowledge, our TRENCH MORTARS... HOWITZERS 

| te FAST 

pexfoemance prod OAKITE WAY! 

s 

R DEGREASING aluminum, brass, copper, magnesium, zinc 

and steel parts before inspection and assembly. . . or before 

electroplating, painting, black oxide finishing or other protective 

surface treatment operations ... thousands of plants working on 

war orders are using specialized Oakite cleaning materials be- 

cause they EFFECTIVELY meet the demand for FASTER cleaning 

cycles to SPEED production. 

These SAFE, performance-proved materials, used in tanks and 

automatic washing machines, provide UNIFORM, TROUBLE-FREE 

results in removing oil, grease. smut, polishing and buffing com- 

pounds ...and do this on a consistently THOROUGH, FAST basis, 

hour after hour, day after day, to help keep production lines 

Nation-Wide Field Service Staff, our Research Laboratories ... 

are at your command to help you fulfill the specifications and 

delivery requirements called for by your contract. Inquiries an- 

swered promptly... write TODAY! 

Manufactured only by 

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC., 24 Thames Street, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Technical Service Representatives in All Principal Cities of the United States and Canode 

AIRPLANES...MOTORS 

PROPELLERS...INSTRUMENTS 

CARTRIDGES...SHELLS 

FUSE BODIES ...DETONATOR CAPS 

SCOUT CARS...ARMORED CARS 

GAS MASKS...HELMETS 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

FIRE-CONTROL INSTRUMENTS 

SEARCHLIGHTS...RANGE FINDERS 

a wl 

CLEANING 

FOR EVERY CLEANING REQUIREMENT 



¥e CARBIDE TOOL TRAINING COURSE 

To help carbide users in war industries speed the training of new men, appren- 

tices, and those being converted to carbide tool use in the metal working trades, 

Carboloy Company operates an instruction course at its Detroit plant for the 

training of carbide users’ key men. These men receive one week’s training in the 

fundamentals of design, brazing, application and maintenance of carbide tools, 

through actual shop practice, discussion periods, and training film showings. 

The men return to their own plants with a basic knowledge of carbide practice— 

and recommended procedure for training their own men, assisted, when desired, 

by our field engineers. 

During the two years in which this training course has operated, carbide 

users in 39 states and 3 allied countries have received this training. The course 

is operated without charge as a service to war industries. A similar service is 

available to cartridge case die users—to instruct in the finishing and servicing 

of carbide dies for drawing cartridge cases. 

ye RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

A special committee on research and development 
functions at Carboloy to constantly improve present 

methods and develop new methods, new materials for 

FIELD SERVICE 

Since the day cemented carbide was first introduced— 

as a new, strange, “‘revolutionary’”’ tool material 

—Carboloy has maintained a large, active staff of 

experienced field engineers to assist users in all phases 

of carbide tool practice. As an example of the type of 

service these men render, in one year alone they 

trained more than 5,000 men in users’ plants in the 

correct methods of rapid carbide tool grinding. 

the future. The work of the men on this committee— 
headed by Dr. Zay Jeffries, metallurgist and Chair- 

man of the Board of Directors of Carboloy Company 
—has resulted in many outstanding contributions 
now helping to further speed war production through 
carbide usage. This committee will continue its efforts 

to advance the art in the days of peace as well. 



SF AR ag ar) Help You Further Increase War Production 

he Pe ae 

"TRAINING FILMS 

To help in the gigantic task placed upon industry described below—was made available by Carboloy 
and government, of training new thousands of to industry last fall—to provide detailed training 
workers, a set of six carbide training films—as in all phases of carbide tool use. (Booklet GT-151.) fa 

: . 

f Film—""WHAT IS CEMENTED CAR- Film—“DESIGNING CARBOLOY Film—“BRAZING CARBOLOY ¥ 
: BIDE?’ Designed to provide a TOOLS” Reviews for tool designers, TOOLS” Procedure for torch brazing &y 

knowledge of what cemented carbide the requirements necessary in desigr- carbide blanks to steel shanks, in- T) 
is, physical characteristics, and how ing tools with carbide tips. Covers cluding single and multiple int BS 

ec. Valuable for understanding tool styles, tip and shank sizes, rakes, tools, renewing worn out #35. = - 
subsequent recommendations. etc., for single point tools. cutters with carbide tips, etc. _ f 

Film—""CHIP BREAKERS" Shows Film—"“GRINDING CARBOLOY Film—"“PUTTING CARBOLOY Ay, 

me 
o 
« 

A] how to determine most efficient chip TCOLS" Step-by-step grinding pro- TOOLS TO WORK" Important for 
breakers for carbide steel cutting cedure for single point carbide toois the operator applying carbide tools. /% 
tools; how to adjust to meet indi- from brazed, damaged and ordinary In three parts: Part I—Putting tool” 
vidual conditions; and step-by-step dulled states. How to rough rapidly on machine. Part II—The machine. 
grinding procedure. and finish accurately. Part I1I—Trouble shooting. ~ 

je SPECIALLY DEVELOPED CARBIDE 

TOOL GRINDING EQUIPMENT 

Important factor in obtaining maximum economy and top pro- 
duction with carbide tools is proper grinding. To provide the most 
efficient grinding equipment for this vital work, Carboloy Com- 
pany—in cooperation with machine tool builders—developed 
special grinders for carbide tools. This equipment—together with 
the now well established rapid grinding technique—is conserving 
carbides and reducing down time on thousands of war jobs. 

ee 
3 P| 

ye Comprehensive Educational Literature on 

All Phases of Carbide Tool Use 
The 14” carbide grinder for use with Each year Carboloy publishes comprehensive vitrified cup wheels. For all sizes of 

engineering bulletins covering latest carbide Carboloy tools. Accommodates two 
practice. Current bookiets include D-113-R— operators. (Above.) 
finishing and servicing cartridge case dies— “ee ; 
GT-133—carbide tool manual of design, braz- New!—lIsnproved type of grinder for grinding chip breakers in carbide 
ing, grinding, application—GT-127—grinding steel cutting tools, including roller 
carbide end cutting tools. turner tools. Sturdier, larger table, 

-n- high and low speed table travel. Also 
. adaptable to grinding precision boring 
es tools and flat form tools. (Right.) 

’ 
e ° . The 6” carbide grinder for use with 

the Engineering Articles diamond wheels and lapping discs, as 

the in the Technical Press — oe 

Is, Through frequent articles in 10-inch Carboloy Grinder for peri- 
technical magazines Carboloy pheral and face grinding on vitrified 

gs. engineers disseminate informa- straight and cup wheels. (At bottom.) 
tion on current phases of car- 
bide use importart to war 
industries. Milling with car- 
bides, machining cast armor 
plate, renewing worn high 
speed steel tools, are a few of 

ide the many subjects covered in 
rse \ the past 12 months. 

- is ’ 

ing 

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC... 11149 ©. 8 MILE AVE., DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Sole makers of the Carboloy brand of cemented carbides 

Birmingham, Ala. e Chicago © Cleveland e Les Angeles ¢ Newark ° Philadelphia ° Pittsburgh ° Seattle 

oe Canadian Distributor: Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto, Canada 
en : 
for 
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ny 
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rts TRADEMARK 
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POSITIONING A Capedty tte Sana 
Positioner is 3 tons. Others 

PA AV, ih "4 range from light-duty 

Fgh _ hand-operated up tc 20 

tons capacity. 

» Literature on request 

Smoother, stronger, welds. 

Time savings up to 50%. 

Accident hazards reduced. 

Less crane service required. 

Big savings in floor space. 

Rod savings up to 7%. 

Downhand position for all welds, 

SYNE UU OO CLC 7 

TALI t) 

POOP P NY AN TOO LT 

TUNGSTEN METAL WORKER’S MANUAL 

C A R B D E Metalwork Technology & Practise—Ludwig PIPE 
builtin 

A Manual for Mechanics, 400 ii. Heating metal 
; . . 12. Tool sharpening pages, 662 illustrations. This 18, Plaléhing and tnepeetine 

for Wear Resistance book contains a weaith of $4. Mashine toate 
usable information in clear 

Talide Metal lasts 25 to 50 times longer than steel, lowers understandable form. $4.00 Under each of these are 
maintenance costs, and improves operating efficiency. Avail- 14 DIVISIONS many sub-divisions 
able in any size or length . . . in strip, bar, rod and tube . y ie A valuable reference for me- 
form . . . Talide extend wear life of - Description metalworking jobs chanics and men in the metal- 7 ¢ . Dressing safely working and _ allied trades 

WIRE DRAWING DIES—PLUG AND RING GAUGES - Planning the job Particularly helpful for foremen 
CENTERLES ESS GRINDER BLADES DRILL > SAND SIZING BUS! cits ae aah assistant foremen, shop superin- DIES FOR PRESSING POW DENRO mutate. BUSHINGS Getting acquainted with metals tendents and personnel directors 

Care of equipment It offers practical help for any 
Further information on request eal mage Fag - . Threads, dies, and taps one wishing to improve his 

. Fitting and assembling knowledge of the metalworking 
. Work with metal trades. Sent on Approval 

METAL CARBIDES CORPORATION 
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO LMcKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Bloomington, m._ 

-+ WHERE YOU NEED LIGHT COLOR 

AND GOOD CUTTING QUALITY... 

LTHOUGH it is scientifically recognized that “dark color” 
sulphurized cutting oils are superior to “light color’ oils 

for the tougher metal cutting operations, there are some 
classes of machining for which transparent cutting fluids may 
be used with satisfactory performance. Stuart’s “SUPER- 

Stuart pl! 4 ah = — —. of “light color” a 

phurized cutting oil, offers many unique and exclusive 
Engineering advantages. Order a trial drum and be convinced. 

“** with every BOD 
For All Cutting Fluid Problems 

~ D. A. STUART OIL CO. Warehouses in Principal 

Chicago, U.S.A. « ‘™’ ‘EO ¢« Est. 1865 Metal Working Centers 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



The Gliders are comin 

WITH STOUT RIBS OF STEEL TUBES 

TWO-PLACE TRAINING GLIDER. Note the long wings. [he strain from 
these is taken chiefly by two strong tubular spars extending through the 
fuselage from wing to wing. 

U. S. AIR FORCES are sprinting for the tape in the 

glider race. Gliders save vital materials. They save 

horsepower and gasoline. And in a war of distances 

—they save time. 

These two-place gliders are just trainers ... but 

they are a neat job, well done. They weigh only 

450 pounds. Vital parts of these sleek planes are 

made of SHELBY Seamless Aircraft Tubing—to give 

ample strength for tough maneuvers. 

The test pilot cuts loose from about 4000 feet. 

He diy es, side slips, does sharp banks, and even 

TUBULAR STEEL FUSELAGE vives glider vreatest 
strength with the least weight. All the tubing 
weighs less than 150 pounds 

loops the loop. On one test he took the glider into 

a tight spin. The long narrow wings jerked at crazy 

angles. He spun and spun for 13 revolutions, then 

pulled out at 1500 feet. The glider stood the strain 

like a veteran. 

That’s what steel tubing does for gliders, and it 

puts the same surplus strength into the fastest 

hghters and biggest bombers. 

Write for our informative bulletin on SHELBY 

Seamless Aircraft Tubing giving complete specifi- 

cations for all types of steel aircraft tubing 

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY 

PITTSBURGH, PA. 

Columbia Steel Company. San Francisco, Pacific Coast Distributors 
inited States Steel Export Company. New \Y ork 



GET BIG PRODUCTION FROM UNSKILLED WORKERS! 
Every dollar invested in 

BOICE-CRANE “= POWER TOOLS 

does the work of two spent on oversize machines 

You can get QUICK DELIVERY from Boice-Crane 

A TIME AND MONEY SAVER 

IN ANY PLANT 

BOICE-CRANE MODEL 2300, 14” 

Safe, Steel Clad BAND SAW 

For cutting metals, wood, plastic and 
paper. Cuts stock 8%” thick and handles 
27" diameter work. Accurate blade tension 

scale. 

Entire frame work is a single, one-piece 

steel structure. Wheels made of strong, 
light weight materials, for exceptionally 
vibrationless and quiet operation. Wheel 
guard swings on hinges and must be 
closed before you can operate machine. 

Telescoping blade guard holds by fric- 
tion when lock handle is released. It will 
not drop while adjusting. 

© Tool and die makers will appreciate our 
new blade guide design. These guides 
handle blades from %”" to %”" without 
trouble, and are adjusted by a convenient 
single knob control. 

The table is 15” x 154%” and is rigidly 
supported on two large trunnions—no por- 
tion can sag under heavy cuts. Table tilts 

45° to right—10° to left—degree of tilt in- 
dicated by convenient scdle. 

8 speeds .. . one to suit every kind of blade and efficiently 
saw every kind of material. Heavy duty gears transmit as much 
as one horse power at lowest speed with a wide margin of 
safety. All gears run in oil. 

On floor model everything, including motor, is fully enclosed ° 
and sealed against dust and grime—no exposed moving parts. 
Given top rating by State Safety Commissions. 

Also available in bench model. 

A battery of 6 to 10 Boice-Crane Saws cost no more than 
some single machines of big size. 

BOICE-CRANE OSCILLATING SPINDLE SANDER 

Rapid production. Uses smallest diameter adbrasive sleeve 
of any low priced spindle sander. Sands any degree of bevel 
up to 6 inches in height. Large, tilting work table. 

FOR FREE 
48-PAGE 
CATALOG 
USE THIS 

FLEX-ABRASIVE 

WHEELS and POINTS 

Save Time and Labor 

Speed Production 

The flexible construction of Flex- 

Abrasive Wheels and Points has 

created an indispensable item for use 

from tool room to assembly line. They 

place a fresh abrasive surface con- 

stantly in contact with the work. 

Flex-Abrasive Wheels and Points § 

can easily and speedily precision 

shape, grind and finish in difficult and § 

“hard to get at’”’ holes, corners and 

angles, as well as regular surfaces of 

hard alloy steel, wood, rubber, resin 

and plastics. They are designed for 

maximum safety on both high and § 

low speed tools. Available for imme: 

diate shipment. 

oe 

=. 

Mandrels of tapered thread construction instantly 
lock abrasive wheel to shaft by rotary motion, 
eliminating use of chucks, grommets and other 
time-consuming devices. 

Send for Samples and Catalog 
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On all small rotary surface-grinding work, 

your operators now can produce—with far 
less effort, in far less time —surfaces which are more ac- 
Curately flat than those produced onconventional machines. 
The exclusive design of the tilting wheelhead extends 
work-range to include difficult angle and shoulder cuts, 
without complicated set-ups. And the trunnion mounting 
Of the work-spindle permits swiveling the special T-P 
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Magnetic Chuck forward or to the rear through a 712° 
angle, which facilities the accurate grinding of piston 
rings, saws, cutters, gear-shaper cutters, and similar items. 
In its every part, the Taft-Peirce 6" Rotary is built for long 
life and undiminished precision, with full ball-bearing 
construction, hardened and ground ways, and vibration- 
proofed mountings. Write on your letterhead for new 

Manufacturing Co. 

WOONSOCKET \Or 

10, 1943 
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WOODY SPENCER SAYS: ~ 

he ae. oe 

No. 3 in a series of WOOD & SPENCER "KNOW 
HOW” messages 

@ Todays vastly increased production 

demands combined with a shortage of 

replacement tools behoove every work- 

man to become tool-conscious. For ex- | 

ample; the proper selection and careful 

use of taps will show production results 

far beyond normal expectations. We 

have listed here 4 suggestions de- 

signed to aid you in using taps. | 

ee 
1. Keep cutting edges sharp—even stoned 
for fine cuts. Dull edges turn out poor | y) 
work and increase tap-breakage. Lui Yo0£ code. fo4 

2. Spiral pointed taps are strongest. If Only 4 CLARK SUR 
properly used, power required to break FACE FACERS cover 

them is many times greater than that re- ' : 
: all fractional diam- 

quired to tap. 

lie 

(ell. 
ft 4 

nitty 

eters from 1%” to 5” 
3. A tap out of alignment with the hole 
to be threaded will always cause a bell- 
mouthed hole. 

for efficient surface 

facing in horizontal 
sees te 1 a Re tT 

= 

VN 

/ or vertical milling 
Facing steel with Clark Adjust- 

4. A tap out of alignment greatly in- able Surface Facer machines, lathes and 

creases the power requirements and sets other spindle ma- 

up cramping strains likely to break the chines! Useful for 
tap. 

CREVELA, ‘DI 

dressing jigs, dress- 

ing castings of any 

Increase production by applying these metal, dovetailing, 
SP spot facing, emer- 

suggestions to your jobs—and write to iataen daltiliie ail 

us for help in solving special tapping Clark Adjustable Hole Cutters many other end mill, 
| ‘cutaccurate,clean holes quickly 

problems. From customers blueprints | jn stainless steel, pipe, plastics, facing mill or slab 
etc. Only seven sizes cover al! 

VOOR 

: fractional diameters %“ to 5” mill operations. High we quite frequently make recommend- sedan dat” Gadnaett ssid. teat tee ote 

ations for easily reground or replaced, thus lengthening 

life of tool indefinitely. Available with straight 

or taper shanks— NOW-- exceptionally prompt 

delivery on suitable priority. 

Ask for new Bulletin. No. AM-6 
yt ~ i > 

She | Weed SS, “pen er (m/f any 

Cleveland. Ohie BANUFACTURCRS Siow Yous = Paaciarow Pat: 
ST Sh SF 
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QUESTION No. To 

Consult the tables below 

QUESTION No, 2 

for comparative properties of these two metals 

Answer No.1... 

TOUGH YET EASY TO MACHINE 

Engineers and screw machine products manufac- 

turers already know this metal. Introduced several 

years ago, “R” Monel offers the corrosion-resist- 

ance, toughness and strength of regular Monel, 

plus improved machining characteristics. 

Readily fabricated by cold forming, “R” Monel 

is available as hot-rolled and cold-drawn rounds, 

squares and hexagons. This Inco Nickel Alloy is 

well suited for automatic production of rust proof 

screw machine parts, yet has mechanical proper- 

ties at least equal to steel screw stock (SAE 1112), 

and is actually tougher. 

Answer No. 2... 

OFFERS EXTRA HARDNESS AND STRENGTH 

This metal is the latest addition to the family of 

Inco Nickel Alloys. Its name .. .“KR” Monel. 

Like “R” Monel, “KR” Monel combines corrosion 

resistance and strength with improved machining. 

But “KR” offers a big plus... 

treatment this unusual metal develops exceptional 

through heat 

hardness and strength. 

A non-magnetic alloy, “KR” Monel is suitable 

for production of corrosion-resisting parts, and can 

be heat-treated after machining. 

For complete information on these and other 
Inco Nickel Alloys, write to: 

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 

67 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. 

PROPERTIES OF “KR” MONE L 

LAT ld 

Off set 
fave 1000 psi 

MONEL ¢ “K” MONEL © “S” MONEL © “R” MONEL © “KR” MONEL © INCONEL © “Z” NICKEL « 

Sheet... Strip...Rod... Tubing ...Wire...Castings 

JUNE 10, 1943 



AUTOMATIC HARDENING, QUENCHING and DRAWING UNIT 

IRON, 

STEEL 

and 

CARBIDES 

The attention of only one man is required for this completely automatic 
VULCAN unit. Work is charged onto hardening furnace conveyor; car- 
ried through hardening furnace (upper view), which is controlled in 
two zones; and discharged into oil quench tank (lower view) through 
sealed water-cooled quench tube. From quench tank, work is taken by 
conveyor designed to assure thorough draining of quench oil. Draw 
furnace (lower view) is heated by forced circulation, with oil or gas 
burners firing into a specially designed combustion chamber. 

Used for treating miscellaneous steel castings and forgings, this stream- 
lined unit has a capacity of one ton per hour. May be oil or gas direct 
fired, or equipped with radiant tubes or electric heaters for clean 
hardening. 

Consult VULCAN engineers regarding your heat treat- 
ing or heating requirements, and get their recom- 

\y Y mendations kased on many successful installations. 

Ati Ser. Naoto] ate) v-uarel, 

1737 CHERRY STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Mark parts in process, tools, dies, gages and fixtures 
of any ferrous metals including the hardest alloys 
and carbides—quickly—plainly. 
Three sizes to meet all requirements. 

Write for circular and prices 

BREWSTER-SQUIRES & CO. 

50 CHURCH ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

DJ Features like balanced design, end-to-center 
cooling. 4-pole exciter, straight or reverse 
olarity at the flip of a switch, dual control 
or 1,000 “*heat’’ combinations and Remote Con- 

/) trol... all make Hobart a giant at its work. 
ip HOBART BROS. CO., Box 610 ' TROY, OF 

HOBART... One of the World s Largest Builders of Arc Welders 

H
O
B
A
R
T
 

ARC WELDERS 

Free Catalog sent on request 

Patent No. 2055360 NO FLUX MO ACIDS 
DOES IT QUICKER, BETTER, MORE ECONOMICALLY 

WELDS ZINC BASE DIE CAST and BRAZES ALUMINUM 
Repairs KIRKSITE and ether pene base dies, with die in pea Dartuontes 

er perpendicular position. Un ied for use on sheet or cast aluminum, saves 
time and heat. Complete Mn with each pound. Sizes | Sai oe 3/ie & 
Ye" also complete assorted Ib. WRITE FOR FREE LITERA 

ALADDIN eX & FLUX MFG. CO. 
Box 935 Med. Sq. Sta., Dept. G Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Remelt and Cast Your Lead Hammers 
with the Field Mould and Ladle 

Save time and money—keep lead hammers ia 
good condition at all times—easy to use—fast, 
Made in 7 sizes for hammers from 1 to 11 lbs. 
Write for details. 

Also, Lead Hammers sizes 1 to 15 lbs. always 
in stock. 

JOHNSON TOOL CO., INC. 
East Providence Rhode Island, U.S.A. 

ee ee Atmospheric 
Pot Hardening Furnace 

POWER are needed .. 

121 So. Grand Ave. 

. are the efficient, economical answer to today’s Heat 
Treating Problems. NO BLOWER or OTHER AUXILIARY 

. just connect to your gas supply. 

* The Full Muffle Furnace attains a temperature of 2400° F.. 

and The Pot Hardening Furnace, tangentially fired to assure 

even heat up 1650° F., are two of many models available. 

* Send for the new “BUZZER” 

Industrial Gas Furncces, Burners and other equipment. 

CHARLES A. 

“pUZZeR” HIGH SPEED Gos FURNACES 

Catalog showing full line of 

HONES, rnc. 

Baldwin, L. I., N. Y. 
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Gas Carburizing WAR PRODUCTS 

Abo: 

NITRIDING, NI-CARBING, 

NORMALIZING, CLEAN 

HARDENING & ANNEAL- 

ING may be done in this 

equipment without any 

alteration. 

The new No. 4 Rotary Carburizers shown 
at right with the barrel shaped retorts, (ca- 
pacity up to 3000 pounds per charge) and hav- 
ing automatic temperature control, front, mid- 
dle and rear are busy on War Work. Bearing plants 
in the East and Middle-West are using them for car- 
burizing races and rollers for planes, tanks, gun bear- 
ings, etc. The chain manufacturers are using them 
extensively for anti-skid chains for army trucks, half- 
tracks, ete. 

AMERICAN GAS 

ELIZABETH 

AC | 

Rotation and gaseous carburizing assure uniform results. 
Charging and discharging labor is reduced to a minimum by the 

power tilting feature. 
Below is pictured one of our Continuous Rotary Carburizers which 

are widely used for continuous production of self-tapping screws and 
similar parts requiring a light case. 

A large percentage of the country’s small arm cartridge cores are 
continuously clean hardened in these machines. Work is uniformly 
advanced through the retort by an inner spiral and automatically dis- 
charged into the quench. 

In our Vertical Retort Carburizers, as shown at the left, the retort 
and its cover are entirely enclosed within the furnace assuring tem- 
perature uniformity of a high degree and giving a marked improvement 
in the uniformity of the carburizing. 
Large batteries of these furnaces are being used for bearing parts 

by several of our largest manufacturers. Other work which is handled 
includes gears, shafts, etc. 

Write for our new Catalog No. 604 on your company letter head. 

FURNACE CO. 

NEW JERSEY 



THIS PORTER-McLEOD CUTTING OFF MACHINE 

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN STEPPED-UP PRODUCTION 

: #8 

If your cold metal sawing involves cutting stock from 3 inches up, 
here’s the machine to put such operations on a production basis. 

This new Porter-McLeod 8” 
By supporting the blade close up to the 

machine is particularly advantageous 

on larger sizes of stock. 
rim of the blade and pulling the blade through the cut, buckling of 
the saw is prevented and accuracy maintained. 

The standard feed of this machine is 3 inches a minute but can be 
stepped up for cutting brass and non-ferrous metals. 

Because of the great leverage exerted on the blade through the 
Porter-McLeod Pull Method of Drive and the support at the rim of the 
blade, this machine requires less power and assures a straight cut. 
Multiple units can be cut at one time on the Porter-McLeod hy means 

of the upper feed of the machine which permits nesting of bars. 

Explore the great time and money-saving possibilities 
offered by th.:s modern production cutting off machine, 
Investigate NOW by sending for complete details. 

PORTER-McLEOD MACHINE TOOL CO., INC. 

wer Fliftp, @eass., U. S2A- 

[STRETCHER SPRINGS. UNCLE SAM 

Measured by MASTER RULES x WILL DO IT QUICKER...BETTER 

FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES 

Government specifications are exact 
Tite Mel Mic ( TalshiiMelMt i) 11m ala. aa) sking # } 
Op the abr tte for our y 4 , : 

. Medical 
} 

ASKINS Flexible Shaft 
Equipment is built to 

‘ait give long, trouble-free 
dg) ee 

ing exactlengths of 
_ stretcher wires with a f < 

operation. To handie 
easier. To give you 
more production per 
man and machine 
hour. There are 30 
models for every shop 
requirement. Catalog 45 shows 
many ways to speed produc- 
tion with Haskins Equipment. 
Write for a copy. R. G. Haskins 
Company, 2760 W. Flournoy 
Street, Chicago. 

HASKINS 

Tm 6THE MEASURE OF 
QUALITY WORK 

) Branch: 541 S. 2 

Master Rule Mig. Co., Inc. } Spring St., Los sof 
815 E. 136th St., N.Y. C. Dept. P-6 Angeles, Calif. \ 

Enclosed $2.65 covers one Master 3 
“Streamline” 6-ft. Steel tape rule , 
and spare biade. ’ | | i { 
Nome » ! 
Address 

: MRPRANPITATE RATE 

——_* Bt 

FLEXIBLE SHAFT 
EQUIPMENT Pee aean 

oc o 
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You tell us the equipment 

you want to operate... 

we will tell you the best 

type of drive for it. 

In practically every type of industry and on innumer- 

able kinds of equipment, there are today 

Philadelphia Speed 

Reducing Units 

transmitting power dependably and efficiently. Be- 

cause of this widespread use of Philadelphia units, 

the chances are we have already met and solved 

problems similar to yours. This broad adaptability 

of Philadelphia Speed Reducers is pos- 

sible because we make all types for 

horizontal, vertical and right angle 

drives, and in a wide range of horse- 

powers and ratios. 

We also manufacture the 

Philadelphia MotoReduceR, 

for use where a self-contained 

motor and speed reducing 

unit is indicated. These are 

available in both horizontal 

and vertical types. Why not 

get our recommendations? 

PHILADELPHIA GEAR WORKS 

ERIE AVENUE & G STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicege 

INDUSTRIAL GEARS 
AND SPEED REDUCERS 

UMITORQUE VALVE CONTROLS a pre 1 

Philadelphia 
LIMITORQUE 
CONTROL 

Operates all types 
of valves, etc., 
safely, economi- 
cally, from conven- 
jent stotions. 

Philadelphia 
GEARS 

All types ond sizes 
of industrial gears. 
Can be supplied 
in all materials. 

Philodelphic 
WORM GEAR 

SPEED REDUCER 
right ‘angle drives — 
vertical or horizontal. 
Wide range of ratios 
and horsepowers. 

Philadelphia 
HERRINGBONE 
SPEED REDUCER 
for loads at high 
speed. Single, Double, 
Triple Reductions, various 
ratios and horsepowers. | 

Philedelphie MotoReouceR 
| self-contained drive, 

brie or Vertical types — various 
ratios and horsepowers. 
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for the Boys 

Service! 

' 8 

OHIO GEAR REDUCERS help the Sweets Co. 

of America keep the millions of TOOTSIE ROLLS 

rolling to camps, ships and airfields 

@ In all the ballyhoo about guns, tanks, ships and planes, 
we're apt to overlook the-fact that candy is fighting equipment, 
too. But Uncle Sam knows it. That's why so many millions of 
famous TOOTSIE ROLLS and other TOOTSIE confections, manu- 
factured by the Sweets Company of America, are being bought 
by the army and navy. 

Engineers and production men of the Sweets Company know 
that nothing but fullest mechanization of plant facilities can 
meet today's production demands. They know, too, that in such 
equipment, thorough reliability is a definite must. The failure 
of a single machine affects not only one department. It may tie 
up an entire production line. 

That's why all Sweets Company conveyors and other power 
machines are driven through Ohio Gear Reducers. Experience 
with the first Ohio Gear units, installed a number of years ago 
(and still in service) proved the dependability and economy of 
these famous Reducers. So the natural selection for all succeed- 
ing requirements has been the Ohio Gear equipment best fitted 
for each particular power transmission job. 

Helping to roll more TOOTSIE ROLLS to soldiers and sailors is 
another Ohio Gear Company contribution in our great war effort. 

THE OHIO GEAR oo. 

1326 E. 179th Street + Cleveland, Ohio 
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*New York City, N. Y. 
Patron Transmission Co. 
154-156 Grand Street 

New ENGLAND 
George G. Pragst 
332 Main St., Pawtucket, R. 1. 

*Los ANGELEs, CAP. 
J. W. Minder Chain & Gear Co. 
927 Santa Fe Avenue 

GRAND Rapins, MICH. 
W. H. Slaughter 
1924 Madison Ave., S. E. 

*PrTTSBURGH, Pa. 
Standard Machinists Supply Co. 
South 2nd and McKean Street 

Detroit, Micn. 
George P. Coulter 
322 Curtiss Building 

*Stocks carried. 

* 

*MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Industrial Supply Co. 
717 S. Eighth Street 

Burra o, N. Y. 
F. E. Allen, 2665 Main St. 

*Kansas City, Mo. 
Kansas City Rubber & Belting @ 
712 Delaware Street 

*SAn FRANCISCO, CAutr. 
Adam-Hill Co. 
244-246 Ninth St. 

Loutsvitte, Ky. 
Alfred Halliday, 330 Starks Bl 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
A. R. Young 
635 N. Pennsylvania Ave. 

St. Louts, Mo. 
St. Louis Tool Co. 
2319 N. Ninth Street 

* 

OHIO 
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At night on a lonely beach 

Landing boats and tank 
lighters are grounding on 
the beach and our army is 
establishing a beach head. 

This scene has been enact- 
ed at Guadalcanal —in 
North Africa and at little- 
known harbors in Neu 
Guines. 

Dim shadows—low on the horizon—waves 
foaming on a sandy beach—then pushing 
through the darkness, landing barges bring 
threat of invasion to Axis-ruled lands! 

Built to battle pounding surf—made to stand 
the jarring impact of landing—tough is the 
word for these barges. And tough is the word 
for the giant gears that drop their anchors and 
raise them. In fact, so tough are the blanks for 
these gears that cutting them was deemed an 
impossibility. Foote Bros. engineers and Foote 
Bros. workmen changed the conception of 
what was possible. And today, the 
barges which are keeping Hitler’s armies 
pinned to the coast from Narvik to Tripoli 

landing 

give evidence of how well these special prob- 
lems were solved. 

Here at Foote Bros. new techniques and 
new manufacturing know-hows are respon- 
sible for gears and speed reducers of radically 
different design and construction—gears light 
in weight and of extreme precision for air- 
craft engines—gears of giant size and super 
toughness designed to stand the grueling pun- 
ishment that only war can give. 

But when the war is won and these same 
techniques can be applied to peacetime use, 
American look forward 
to revolutionary developments in all phases 

manufacturers may 

of power transmission. 

FOOTE BROS. GEAR AND MACHINE CORPORATION 
§225 South Western Boulevard . Chicago, Illinois . 

». ErentesBRos 

Bolton Power Taf aston MWeough Collec bean 



* HELICALS a BEVELS 

(Straight & Spiral) 

WORM GEARING ° THREAD GRINDING 

(14 to 96 D. P.) 

This range logically embraces the gear 

components of many critical control devices 

essential to the war effort and this organi- 

zation is proud of its contributions of such 

material in the program. 

With full production capacity scheduled 

far into the future, all new inquiries are 

now necessarily subordinated to these 

vitally important prior commitments. How- 

ever, every urgent need will be given 

careful consideration. 

Gear Specialties 

U , ee ae oe 

Se ines cs Ou ke 

“When your specifica- 

tions call for special 

gears — Spur — Bevel — 

Mitres — Helical — 

Worms and Worm Gears 

—Reduction Units—Why 

not try GRANT. 

You will find GRANT 

service meeting all re- 

quirements on both stock 

and special gears.” 

GRANT s'o'ston 

2600 W. Medill Av. Ph. Hum. 3482 

SPECIALISTS... 

not jacks of all trades! 

To do one thing perfectly rather 
than many things well is the sole 
objective of every MEISEL gear. 
And being constructed with only 

the requirements of a specific job in mind, 
MEISEL gears function at maximum efficiency 
always. Whatever your gear problem, investi- 
gate the advantages of specifically engineered 
gear by MEISEL. 

MEISEL PRESS MFG. CO. 

946 Dorchester Avenue Boston, Mass. 

GEAR CUTTING MACHINES 

New Design 

_New Features 

New Advantages 

NEWARK GEAR CUTTING MACHINE CO. 

69 Prospect Street, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 

* 

GRINDING 
THREAD UR SPECIFICATIONS 

TO YO 

"HARTFORD" you 9 
+ reasonable cost. to 

When you come 

order—without 
delay—a $. 

Send specifications—ask 
for quotation 

et what you 

AMERICAN MACHIN 
CT 



REDUCTION 

GEARS ee @ 8 

€ “for the “Eyer of the fleet 

In this newest of scout observation planes, powered by Ranger aircraft engines 

and built by Curtiss-Wright for the Navy, reduction gears are of the Farrel-Sykes 

continuous tooth design . . . the well-known Gear With a Backbone. These gears 

transmit the power of the Ranger inverted, air-cooled, in-line engine to the pro- 

peller at the most efficient speed for operation. 

The distinctive feature of Farrel-Sykes 

herringbone gears is their continuous 

teeth, which give them the “backbone” to 

meet the need for unfailing service in these 

“eves” of the fleet. 

Greater effective face width provides extra 

strength and high load-carrying capacity 

in small space. Combined characteristics GEAR GENERATORS 

of overlap or interlacing of the teeth, grad- The famous “Gear with a Back- 
bone” may be purchased from us 
or, if you prefer, you can cut 

sure, contribute to smooth, quiet operation them yourself .. . right in your 
own plant . . . on a Farrel-Sykes 
Gear Generator. These gear 

throughout the life of the gears. generators are made in seven 
standard sizes for generating 

Farrel-Sykes gears and gear units are made gears from the smallest prac- 
‘ ticable minimum to 20 feet in 

diameter. 

ual engagement and inclined line of pres- 

and maintenance of correct tooth action 

for every type of service. For complete de- 

tails, ask for a copy of bulletin 438. 

FARREL- BIRMINGHAM COMPANY, INC. 

ANSONIA, CONN. BUFFALO, N. Y. — 

Plants: Ansonia and Derby, Conn., Buffalo, N. Y. == Branch Offices: New York, Pittsburgh, Akron, Los salectan, 

10, 1943 19 
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THE CINCINNATI GEAR COMPANY 

‘* Gears (@Tovele m O1-)- 0 O20), ae 
Wooster Pike and Mariemont Ave. e Cincinnati, Ohio 

1917 East 61st St. 

—_ — 

GEARED FOR VICTORY 

Bevel-Spur-Worm-Helical 

THE TAYLOR MACHINE COMPANY 
Cleveland, Obie 

geared to every detail of gear 
production, we can meet your 
most exacting specifications 
promptly — effectively — eco- 
nomically. 

THE STAHL GEAR & MACHINE CO 

3901 Hamilton Ave. 

$ = re 2 y . ™ 4 

For worms or gears of all kinds 
vl —get your estimate from Stahl, 

because we cut them all—in any 
quantity—of any material. 

With our modern facilities 

Tell us your needs and ask us to tell you how we can meet 
them. Our quotations will interest you. 

Cleveland, 0 

PR 
ECONOMICAL SERVICE 

DnAWPr. ase 

ALL TYPES, MATERIALS 
AND QUANTITIES 

Ask for Estimate 

BRAUN GEAR CO., 1590-1608 Atiantic Ave., Brooklyn, N.! 

FOR SIXTY YEARS 

GANSCHOW GEARS 
NEON 

HAA 

Wadi 

‘NUR 
wt « 

oi 
TTA vi 

Mute: a! wt 

Sier. 

Spur-SPEED REDUCERS— Worm tion 

ALL TYPES OF CUT GEARS — abl: 

GANSCHOW GEAR CO., 18 N. Morgan St., Chicago _THE ACROMARK CO. 2.) -.-: eries 
2 t 

high 

’ i: * ; Senc 

—— £ ft catic 

SPUR — HELICAL — WORMS 

BEVEL — MITER — RACKS 

Splined Shafts a Specialty 

THE ADAMS COMPANY 

Est. 1883 

1942 Bridge St. Dubuque, lowa 

AMERICAN MACHINIS 
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-SIER-BATH PRECISION GEARS 

are checked for accuracy at every step 

in production e ee Toassure accuracy of both work 

and worker, every Sier-Bath gear is carefully checked during and 

after each operation by a competent, experienced gear special- 
Sier-Bath is in posi-. 

ist. tion to make reason- 

ably prompt deliv- Jim—Department Foreman in the modern Sier-Bath gear plant is 
eries on gears from 
2” to 52” diameter on CO”Stantly on the alert and applies the most approved system of 

high priority orders. 90% measuring to check and inspect each gear as it goes through 

Send us your specifi: production. Furthermore his quarter century's experience is of 

cations. invaluable assistance to younger machine operators who must 

maintain Sier-Bath high standards of accuracy under the fast 

production schedules and close tolerances demanded on war 

work. 

The Doorway to 38 years experience in making Precision Gears 

‘oN 
wT 

SIERBATH o36 |GEAR CO. |5 

ea 



... Of Production 

Practice 

ROM start to finish Fairfield gears are sub- 

jected to exhaustive tests and examination. 

They are made on the finest equipment avail- 

able, heat treated under extremely close con- 

trol, painstakingly inspected, tested on gear 

laboratory equipment and built to meet the 

highest standards. 

Typical of Fairfield’s extensive facilities is 

the metallurgical laboratory shown above. Here 

is the censor of production practice—gear ma- 

terials and finished gears must live up to this 

department’s requirements. 

Fairfield customers, among the leading man- 

ufacturers of civilian and war machines, know 

that they can rely on Fairfield gears to match 

their own standards of quality production. 

GEARS MADE TO ORDER 

SPIRAL BEVEL STRAIGHT BEVEL 
HYPOID SPUR 

HELICAL HERRINGBONE 
WORMS AND WORM GEARS 

DIFFERENTIALS 

FAIRFIELD MANUFACTURING CO. 
307 S. Earl Avenue ¢ Lafayeite, Ind. 

HYPOID GEARS 

For Many Years 

Detroit Bevel Gear 

Has Been a Leade; 

} n The Manufacture 

| Yor Hypoid Gears 

ALL TYPES 

In All Materials 

In Sizes Ranging 

DETROIT BEVEL GEAR CO. 

8130 JOS. CAMPAU ¢ DETROIT, MICH. 

Makers of Zuatity Gears for 30 Years 

pm 5/16” to 16" 

THE JOHNSON FRICTION CLUTCH 

DOUBLE 

TYPE 

IMPROVE POWER TRANSMISSION 

with the NEW “MAXITORQ” 

(MULTIPLE DISC) CLUTCH 

This new JOHNSON design—the result of more than 

40 years’ specialization in the development of friction 

clutches—is particularly adapted to machine tool 
application because of its compactness, simple adjust- 

ment and easily controlled engagement. It can be 
assembled or disassembled without the use of tools. 
Floating discs minimize drag, abrasion or heating in 

neutral. 

“MAXITORQ” FLOATING DISC CLUTCHES are avail- 
able in dry (self lubricated) and wet (running in oil) 
types in single, double and cut-off coupling types. 
Capacities range from ¥% HP to 5 HP at 100 r.p.m. 

Send for detailed dimension sheets. 

WRITE FOR MULTI DISC CLUTCH CATALOG NO. 62 

OR CONSULT SWEET'S OR THOMAS’ REG. 

THE CARLYLE JOHNSON MACHINE CO. mancucsrce coms 

AMERICAN MACHIN 
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Today, many of our engineers are chiefly 

engaged in the business of bug hunting. 

If flaws mar the performance of any pro- 

duct requiring gears for the transmission 

of power, let Perkins’ bug hunters examine 

your gear specifications. Our engineering 

staff, with its war-accelerated experiences 

in the production of precision gears to draw 

upon, will evolve for you the precise gear 

which your requirements indicate as being 

most efficient for its purpose. And when 

peace returns, Perkins’ bug hunters: will 

render the same service to industry faced 

with the task of winning vital commercial 

battles. 

PERKINS MAKES: 

S\ERKINS PRECISION, CUSTOM-CUT GEARS Hetcatceos — seveteors Rath 

Worm Gears Spiral Gears Spur Gears 

helt fowen hme can 2) Vanes, Tanks and. Guns Ground Thread Worms 

3 PERKINS MACHINE & GEAR COMPANY, serimerieco, mass. 

‘Oo, tea 



i} The new CM Meteor heavy-duty wire rope elec- 

ing-up production. It is designed, engineered and built 

tric hoist is industry’s newest recruit for speed- 

to answer the nation-wide demand to produce more and 

faster. Featuring true balance, streamlined design...aero- 

plane type cooling... helical gears and one point lubri- 

cation, the CM Meteor provides fast materials hand- 

ling with complete safety. Compact...low head room 

...readily adaptable to present systems. Only 110 volts 

pass through the push button station. The Meteor really 

smashes bottlenecks by speeding up materials handling. 

Completely illustrated engineering Catalog No. 142 in color, 

showing details, specifications, applications and point by point 

advantages of the CM Meteor will be sent on request. Write: 

MOTORIZED 
PLANETARY 

REDUCER 
Horizonta! drive, 

made in 35 siz 
ratios of | 
1200:1 and from 
% to 75 h Orse. 
power. 

D.O.JAMES 

MOTORIZED 

SPEED REDUCERS 

MOTORIZED 
HELICAL REDUCER 

Horizontal drive— 
made in 13 sizes in 
ratios of 1% to 
91%,:1 and from % 
to 50 horsepower. 

MOTORIZED WORM 
GEAR REDUCER 

Horizontal drive— 
made in 11 sizes in 
ratios of 6 to 80:1 
and from % to 50 
horsepower. 

SAVE ESSENTIAL AND 

VALUABLE SPACE 

War time requirements make the D.O.James 

Motorized Reducers a very important Must in 

solving and meeting the power-saving needs 

of modern industry. Their accessibility and 

compactness make them most desirable when 

floor space is limited. Their soundness of de- 

sign and manufacture insures maximum effi- 

ciency with minimum maintenance. 

D.O.JAMES MANUFACTURING CO. 

Established 1888 

1140 W. Monroe Street Chicago, U. S. A. 

MAKERS OF ALL TYPES OF GEARS AND GEAR REDUCER 

AMERICAN MACHINIS 



Where we started. 

The ever increasing demand for Grafco Hydraulic Tube 

Couplings in the Machine Tool field has been met by enlarged 

manufacturing facilities, added equipment, and increased 

man power... Grafco Hydraulic Tube Couplings are also used 

extensively on America’s tanks, ships and other war time 

equipment. 

VIGRAF 

par, oe PANY 

GRAFCO oe ae Momefaclioan wee 

8827 GRINNELL AVE + DETROIT, MICH. 
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WITH BANTAM BEARINGS 

A COMPLETE NEEDLE BEARING SERVICE is offered by 
the combined facilities of Torrington and 
Bantam. Here, from a single source, you can 
get the unbiased counsel of engineers experi- 
enced in the selection and design of bearings 
for every purpose. Bantam also offers aid in 
designing bearings for special requirements as 
well as a dependable source for every major 
type of anti-friction bearing—straight roller, 
tapered roller, needle and ball. To meet today’s 
urgent demands or in planning for post-war 
needs, TURN TO BANTAM for the prompt 
solution of your bearing problems. 

198 

GIANT AMONG MACHINE TOOLS is this 180-ton 
model built by The Ingersoll Milling Machine 
Company and shown here at work milling a 
25-ton casting. In the four cutting heads of 
this unit—designed so any two can simul- 
taneously utilize the full 100 h.p. of the drive 

power transmission is assured by the 
use of Bantam Ball Thrust Bearings as shown 
in the accompanying cross-section. This ap- 

motor 

plication isaninteresting example of Bantam’s 
proven ability to supply bearings for unusual 
and difficult service requirements. 

ENDLESS MILES OF WIRE are stranded with this 
machine built by The New England Butt 
Company. And contributing to its efficient 
design and operation are Bantam Quill Bear- 
ings used in the idler gears of the wind-up 
reels. Bantam’s Quill Bearings combine the 
important advantage of high load capacity in 
compact design with ease of installation and 
unusually efficient lubrication. 

PROVIDING PRIMARY POWER with absolute de. 
pendability is the job of this Fairbanks, Morse 
Diesel Engine. To achieve the high load 
capacity and long service life required of the 
piston pin bearings in such machines, special 
wrist-pin needle bearings designed and built 
by Bantam are employed. Bantam has long 
pioneered in the design and manufacture of 
special bearings for unusual applications, 

NEEDLE ROLLER BEARINGS provide the high unit 
capacity to insure lasting, maintenance-free 
operation of the bull pinion and differentia 
side gear on the differential shaft in Olive 
Farm Equipment Company’s Row Crop 7 
Tractors. This is a typical application wher 
anassembly of Bantam Needle Rollers canbe 
utilized to advantage to provide anti-frictiot 
operation within minimum space requirements 

ANTAM 

STRAIGHT ROLLER - TAPERED ROLLER - NEEDLE - BALL 

THE TORRINGTON COMPANY - BANTAM BEARINGS DIVISION 

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 

EARINGS 

AMERICAN MACHITt 



1. Simple in design and opera- 7. Runs cooler—uniform pres- 
tion sure 

2. Flexible control by air 8. Controls torque by air 

3. No adjustments or oiling— pressure 
low maintenance 9. Greater capacity— more 

4. Dampens vibration—ab- compact 

sorbs shocks 10. Remote control by air valve 

5. Corrects misalignment auto- 11. Replaces flexible couplings 

matically 12. Acts as clutch, slip-clutch, 
6. Smooth starting—no jerks brake and coupling. 

Heavy-duty Diesel drives, steel mills, presses, power shovels 

and cranes, oil-field equipment, compressors, hoists, motor 

generator drives, power take-offs—any heavy-duty service. 

Many hundreds of AIRFLEX Clutches are in service in 
Diesel-powered Naval and Merchant Marine vessels. 

You are invited to write for information to 

FAWICK AIRFLEX COMPANY, INC. 

9919 Clinton Road Cleveland, Ohio 



M. L. BAYARD & CO., INC. « ENGINEERS * MACHINISTS ¢« PHILA., PA. 

AMERICAN MACHIN 



Wherever designs call for needle bear- 

ings, give your product the advantages 

of Orange Roller Bushings. Years of suc- 

cessful use in punishing applications on 

all types of equipment, have proved the 

exceptionally high load-carrying capac- 

ity in small space, provided by Orange 

Roller Bushings. 

Coupled with this, is their even, quiet, 

trouble-free operation over long periods 

of service, resulting from closer running 

clearances. This is achieved by holding 

roller clearances to a minimum by a rigid 

standardization of size, preventing roll- 

ers from running tangent to the race. 

Orange Roller Bushings are made in a 

full range of sizes and types, with or 

without inner races, to meet practically 

all requirements. Consult our engineers 

on any bearing application. 

P= Mail Coupon for Engineering Datamy 

Orange Roller Bearing Co., Inc., 
Orange, N. J. 
Please send me your Roller Bushing Data Book 

Pt eiticycabanhkpaacdebses’ 

Address ... 

City 
Fada Shae jw ae wee woe eaweweweead 
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97 Words 

and 

No Picture 

We like pictures. Even when we can't find time 

to read magazines, we like to look at the pic- 

tures — often they can tell a complete story. 

They can't tell OUR story. 

We make torque motors, but the really impor- 

tant thing about these motors won't show in a 

picture—it's engineering service. Specializing 

in custom-built motors for specific installations, 

we create from your specifications the exact 

torque motor for any given job. 

Come to think of it, words don't do much better 

than a picture. But results speak for themselves 

and we can show you lots of those. 

<C¢CWELCO «yo 

THE B. A. WESCHE ELECTRIC CoO. 

1626 Vine St. Cincinnati, Ohio 

rh AMERICAN MACHINIS 
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t Ts life of equipment in battle is short. No more is expected.. 

it’s the fortunes of war. In another battle, here at home, we're 

fighting with machines that CAN’T be readily replaced... their 

working life must run into untold hours to keep up the steady flow 

of armament our fighting men need. So, their enemy is TIME. 

TIME, that bombards them with tortuous hours of wear. Here, 

as on the battlefronts, Ball Bearings play a mighty part in keeping 

the “wheels” turning. Without Ball Bearings, TIME would bring 

our vast war industry to its knees. The Fafnir Bearing Company, 

New Britain, Connecticut. 

| 0 1943 

BALL BEARINGS 

THE BALANCED LINE - FOR ORDNANCE, 
AIRCRAFT AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 



INCREASED 

PRODUCTION 

IT’S NO WAR SECRET- 

U. S. Plants All Over the Country Are Doing This! 

aonmnto 

UNI“<DRIVE 
Motorizes \ Machine J Tools 

eo: 

RNe 

<TD 

[a 

IRANETON © 

NO SIR! Hitler and Hirohito, this is no military 
secret... you are most welcome to this informa- 
tion, because every time a shopor factory installs 
the Turner UNI-DRIVE units, they bring your 
ultimate and inevitable defeat and destruction 
one more day nearer... Axis Agents, please cli 
and mail Tojo partial list of Turner UNI-DRIV 
users printed here. 

TOMORROW’S production today! That’s what 
the installation of Turner UNI-DRIVE units in 
your shop or plant may mean. Each unit oper- 
ates independent of all others. It eliminates 
overhead pulley adjustments, counter shafts, 
ceiling vibrations, spindle speeds, belts to shift. 
Provides high and low speeds on all equipment at 
a touch of the gear box, started or stopped inde- 
pendently of other equipment in operation. 

Increase Production Capacity 25% to 300% 

IN HUNDREDS of shops and plants all over 
the country, these modern motorizing units with 
their selective, individual sliding gear transmis- 
sion, are speeding up production capacity 25% 
to 300%. Can be quickly and easily instalied in 2 
to 4 hours. Specially designed for Lathes, Milling 
Machines, Shapers, Turret Lathes, Radial Drills, 
Boring Mills, Hobbing Machines. ..also Browne & 
Sharpe and Cleveland Automatic Screw Machines, 
and easily adapted to many special applications. 

See your dealer today or write 

THE TURNER UNI-DRIVE COMPANY 

(Sales Div. Turner Machine Co.) 

Kansas City, Missouri 

3416 Terrace Street 

he a | 
MEARS app listening 

> fhe. 

wt a gat ry 

SOME USERS OF 

TURNER UNI-DRIVE 

Aberdeen Proving Ground 
American Brake Shoe & 

F. Co. Kellogg Division, 
Southern Wheel Division 

Arnold Schwinn & Co. 
Augusta Arsenal 
Automatic Sprinkler Co. of 

of America 
Bendix Aviation Corp. 
Bodine Electric Company 
Buckeye Portable Tool 
Company 

Burgess Battery Corp. 
Cessna Aircraft Corp. 
Champion Dishwashing 

Company 
Chicago, Rock Island & 

Pacific R. R. Co. 
Chicago Screw Company 
Cincinnati Time Recorder 

Company 
Combustion Engineering Co, 
Congoleum Nairn, Inc, 
Doehler Die Casting Co. 
Driver Harris Co. 
Easy Washing Machine Corp. 
Electric Auto-Lite Co. 
Fostoria Screw Products Co. 
Frankfort Arsenal 
Frisco Lines 
Imperial Brass Mfg. Co, 
International Projector Co, 
Kohler Corp. 
Lion Mfg. Co. 
May Hosiery Mills 
Missouri Pacific R. R. Co. 
Monsanto Chemical Co. 
The New York Air Brake Co. 

PRODUCING MACHINE TOOL DRIVES « ORDNANCE TOOLS « AIRCRAFT FITTINGS 
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PLATFORM TYPE PALLET TYPE 
Built in capacities of 4000 This fork lift truck, bat- 
and 6000 pounds for unit tery powered, is designed 
loads on skid platforms. for safe lifting, spotting, 

and short hauling of vari- 
ous loads of raw mate 
rials or finished products, 
on open or double faced 
PALLETS, up to 4000 Ibs. 

* The TRANSPORTER performs a 

vital service in keeping materials: 

moving on those short hauls from 

one process to another. This mech- 

anized handling of small loads will 

simplify your entire materials haul- 

age system whether in cramped 

quarters or narrow aisles... it 

LATFORM speeds things up and entirely elimi- 

SHOCKLES OT CONTROL nates straining, tugging, pulling, or 

LIFT WITH EASY FO extra pushing on part of trucker. 

@ Full power can be attained in steering at any angle SEND COUPON TODAY 
through a 2]0-degree range, making it easy to break 
out loads from storage with little maneuvering. Suffi- AUTOMATIC TRANSPORTATION CO. 

j ; ; 59 W. 87TH ST... CHICAGO, ILL. 
cient power is available so that no extra manual push Gentlemen: Please furnish complete information on the 
or pull is necessary to help the truck over toe plate “TRANSPORTER” without obligation. 
humps or elevator ridges. ae a 

AUTOMATIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY = comeane 

DIV. OF THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. co ADDRESS____ 

59 W. 87TH ST. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ar... 
“3 



\ Unique design assures 

g high efficiency bearing performance 

Note how this design provides self-alignment in the most efficient and 
economical way—within the bearing itself. Because this self-alignment 
is inherent in the design it is al yays available—naturally and instantly. 
Note the concave rollers and convex races. The inner race is a true 
spherical element, free to rotate in any direction without altering the 
contact between it and the rollers. 

This inherent self-aligning feature permits unrestricted compensation 
for shaft deflection, misalignm ent or inaccuracies of installation, without 
altering the contact of rollers or disturbing the bearing action in any 
way, thereby assuring high efficiency under all conditions. Write for Book 
No. 1775. Linx-Belt Company, Indianapolis, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco, Toronto. Branch offices, warehouses 
and distributors in principal citics. 9069 

LINK-BELT 

FRICTION FIGHTER 

BEARINGS 

Roller and Ball Types 

206 AMERICAN MACHINIS 
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REEVES Zeducer-Type 

TRANSMISSION 

SPEED ADJUSTABILITY 

AND REDUCTION WITHOUT 

USE OF OTHER AUXILIARY 

Combines Variable Speed Transmission and 

Gear Reducer in Single, Compact Unit... 

@ The Reeves Variable Speed 

Transmission, with built-in speed 

reducer, meets the many important 

requirements for accurate variable 

speed control and speed reduction 

combined in one compact, com- 

pletely enclosed unit. 

An outstanding advantage of this 

highly efficient drive is that far less 

mounting space is needed to obtain 

the lower output speeds which for- 

merly required use of auxiliary speed 

reducing equipment. 

Available in two enclosed designs 

—horizontal and vertical—for mount- 

ing in any convenient position. Each 

design is available in wide range of 

speeds and in capacities from 1 to 7/4 

horsepower inclusive. The Transmis- 

sion in various sizes provides ratios 

of speed variation from 2:1 through 

12:1, and the reduction gears provide 

ratios up to and including 6.9:1. 

Either horizontal or vertical design 

may be equipped for individual motor 

drive by use of a REEVES motor base. 

Motor mounting is directly above 

Transmission, the motor base being 

attached to top of Transmission 

frame. This base is universally adjust- 

able to accommodate any standard 

make of motor of correct horsepower 

capacities for any given size of REEVES 

Reducer-Type Transmission. Send 

for copy of Catalog A-432, giving 

complete engineering information. 

REEVES PULLEY COMPANY ¢ COLUMBUS, INDIANA 

J 

EQUIPMENT 

Horizontal design unit, with motor, 
direct connected to radial drill press. 

Vertical design 

REEVES unit ises- — 

pecially adapted 

for conditions 

is limited. 
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(it takes three kinds of Engineers — all different — to produce “3C” 

Engineered Electrical Control. 

«First, the Development Engineer. His problem is developing a definite 

piece of apparatus to do a definite job. Maybe he works out an entirely 

new principle of operation; or improves upon a standard design. Many . 

of his ideas are not commercially feasible, but eventually he develops —— 

devices mechanically and electrically right, of simple construction, A 

occupying minimum space, with wearing parts and terminals easily 

accessible, and plenty of wiring space. 

(Second, the Application Engineer. To him come the problems of Z7 

recommending the right control for multi-motored machines, for 

continuous processing lines in mills, or for any of thousands of 

applications of electrical energy to modern industry. He knows what 

every piece of “3C” control apparatus will do under given conditions; 

he understands how to control and protect every type of electric motor; 

he studies the conditions such as moisture, heat, dust, fumes, gas, 

corrosion, and the duty cycle under which the control must function, 

and selects the “3C" apparatus best fitted to provide economical and 

reliable service to the user. 

(Third, the Design Engineer. His job is designing the finished panel. | 

From the designated ““3C” apparatus needed to control and protect a 

multi-motored operation, he arranges the various devices in a compact, | 

efficient, workable layout, to provide simple effective wiring, with all 

parts easily accessible for maintenance. Perhaps the space for control | 

is limited, and he has to use great ingenuity in arrangement of devices | [a 

fo fit the completed panel into the space. From his drawings actual | 

construction starts. Panels are drilled; special devices are made, 

standard apparatus taken from stock; all parts assembled and wired. | 

His careful work is reflected in low production costs, and in efficient 

operation of the entire panel assembly for the customer. | 

«Of course there are dozens of other engineers—testing materials and | 

apparatus, checking wiring and operation, doing many odd jobs all | 

tending to produce efficient, trouble proof, low maintenance "3C” | 

control apparatus. | 

«They all work together to produce "3C” Engineered Control — | 

engineered to fit your problems, and to operate efficiently under the 

conditions in your plant. “3C" Engineered Control is carefully planned, | 

designed and built for the best economical, reliable operation, for we | 

have all three types of Engineers. 

CLARK ENGINEERED MOTOR CONTROL /f¥% eee yy 

is just another way of saying 

“CORRECTLY ENGINEERED MOTOR CONTROL” 

a “3C” service available to you 

BE] CONTINUE TO ROLL WITH CLARK CONTROL Pw 

THE CLARK CONTROLLER CO. 

1146 EAST 152™°ST. CLEVELAND, OHIO 

JUNE 10, 1943 



With railroad transpor- 

tation facilities strained to 

the limit, this Baldwin -West- 

N K kK ID L K B K A R i NG % inghouse 1,000 hp. Diesel Switcher 

bears one of the heaviest burdens 

—keeping rolling stock on the 

move 24 hpurs a day. 

Diesel engines, equipped with 

RBC CYCLOPS NEEDLE BEAR. 

INGS and CAM FOLLOWERS, 

power these locomotives which 

are used by the Atlantic Coast 

Line, Great Northern, Missouri 

Pacific, New York Central, North- 

ern Pacific, Pennsylvania, Reading, 

Santa Fe, Seaboard Air Line, 

Southern Pacific and others. 

The Baldwin Locomotive Works 

report, “RBC Bearings have been 

used successfully in our diesel en- 

gines for the past six years and our 

experience with them has been 

most satisfactory.” 

Baldwin-De La Vergne Diesel Engines are 
equipped with RBC Bearings and Cam 
Foliowers shown below. 

RBC Standard CYCLOPS NEEDLE SPECIAL RBC CYCLOPS Type 
BEARING with INNER RACE RBC CAM FOLLOWER CAM FOLLOWER and SHAFT 

ROLLER BEARING CO. of AMERICA 

TRENTON....NEW JERSEY 

210 AMERICAN MACHINIST 



STARTERS—PUSH BUTTONS—LIMIT SWITCHES 

Here’s Trouble-Free Motor Control 

for Your Machine Tools 

7 

Whether you need an across-the- 

line starter, limit switch, or push 

button, you'll find it in the Allen- 

Bradley line of motor controls. The 

« wide assortment of standardized 

types, ratings, and enclosures makes 

it easy to solve any control problem. 

Allen-Bradleycontrols are good for 

millions of trouble-free operations. 

They need no maintenance. Every 

feature assures reliable operation. 

A-B solenoid starters have only one 

moving part— the plunger 

that opens and closes the 

double break, silver alloy 

contacts with a straight line 

vertical motion. All flexible 

jumpers, pins, pivots, 

bearings, and hinges are 

eliminated. They're so simple. 

Allen-Bradley 

Company 

Solenoid plunger 
for A-B starter 

e 

There’s no complicated mechanism 

to get out of order. 

The double break, silver alloy 

contacts will work best if left 

severely alone. The oxide which 

may form on them is as good an 

electrical conductor as the original 

metal. Valuable contact material 

need not be wasted by filing —con- 

tact life is greatly prolonged. 

More than a thousand varieties 

of push buttons, limit switches, and 

other accessories are avail- 

able to meet any operating 

requirement. They are neat, 

compact, rugged...and 

trouble-free, too. 

Specify Allen-Bradley 

motor controls for longer life 

and increased production. 

1310 S. Second St. 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

ALLEN-BRADLEY 

SOLENOID MOTOR CONTROL 

There’s no 

contact maintenance 

on A-B 

Solenoid Motor 

Starters! 

ACROSS-THE-LINE 
STARTERS 

Bulletin 709 across- 
the -line starter is 
the simplest starter 
for alternating cur- 
rent motors, Sturdy, 
silver. alloy, dovu- 
ble break contacts 

never need any cleaning or filing. 
Only one moving part. No pins, pivots, 
or hingés to stick. No flexible jumpers 
to break. Write for Bulletin 709 now. 

\. 
el 
Bulletin 709 

COMBINATION STARTERS 

Bulletin 712 com- 
bination starters 
consist of o Bul- 
letin 7O9 starter 
ond a disconnect 
unit in one cabinet. 
Both ynits have 
double break, sil- 
ver alloy contacts 
assuring freedom 
from maintenance, 
Combination start- 
‘ers save critical 

material, reduce installation time, 
and make a neater installation. Let 
us send you a copy of Bulletin 712, 

t 
ee 

Bulletin 712 

REVERSING SWITCHES 

Bulletin 705 
A-C reversing 
switches ore 
formed by 
mechanically 
interlocking 
two Bulletin 
709 starters 
so both con- 

tactors cannot be closed at the same 
time. They have the same simple con- 
struction and. trouble-free life. Write 
for Bulletin 705 for complete deteils. 

Bulletin 705 

THE STORY 

OF THE 

SOLENOID 

STARTER 



Only JOHNSON BRONZEJ 

4 

makes every type of 

SLEEVE 

BEARINGI® 

HEET BRONZE 
in or graphited 

@ When you design your post-war product 

. start with the bearings. 
CAST BRONZE 

; ol in or graphited 
Johnson SLEEVE TYPE bearings will _— 

help simplify the designing and construc- qr 

tion problems on your new product. At the 

same time, they will give your customers BRONZE = 

ON STEEL 
the performance they have a right to ex- 

pect .. . at the lowest cost possible. 

These will be important factors in the 

post-war period. Competition will be un- 

usually keen. New materials, new methods BRONZE and 

and greatly enlarged facilities will all BABBITT just 

affect the market. The product that de- - 

livers the greatest service will be the awh 

easiest to sell. Mot 
Shel 

shaft 
Johnson Bronze is ready to help you. . 

NOW! A Johnson engineer will discuss STEEL and DRIP 

have | 
your applications with you ... will help BABBITT | sohie 

you select the CORRECT bearings for each en 

BETT 
job. As we manufacture ALL types, we 1. Two | 

noted r 
double- 
ond fle 

base our recommendations strictly on facts 

.. . free from prejudice. Why not call in a LEDALOYL pregnot 

Johnson Engineer TODAY? There is no Self-Lubricating ne ond 

obligation. wre 

Che 

JOHNSON @™® BRONZE 
SLEEVE 

SLEEVE BEARING BEARING HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICE 

515 S$. MILL STREET Wp NEW CASTLE, PA. 
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Ke Uni-Shell 

MOTORS 

INSTANTLY! 

They’re the only complete motor line in which all types in any 

one frame size are interchangeable and similar in appearance! 

D.C. MOTOR AND GENERATOR REPULSION 
1-7%2 W.P.—%-5 KW. INDUCTION 

MOTOR 
1-5 HP. 

YOUR PRODUCT 

CAPACITOR OR MACHINE POLYPHASE 
; SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION 

INDUCTION woTOR 
woTOR 1-30 HP, 

1-5 HP. 

Werner you manufacture motor-driven products or 

just use motors on the production machines in your shop, 

you can readily see the tremendous advantage that R & M 

Uni-Shell Motors offer you in complete interchangeability. 

No longer need you redesign or rebuild machines to take 

different types of motors, for where one type of Uni-Shell 

Motor can be mounted, so can amy in the same frame size! 

Shell dimensions, shaft-head fit, bolt circle holes, base, 

~ shaft size and conduit box mountings are identical for all. 

DRIP-PROOF, SPLASH-PROOF MOTORS 

have covers added, or special heads. Left to right: 
polyphase, direct current, and repulsion induction 
motors with covers. 

BETTER INSULATION FOR LONGER LIFE 

1. Two layers of highest-grade impreg- 1 
nated rag poper. 2. Wire coated with 
double-weight synthetic resin for strength 
ond flexibility. 3. Added sheet of im- 2 
pregnated paper placed between coils 
in slot. Improved method used for hold- 
ing end coils. 4. Entire winding assembly 
given several baked coats of synthetic 

; tesin-base varnish and covered with 
moisture-resistant synthetic resin and 4 
tung-oil sealer. 

ROBBINS 2MYERS- INC. 

MOTOR DIVISION, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 

3 HOISTS & CRANES © MACHINE DRIVES © FANS * MOYNO PUMPS ¢ FOUNDED 1878 

rE YUNE 10, 1943 

In the 30-month development and testing period R & M 

engineers worked out many o¢/er improvements, too, that 

make Uni-Shell Motors the most efficient, dependable 

and durable in R & M’s 50 years of motor building. For 

complete protection, they’re built in shells of steel. Better 

bearings and better balancing assure unusually smooth, 

trouble-free operation. New insulating techniques, to- 

gether with the finest materials obtainable, increase motor 

life. And we have utilized our broad fan-building experi- 

ence to make ventilation better than ever, keeping inte- 

rior temperatures below guaranteed maximums. 

20-PAGE BOOKLET TELLS 

THE WHOLE STORY 

All of the many advantages and features of 
R & M Uni-Shell Motors are fully described 
and illustrated in a 20-page booklet just off 
the press. To get yours promptly, fill in the 
coupon below and mail it today. 

Mail This Coupon Today / 

i 
‘ ROBBINS & MYERS, INC., Springfield, Ohio 
' 
' Gentlemen: Please send me your new 20-page booklet on Uni- 
! Shell Motors. 

PN Ds das oe ondin di ws Oeeastecasiendewsel PR bs kd ceevaesss 
i a a i lds 
CN. < dis Suc thbei pil dahekthdbne de can raed Deus 4Acees 
Dene ean her desde Sonesacnsehhenteaiat PP ccc etnennvesees 

I would 0 would not like to talk to a representative AM3 



HOW ARE YOUR PRESSES OPERATED? 

ive hopping on 
To Get th 

one foot ay tie 

LIKE THIS 

Job Done in a Harry... 

use CHALLENGE 

WORK BENCHES 

@ They have what it takes for faster, 
full-time production—Cast-Iron Top 
that stays smooth and accurate; will 
not warp, shrink, splinter, or burn 
... Tool Box Shelf that provides 
a place for the tool box where it 
can be opened without moving 
anything on the bench top... 
Leveling Screws on two full-length 
braces under the table to keep the 
working surface level... Steel 
Drawer with strong lock. 

Challenge Work Benches are rug- 
gedly built. The surface and all 
four sides of the cast-iron top are 
carefully machined at right angles. 
The under-side is heavily ribbed 
for extra strength. 

The legs are firmly braced, and 

Or easily i ».*@ the braces are high enough to 
permit the use of a standard lift 

comfortably 7 LIKE THIS truck, if the bench needs to be 

Challenge Work Benches are made 
”~ , in four sizes, three styles. Ask for 

The physical effort required to operate power presses and other clutch- details and prices at once! 
controlled machinery can be reduced to a minimum by the use of Schrader 
air-operated controls. Thus, a one hundred pound girl can operate equipment 
which otherwise would require a 180 pound man. In addition to the replace- CHALLENGE 

ment of manpower with women, air controls offer other important advantages products also include 
such as speeding up machine work and conserving the operator’s energy. Thus L . Plat Ss 
greater efficiency is obtained over the full working period. f eaegge 7 Y t . re on 

ace ates, Layou 

AIR POWER WORKS FOR VICTORY Plates, and other Pre- 

cision Equipment for 

Tool and Machine In- 

dustries. 

Air power is less costly than manpower. Air-operated controls conserve 
physical energy. Write for free engineering catalog No. 10 showing where 
and how te use air in your plant. 

S simp), LATEST CATALOG 

chrader (alt ee ee 
Precision Equipment. Send 

AIR-OPERATED ; : for it today! iia 

MACHINE CONTROLS ‘ws elle 

214 AMERICAN MACHINIS1 

A. SCHRADER'’S SON, Division of Scovill Manufacturing Company, Incorporated, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 



Pledged to all-out aid to America’s fighting forces, NORMA- 

HOFFMANN 7s devoting all its resources and its 32 years’ 

experience to the production of PRECISION BEARINGS for 

Army, Navy and Air Force units. 

BUY WAR BONDS 

ee ) if ——t— a oe -- 

NORMA-HOFFMANN BEARINGS CORP'N., STAMFORD, CONN., —FOUNDED®1911 | 

PRECISION BALL, ROLLER and THRUST BEARINGS 



delivered 

gives you More Production 

And, more power is delivered where Tannate 
leather belting is used! For, Tannate carries full 
load ; grips tightly, runs smoothly; retains its unusual 

strength and grip even when exposed to high tem- 
peratures, humidity, machine oils and many weak 
chemicals. 

Consequently, ‘T'annate keeps machines producing 
at full capacity—three shifts, seven days a week. 

And Tannate does it with minimum interruption 
for repairs or for maintenance; with little atten- 
tion other than an occasional application of Rhoads 

sebelt preserver. 
se, Put all your machines into full production! Get 
more uniform work, less spoilage, fewer shutdowns, 
reduced unit Belt your drives with 
TANNATE! 

costs ! 

J. E. RHOADS & SONS—esrasiisHeo 1702 

35 North Sixth St. 
Branches 

New York * Chicago e Atlanta . Cleveland 

Philadelphia, Penna. 

(For the duration, we 

are unable to supply 

Waterbury Steel Balls) 

THE WATERBURY STEEL BALL CO.., INC. 

U.S. A. 

MAIN OFFICE: POUGHKEEPSIE. N. Y. 

SSUVEDECEDEOEUOEDECEDOPDSOUT ELDER TOOU CECE ECEDEE REDE OED ECET EP OEOEDEO EERO DEC ETE OPO 

Precision Bearings have been recognized for many years 
for the r dependability. These bearings can be selected 
from our catalog of standard sizes which are carried in 
stock. 
THE BALL and ROLLER BEARING CO., Danbury, Conn. 

ATOMETRIC 

GAGE BLOCKS 

| PERFECTION IN MEASUREMENT 

MEANS. 

| PERFECTION IN YOUR PRODUCT 

ATOMETRIC PRECISION GAGE 
LABORATORIES, Inc. 

| STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT, U S. A. 

AMERICAN MA OM L 



“Black Light” testing makes certain the bond 
is perfect on edges of all Mallory Bearings 
Under its magic rays, microscopic voids and 
cracks show up by fluorescence. A filter cuts out 
visible radiation from the “Black Light’, 
allowing only ultra-violet radiation to pass. 

MALLORY Bearings 

eet Critical Loads Superbly 

Ls 

4 | 

Wauere ordinary bearing surfaces are inadequate to meet the stresses 

— and strains a fighter plane’s engine must undergo, Mallory Bearings func- 

7 tion marvelously. They can take the terrific pounding and fatigue stresses 

imposed by suddenly applied loads from a high powered pursuit plane 

in action. 

4 Mallory Bearings are made by Mallory’s Mallosil Process of bonding 

silver to base metal backings. They provide a tough, homogeneous, heat 

R dissipating silver surface of high fatigue resistance; ample strength and 

hardness; and high resistance to seizure. 

What is more, Mallory Bearings are precision made. Through use of 

newly designed precision tools and test instruments, skilled Mallory crafts- 

years men have set remarkable records for exactness and uniformity in produc- 

wep ing bearings, bushings, pinion races, gear races and other aircraft engine 
ied in 

parts. With tolerances measured in split-thousandths, they are turning out 

Conn. ever-increasing quantities of precision parts with an accuracy and uni- 
annua 5 ‘ . P . 

formity considered impossible only a few short months ago. 

Continuous experimental designing and testing indicate even greater results 

for the future. The experience and technique gained in War production 

will be invaluable for commercial motors development when Peace has 

arrived. Consult us on the possibilities of the Mallosil Process for you. 

P.R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA © Cable Address — PELMALLO i.e. - 

PR. MALLORY & CO. Inc Y SERVES THE AVIATION, THE AVIATION-INSTRUMENT AND 

Reg. U. S. Pat. Oit¥.—Mallosil, Rectostorter, Vibrapack 

A LLOR THE AVIATION-COMMUNICATION FIELD WITH WELDING id ; 

Fe M TIPS, THE MALLOSIL PROCESS —BEARINGS, SPECIAL ALLOYS, 

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS, VIBRATORS, VIBRAPACKS, CONDENSERS, ROTARY AND PUSH BUTTON 

SWITCHES, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE, RECTOSTARTERS 

INE 10, 1943 217 



FILE QUALITY 
v 

... but it’s the work 

they do that counts 

‘(Don’t waste important materials”’ is the nation’s 

war-effort warning. The most effective way to con- 

serve tool steel is to make it do more work— 

through top-quality tools. 

A Nicholson or Black Diamond file contains no 

more steel than an inferior file of the same size 

and shape. But, compare the number of efficient 

file strokes the user can get from each, and the 

quality product will outlast and outperform the 

other every time—usually by a wide margin. 

NICHOLSON FILES con cvery currose 

CONSERVES 

THEY WEIGH THE SAME 

FILE 

Thus file quality is also a big Jabor-cost factor. 

The difference in cost between good and inferior 

files isn’t a ‘“‘drop in the bucket’’ compared to the 

difference in labor values they represent. 

So correct in design, so accurate in cut, so uni- 

form in hardness, and so carefully inspected and 

‘“‘block”’ tested are Nicholson and Black Diamond 

files that Nicholson is able to guarantee TWELVE 

PERFECT FILES IN EVERY DOZEN. 

FREE BOOK, ‘FILE FILOSOPHY''—48 interesting, profusely illus- 
with high-lights on proper 

use and care and how to select The right file for the job. For 
production and purchasing heads, foremen, key mechanics. 

trated pages on files and filing .. . 

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY, 29 ACORN ST., PROVIDENCE, R.1., U.S.A. 
(Alaa Canadian Plant, Pert Hane. Ont 
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IT’S THE NUT 

THAT LICKS 

FASTENING PROBLEMS 

Or. 
7” HINK of the tough jobs for nuts on 

- planes, tanks, guns, naval vessels and 

production equipment. 

a And it’s in these jobs you'll find Elastic Stop 

- Nuts. 

VE i 
In fact, you'll find more of them than all 

other lock nuts combined. 

jus- 
per The reason is, these nuts stay put. 
For 

Once on, they’re set — don’t shake loose even 

A under severe vibration. And you can take 

them off and put them on many times and 

they won’t lose their locking ability. 

y When peace returns, they’re going to solve 

all kinds of manufacturing problems. 

They’re going to relieve maintenance engi- 

N | SHYN 10, m 1943 

neers of frequent inspections andsave 

time and money in replacements. 

Our engineers have been solving fas- 

tening problems for years —the 

stickers of both peace and war. 

Whenever you have a fastening de- 

tail to be met, feel free to call upon 

us. We'll gladly share our experience and 

recommend the right Elastic Stop Nut. 

LOCKED on bolt 
by the action 

of the hardened __ 
cellulose collar a 

SEALED at 
top to protect 
working threads 

’ from corrosion 

HOLDS nut 
thread against 
bolt thread 
— prevents 

axial play 

FITS any stand- 
ard bolt. Made 
in all sizes 

ELASTIC STOP NUTS 

Lock fast to make things last 

Exastic Stop Nut CoRPORATION OF AMERICA 
UNION, NEW JERSEY 

219 



INSPECTION « Vl! 

Prior to their conversion to war production work many shops 

which previously did not need close inspection equipment 

have discovered that this is one of the prime requisites ‘or 

turning out precision wartime parts. 

Lombard’s series of Surface Plates, as well as complete 

line of other accurate small tools has made possible grecter 

production under the closer tolerances now necessary. | 

Available for general shop use as well os inspection work. L 

Prompt delivery can be had in various grades and toler- 

ances in a ‘wide range of standard sizes from 14” x 18” 

to 48” x 96”. Quotations made also on special sizes and Vi 

rescraping. 

Surface Plate shown is Lom. 
bard Commercial Style. 

RATION 

500 MAIN ST., ASHLAND, MASS., Ue 3:.A: 7 

cat 

anc 

Yor 

Yes, these screws save oa 

4 d § i by 

Time and Space! T 

No matter how close to a cor- ea 

ner or flange you put Mac-it a 

hexagon socket screws, there’s : “ 

© plenty of room to drive them. odie 

; This feature saves space. “PP 

SAVE SPACE x k = 

Mac-its are heat-treated to C 

give far greater strength than equ 

plain steel screws. With that 

extra holding power, you may 

020%: 0 be able to use fewer screws— 

@ 

save drilling and tapping time. al 

SAVE TIME * * ” 
. , PRONOUNCED : 

Production tie-ups because of SMACK-IT* = E 
broken screws are not neces- 
sary evils. Chances are that | OTHER MAC-IT PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 

Socket head and hexagon head cap screws, stripper n - ° 
standard Mac its will solve bolts, hollow and square head set screws, hexagon 
the problem. socket pipe plugs. 

SAVE pown-time | Strong, Carlisle and Hammond Company 

Cleveland ° Ohio 

mm 
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GET FASTER 

PRODUCTION WITH 

TRABON 

LUBRICATING SYSTEMS 

Vital for the War Effort... 

and for Profitable Peace- 

time Operations Too! 

@ Avoid costly down-time while an 

oiler crawls over a machine lubri- 

cating each bearing individually,— 

and the breakdown if he misses one. 

You can get more productive hours 

out of each shift, greater output, 

with resulting lower costs per unit, 

by equipping your machines with 

Trabon Lubricating Systems! 

Trabon Lubrication makes absolutely certain 

that every connected bearing, whether large or 

small, easy or difficult to reach, receives the exactly 

desired amount of lubricant, while the machine 

is in operation. It minimizes machine tie-ups 

—prolongs bearing life—reduces accident and 

compensation costs. 

On overhead traveling cranes, costly steel mill 

equipment, forging presses, brakes, shears, 

crushers,—and boring mills, screw machines, 

punch presses, and other lighter duty machinery, 

Trabon lubrication—for years—has been proving 

its dependability in meeting every industrial 

lubricating requirement. Install Trabon on your 

machines and get the many design and operating 

advantages only Trabon can give you. Manual or 

automatic operation. Send today—for new fully 

descriptive engineering bulletins. 

TRABON 

ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

1819 Eact 40th Street + Cleveland, Olio 

4 = 

ICATION EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1922 — 



SCREW MACHINE 

PRODUCTS 

For years wise buyers of screw machine products 

have entrusted their orders to the Rhode Island 

Tool Co. for consistently uniform and accurate 

work in all materials. Our facilities for such 

work include multiple spindle machines to 2§”; 

single spindle to 1”. 

Remember RITCO for 

SPECIAL BOLTS, NUTS & STUDS 

DROP FORGING & DIE SINKING 

SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS 

HEAT TREATING 

SPRAYED METAL SERVICE 

PARKERIZING 

Estimates gladly submitted. Send samples or biveprints. 
Catelog on Request. 

RHODE ISLAND 

TOOL COMPANY 

148 West River St., Providence, Rhode Island 

Seruing American Tndustryy Since 1834 

MINIMIZE 

@ To minimize dangerous vibra- 
tion...that shakes the heart out 
of the most ruggedly built 
equipment cushion machines on 
mountings built up of sheets or 
shock-absorbing etees Felt. 
This resilient material protects 
machines by reducing otherwise 
destructive shocks and impacts 
to a state of harmlessness... 
protects buildings by minimiz- 
ing transmission of machine 
blows to floors and framing... 
helps isolate and dampen noise. 

Call on experienced Western Felt engineers to rec- 
ommend the right kind of shock-absorbing mountings 
for your operations. Write us today. 

WESTERN reat WORKS 
Chicago, Iilinois: 4035-4117 Ogden Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan: 420 Stephenson Building 

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

WESTERN 
Largest Independent Manufacturer 

and Cutter of Hair, Wool 
and Jute Felts 

From 31/2 to 28 Gals. per Min. 

at 500 lbs. 

per sq. in. 

" 6 Sizes 

These Brown & Sharpe 500 Series 

Pumps — 6 sizes — provide a wide 

range of ‘oil supply for hydraulic 

installations. 

500 Series Pumps are part of the 

complete line of Rotary Geared, 

Vane, Centrifugal and Motor Driven 

Pumps shown in our pump catalog. 

Sent upon request. Brown & Sharpe 

Mfg. Co., Providence, R. |., U.S.A. 

of) 

pps 

BROWN & SHARPE f 

PUMPS 

AMERICAN MACHI 
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PARTS For _ 

rt Brake i & - min the Gi radiator rola - fac ing, fan axles Shafts blanks and engine Part forgin s & 

be Its, 
sear 

Probably we make it 

Srake Shoe MAKES PARTS for original equipment and for 

maintenance; parts that are upset and drop forged; molded fabrics 

and plastics; ferrous and non-ferrous castings. In war, as in peace, 

Brake Shoe ships millions of parts to thousands of manufacturers, 

in many fields of industry. 

The services of our research and development engineers are 

available for immediate or post-war problems. 

AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE COMPANY, 230 PARK AVENUE, NEw YORK 

NTs 

PARTS FOR— RAILWAY EQUIPMENT — handling pun Pulverjzer and Ips. Mangane 
Brake shoes, lockeys. Chilled * steel supe bucket 
tread car wheels. Car and Meater parts 
locomotive wearing parts. Axle 

or journal bearings 

se Stee] 
Parts 

— WELDING 
PARTS FOR 

PARTS FOR — PLANE ENGINES PARTS FOR — HEAT TR 

Forgings for cylinder barrels, Chromium nickel alloy boxes, 
crank shafts and connecting pots, pans, trays, hearth plates, 
rods. Bearings for starter and ducts for reclamation, chain, rails, muffles and retorts 

- . c : s camshafts, fuel pumps. Welding | Pree and repait ag 

harapment parts. Welding , 
eq 

58 PLANTS SERVING INDUSTRY AND TRANSPORTATION 

American Brakeblok Division Detroit, Mich. 

Ramapo Ajax Division New York City 

American Manganese Steel Division Chicago Heights, Ill. 

Brake Shoe and Castings Division New York City k Shoe 

Kellogg Division Rochester, N. Y. t~a e 

American Forge Division ye Chicago, Ill. 

Southern Wheel Division oi New York City 

National Bearing Metals Corp. St. Louis, Mo. 



| CAN'T PASS THAT ONE LITTLE yeu / BUT LEAVE D t W Ab 

THOSE. TOLERANCE | BAPGE OF AUTHORITY jit To THE OLD on orry out 

BURR ON THE AND DELAY THAN TH’ /THOSE FANCY GUYS sen 
CUT-OFF END®. HULL AXIS PUT ({ HE Can'T HANDLE! ,e TOGETHER/ He has his troubles but he'll come through, as 

will every one of us working and fighting for 
so) , 4 the day when our enemies will be thoroughly 

‘ and decisively whipped. And with that day 
will come the beginning of a new, finer world 
to live in...a world of peace and economic 
security ...a world of “wonders” that are 
already taking shape today. For as we produce 
for Victory, we are acquiring new knowledge 
and skills. We have brought precision, for 
example, into the realm of mass production, 
which means the finest products the world has 
ever seen will be within reach of everyone. 
American industry can well be proud of the 
job it is doing today...and the world it is 
helping shape for tomorrow. 

(Below) A few of the many thousands : 3) 
of our precision-made parts that ERICSSON 
help “Keep "em flying and fighting.” gsTasLisHEeD 1011 

ST Rwiams 

’ 

* pad beeen y ease Oe ee 
Ob 

REVERSING SHAFTS ee 

CAN'T STUMP THIS 

TUTHILL 
PUMP 

DELIVERS FROM SAME PORT...REGARD- 
LESS OF DIRECTION OF SHAFT ROTATION 

Without changing the flow of the pump- 
age and without the use of check valves, 
Tuthill Automatic Reversing Pumps solve & 
the problem of driving a pump from a re- 
versing shaft and provide the answer where the ultimate 
direction of shaft rotation is not known. These positive-dis- 
placement, internal-gear rotary pumps offer this exclusive : 

advantage in capacities i ios % 

TUTHILL PUMPS ARE song 14 as aes. ELLIPTICAL RIB CONSTRUCTION EXCLUSIVE WIT. 

SERVING ARMY able with or without inter- Smith Master Surface Plates have yall sBle 
nal-relieving feature. Also become the standard for precision SIZES 

NAVY e@ AIR FORCE in stripped model form. | accuracy in numerous aircraft and 8! 12" 
. p ° ordnance plants all over the coun- o%« 14” MERCHANT MARINE Write for Tuthill Automatic wy. Gauge makers whe want a 12”s i” 
Reversing Pump bulletin. superior surface plate and precision 18’’ x 18/" 

accuracy should not delay getting pad an pre 
T a Smith Master Surface Plate. For 357, 357 

prices and delivery wire, phone or 34/7 36’ get 

PUMP COMPANY oe 307/830" Smith Surface 
SMITH TOOL & ENGINEERING CO. stands make ” ” 

36), 2 Oe ideal working 
851 N. Sandusky Ave. Bucyrus, Ohio ae” 2 96” units. a 1 939 EAST 95TH STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

| PRECISION MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
JENKIN 

AMERICAN MACHINI 



Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW 

The knurled heads on these screws are definite aids to 

greater production by providing a non-slip grip for the 

fingers. Most mechanics prefer to use their fingers as much 

as they can before picking up a wrench. So, by making it 

possible to turn the screws faster and farther before a SIZES: 

wrench is needed, as Knurled “Unbrako’s” do, the No. 4 to 1/2" diameter 

mechanic can speed-up the job—save precious time. 

Of course, Knurled ‘“Unbrako” Socket Cap Screws are The KNURLING of socket screws originated with 

precision made and have high tensile strength. For details "Unbrako” years ago. 

get a copy of the “Unbrako” Catalog. Write ... 

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO. 

JENKINTOWN, PA., BOX 4 * BRANCHES: BOSTON © DETROIT © INDIANAPOLIS * CHICAGO « ST. LOUIS « SAN FRANCISCO 

Bie. 225 



When all depends on holding fast, you can depend on 

ALLENS. In machines of war and machinery of pro- 

duction, “Allens” hold with a grip that never lets go. 

Made of strongest adaptable alloy steel, formed and 

threaded by pressure- processes, “Allens” stand pun- 

: ishing set-ups. Precision-threaded to a high “Class 

= 3” fit, they bear evenly on a// threaded surfaces in 

i LN ; the tapped hole. They resist slippage, defy breakage. 
i" MAA a 

THE ALLEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, HARTFORD, 

Fabricated Machine 
Bases are made by 
Littleford tc fit your 
old machines, or those 
new machines now 
being designed for 
post war markets. Lit- 
tleford Machine Bases 
are sturdy in con- 
struction and cost less } : 
to make than cast | TT 4 " 

bases. Send  blue- y ee —— 4 | 
rints for prices. : iall 

: : : LITTLEFORD BROS., INC. { yh 

; a 434 E. Pearl St., Cincianati, Ohio pes 

CN ._ 

HARDNESS TESTER— [fc 

Let the SCLEROSCOPE speed a 

SOCKET-HEAD CAP SCREWS up the production of that s HE L 

HOLLOW SET SCREWS so we can blow the Axis to L 

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC, " : = 
2100 South 52nd Aveave, Chicoge, Illinois a Write for Circular! 

MILWAUKEE © LONG ISLAND CITY, W. Y. ne 
DAYTON © DETROIT © ROCHESTER VT ; THE SHORE INSTRUMENT 

CLEVELAND © PHILADELPHIA 

All Die Makers’ Supplies \ OUCOMMUN METALS & SUPPLY CO. | | & MANUFACTURING CO., INC. i Les Angeles 4 Sen Francisco ; 
“Eauieckee | | 9025 VAN WYCK AVENUE 

JAMAICA, NEW YORK MEMBER EM 
TELEPHONE: JAMAICA 6-4090 ea = 

“4 . NEMA 
DANLY PRECISION picsers | ~~ eo 
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Light for Seeing is one of 
the worker's most vital 
tools—so an efficient light- 
ing system is based on his 
“seeing” needs. 

> 4 ow heer we 
Mf a 

— 
eo . ~w 

#5 
=. 

(4) 

a at 
Good illumination engineering in_industry provides each worker 

with adequate light for seeing ciciently all that is required to 
perform his tasks quickly and edonoffitally. Such results can be 

obtained only through choice of thé*proper type of lighting equip- 

ment properly positioned according to the worker's individual 
requirements. 

“Balanced lighting” installations achieve these desired results 

most satisfactorily... A.““-balanced lighting” recommendation pro- 

vides the proper proportions of “localized” lighting for the critical 

_ work areas — varying from 100 to 300 footcandles and more. It 

f \ All i also provides “general” lighting for overall illumination of work 

| 1 ' areas and surroundings at ratios of 1 to 5 with “localized” re- 
A \ ‘\ % , quirements. 

WP \a C/ ‘ull “Balanced lighting” requires a minimum of equipment and saves 
. substantially in initial investment, operating and maintenance 

g 1 & g g 1 & ' costs. 

Gitical Power Worker's Time Invest. THE FOSTORIA PRESSED STEEL CORPORATION, Fostoria, Ohio 

Material In Canada — Write Amalgamated Electric Corp., Ltd., Toronto 

Study and Counsel on Your Lighting Problems 

Fostoria Industrial Service Centers located strategically in principal cities 
throughout the United States and Canada, are properly equipped and well 
qualified to solve your lighting problems. This service determines first, 
what each worker's seeing requirements are on the job so he may work 
faster, accurately, safely, with a minimum loss of efficiency. It carries on 
to analyze specifically the kind, quantity and distribution of lighting 
which will properly provide the worker's seeing needs. It then selects and 
positions the lighting equipment to meet these specifications and stands 
ready at all times to help maintain this equipment at top efficiency. 



For * 

FASTEST DELIVERY 

ship when ready! 

ou can expedite delivery Cc 

Vor your AIR EXPRESS th 

packages and help avoid = 

congestion of vital war ship- th 

ments by shipping as early a 

in the day as possible. yee th 

This will help us get your D: 

shipments on the “earliest plane out” a 

so they will be delivered sooner than if ies 

you waited until end of day when airline re 

traffic is at its peak. ide 

And to cut costs— AIR EXPRESS should th 

be packed compactly but securely—to Pas 

obtain best ratio of size to weight. 
ar 

al 

Air Express Speeds War Program Tc 

TODAY, AIR EXPRESS not TOMORROW, AIR EXPRESS 

only serves the home _ will girdle the globe in — 

front but is also working international peacetime 

hand in hand with the commerce... to bring all 

Army and Navy tosupply foreign markets to the 

our fighting fronts doorstep of American 

throughout the world. business. 

ao 

K. 0. LEE CO. /Phone RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, AIR EXPRESS DIVISION 
Representing the AIRLINES of the United States 

ABERDEEN, S. D. 
write for our quick-reference handbook on “How to Ship by arr 
EXPRESS During Wartime.” Dept. PR-1, Railway Express Agency, 
230 Park Avenue, New York City. 
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* * * 

No. 6 

CORRECT 

ALIGNMENT 

Gets the Most Good Work 

From Every Set 

of Chasers 

* * 

Check up on your machines. Keep them in alignment and avoid 

the double waste of spoiled work and chaser breakage. Misalign- 

ment, caused by worn bed ways, turret slides or turret holes, 

throws an unequal burden on the Die Head which must result 

either in imperfect threads or chaser breakage or both. Be sure 

that the turret lines up with the work spindle and also that the 

Die Head shank is not battered, bent or out of round. The most 

accurate method of checking alignment is shown below. With an 

indicator mounted in the spindle, a plug is inserted in the turret 

hole. By bringing the indicator in contact with this test bar and 

rotating the spindle, errors in concentricity can be noted. By setting 

the indicator to contact the top of the bar and feeding the turret 

forward, errors in parallelism can be detected. Remember, chasers 

are made of high speed steel—and high speed steel is scarce. Do 

all you can to conserve this vital war material! The Geometric 

Tool Co., New Haven, Connecticut. The Geometric Tool Company is 
listed on the Treasury Depart- 

ment’s Roll of Honor of those com- 
panies whose employees. con- 
tribute at least 10% of their earn- 
ings, through the Payroll Savings 
Plan, for War Bonds. Buy War 
Bonds and Stamps each payday! 
Insure Victory for America now, 
and financial security for yourself 
in the future. 

7 —_ oe tr eee 

OMETRIC. 

4 G
E
 

SELF-OPENING DIE HEADS “SOLID ADJUSTABLE DIE HEADS 

LLAPSING TAPS SOLID ADJUSTABLE TAPS | 

HASER GRINDING MACHINES = =. THREADING MACHINES - 

229 



every fastening job 

Mobile Refrigeration, Inc., Long 

Island City, New York, chooses P-K 

Self-tapping Screws for Assembly 260 TAPPING OPERATIONS 
of Several Different Materials 

1. Type A — Driven through steel angles into FLIMINATED ON FACH UNIT- 
Masonite housings. 

. Type A—Four screws in each of three 
adjustable hinge plates hold up a 350 Ib. Man-hours and tools saved—Assembly 
door. Fastening ts steel plate to birch, 

made stronger with P-K Self-tapping Screws 

to 

3. Type A— Two screws in each of three 
hinge butts. Fastening is steel plate to 
birch, Assembly of this high altitude test-and-calibration-chamber 

1. Type A — Two serews in each of three ad- for aircraft and electronic instruments was greatly simpli- 

justable door fasteners. Fastening is steel fied, and the product made stronger, when the maker wisely 
plate to birch. os ti aera eee 

r ; questioned every fastening”. 
5. Type A-—— Fasten frame for door glass. i ae es : 

Driven through steel into birch. Of more than 500 fastenings required, about half are metal- 

6. Type A—Hold door armor in place. to-metal, for which machine screws were formerly used. 
Driven through steel into birch. W hen these were replaced by P-K Type “Z” Screws, 260 tap- 

7. Type Z — Fasten chamber unit to base east- ping operations were eliminated. Since P-K Self-tapping 

ing. Driven through Masonite into 1” Screws tap their own strong threads as they are driven, one 
angle iron. : é ; =m, 

easy operation completes the fastening. They save the man- 
8. Type Z- Fasten steel baffle plate to steel : : + —_ ; ; : ; hours used up in tapping... they also eliminate grinding, 

angles. These screws are silver coated to . : 
breakage and replacement of hard-to-get taps. withstand extreme testing temperatures, 

Assembly of the unit also involves a large number of metal- 

to-wood and metal-to-Masonite fastenings. Experiments 

showed that P-K Type“A” Serews would afford much greater 

security than the conventional wood screws which had been 

used. Stronger fastenings result because P-K Type “A” 

Screws are threaded all the way to the head, and are uniform 
PARKER-KALON 

[ieee 

¢ 
lCopttiollod War production needs all the man and tool hours P-K Self-Tapping 

¢: Serews ean save. Question every fastening job in your plant . . start now! 
Call in a P-K Assembly Engineer to help you search out all opportuni- 
ties to apply P-K Self-tapping Screws. Or, mail assembly details for 

St LF-TAPPI NG SCREWS recommendations. Parker-Kalon Corp., 194-196 Varick Street, New York. 

A 

Give the Green Light . to War Assemblies 
A TYPE FOR EVERY METAL OR PLASTIC ASSEMBLY! 

AMERICAN MACHIN|S7 ‘UNE 
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FRooUP 

IS “STANDARD” FOR 

@ AIRCRAFT 

HOSE LINES 

WITH 

DETACHABLE 

RE-USABLE 

FITTINGS 

Whether in aircraft or industrial design, maintenance, or 

round-the-clock operation—Aeroquip’s Detachable Hose Line 

Fittings mean immediate re-use without the waste and delay 

of old-type fixed combinations. Like Aeroquip Self-Sealing 

Couplings, their “instant” functions save time and work and 

speed repairs. 

WAR-TESTED — in the skies and on the fronts of the 

world. SIMPLIFIED— reduces combinations of sizes and 

lengths from thousands to dozens. RESEARCHED — from 

160° F. to —70° F. High and low pressure. And contributes 

weight-saving factors where it s. 
SEND FOR THESE ’ — 

New wall charts, illustrated in 
color, give complete sub-assembly SPECIFY 
parts combinations with AN, AC 
and manufacturer’s parts num- EROO IP 
bers, for rapid assembly, main- 
tenance or ordering of Aeroquip 
Hose Lines with Detachable Fit- 
tings and Self-Sealing Couplings. HOSE LINES 

SELF-SEALING COUPLINGS 

West Coast Office— Eastern Representative— Canadian Bepacsontntve— 
L. W. Pickens, J. Henry Reisner, Prenco Progress & Engineering Corp., 
1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles Hagerstown, Md. 7274 Stafford St , Toronto, Canada 

m ER © Gat @ C OR POR AS 

Te eee = A om ee ee | oF 



120” x 96" 

PLANER 

¥ ~ : ea fu res 

FORCED FEED LUBRICATION to 
the ways. 

HERRINGBONE GEAR DRIVE for 
smooth flow of power. 

POWER RAPID TRAVERSE to all 

heads. 

DOUBLE-LENGTH ENCLOSED 
BED . . . double-plate box table. 

Simmons can now ship its new Heavy Duty 
Planer five weeks from receipt of order. This 
rugged planer has been engineered to provide 

smooth finish-cutting on all classes of large 
work—even when the machine is planing at 

full capacity. It has passed the most rigid 

performance tests of a number of important 

48” and 54” LATHE 

Simmons Heavy Duty Engine Lathe is of exceptionally rugged 
SPECIFICATIONS 48" 54" construction. A long bearing on the bed ways assures ade- 
Swing over bed.... A ae "  §5//." quate rigidity and strength of the headstock. Head is fully 
Swing over carriage a enclosed and all bearings and gears are constantly lubricated 
Distance between centers by positive pressure oil pumps. Nine speed changes are pro- 

(20' bed) 6" 10°6" vided to the main spindle of the headstock through sliding 
spur tooth gears and one 

war plants. 

heavy jaw clutch. Boring bar 
tailstock designed fer boring 
long holes of large diameter 

(max. diameter 8"'). 

Write TODAY for De. 
scriptive Bulletins Giving 
Complete Details. 

SIMMONS MACHINE TOOL CORPORATION 

Male Office: 1759 NORTH BROADWAY, ALBANY, N. Y. New York Office: 149 BROADWAY 

SIMMONS « 

LATHES - TURRET LATHES - MILLERS - PLANERS - 6° BAR BORING MACHINES 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



De- 

ving 

WITH 

VARD THREADED PLUG GAGES 

Now is the time for greatest war effort. 

Cut down on your rejections and speed 

production by use of VARD threaded plug 

gages. 

Use these accurate, long wearing, work- 

ing gages to quickly inspect internal 

threads. Use VARD master reference gages 

to check wear on your ring gages. 

VARD threaded plug gages are made in 

gage sizes from No. O-80 NF. to 12” 

diameter, and in NC., NF., NS., Metric, 

Acme and special pitches, in both right and 

left hand threads. 

VARD plug gages are ground from spe- 

cial-alloy, long wearing steel, and are hand 

finished and inspected with the most mod- 

ern and exact mechanical and optical 

equipment. 

They may be ordered as complete units 

consisting of a “GO” member, a “NO 

GO” member, and a handle, or any mem- 

ber may be obtained separately. 

Vard Plug Gages Over 
114-Inch Diameter are 
Fitted with Tri-Lock 
Handle. 

Vard Threaded Plug Gage 
With Taper Lock Handle. 

Vard Master Reference 
Plug Gage. 

Vard Number Series 
Plug Gage. 

Vard Acme Thread Plug 

Gage. 

Jobs for 11,000,000 Service Men? 
Some day, maybe soon, men will pour 
out of the Army — looking for work. 
Can plants now loaded for war, switch in 
mid-air and produce for peace? Not un- 
less they have CASH — accumulated to 
carry over the transition and pay wages. 
American war industry must be allowed 
to Hold Some Profits in Reserve—in 
Trust for those 11,000,000 Jobs. 

& Plug Gages © Snap Gages © Plain Tapered Ring Gages @ Bench Model External Comparators © Dividing Machines @ Precision Ground Optical Lenses & Filters @ High Fidelity Mirrors 

fad aie 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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THE 

turning out metal parts by the million—with greater 

precision and lower costs than ever before known. 

They are the Basic production machines. 

Tooled and set up for a given job, the Acme- 

Gridley operates with all the efficiency of a one-pur- 

pose machine. When the next job comes along, only a 

10 EAST 1315™ STREET 

* IN 

ole PRODUCTION MACHINE 

In hundreds of plants, \Acme-Gridley Automatics are simple retooling and resetting is required to start 

production on the new part. This means smaller in- 

vestment, fewer idle machines, and no waiting for 

new one-purpose machines to be built. 

Most Acme-Gridleys are now producing for war. 

When war ends, they will be ready, on short notice, 

to begin the job of saving time and money on the 

products of peacetime manufacture. 

¢ CLEVELAND, OHIO 

ACME-GRIDLEY 4-6 AND 8 SPINDLE BAR AND CHUCKING AUTOMATICS + SINGLE SPINDLE AUTOMATICS - AUTOMATIC THREADING DIES 

ANN TAPS «SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS - THE CHRONOLOG + LIMIT SWITCHES - POSITIVE CENTRIFUGE - CONTRACT MANUFACTURING 

a ee 

, 4, 4 ca 
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Ss;REAT PRODUCTION “? Saeea ts 

, 

2 Seleitive fool 

| FOR EACH JOB 

The machine itself is BASIC—the tooling is 

SELECTIVE for the job. 

Large tooling area, independently operated 

cross slides, freedom from “‘gadgets,” simplified 

tooling practice—these are planned features that 

give you accuracy and finish, and cut down the 

« B/A :' 
need for “secondary” operation equipment. 

4, 6 and 8 spindle Acme-Gridieys turn out m3: , , , 
Tooling area is accessible from both sides, 

precision metal parts with accuracy main- 
lained at the highest speeds and fastest feeds operation is convenient, speedy and safe. 

modern tools will withstand. 

1M 

uti y 4 re. ‘ 

ee of 
aE 
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EACETIME WORK. 
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10'/2 x 10/2 Swiveling Magnetic 
Chuck available in lengths up to 

207" 

DEMAGNETIZERS 
Send for a copy of Bulletin K7 civing 
complete information on Walker D.C. 
and A.C, Demagnetizers. These units 
—in 110 and 220 v.—are suitable for 
removing residual magnetism from a 
wide variety of work, are convenient 
and highly efficient. 

Style B Face Plate for Standard 
Rotary Type Chucks available in 

sizes up to 66"' diam. 

Features of the 

No 

ACHINE 

2 AMERICAN PLAIN MILLING 

providing speed, power, 

versatility and accuracy for war work 

Redesigned to meet today's exacting conditions, 

this modern, powerful, rugged machine offers: 

1 INFINITE SPINDLE SPEED VARIATION—from 25- 
R.P.M.—instantly available while machine is 

in operation. 

SPINDLE of chrome nickel steel, heat treated, and 
accurately ground. Runs in phosphor bronze bear- 
ings compenseted for wear. 
lubricators. 

Fitted with Alemite 

No. 40 Taper Standardized Spindle Nose 

Power feed for longitudinal and traverse motions. 
Vertical hand feed. 

All controls convenient to operator. 

Column of heavy construction completely houses 
motor drive and all power shafts. 

U.S. Vari-drive motor located in base. Drive 
through multiple V-belt and TWIN-DISC Clutch. 

Table working surface 46°’ x 10%2"' disegned to 
retain shupe and alignment in long, hard ~ are 
fitted with generous oil pockets and 3 

for 

No. 618 
Chuck available 

30" x 

MAGNETIC CHUCKS WALKER 

Aside from the fact that Walker Magnetic 
Chucks are of tried and proved design and 
construction, the big advantage in coming 
to Walker for your needs is the fact that 
you can be certain that you will exactly 
meet your needs. Regardless of your re- 
quirement, there’s a Walker to handle it. 

The completeness of the Walker Magnetic 
Chuck line makes it possible for you to 
standardize on these well-known and 
widely accepted units. Every type of mag- 
netc chuck is available in a wide range 
of standard sizes including Rectangular, 
Swivelling, Vertical Face and Rotary. Every 

netic Chuc 

complete detailed 

Rectangular 

3 T-slots 

specifications 

Magnetic 
in sizes up to 96"" 

design is modern, convenient, with maxi 
mum uniform magnetic strength over the 
entire surface. 

Get all the details pertaining to sizes, types 
and construction by wiring today for ¢ 
copy of Bulletin W4. 

Also 

Walker is prepared to furnish promptly and 
at reasonable price any special magnetic 
chuck that may be required for special 
service conditions. Outline your problem 
and ask us to submit details and quotations. 

No, 410 Universal Swivelling Mag- 
k 

0. S. WALKER CO. Inc., woreeser, mass 

AMERICAN MACHIN 
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Immediate Delivery 

Prom Stock 

FOR 10” ATLAS & LOGAN LATHES 

9” SOUTH BEND LATHE 

12” CLAUSING LATHE 

(Yo" Capacity * Requires 3AT Collet) 

Mates Obsolete AAU Existing Models 

G FROM STOCK 
ALSO DELIVERIN 

s the Precision Lever-Type Drawbar’s sensational 

Simpler and more foolproof than other models, 

\ Co-ordinate Cam principle reduces friction to a mini- 

mum, eliminating the need for bearings and fingers— 

results in easier operation ... It is ruggedly built for 

continuous production use and will last indefinitely. 

The PRrecIsION name on a Collet or Drawbar is 

your guarantee of absolute accuracy in machining, 

hardening and grinding. Make sure then to specify 

Precision when ordering from your dealer. He 

AT & Drawbors for can supply you promptly, Literature available on 
del 3 F 4 t Mo * 

; ATLAS and LOGAN 10" Lothes request. 

Collet Model 480 for new —_ 

w Machine & Turret Lat 

Panels os Worner & Swosey No. 1!) 

e Drawbars for 9° South Bend Lathe 

GENERAL DIE-STAMPING-TOOL COMPANY 

PRECISION COLLET DIVISION ° 265 Canal Street. New York City 

237 
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PREPARED BY THE SENECA FALLS MACHINE co. “THE Qo-owung PEOPLE” sENECA FALLS. NEW YOR? 

Lo- suing IMP 

AUTOMATIC LATHE 

WITH CONTINUALLY RUNNING 

HEADSTOCK SPINDLE IS LOADED 

WITH HAND-OPERATED 

MECHANICAL LOADER 

\ 

Ul 

: ur 
Problem: To automatically turn the O D and face both | 

sides of bronze dises on a high production basis. ' 
ae 

Solution: Since the total machining time involved in the wi 

above operations is a matter of seconds, the advantages sp 

of a set-up providing a continually-running Headstock Di 
= . . sai 
Spindle were apparent. An IMP Automatic Lathe equip- 

e ° ° ° ° 1] 
ped with continually running spindle and air-operated 

chuck collet was selected. A simple, hand-operated, me- The  oraaia 20 advantages of the continually 
, ‘ ‘ solvine spi » ‘ VC ork , ma 

chanical loader was then designed as illustrated above. revolving spindle on short cycle work are : 
i : @ Handling time considerably reduced due to _ 
The operator pre-loads a rough dise on the loader at elimination of starting and stopping time. an 

position “A” and, with spindle revolving, simply pushes —@ [ess wear and tear on such rapidly revolv- ma 

the work on the air-operated arbor where it is accurately ing parts as clutches, brakes, pulleys, belts, 
hi es Racatieds amen ME? View masitton of tls aren ete. as these parts are revolving continually pel 

POsersomee ay secs an ’ _ — instead of being subject to quick starting 
is controlled by an air cylinder which is operated auto- and stopping wear every few seconds. -_ 

° . ° ° . . a hl ° " e ma 
matically in conjunction with the feed cycle. The arm is @ Smaller size motors may be used as the 

: 9 aa 7 , “= . a “e. ee mit in the forward. or “out? position w hen work is loaded; a is runming continually under ideal rt 
Behe ee conditions. 

then is automatically retrieved to the “in” position dur- 62¢ 
; F “-— The principal advantages of hand-operated 

ing > rt « cycle to ovide sufficient clearance 7 I ing the operating cycle to provide st ‘ Ricci anne 

or the inside facing tool. . . . 
for the inside facing tool @ Loading time considerably reduced, as the 

The O D of the disc is turned with a constant-profile form rough part is accurately suspended close to 
the chuck and pushed into position with a 
quick movement of the loading lever. tool mounted on the Back Squaring Attachment. Both 

sides of the piece are faced with two independent tools, @ Less wear and tear on the chuck collet as 

mounted in relieving type tool blocks on the Front Car- the loading plunger is accurately aligned 
with the collet and the rough piece is slipped 
on without touching the end of the collet. 

riage, as illustrated at the right. These tool blocks are 

automatically operated by an air cylinder and controlled boa : 
. : - @ inexperienced help can operate lathes with 

by cams mounted on the cam shaft. greater safety and rapidity. Conse 



UNCLE SAM wanted a dependable gasoline-driven chain saw 

—built to strict specifications on performance. The saw was 

urgently needed by the U. S. Army Engineers. 

Disston took on the job of producing such a saw—and 

delivered the goods! This saw will do the work of 20 men— 

will cut through a 2-foot tree trunk in 17 seconds! In order to 

speed the lumber industry's tremendous production program, 

Disston is prepared to manufacture this gasoline-driven chain 

saw in 4, 5 and 6 foot capacities ...all powered with an 

11 H.P. Mercury engine. 

This is another significant Disston accomplishment in saw- 

making. It is the kind of achievement in quality and crafts- 

manship that you enjoy in such standard tools as Disston wood 

ne. and metal cutting saws, files, hack saw blades, tool bits, 

has machine knives... and steel. 

~ Disston quality means long tool life and superior tool 
lly 2 performance. Free Disston Conservation Control instruction 

me cards covering 34 tools will help you make the best use of 

bil man-power .. . Employ them both to conserve valuable man- 

“ minutes and shorten the way to Victory. For information 

on tools or free cards write Henry Disston & Sons, Inc., 

od 620 Tacony, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S. A. 

|) craftsmanship builds 

stamina and dependability in the POWER 

CHAIN SAWS supplied to the U. S. Armed 

Waal as Forces... Other Disston precision-made 

a REG.US.PATOFF | /)\ || tools for general use include Solid and 

a < i) Inserted Tooth Milling Saws; Metal Cutting 

th sy Band Saws; Carboloy-fitted Circular Saws 

Conserve Man-Minutes and help win the wor for non-ferrous metals; and Tool Bits. 

 @) p. Ww >] 



BEFORE 

the 

TAKE-OFF EO A Se EIS te Se iad. 

Air supremacy, the mighty factor that will Here is shown a Reed-Prentice Lathe at 

determine the outcome of this war, starts the Bell Aircraft Corporation, the makers of 

long before the take-off of our fighting the Airacobra (P-39), that famous pursuit 

planes. It begins with the tools and work- plane with the remarkable record. 

manship with which our planes are built. Reed-Prentice Lathes are in continuous 

American workmen will lick the Axis and use in turning out parts to the closest toler- 

American machine tools will help them do it! ances for airplane production. 

MAIN OFFICE BRANCH OFFICES 

Se PEED-PRENTICE CORP Peees 

MASS. U.S.A 75 West St. 
New York City, N. Y. 

AMERICAN 
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12-INCH 

CRANK SHAPER 

This small Hendey Shaper is remark- 

ably versatile in the classes of work 

it can handle and is a time saver on 

both light and heavy duty service. 

A maximum cutting speed of 182 feet 

per minute on 6-inch stroke, meets re- 

quirements for high speed backed by 

power and accuracy. A minimum 

speed of 23 feet on 12-inch stroke and 

4.5 feet per minute on 2-inch stroke pro- 

vides ample power for heavier work 

at slower speeds. 

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 

Crank gears running in massive Timken 

bearings 

Heavy duty crank pin and block 

Double walled cross rail 

Three bearing saddle 

Power down feed 

Automatic lubrication 

Universal table with tilting top 



OFFERS _Syoot/, POWER TRANSMISSION! 

@ Advanced design and engineering assures a quiet, uni- 

form flow of power. Twelve spindle speeds are available 

in geometric ratio, either forward or reverse. Gears are 

hardened alloy steel, carefully shaved and lapped to avoid 

distortion. Simplified control system enables operators to 

change from a low to a high speed with ease. Gear shafts 

in the headstock are short and heavy, mounted on tapered 

roller bearings. All of the METALMASTER’s sliding gears Exterior of the Headstock 

are mounted on heat-treated, cylindrically ground, splined pe 

shafts with integral cut keys. Moving parts in the head e 

are splash-system lubricated; a plunger pump driven from | r 

the spindle furnishes oil under pressure to all roller bear- es 

ings. Provisions have been made to permit adjustment of 

gears in case of wear. ) ) 

METALMASTER Lathes; 12", 14" and 16" sizes 

Write today for a free copy of the new Metalmaster Bulletin M-M-1; 

-/he BRADFORD MACHINE TOOL 

MANUFACTURERS OF METAL WORKING LATHES; CAM FEED DRILLING AND TAPPING 
EQUIPMENT, HYDRAULIC DRILLING MACHINES ... IN BUSINESS SINCE 1840 

G59 EVANS AVE.... CINCINNATI, OHIO 

AMERICAN MACHINIS 



GRINDERS 

e Built in a complete 

range of sizes and types. 

Largest Type C 36'x36"x 

220". 

he mass production of precision ground motor parts is one 

more vital step in building up air supremacy on our scattered 

battle fronts. 

This Thompson Grinder is maintaining close tolerances on vital 

airplane motor parts and turning them out on a mass produc- 

tion basis. 

The Thompson method of mounting the motor on the grinding 

spindle enables motor to deliver full power and give vibration- 

less, trouble free service. Full hydraulic control for feeds, 

speeds and rapid traverse insures a simple smooth operation, 

exceptional accuracy and high productive capacity. 

For your precision grinding on a mass production basis—use 

Thompson Grinders. 

-« MOMNSON GRINDER CO. 



“Make it last!” 

today, and it certainly applies to lathes. 

Axelson, for instance, is building lathes 

for metal-working plants engaged solely 

in war production and even with a 

greatly stepped up output is unable to 

There'll 

we all hope 

furnish all that are needed. 

come a day—and soon, 

when you can replace a worn lathe with 

a new one. But until Victory 1s ours, it 

behooves all plants to take the best pos- 

sible care of the lathes they have. 

Being inherently trouble-free, Axelson 

Lathes are very easy to maintain. All you 

have to do is inspect them at recom- 

That's the hue and cry 

i _ 

ieee is Vital to Victory 

safe — Me 

mended intervals, keep them supplied 

with lubricant, and observe the few 

other simple instructions for care which 

Axelson Lathes have a 24-speed head- 
stock, 2-speed tailstock spindle, auto- 
matic lubrication and many other dis- 
tinctive features. They're available in 
14, 16, 18, 20, 25 and 32-inch sizes and 
in various lengths. Before you buy any 

lathe, investigate Axelson. 

ie 

accompany each machine. If you faith- 
fully follow a regular inspection and 

maintenance program you'll probably 

never have a shutdown as a result of 

lathe failure. 

We're looking forward to the era of 

peace and preparing for it with much 

improved designs. Until that day dawns, 

regard your Axelson Lathes as keys to 

Victory—and keep ‘em turning! 

AXELSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

6160 South Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, Calif 

(P. O. Box 98, Vernon Station ) 

50 Church Street, New York City, N 

3844 Walsh Street, St. Louis, Missouri 

AXELSON_LATHES 

DEPENDABLE 

THERE 4S nO ECONOm IC sosstirure 

QUARTER 

AMERICAN 

cENTURY 

MACHINIST 
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Girl worker of limited experience maintains high finish, accuracy and 
speed on this machining operation. 

Injection-type molds for plastics 
with sample molded cone part. All 
dimensions are held to close toler- 
ances. High spindle speeds insure 
superior finish, 

11-HOUR ROUGHING OPERATION CUT TO 2 HOURS ON 

- 

PERFORMANCE DATA 

MACHINE—Gorton 84D Duplicator. 

PART—Injection-type Plastic Mold. 

QUANTITY—20. 
MATERIAL—Tool Steel. 
CUTTERS—Special Cutters and 2-Lipped 

4%" dia. End Mills ground on Gorton 
Cutter Grinders. 

OPERATIONS— Rough and Finish Machine 
Die Molds. 

DIMENSIONS — 1.720” dia. x 3.310” deep 
with 32° 41’ cone. 

HOLDING—Locating Ring on Base of Ro- 
tary Table. 

FEED— Manual. 
SPEED— Roughing, 750 r.p.m. 

3600 r.p.m. 
FLOOR-TO-FLOOR TIME—3 Hours complete 

per Mold. 
ACCURACY— Held to Close Tolerances with 

High Finish. 

Finishing, 

IF YOU NOW OWN a Gorton Super 
1935, since Speed Vertical Miller, built 

‘ 

FACE A 8:0 DUPLICATOR 

Finishing Requires One Hour per Mold on Same Machine 

In this typical application injection- 

type molds for plastics are rough milled 
by a girl operator in 2 hours after step. 

drilling. Previous roughing time on 

other equipment was | 1 hours—a saving 

of 9 hours on each mold on this one 

operation. In addition, the rough cut 

is considerably improved on the Gorton 

8D Duplicator. Stock removal is from 

hie” to %6"". 

The finishing operation on each mold, 

with a stock removal of \%;", is com- 

pleted in one hour by the same operator. 

The quality of the Gorton finish is so 

superior that no hand-finishing is re- 
quired—only slight stoning is necessary 

after hardening. The angle of 32° 41’ is 

held to +5 minutes, —0 minutes, and 
the accuracy of all other dimensions is 

also rigidly maintained. 

Plastic die and mold makers through- 

out the country are achieving similar 

important savings in vital man-hours 

with Gorton Millers and Duplicators. 

They are profiting also by Gorton’s pre- 

cision accuracy, high finish and depend - 

able performance. 

GET THE FACTS on Gorton Super- 

Speed Vertical Milling and Duplicating 

Machines. Write today for FREE mill- 

ing and duplicating catalogs. Gorton 

engineers will be glad to make specific 

recommendations on your die and mold 
problems . .. without obligation. 

you can add a Gorton Duplicating Tracer 
Head and Duplicating Table, converting 
TabtelcoM Mest tehaseltise es mest lusts (ete. ls) (med 
duplicating parts and sinking dies, as well Z ! 
FY Mueseh uc cstalesst-lmbcctti iter 4 GET THESE Two ree CATALOGS TODAY! 

They contain complete data and specifications covering 
the entire line of Gorton Super-Speed Vertical Milling 
Machines and Gorton Duplicating Equipment. Specify 
Catalogs 1400-A and 1319-D. 

ecoree GORVOM wecuwwe ca. 

1315 RACINE STREET, RACINE, WISCONSIN, U.S.A. 
4/7 . 

Army-Navy “E” Award for 
Outstanding Excellence in W ar 

gone Production. A MASTER pry, 
My, SZ @ 

4 mS 
cision wos 

*4'4@TD N AA inc 2 siod 



Rough-Turned, Heat-Treated 3” Shell Forgings 

Finish Turned to .0005” in One Pass with an .090” Cut and a .010” Feed 

LIPE Carle-Matic LATHE 

still holds its accuracy after 3 years of this use 

Henry J. Kaiser's definition of a man’s ability to produce as “ability to take punish- 
ment” is doubly true of today’s high production machine tools. And that’s just where the 
Lipe Carbo-Matic Lathe shines. It was designed and built for today’s higher production 
schedules, tougher alloys, finer tolerances, and especially for the “hogging” cuts of 
cemented carbide tools. Massive ruggedness, coupled with the smooth-flowing drive of 
cone-worm gears, assures unusually high precision and finish at a faster pace, with less 
tool wear and tool breakage. 

Fully automatic. Hydraulic holding equipment, 
feeds, tailstock quill. Swing over bed 15”, over 
carriage 8”, between centers 30” 

-ROLLWAY CORPOR 

SYRACUSE,N.Y. ™ 

AMERICAN MACHIN|S? 
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wir THIS NEW 

INTERNAL GRINDE 

_r= both hand and hydraulic table opemttion . . . each independ- 

O* of the other ...a new and exclusive Sav-way Raeien. . . permits 

use of both hand and hydraulic scot thr combinittion on the same job in 

the same setting .. . other special features that help speed up production 

... send for literature giving details and complete specifications. 

INDUSTRIES 

+ Wlactine Tool Lhivisionr 

4873 EAST FIGHT MILE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
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iple Advantages 

vm TIN 

I1—Take Heavier Cuts 

2—Turn at Higher Speeds 

3—Save Cost of Fast Wearing Dead Centers 

Get more work, faster work out of lathes, millers, grinders, etc. with 
IDEAL Live Centers. They rotate with the work, permit heavier 
loads—faster speeds—deeper cuts. Highest precision bearings are 
used: ball bearings for radial load, tapered roller bearing for thrust 
load. All parts are hardened and ground. 
*"Triple-Duty"—Three interchangeable center pieces for all 
kinds of centered and uncentered work. 

DANG METAL ETCHER 

Quickly and easily the New IDEAL All- 
purpose (portable) Etcher burns impor- 
tant information into smooth Iron, Steel 
and their alloys. Saves time, prevents 
mistakes in use of materials, parts, tools, 
etc. Lessens theft and loss. Etches legibly 
and permanently regardless of the hard- 
ness of the metal. !4 Heats. Convenient 
ground clamp for etching large heavy 
parts and castings. 

I 

"3 in. 1" JUMBO 

ELECTRIC CLEANER 

Keep all machines and motors thor- 
oughly clean with IDEAL "3 in I" | 
Jumbo Electric Cleaner. Completely 
removes dust and dirt. Super-pow- 

ered, heavy duty, | H.P. Motor; Air velocity 24,200 ft. per min. Low 
air pressure prevents damage to deli- 
cate parts. Wide variety of attach- Se 

- ments available. a ID 

FREE Machine Tool Tage ro0e 
Accessories Catalogue _ 

Contains complete detailed informa- | TR, 
tion about the above and other Pro- oA Oe se ta 
duction Speeders; Demagnatizers; 
Marking Tools, Balancing Ways, etc. 

Send for your copy today. 

IDEAL COMMUTATOR DRESSER CO. 

1057 Park Ave. Sycamore, Ill. 
SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

In Canada: Irving Smith, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec 

DON’T WAIT FOR TURRET LATHES 

Convert any engine lathe into a turret lathe in 
15 seconds with JEFFERSON TURRET ATTACH. 

MENTS. To fit bench lathes and lathes up to 

24" swing @ This new modern TOOL-POST TUR. 
RET (below, right), made in 2 siz 
designed to increase production on e 
gine lathes. Easily mounted on cress 
slide or compound rest. Has capac 
of 4 standard tool 
holders which are 
easily inserted and 
rigidly held. 
6 Days Delivery 

@ Then there's the completely modernized 
5-tool TAIL-STOCK TURRET (below right), made 
in 4 sizes to fit small bench lathes and lathes up 
to 24'' swing. Also the adjustable PULL-FEED 
LEVER. Jefferson Turrets are real production 

tools—substantial, rigid, 
accurate. They must not 
be confused with the 
small make-shift gadgets 
now on the market 4-Tool Tool-Post Turret 

5-Tool 
Tail-Stock Turret 

Pat. 
Pending 

The Jefferson Bull-Dog 
Precision Milling Ma- @ ALSO—Milling Machine Dividing Heads, 
chine. Obtainable Vises, Belt Sanders, Swing Frame Grinders, 
Power or Hand Feed. Gyratory Feundry Riddles. 

JEFFERSON MACHINE TOOL CO. 

SO. SWEENEY, CUTTER & FOURTH STS CINCINNA™: Cr'G 

GIVE SPEEDY, 

TROUBLE-FREE OPERATION 

Reduce “absenteeism” for your ma- 

chines by equipping them with 
Gusher Coolant Pumps. Sturdy ver- 

tical shaft, double suction intake 

and built-in motor make “Gushers” 

dependable and trouble-free. Split- 

second control gives you copious 

flow of coolant, when you want it— 

where you want it. Write for data 

and specifications. 

This is an internal discharge type. 

No outside piping necessary. 

THE RUTHMAN MACHINERY CO. 
1809 READING ROAD CINCINNATI, OHIO 
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE BUILDERS OF COOLANT PUMPS 

AMERICAN MACHIN|! 



This pardt produced ww 

OWE forcing cit by the 

OSTER NO. 601 

"RAPIDUCTION” TURRET LATHE 

The part illustrated is one of numerous examples 

of heavy forming cuts obtained with the SIMPLI- 

FIED Oster No. 601 “RAPIDUCTION” Turret 

Lathe, equipped with WORM DRIVE. 

The hardened and ground steel worm, like the 

spindle, is mounted in ball bearings. A smooth, even 

flow of power is transmitted through a bronze worm 

wheel to the spindle. This smooth flow of power 

makes possible exceptionally heavy forming cuts 

with absence of chatter. (For high speed work on 

small diameters and non-ferrous materials, a 

DIRECT DRIVE is provided. Spindle speeds up to 

3000 R. P. M. are obtained.) 

The 6-station turret is now equipped with AUTO- 

MATIC INDEXING. Price of complete machine 

is unchanged (Under $2000 without tools, F. O. B. 

Factory). The form below offers a convenient 

way to obtain full details QUICKLY. Use it! 

a 
* — o * * 

No Time Out to 

Celebrate Our 

2 508) 

ANNIVERSARY 

1893-1943 

* - 7 

THE OSTER MFG. CO., 2049 E. Gist ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S. A. 

* O.K. Oster. We're interested in the No. 601 machine. ( ) Send 
Catalog No. 601. ( ) Ask your nearest distributor to see us at 
once. (Check either or both of above requests.) 



Infinite spindle speeds... Multiple 

disc clutch . . . Power feeds for the 

turret and cross slide .. . 8 feed 

changes available...Timken bear- 

ing . . . Self-locking turret .. . Auto- 

matic stops . . . Turret clamps and 

unclamps automatically .. . Inde- 

pendent adjustable stop for each 

turret face. 

MOREY MACHINERY CoO., INC 

410 Broome Street New York, N. Y. 

STEVENS wchines 

Ye in. and 1'/ in. Bar Capacities. 

Simplified and Highly Efficient Motor Drive. 

Write for bulletin. 

e 

Also makers of Multiple Spindle Index Centers, Rotary 

Tables, Milling Machine Vises. 

THIRTY YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 

JOHN B. STEVENS INC. penn 
474 Canal St., New York, N. Y. Illustrated 

CINCINNATI LATHES 

Meet Every Demand of Wartime Metal-Working 

The many Cincinnati Lathes now at work on war production are 
meeting the highest standards of precision, performing exacting 
jobs that require heavy cuts at high speeds, turning out uniform 
work under severe conditions of constant operation. Write for 
details of their rugged design, their versatility and accuracy. 
Built in 14" to 30" sizes, they are all real war producers! 

THE CINCINNATI LATHES & TOOL CO. 
Rogers Road, Oakley SPECIALISTS SINCE 1906 Cincinnati, Ohio 

AMERICAN MACHINI! 
I 
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WORK TOOL 

ROTATING Goss & DE LEEUW ROTATING 

TYPE Multiple Spindle TYPE 
5 Spindles 4 Spindles 

6 Spindles CHUCKING MACHINES 5 Chucking 

8 Spindles Positions 

On these machines, two threading operations can be han- ened ways, oversize spindles and gears of chrome-nickel 
dled simultaneously, each thread controlled by its own steel, heat-treated. 
lead screw. : , : ‘ Among the many other modern features offered in both Complete details will be found in descriptive catalog 
types are: pre-loaded anti-friction spindle bearings, hard- available on request. 

Goss & DE LEEUW MACHINE CO., NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

Don't Overlook 

This Possibility 

for Increased 

HEAVY DUTY Self-Indexing BED TURRETS 

i SAVE TIME @ SPEED PRODUCTION e CUT COSTS 
Complete unit with 

NICHOLSON Expanding cutoff cross slide and 
Production y . tool posts designed for 

) R 4 | Logan, South Bend, 
* * * M A N v EK L Ss Atlas and similar types 

Save Time } of bench lathes. This 
H A . unit is equipped with Equip your shop with Improve Shop Efficiency = tee & eb toed 

these economy tools 
for holding work while | 
being machined. Hard- 
ened tool steel—preci- 
sion ground, 

Two types. Alli sizes. Sold singly or in sefs. 

head and built to 
bore out to | inch, 
permitting the use of 
solid sockets with 
Morse tapered hole, 
accommodating No. | 

Prompt delivery. Bulletin No. 741. HANDLES SCREW-MACHINE WORK a ee ee chen tes 

am: W. H. NICHOLSON & CO. come Ask Your Jobber or Write for Circular ordinary 5 inch head. 

mmm 114 OREGON ST., WILKES-BARRE, PA. inn LYNN MANUFACTURING C0 219 Elroy Street Minneapolis Minn 
Other Products: Arbor Presses—Control Valves—Steam Traps—Etc. 

———— poss all 
al ——" pal ome TL 7 

: : 

WADE 

Standard 

BENCH LATHES e 
Yo", 3/4" & q : 7 

collet capacities 

Designed for precision 
and convenience in handling WADE TOOL COMPANY 

WALTHAM .. . . MASS. 

232 AMERICAN MACHIN|I 
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/mportant New Features. 

on this new Low-cost Della 

CHIP-BREAKER GRINDER 

In addition to the best features of standard grinder de- 
sign—this new Delta machine incorporates many, new 
exclusive improvements not found in grinders costing 
many times as much. It is a big, heavy, accurate machine, 
designed for grinding the chip-breaker groove in car- 
bide-tipped tools—also for grinding form tools, thread 
chasers and other units requiring accurate grinding. 

Can Also Be Used as Surface Grinder 

By simply removing the universal vise, this grinder can be 
used as a regular surface grinder—which greatly increases its 
usefulness to both large and small shops. 

Some of the “Highlights” of this 

Big, Solid, Accurate Machine 
Production men who see this grinder for the first time 
are invariably astonished at its many features and its low 
cost. Some of the outstanding points are: 
NEW “UNIVISE” The Univise for grinding, drill- 

; ing and light milling. Rigid, 
aan heavy, massive, it is built of four 
ce * component parts each with a 

» separate circular scale of 360° 
and each of which can be inde- 
pendently rotated and set. Thus 
it has four distinct planes of ad- 
justment which means that any 
angle can be easily and speedily 
obtained. By simply making a 
record of settings of each scale 

tee 

Shalameedinareenreaeee toe 

—< ; for duplicate grinding, the vise 
d can be quickly reset to exact a angle. Jaws take 

aS tools up to 14". Has detachable keys on base which can 
ypes be removed to permit use of vise on drill press or other 
— machines without table slots, or on a magnetic chuck. 
urret Improved, Well-Designed Spindle — 
+ to the “heart” of any Surface Grinder—made extra long with 
inch, bearing at either end, widely spaced. Forward bearing 
e of is large surface taper bronze bearing of design usually 
with found only in se more expensive grinders—rear bear- 
hole ing is sealed-for-life bal! bearing. 
lo. | Special Wheel Mounting System — 
which utilizes two-piece adapter so that either wheel, or wheel 
h the and adapter, can be removed. Thus once wheel has been 
read trued up, wheel and adapter can be removed and re- 

placed without need of re-dressing wheel. ¢ 
jinn. Improved Table —smooth operating, with conven- ' 

iently located control handles—has long ways so that \. : 
— table rides solidly. Gibs provided so that all play due to Rae : _ a 
—_. wear can be eliminated. Micrometer collar, with wide Specifications 
= graduations on the traverse adjustment permits accurate Maximum length 

settings. The table is provided with T-slot for clamping that can be ground 
fixtures or magnetic chuck in place. —13%"> Maximum 

- Specially Designed Column = of one-piece construc- width that can be 
tion, cast of high-tensile iron, normalized and accurately 3 ground—6"; Maxi- 
ground to close tolerances. Steel gib guides bracket yoke - _ mem specs under 
so it is always in perfect alignment. Entire column 7” wheel to table—9'2"; Maximum space 
together with bracket, can be rotated 360°. under r eer . te S a 510 Mag- 
Cotes Attnchmantowhich provides proper amount netic chuck—6"’; Table surface 5%4"’x12”. 
of coolant for Resinoid bonde H 
hen hb pee 7 be Send Coupon for Full Details 
chip-breaker grind- 

' ing. Prolongs 
* wheel life and 

Send for catalog coer 22 = = = ee ee eee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 
giving full details The Delta Manufacturing Company 
and prices on the efhciency. new Delta Chip- 608-E E. Vienna Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

ey ye seen ae Gentlemen: Please send me your new catalog: giving van a snow! : . . “-. ¢ 
= full line of Delta | full details and prices on the Delta Chip-Breaker 

saws, abrasive fin- 
ishing machines 
and other Delta 
low-cost machine 
tools. Get in touch 
with nearest Delta 

Tk Name 

The Army-Navy “‘E”’ 
awarded for excel- Address 
lence in the production i i of machine tools vitally Industrial Dis: . Seeded in the wereffort. tributor or send City wD ccenationts 

1 
! 
: 
I 
L 

drill presses, band Grinder and your full line of low-cost machine tools. 
! 
! 
! 
1 
I 
! 
| 
I coupon. 



Trigger Fingers ... 

Must Not Fail 

From the stink holes of the Solomons and the 
burning sands of Africa to the industrial heart 
of America, salt tablets play their part in pre- 
serving the will to win and the will to work. 
Whether power tool or rifle, trigger fingers must 

not fail, Men must stay alert and on the job. 

Wherever men sweat, Heat-Fag is a threat. Sweat 
dissipates body salt. Unless body salt is replaced 

and the correct balance 

FORD CHAIN BLOCKS are sturdy mechanical sol- | This Is What Happens EROS, SCNT ae wnat 
_ its toll. It slows down re- 

: ; : ‘ When Sweating Robs , : 
diers, and as such deserve the consideration given all the Body of Salt... actions — renders men in- 

: alert — exposes them to 
soldiers. They should not be weakened by overload; Sieneiel ooskiense 

they should have their regular ration of lubrication. Production-minded indus- 
‘ tries insist on Salt Tablets 

for men who sweat and do 

CHAIN BLOCKS on constant efficient duty: hot work. They keep men 
, alert and efficient through 

long, hard, hot hours. 

Here are a few suggestions for keeping your FORD | 

Keep equipment clean, well-lubricated and in good order. 
st WEAT-FAG 

Don't exceed rated capacity. 

Inspect chain periodically and lubricate load chain regularly. | MORTON'S. 

Don't moke lifts or pulls for which the hoist was not designed or intended. | 

Don't bang the hoist around or permit the chain to foul with the load. | F Meal-Tag ~ 

Replace hooks when showing signs of distortion from overloading. SALT TABLETS 

Be sure the hoist has the characteristics and copacity necessary for the job. 

yp F : ron QUICK DISSOLVING (Less than 30 seconds) 
Write for information on FORD TRIBLOCS. They range E". This is how a Morton Salt Tablet looks 

- ad \ when magnified. Examine one — see how 
° ee : <4 soft and porous it is inside. When 
in capacities from 4 to 40 tons. Ay ailable to all who smadiaeis ainda =i. @ ails on 
| . . ; water, they dissolve in less than 30 SALI TABLETS 
lave adequate priority rating. ‘ seconds. 

ave Cay ; Case of 9000, 10-grain Salt Tablets, $2.60 
Salt-Dextrose Tablets case of 9000, $3.15 ar 

Order from Your Distributor Place MORTON’S DISPENSERS at all Drinking Fountains 
They deliver salt tablets, one at a time, quickly, 

FORD CHAIN BLOCK DIVISION cleanly — without waste. Sanitary, easily filled, durable. 
500 Tablet size - - $3.25 1000 Tablet size - $4.00 

Philadelphia » Chicago « San Francisco Order from your distributor or directly from this 
advertisement ... Write for free folder. 

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, Inc. 
BRIDGEPORT * CONNECTICUT MORTON SALT COMPANY + CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

AMERICAN MACHI? 
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@ Here is a modern “New Series" 

Cleveland Open Side Planer that has 

the rigidity and stamina to be driven 

at full capacity year after year and 

still maintain dependable accuracy. 

Cleveland Open Side Planers are 

meeting the exacting requirements of 

Airplane Plants — Tank Shops — Ship- 

yards—Machine Tool Plants and other 

vital war industries. 

It will meet your demands both as to 

accuracy and speed of production on 

a wide variety of planer jobs. 

Write for full instructive bulletin. 

% FEATURES 

Improved head design for greater rigid- 
ity in heavy cutting of high carbon steels 

. newly designed Rapid Power Tra- 
verse ... centralization of Feed, Speed 
and operating controls. 

PrFLE -CLEVELAND ‘PLANER 

3148-3156 SUPERIOR AVE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 

10, 1943 
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Powerful..Sturdy..Ef
ficient _ a au 

@ Queen City Grinders are powerful-—bui 
plete range of sizes in bench, pedestal and heavy duty 
box type bases in units from | H.P. to 10 H. 
is equipped with two Carborundum wheels—one coarse, 

one fine . . . safe enclosed wheel guards 
exhaust . . . Allen Bradley push button switch with over- 
load protection ... adjustable and safe work 
tray ... water pot... adjustable, shatter 

glass eyeshields. 

All Queen City Grinders come fully equipped with 
grinding wheels, ready for immediate use. 
well under that of comparative grinders. 

These QUEEN CITY DEALERS are at Your Service 

Deaderick Machinery Co, Knoxville, Tenn. 
Galbreath Machinery Co, Pittsburgh, Pa 
M. J. Byrns Washington, D. C. 
Monarch Machinery Co. Philadelphia, Pa. 
A. Klinglehofer Co. New York, N. Y. 
Morris Machinery Co. Newark, N. J. 
H. Leach Machinery Co. Providence, R, |. 
Jos. Beal & Co. Boston, Mass. 

——— 
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Univ
ersa

l Vise!
 

ps 

for GRINDING, DRILLING and 

THE DELTA “UNIVISE”’ 

Saves time and assures more accurate work! Rigid 
and massively built, this first truly universal vise 
has four component parts. Each part can be inde- 
pendently rotated and set with its separate circular 
scale of 360°. Thus there are four distinct planes 
of adjustment—which means that any angle can be 
easily and speedily obtained. 

The Univise eliminates guess-work and errors even 
with inexperienced help. For duplicate grinding, 
the vise can be quickly and ac- 
curately returned to any angle 
by simply making a record of 
the settings. Settings can be 
made direct from blue prints. 
Univise is 548” high, 6” wide, 
72” long. Jaws take tools up to 
14”. Fits any surface grinder or 
tool grinder. Has detachable keys on 
base which can be removed to permit 
use on drill press or other machines 
without table slots, or on a magnetic 

wom +* chuck. 

SEND COUPON 
FOR FULL DETAILS —> 

For prices and full specifica- 
tions. send for bulletin on 
Univise. Get in touch with 
nearest Delta Industrial Dts- 
tributor—or send coupon be- 
low. 

tala | 

256 

lt in a com- 

P. Each unit 

with built in 

rests... tool 
proof, clear 

Initial cost is 
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“Fact 

The a 

St., Ph 

A difficult angular set 
easily and quickly made 

with Univise. 

see ee ee oe eee ae eee eK ae OSS eee eee 

THE DELTA MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
608-T E. Vienna Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Please send me special bulletin on rew 
Delta ‘‘Univise’’. A : 

Naine 
$ e 

ef i Va ‘ N 

Address . Carbide tool is firm!) & E 
held for accurate, eff @ CL! 

snes State cient grinding. 

eT 
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Por-OS-way’s 

WAR PLANT 

REPORTER 

THE RECORD POR-OS-WAY FORMER WHEEL 
THE JOB: 

Removing .010" to .012" Pes. per Hour (2 Seats per Cylinder Barrel) + 4 

from valve seats of air- 

plane cylinder barrels on Dressings None 3 per wheel 

a Waddell Valve Seat Pes. Per Wheel 300-375 120-150 

Grinder—wet grinding 

at 5.000 R.P.M. Life of Wheel 1% days 1 day 

THE WHEEL: Average Depth of Cut .005”—.008” .C0O1”—.003” 

Por-os-way 344" x 7" x 

1%" C80 HV3. 
Rejects None 2% 

Finish Superior All facts and figures given 

are taken from an actual 

field survey made by a *Conservative. Por-os-way has proved ability to 
grind 8 pcs. per hour, or 100% more than former 

Por-os-way correspondent. wheel 

Remarks (by foreman). “My men take pride in 
WRITE for complete booklet their work. If a wheel is too hard and burns work, 
“Facts About Por-os-way”. it means lost time and material and gets them 
The address is 430 Wheatland sore. We are sold on the merits of Por-os-way.” 

St., Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. 

Por:-OS:WAY 

a now 

RADIAC PRODUCT 

A. P. DESANNO & SON, INC. “<*> PHOENIXVILLE, PENNA. +T. M, Reg. U. S. Pat. Off 
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, / Western Gateway to COPYRIGHT, 1943, A. P. de Sanno & Son, Inc, 
CLEVELAND, DETROIT, LOS ANGELES VALLEY FORGE 



HYBCO 

TAP GRINDERS 

Sharpening Chamfer 

All lands sharpened with 

each revolution of hand 

wheel—relief and chamfer 

angle variable. 

Grinding Flutes 

Easily and quickly repro- 

duce or change hook. Up- 

right position affords unob- 

structed view of work. 

Grinding Spiral Points 

Spiral points can be pro- 

duced or duplicated with 

adjustable head on verticle 

slide. 

All Taps Held by Shank 

CAN BE SHARPENED AFTER CENTER IS DESTROYED 

OTHER FEATURES: Belt driven precision ball bear- 
ing spindle permits use of any type motor. 

Capacities—Machine Screw to I!/,"" hand taps— 

2 to 10 flute right and left hand. Three sizes inter- 
changeable heads — each engineered for specific 
range. 

Three Models—Bench Type—Floor Type—Floor 
Type with built in Dust Collector. 

Write for Circular 

HENRY P. BOGGIS & CO. 

1279 W. 3rd St. Cleveland, Ohio 

THE BRUSH-OFF : 

A couple of strokes with the 
whiskbroom solves the probiem 
of dust for the “ump'—but the 
whiskbroom treatment won't 
work in the shop. Here grind- 
ers and buffers send a stream 
of abrasive grit to attack ex- 
pensive machinery and work- 
ers’ lungs. 

Throw a third strike past this 
deadly enemy of smooth pro- 
duction with The Cincinnati 
Air Master. Trap grit and dust 
at their source. Easy to in- 
stall, easy to clean and sup- 
plied in three sizes to fit all 
grinders and buffers. Write 
today for detailed information. 

‘A &. 
FLECTRIC DRILLS * GRINDERS * BUFFERS * PORTABLE TOOLS 
Nha Yom @laldialalch dim 4(2144014°] Om hol-) mn ed 
BIVISIOW OF THE R. F. ic BLOND M ACHIME TOOL CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Battery of Ex- 
Cell-O Thread 
Grinders In- 
volved in oper- 
otion 

They had trouble with dead centers, 
during a precision grinding operation 
at N. A. Woodworth Co., because. of 
deep scratching. Emery, in the cool- 
ant, was getting between dead centers 
and a highly polished spherical radius 
hole, in the part, that was used for 
support between centers ... We de- 
signed a special STURDIMATIC LIVE 
CENTER which, revolving with the 
part, stopped all movement between 
the highly polished concentric surface 
and the center, eliminating the trouble 

STURDIMATIC 

AMERICAN 

MADISON RD. 

on vital” 

aircraft engine part 

Operator at 
N. A. Wood- 
worth Com- 
pany, Ferndale 
Michigan, 

ting another part 
specially de 

signed Sturdimatic 
Live Center. 

at the source—without any rubbing 
action, the emery in the coolant had 
no bad effect . . . Scrap had been 
running high—threads had to be 
ground concentric with the spherical 
radius hole within very close tolef- 
ances and production of thousands 
per day had to be maintained. So here 
a substantial saving on a vital wa 
part was accomplished by using 4 
STURDIMATIC LIVE CENTER . . | 
standard shanks with Morse taper caf 
ried in stock . . . send for a catalog 

TOOL COMPA 
214 Third Ave Detroit, Mich. 

LIVE CENTERS 

MACHIN!ST 



ciency of Defiance Mills is the fact thar these ma- 

chines are thoroughly inspected and checked before 

shipment and a copy of the check sheet is oar 

with the machine. This small but important detail 

indicates the care and skill built iato every Defiance 

_ Machine. Write for latest bulletins 

: ance Machine Works, 



Sizes not 
will be quoted upon request. When ordering, state tool 
number and quantity desired. 

TUNGSTEN 

CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS 

Price $1.00 Each In Any Size 

New Low Prices—Increase Production— 

SERIES 100 

Cut Operating Costs 

Right 

Tool No 
RH 

R-100 
R-101 
R-103 
R-105 
R-107 

SERIES 200 

SERIES 300 

Left Hand-Reverse Image. 

Tools are tipped with Tungsten Carbide, and are suitable 
for machining cast-iron, brass, bronze, aluminum, non- 
ferrous materials such as hard rubber, bakelite, fibre, 

and tough alloy steels up to 500 Brinell hardness 

Hand Shown 

LH Shank Size 
L-100 '/4x!/qx2 
L-102  faxvgx2y 
L-104 ¥%gx3gx2!/> 
L-106  gxi'gx3 
L-108 = '/px!/ox3'/2 

Tool No. Shank Size 

200 V4x\/4x2 
201 fextex2 V4 

202 Yex 3x2". 
203 Vexyex3 

204 Vox'/2x3'/ 

Shank Size 

300 Vgx'/4x2 
301 fsx fisx2!/, 
302 ¥gx3gx2!/, 
303 V/px!/px3'/2 

Standard Tungsten Carbide Tipped Tool Bits 

In lots of 12 assorted in any Series; 100-200-300 Series 
an extra 10% will be allowed; also in lots of 50 assorted 

20% discount will be allowed. 

listed as well as special TIPPED TOOLS 

WE CARRY SILICON CARBIDE EMERY WHEELS 

FOR GRINDING TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TOOL BITS 

Send for our latest circulars 

VICTOR MACHINERY EXCHANGE, Inc. 

251 CENTER STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

PORTABLE 

LU y me elo) fA Serre) {3 

The Filtaire Portable Dust 
Collector is a completely 
self-contained unit that 
will soon pay for itself in 
dozens of spots in your 
shop. It stops the damage 
caused by dust and dirt 
from grinding and polish- 
ing operations. The Filtaire 
is equipped with a re- 
placeable Dustop filter 
which is inexpensive and 
absolutely fireproof. Plug 
the Filtaire into any 110- 
volt line and it's ready to 
go. Write for descriptive 
folder. 

EDWARD BLAKE COMPANY 
634 COMMONWEALTH AVE., NEWTON CENTRE, MASS. 

BLAKE TAP GRINDERS—FILTAIRE PORTABLE DUST COLLECTORS —AMERICAN 
TOOL HOLDERS — BLACK DIAMOND PRECISION DRILL GRINDERS — | & D 

HIGH SPEED DRILL PRESSES 

ATLANTIC 

No. 2 Automatic Precision 

SURFACE GRINDER 

ANTI-FRICTION 
SELF-CONTAINED CAPACITY 6°'x12''x18"" 
POPE-SKF SPINDLE PROMPT DELIVERIES 

ATLANTIC MACHINERY CORP. 

149 Broadway New York, N. L 

AMERICAN MACHINIS 



AKE?, 

Mode
l 60

-H0-
4 

SPEEDS WAR PRODUCTION 

Here is another BAKER unit . . . working for Victory! This 

Model 60-HO-4 was furnished to a leading Diesel engine mst 

builder for heavy duty drilling and boring operations. TT 

PARTS HANDLED—This machine handles rough boring, 

rough chamfering and facing diameter (approximately 14”) 
on Diesel engine cylinder head retainers. This same 

model machine is used for rough boring aircraft radial 

engine cylinder sleeves, ranging in bore size from 5” to 

7%". 

EQUIPMENT—The 60-HO-4 is furnished with an extra 

heavy duty single spindle head mounted on the 

saddle with a flanged spindie end 12!” in diameter. 

The spindle is mounted on double preloaded ball 

bearings. Final drive to this spindle is through 

an enveloping cone type worm and worm gear. 

This feature gives an exceptionally smooth 

drive for heavy duty operations. 

SPECIAL FEATURES—Extreme flexibility in 

the drive is obtained through the use of 

pick-off gears for varying spindle speed 

in combination with a sliding gear in the 

head. This permits two quick, easy 

changes of speed. The special work 

holding fixture makes for quick chuck- 

ing and rigid locating and clamping of 

parts. The vertical frame is of heavy 

design, well ribbed, with a closed 

front face. The machine is equip- 

ped with the BAKER twin-pull cyl- 

inder mounting, incorporating a 

cylinder on each side of the 
vertical frame. 

BAKER BROS. specialize in solving your drilling, boring and tapping problems. Write, wire 
or phone today. Tell us what your operations are. We'll forward complete details on the 

BAKER single or multiple spindle drilling machine best fitted to your particular requirements. 

BAKER BROTHERS, INC. ¢ Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A. 

Our Motto Since 1867: \ DRILLING 

"Machines Sturdy and Efficient, A BORING 
me Bina ne Can Ba Beils ” TA nomic 



DESMOND 

GRINDING WHEEL 

DRESSERS & CUTTERS 

We tanufacture a complete 

line of wheel truing tools and 

can supply the proper dresser 

for each of your grinding wheels. 

SIMPLEX 

Steel Slide 

STEADY PRODUCTION A full line of Machinists, 

3 

Welders, Filers, Produc- 
tion and Drill Press & 
Milling Machine Vises 

Write for copy of 
catalog “A” and 

bE Dependable diamond tools are vital in with solid steel slides 
he present production schedules. Every day more , 

Se } users are turning to Criterion Diamond Tools 
pe 4 for the kind of service which they must have. 4 

> Quality of diamonds used plus a unique 
-. method of setting assures extreme rigidity 

_ and extra tool life. Special tools made to | o name of your 
= order following blueprints or specifications. | seerest decler whe 
_| Sharp-pointed, selected thread grinding tools. j 
: Order direct. Request free literature. g — er 

aon ep iS geo 

ON MACHINE worxws | THE DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG.CO. 

\L BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA URBANA, OHIO 

roNTINUOUS 

ye
 HI

GH 
DUT

Y 

PROD
UCTI

ON 

Carbide and Diamond-tipped 

GAGES ann TOOLS 
GUARANTEED QUALITY 

ARTHUR A. Crafts COMPANY, INC. 

Chicago 532 COMMONWEALTH AYE. Detro/t 
Kaufman #10 A_ Hi-Duty . Boston 
single spindle Lead Screw Tap- 
per made in 3 HP and I!/2 HP 
models, with 34'' N.C. and 
1/7" N.C. threads in alloy 
steel offers these features: BALANCED 

GRINDER DOGS 

For 

CYLINDRICAL GRINDERS 

Fully enclosed ... . lead 
screw and nut operate 
constantly in oil bath. . 
positively wear-proof 
clutches instantly engaged 
and controlled by air cyl- 
inder . quick traverse 
when not actually cutting " . 
threads . . . accurate depth Easily Adjusted 
OP a te ees control 
to protect tap overload, 
and further protected 
against jamming if work 
is placed in upside down 
: class 3 fits always as- 
sured and perfectly con- 
trollable. Complete infor- 
mation upon request. 

L. J. KAUFMAN MFG. CO. 
MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN 

Each dog covers work of a 
number of different diam- 
eters. Four sizes accommo- 

dating any diameter from !/," to 6". Provided 
with brass faces and brass tipped set screws. 

THE READY TOOL COMPANY 

IRANISTAN & R.R. AVES., BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

yeep 

pe 
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ang accuracy and eficctive fire- 

the new Carbine has made it a 

Sapon of opportunity for our fighting men. 

We, of Ceco, are proud to have played a 

small part in speeding its quantity production. 

This Plunger used in the Carbine is_pro- 

duced by Ceco in one complete operation 

(including milling the flat) instead of the two 

formerly required with a resulting saving in 

time, rehandling and reoperation. 

ENLARGED 12 TIMES 
* 
> 
a 4 
Cc 
> load 

= 
N 
nm 

UNTIL VICTORY . . . Ceco Automatic Screw 

Machines will continue to help turn out, 

faster and more economically, hundreds of 

extremely accurate parts for America’s 

mighty weapons of land, sea and air, 

€ , 

CECO IS AVAILABLE 

IN 3/6” AND 1/2” ods _ See ——— 9: 

BAR CAPACITY sd tlt eS A aeiee 4 

WITH 4 OR 5 ie PN es Be, = SWISS TYPE 

RADIAL TOOL SLIDES <i a C= | Au owe 

Th a illus 
wfour Reda Tool ies i — UNIVERSAL PRECISION 
with bar capacity of 3%” 
ee oe a turning bo. | we ee SCREW MACHINES 1,” with flat cam 
and 234” with bell cam. 
Master Speed Ranger : isc Gibetie ageod’ from Engineered and Manufactured by 

675 to 6,100 r.p.m. at the ?; THE CITY ENGINEERING COMPANY 
turn of a handwheel, And ” : Dayton, Ohio 
for simplicity, CECO’s a 
Precision Roller Bearing theo 
Spindle is always in adjust- ‘aoies — ag 
ment and its Constant Rise een 
Feeding Mechanism gives 
more accurate feeding. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE 
ILLUSTRATED DATA 

Since 1909, Designers and Builders 

of Tools, Dies, Fixtures 

and Special Purpose Machinery. 

FROM BAR STOCK TO FINISHED PIECE IN ONE OPERATION CAME THESE TYPICAL CECO-MADE PIECES 



MOTO-TOOLS 

SPEED UP 

RODUCTION WAR P 

Dremel Moto-Tools are speeding up 
war vroduction in defense plants from 

These rugged tools coast to coast. 
routing, buffing and tackle grinding, 

.. NEW 

OPERATING MANUALS 

ie 

finishing jobs with speed and precision | 
.. . faster and easier, in close quar- 
ters... in hard-to-get-at places. 

A Dremel Moto-Tool has a_shock- 
proof bakelite housing,  oil-sealed 
bearings, and a balanced armature to 
eliminate vibration and produce finer 
finished surfaces. It weighs only 13 
ounces. . . can be hooked up to any 
AC or DC outlet. Used in America’s 
leading arsenals of democracy... . by 
General Electric, Westinghouse, Rem- 
ington Arms, Ford, Nash-Kelvinator, 
Consolidated Aircraft, Douglas Air- 
craft, Northrop Aircraft, and many 
others. 

Below: Tool makers find Moto-Tool’s 
sensitive, finger-tip control indis- 
pensable when shaping intricate or 
irregular metal dies. For grinding or 
cutting with steel accessories .. . 
it can't be beat for convenience. 

Above: Moto-Tool is ideal for getting 
into close quarters, grinding, buffing 
and finishing to required specifica- 
tions. For metal, wood, plastics, 
porcelain, glass, and other materials. 

27,000 R.P.M. 

This complete Moto-Tool kit has accessories for all types of grinding, 
buffing and finishing operations . . . with steel cutting tools and the 
best abrasives. Consists of | Model 2 Moto-Tool with three collets:— 
Vg", 3/32", and 1/16", 4 Emery Wheel Points, | Dressing Stone, | 
8 Carving Cutters, | Steel Saw, 3 Bristle Brushes, | Steel Cleaning 
Brush, | Screw Mandrel with Sanding Discs, and | Shoulder Mandrel, 
one '/2" Drum Sander. Packed complete in sturdy felt-lined hard- 
wood cabinet case . . . $23.50. Dremel No. 2 Moto-Tool, $16.50. 

PUR TOT 

TE? 

10 DAY TRIAL 

Dremel emery wheel 
points, steel cutters and 
accessories with ‘',” 
shanks are available for 
quick delivery in a wide 
variety of sizes and 
shapes. They can be used 

of hand grinding tools. 
Write for catalog. 

Try a Dremel Moto-Tool for 10 days in your own shop. See how versa- | 
tile, how indispensable it can become to fast, accurate work. Order 
from your industrial distributor, or contact any of the following 
representatives: 

WEST COAST 
The Federated Sales Co. 
2437 West Valley Blvd. 
Alhambra, Calif. 

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK 
Mill Factor Products Co. 
53 West Broadway 
New York, N. Y. 

NEW ENGLAND 
F. V. Fowler, 116 Dartmouth St., West Newton, Mass. 

with practically all makes | 

mre-O>m—><> 

| GRINDERS 

| These new operating manuals will be welcomed by thousands of 
THEMAC users, many of whose names are not on our records because 
of the fact that these tools were sold by our local distributors. 

The value of these manuals to users of THEMAC GRINDERS 
lies in the practical useful data contained. For example, detailed 
specifications are given for each tool as well as description of each 
piece of equipment. Illustrations in diagrammatic form are also 
included showing all details of design and 

| construction with every part clearly indi- 
cated and numbered — data which will 
greatly assist in simplifying cleaning, lubri- 
cating and operating. Included also is a 
parts list, with each part numbered to 
facilitate selection of parts needed—a big 
help when, after long service, replacement 

Available for the 
following model 

‘machines 

J-4 
J-40 

J-2-A 
J-3 
J-30 

parts may be necessary. 
Availability of spare 
parts for every machine 
and prompt service in 
supplying parts from 
stock enable Themac 
users to maintain pres- 
ent machines in service 
when new tools may not 
be available. 

TYPE j-40 
THEMAC GRINDER—', H.P. 

| The primary purpose of these manuals is to provide users with information 
that will help them get maximum performance by proper maintenance and 
assure operation at maximum speed and precision. A pulley combination 
chart with available speeds also giving size and number of belt required 
for various speeds is included in each of these manuals. 
In writing for your copy or copies, kindly advise the type and serial 
numbers of your Themac Grinders so that we can furnish the Manuals 
you require, 

THE McGONEGAL MANUFACTURING CO. 

East Rutherford N. J. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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DeWar 

CUTTING 

MACHINES 

help roll them 

out faster 

Off assembly lines—and on to the 

battlefields they roll—tanks and other 

armored vehicles! DeWalt Cutting 

Machines do their part by helping 

deliver them faster. The metal cutting 

machines are serving in the mass war 

production effort by helping to increase 

volume and save manpower. The many 

new methods of cutting— made possible 

by DeWalt—handle fast cutting jobs 

with accuracy heretofore unknown. 

DeWALT PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 

CUTTING MACHINES 



MODEL H.S. HIGH SPEED 

GRINDER 

A NEW UTILITY SPECIAL PURPOSE Send for 

MACHINE FOR FAST WORK ow & * 
descriptive 
literature 

This new BLOUNT machine, of the quill type, has been developed to speed-up 
war work. It is a high speed notching or special purpose grinder for such 
use as bevel edge grinding on clicker dies, flutes of taps, cutting off high 
speed steel tools and many other grinding or polishing operations on parts 
including gear tooth polishing. 
Outstanding features include: 

- removable high speed precision quill type spindles. 
. V-belt motor driven quills with motor mounted on hinged bracket in pedestal 
base. 

. . two adjustable work tables which can be quickly removed and provided with 
guard adjustment for exposing lower half of grinding wheel to facilitate 
handling of tool room or production requirements. 

- quill lubrication through sight feed oilers. 
- push button manual operated switch with overload protection. 
. standard equipment includes complete set of pulleys for motor thereby pro- 

viding wide speed range. 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Base to spindle center—39” Wheel arbor—®,” 
Tables (2)—10"x8” Motor—i HP. 
Base—22'/2”x 15” Speeds (spindle) (standard) 9900, 5750, 3570 
Wheels (2)—10’x'2” (max.); 4g” (min.) R.P.M. 

J.G. BLOUNT COMPANY Everett, Mass., U.S.A. 

INDUSTRIAL DIAMONDS 

Do you operate precision grinders? Then you require our sharp 
cornered Octahedrons. Supplied in all types of holders. 

_ They are carefully selected by our diamond experts for long wear- 
ing qualities. Send your inquiry today. Immediate delivery. 

F F GILMORE & CO 285 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
* 4 a 2834 East Grand Blvd., Detroit, Michigan 

AMERICAN ‘-MACHI 
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Simple Wlted 

or CHECKING 

GEAR DIMENSIONS 

The RED RING Universal Gear Checker checks the dimen- 
sions of spur and helical gears to discover errors in index, 
helix angle and tooth size, eccentricity, interference and 
wobble — also errors in the lead of helical gears. 

The lead of helical gears is checked against a master 

lead groove in a hardened and ground master lead cylinder. 
This cylinder may have as many as ten different grooves 

to check as many leads. 
The design of this equipment is so ingeniously simple 

that it does not require a skilled mechanic to operate it. 

Typical small gears may be checked by the average shop 

man at the rate of 1 per minute. 
Three sizes of Gear Checkers are available to accommo- 

date gears up to 12”, 18” and 24” O.D. 

Write for special bulletin on Gear Checking. 

>_> 

NATIONAL BROACH 

SPECIALISTS ON SPUR AND HELICAL AND MACHINE CO. 
sa MOLUTE GEAR PRACTICE RED RING PRODUCTS 

ee TROIT, MICH. 
AND ELLIPTOID-TOOTH FORMS | . 

| 0 1943 



MULTIPLE SPINDLE 

PRODUCTION DRILL 

and TAP HEADS 

convert any machine 

for present day needs 

17-SPINDLE BUHR TAPPING HEAD 

Mounted on a vertical column and direct 

driven by motor. Circulating oil pump 

for positive lubrication and vertical ad- 

justment in spindles for tap adjustment. 

Buhr single Spindle Horizontal Tapper 

mounted on a bracket and driven direct 

by motor. 

BUHR MACHINE TOOL CO. 

ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN 

Specialists in Multiple Spindle Drilling. 

Boring, Reaming, and Tapping Equipment 

THE NEW TYPE 25 REED 

SENSITIVE BENCH DRILL 

Streamlined— 

Sturdy—Simple 

and Accurate 

Rugged strength is combined with 
precision performance in this new, 
highly efficient machine. 

A totally enclosed direct drive, 
with single belt from motor to 
spindle is offered. No mov- 
ing part is exposed except 
the drill chuck. 

Infinite speed variations 
—from 1500 to 10,000 
R.P.M. controlled by hand- 
wheel insure utmost versatility for handling a wide variety 
of light work. 

Made in |, 2, 3 and 4 spindle types, with one motor and 
one belt to each spindle. Spindle is precision mounted in 
ball bearings. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Center spindle to column—7"' 
Spindles center to center—8"' 
Motor—!/, H.P. Ball Bearing 

Capacity—!/,"' 
Spindle Travel—3"' 
Adjustment of Head—3"' 

Write for circular giving complete details 

PRODUCTION MACHINE Co. 
Manufacturers of Drilling Machines, Tool Grinders and Hand and 

Automctic Polishing and Grinding Machines. 

GREENFIELD, MASS., U. S. A. 

PREVENT SCORED HOLES 

WITH UNIVERSAL 

FLOATING CHUCKS 

For drilling,-counter boring, reaming 
or piloting from a lead hole you can’t im- 
prove on the Universal Floating Chuck. 
Adjustable spring pressure compensates for tool 
weight allowing increased feed without danger of 
marred holes. Designed for horizontal operation in 
screw machines and turret lathes. Write for facts on 

Universal Floating Chucks, Standard Chucks and Center- 
ing Chucks, 

UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING CO. 

FRANKENMUTH MICHIGAN 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



Severance TOOL BOY shipping container 

insures delivery of your tools in 

perfect condition .. . 

Whether you have ordered new Severance Mid- 

get Milling Cutters or sent in your worn tools to be 

Reground, you can be certain they will arrive at 

your plant in perfect condition. Tools shipped in 

the new Severance Tool Boy shipping container 

cannot touch one another—no matter how rough- 

ly the package is handled enroute. In your plant 

the Tool Boy serves as a handy container for dull 

cutters and can be used again for shipping tools 

back to Severance for regrinding. 

Yet the Tool Boy is only one of many advantages 

you get when dealing with Severance. Because 

Severance Midget Milling Cutters are hardened to 

63-65 Rockwell C, then ground by hand from the 

solid they cut clean, sharp chips and speed up the 

0, 194 

. 
a. \ Grant J, , 

fy Spoay 

finishing of any metal, wood or plastic pattern, 

casting or part. 

Because of the precision and care with which 

dulled and worn tools are reground at Severance 

you get tools as géod as new at a fraction of new 

tool prices. Write today for complete facts. 

Se
ve
ra
nc
e 

MIDGET MILLING CUTTERS « PRECISION REGRINDING 

SEVERANCE TOOL INDUSTRIES, INC., SAGINAW, MICH. e 

PLANTS IN LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.; DETROIT, MICH.; 

FORT WAYNE, IND.; CHICAGO; AND LOS ANGELES 



Vitrified Wheels 

intricate precision grinding or coarse heavy work 

Inasmuch as Vitrified manufactures a complete Whether your work involves roughing, finish- 
line of Grinding Wheels in numerous grades, ing, surfacing, edging, or cleaning, hand, auto 
grain combinations and bondings, it is merely matic or swing grinding, there is a Vitrified 
a matter of selecting the right wheel for the Wheel which will give you maximum service 
work to be handled. at minimum cost. 

Secause of this wide selection, a Vitrified 
Wheel can be depended on for economy, speed, Why not call in a Vitrified representative to 
and long life in the specific service for which show you how you can make worthwhile sav- 
it is intended. ing in your grinding operations ? 

VITRIFIED WHEEL CO., WESTFIELD, MASS. 

RANDALL & STICKNEY 

New 1/10,000” Indicator 

Model C-10 

aneses of case. fe as 
Diameter over all. 
Depth of case. 
Length over all. 
Lug or Bracket Offset, on center if de 

sired . ....-Hole 3/16” 
Back held in position by.....4 large screws 
Center of spindle to center of hole in 

_. ete Tele we rer S 
Weight , ‘ : ...8 ounces 
Stem ; 9/32 diam 
Dial ...0-5-0 or 0-10 

Val bh 
oo . : e Non pee oe 

Ud (4 RANDALL & STICKNEY 

Waltham, Mass., U. S. A. 

PRODUCTION TIME (ican 

Users report 75°% faster nut tightening with this 

instantly reversible ratchet socket wrench. Fits THE BARNES PRECISION CUTTER GRINDER 
over long studs ... into narrow spaces. Three | re will accurately grind 

handle sizes .. . each takes five different heads ! fo any PROFILE you 
which fit TWO nut sizes. Carried by leading ere & 
mill supply houses. 

/ for example: 
GREENE, TWEED & CO Bronx Boulevard at 238th Street, New York : fest grinding of formed cutters with cs- 

surance of preserving form exactly and 
lengthening cutter life five to eight times. 
It will grind gangs of formed cutters— 

: plain, concave, convex or angular—she!! 
tools—shank tools—form turning tools— 
cutters with undercut and spiral teeth. 

Send for Descriptive Circular 
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Here’s what a veteran at 

FAIRCHILD AIRCRAFT SAYS 

about the UNIVERSAL 

3-Way Angle-Set 

PRECISION VISE.. 

CHARLIS LEIGHTON knows plenty about 

angle machining. He’s a veteran tool-room 

machinist with the Ranger Engine Division 

of Fairchild Engine and Aircraft Corpora- 

tion at Farmingdale, Long Island. What 

he says is based on long experience with 

angle machining jobs, both in the tool 

room, and on the production line. 

Wherever you find “UNIVERSAL” Vises on 

the job you'll find this same enthusiastic 

response. For these tools are doing a really 

sensational job on simple and compound 

Write Today For 12 Drawings 

Showing Actual Production Uses 12 production set-ups in accurately detailed draw- 

angle machining of all kinds. Three-way 

adjustment — 360° rotation on base, 90° 

tilting on upper and lower cradles ~ en- 

ables UNIVERSALS to convert your standard 

machine tools into universals themselves, 

capable of machining at any angle or com- 

bination of angles! 

You can get immediate delivery on your 

“UNIVERSALS” by sending us your order 

today, accompanied by priority rating. 

Price is only $160, FOB Parma, Michigan. 

Terms: 2%, 10 days; net, 30 days. 

ings. These sketches have stimulated men in hundreds of plants to think of new and better ways to 
handle angle machining jobs. Scores have been requested by operating executives for distribution to 
foremen and supervisors. Get your set FREE and without obligation, by requesting them on your busi- 
ness letterhead. Write at once, today, to 

UNIVERSAL VISE 

135 Main Street 

lO, 1943 
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SPEED TREAT STEEL 

A MEDIUM HIGH CARBON OPEN HEARTH PRODUCT 

1. EXCELLENT MACHINABILITY 

2. GREATLY EXTENDED TOOL LIFE 

3. GOOD FINISHED PARTS... 

4. HIGH PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

5. EXCELLENT IMPACT RESISTANCE 

6. GOOD TORSIONAL VALUES... 

Speed Treat 
em = 7, MINIMUM DISTORTION... ne 
drawn bar tied ina knot, — 
cold, without fracture. 

gs. FINE HEAT TREATABILITY 

SPEED TREAT STEEL 

machines from 30% to * BUY 

60% faster than other com- WAR BONDS 

parable steels such as 1035, 

1040, 1045 and 10% to 25% faster 

than. such steels as X1335 and X1340 

. with a very HIGH finish and greatly 

WRITE US FOR DETAILS 
Our metallurgists are 
at your service 

increased tool life. 

Licensor 

MONARCH STEEL COMPANY 

HAMMOND - INDIANAPOLIS - CHICAGO 

Licensee for Eastern States 

THE FITZSIMONS COMPANY 

peeks, Eck Been’ s, Pamek. Bae) 

PECKOVER'’S LTD., Toronto, Canadian Distributor 

MANUFACTURERS OF COLD FINISHED CARBON AND ALLOY STEEL BARS 

PRECISION PARTS 

A SHOT IN THE ARM 

MAY SAVE A 

SOLDIER'S LIFE 

Precious blood plasma for the wounded. 
serums for the sick, narcotics to di 
pain—yes, hypodermic injections are vita] 
life-savers on every battle front! 

Today, the plungers for these hyp 
dermic injectors are made of glass, center 

| less ground within a tolerance of .OO05" fo) 
roundness and dimension. The accuracy 
and finish of the centerless grinding is of 

Lives depend upon the accurate grinding 
of these little pieces of glass. 

the utmost importance. Any pitting or 
irregularity may permit air bubbles to get 
into the fluid and, in turn, be pumped into 
the blood stream with fatal results. 

Accurately ground glass plays anothe: 
important part in the war effort, too. Glass 
“go, no-go” plug-type gauges ground with- 

| in a tolerance of .0001” are helping manu- 
facturers of vital precision parts for planes 
tanks, guns and ships do a faster, better job 

Precision grinding of every type with 
| amazing accuracy, ON A MASS PRO- 
| DUCTION BASIS!—that’s ACE’s vital 
contribution to winning this war. Here is a 
great American plant with precision tools 
centralized responsibility and sleepless in- 
genuity. Here is where to come for practi- 
cally every operation in the manufacture 
of small parts where accuracy is required 

| both now and after the war. 

. MANUFACTURING -F el 
Sata \C8, CORPORATION 

for Precision Parts 

| 1207 E. ERIE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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The many models shown in the new Ames catalog represent 

the best in design, materials and workmanship that this 

famous maker has offered during 47 years of experience. 

They are the most accurate, sensitive and durable instru- 

ments of their kind, yet this higher quality costs you no more. 

Just a few of the more popular numbers are shown here... 

why not send for complete catalog today? 

B.C: AMES CO0., 

WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A. 
Branch Offices: 423 New Center Bldg., Detroit — 420 Lexington Ave., New Yor 



4 Suggestions on How to Select the Right 

Drilling Equipment 

For Your Job 

e 
First... anacyze your particuLar PROBLEM 

The proper analysis of size, shape, material and required 

production is the first step in the selection of the right drill- 

ing machine for the job. 

Second +. ADAPT THE MACHINE TO SUIT THE JOB 

Biantspail machines can be furnished for general-purpose 

drilling using multiple speeds and feeds, or for production 

drilling with one speed and multiple spindle, or with in- 

verted method for deep hole drilling or boring operations. 

Many other special tooling applications available. 

* 
Third ... USE STANDARD MACHINES WHEN POSSIBLE 

Special production drilling problems can best be solved 

with standard basic machines. Perhaps BxantsoniL standard 

basic machines can be tailored to fit your specific produc- 

tion needs. 

This New War 

PRODUCTION GAGE 

is helping 2500 war plants 

= speed their output 

MICRO- 
CHEK 

with base plate 
only... .$9.75 
Adjustable An- 

Other type 
Anvile avail- 
able 

INSTRUMENT SIZE 
6" x24" 

Less fatigue, faster inspections, are 
speeding up the gaging of millions of precision 
parts in more than 2500 war plants now using 
" TRICO MICRO-CHEK. Its advantages: 

. Greater speed with no sacrifice of accuracy; 2. Faster 
re th less eyestrain and fatigue on operators; 3. ‘Original 
accuracy continuously retained by resetting with original 
master parts; 4. Inexperienced workers quickly become 
accurate inspectors. 

Write for illustrated booklet showing 
many applications of Micro - Cheks. 

TRICO PRODUCTS CORP. 
Room 90 Trico Building, Buffalo, N. Y. 

ONES SCS REO 

(Above) A wanna BaantsoniL 3-spindle and 4-spindle 24"' Seif- 
Ojling, All-Geared Gang Drills set up for beveling welded fitting: 

Fourth ... LET BARNESDRIL ENGINEERS HELP YOU 

Our engineers will be glad to help you solve your drilling 
production problems. Send in the facts...no 
obligation. 

FREE DRILLING DATA 
Write today for free copy of Catalog A, includ- 
ing detailed data covering the complete line 
of BaaxtsomL Drilling, Tapping and Honing 
Machines. 

——— 830 CHESTNUT STREET 

F 

ROCKFORD 

ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS MACHINES 

Type MY4 Sixty Types and Sizes 
’% To 3 H.P. 

Vertical And Horizontal 

Attachments 

For Hundreds of 
Various Operations 

Pay More - Get More - Do 

ry 

High Quality 

Only 

ROTARY CUTTERS ano ROTARY FILES 

Are playing an important part in 
this Victory parade of the Allies. 

Send for Catalog 

N. A. STRAND and CO. 

5001 No. Wolcott Ave. Chicago 

AMERICAN MACHINI 
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DRESSI
NG IS SIMPL

IFIED ... by the
 

New Time-Saving C-66...RADIUS DRESSER 

FOR SURFACE GRINDERS 

This low-priced, rugged at- 

tachment, for any make of 

surface grinder, dresses 

wheel without dismantling 

machine. Mounts directly on 

magnetic chuck. Does a one 

hour job in 10 minutes—accu- 

rately—conveniently. 

The diamond is set by simply measuring 
with micrometer from top of hood to bot- 
tom or arm. 

For dressing wheels for grinding turning 
tools, the dresser is set at angle equal to 
clearance angle of tools. The C-66 is the 
only radius dresser with this feature. 

NOTE how this Radius 
Dresser and two High Speed 
Tool bits replace an expen- 
sive Jig Boring Machine. 

Drill Jig made with two high 
speed tool bits ground to- 
gether on surface grinder, 
eight .062 holes, two screw 
holes, one dowel pin-hole. 

No drill bushings, no lapping, 
no hardening. Grinding time 
two hours fifteen minutes. 

Simple, easy, quick. 

The C-66 provides an important safety 
feature in that hands are kept away from 
under the wheel. 

The diamond holder is held 
rs against a ground vee in the 

imi arm. By means of this con- 
‘§ struction any size diamond up 

to ¥%" can be held accurately 
in line with the vertical center 
line of spindle. 

.013 Male .500 Male 
and and 

Female Female 
Long Radius Radius 

Wearing 
Chisel 
Point 

Diamond 

Prompt delivery 

Two High Speed Tool Bits ground for drill 
\'g. 

Drill jig completely assembled. 

Drill jig complettely assembled. 

180° and 90° Male Dressing 

from factory in Newark, N. J. Price, without 

diamond, $82.50, '/4 K diamond, $5.00. 

SCHULTZ & ANDERSON CO. 

109 C EDISON PLACE 

JUNE 10, 1943 

MACHINE TOOLS 

NEWARK, N. J 
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KALAMAZOO ¢ MICHIGAN 

1618 DOUGLAS AVENUE 
Eastern Branch—71 West 23rd Street, New York, N. Y. 

276 

A (ltra-[ap mAcHINE COMPANY 

| 207 McDOUGALL AVE. + DETROIT, MICH. 

RADII & ANGLE DRESSER 

OF PRECISION AND VERSATILITY 

A 

An instrument of precision and versatility . 
tion is simple requiring no high degree of skill for 
accuracy ... Any one of the following can be pro- 
duced with one setting: 
One angle 
Two angles 
Concave radii up to 6” 
Convex radii up to 412” 

- « Opera- 

radius. 
diversified 

meet require- 

Two angles and 
Many other 
forms to 
ments. 

Wheel size capacity—914" dia.; angular travel 3”; for 
use on universal surface and cylindrical grinders. 

Full details available on request. 

MANUFACTURED BY 
477 MAIN ST EAST ORANGE, N. J. 

igele)&. 

J. & S. TOOL CO 

PRECISION DRESSING 

AMERICAN MACHLN!S17 



No one today would knowingly waste or 

misuse the tools that are so important for 

successful war production. But in many plants 

incorrect resharpening is preventing manufac- 

turers from using their tools to the utmost. The 

Oliver No. 2 ARC Face Mill Grinder produces, 

in one continuous movement of the grinding 

wheel, the correct face and periphery on all 

types of face mills, and creates a round corner 

between these two surfaces, blending the cor- 

JUNE 10, 

ner exactly into the cutting edges. This is the 
form that results in maximum production and 
greatly reduced cutter breakage. 

Only a few simple adjustments are neces- 
sary to set up for any cutter from 6” to 26” in 

diameter—for any radius from 0” to 2°—for 

any angle from 0 to 90 degrees—for any angle 
of “dish”, plus or minus. And, because the 
wheel traverses the entire cutting surface 
at one stroke, it is necessary to index 
the cutter only one-third the number of times— 
saving valuable time in tool-conditioning. No. 

2-A Machine also available for smaller work, 
1” to 6" in diameter. 

Face mills are expensive tools. Oliver Face 
Mill Grinders will keep them correctly ground 

and enable you to use every one to the utmost. 

OLIVER INSTRUMENT CO. 

1410 E. Maumee St., Adrian, Michigan 
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‘New MeAp AIR-CLAMP 

For 

GREATER 

DRILL-PRESS 

OUTPUT 

PROMPT 
SHIPMENT 

work. Wherever a drilling-jig is required, Air-Clamp will 
simplify it. Wherever speed is desired, Air- Clamp will pro- 

duce it. Air-Clamp holds with relentless pressure ; it is undis- 
turbed by size variations (such as in castings), it scoffs at vibration 
(how many drills have been broken due to faulty holddowns?), 
chatter, snagging. Air- oe holds work of any size or shape in 
any position, at any angle. It can pay for itself on a single fixture; 
it cam save its cost on a few days’ drill-press output. It reduces 
operator fatigue. It saves hours and dollars in drafting-room, jig 
department, tool room and production line. Air-Clamp fits any 
drill-press having a cylindrical column. Special fixtures for Tee- 
slotted tabies, light milling work, etc. Hand and/or foot control. 

Shipped on approval to responsible concerns. 

FOOT AIR CONTROL READY! 
For air-operated devices. Frees hands—speeds 
up work! Two types: Model ‘‘ON’’ releases 
work when pedal is pressed . . . Model ‘“‘OFF’’ 
holds work when pedal is pressed. Low 
priced. Write 
MEAD SPECIALTIES co. 
15 South Market St., Dept. 63-MA, Chicago 

W HEREVER a drill comes down, something must hold the 

DETAILS 

ON 

REQUEST 

LUCAS “PRECISION” 
Horizontal Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine 

THE LUCAS MACHINE TOOL CO. 

CLEVELAND 
OHIO, U. S. A 

‘hee and Tapping 

: Machines 

B (Automatic and Semi-Automatic) 

LELAND GIFFORD Co. 
WORCESTER, MASS. 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



NORTON ABRASIVES 

“700% incREASE IN PRODUCTION” 

You’ll see why we use quotation marks for our title when you read the follow- 

ing written report on stoning cutting tools after grinding: 

“IT remember one job where we were testing cut-off blades made of 

various types of steel and could find but approximately 20% difference 

in production with the tools made of the different steels. However, when 

we stoned the cutting edges of an 18-4-1 steel tool, a 700% increase in 

production resulted, with improved finish on the part.” 

When you consider that these are the words of the engineer in charge of small 

tools in one of the most famous airplane engine plants; that in this specific 

case he was not primarily interested in what “‘stoning’’ would do, but was 

testing the effectiveness of various tool steels, we believe you will feel bound 

to investigate how much attention you now pay to getting greater and better 

output by stoning the edges of all your cutting tools. 

We’ve a branch nearby and will be only too glad to make recommendations 

and trials from among the hundreds of shapes and sizes in our INDIA and 

HARD ARKANSAS oilstones. 

7 

The stones he used were: INDIA Round Edge Slip, followed by one of 
HARD ARKANSAS, for supreme finish. (See illustration.) 

BEHR-MANNING « TROY, N. Y. 

0820's 6-3 fe), Mie) we. [e) wee), Mieie)t7.¥, b 

Also Reliable Coated Abrasives Since 1872 

JUNE 10, 1943 



BORING AND REAMING OPERATIONS 

BOMB OR SHELL BORING BAR STATE 

SUPER-EXPANSION BARS 

ARE REDUCING COSTS PER HOLE IN 
PRODUCTION PLANTS THROUGHOUT 
THE NATION BY REDUCING REPLACE. 

MENT BIT EXPENSE. 

As an example—the full one-half 
inch expansion in the No. 3 size per. 

mits from 75 to 100 regrindings with 
customary production runs of 200 to 
300 holes between grinds. 

STATE Bars come in seven standard sizes 
for all diameters from 7" to 542” inclusive. 
Special bars engineered to meet require. 
ments. 

A TYPICAL 
EXAMPLE OF A 

SPECIAL ADAPTATION 
TO A STANDARD 

STATE 
BORING HEAD 

PROMPT DELIVERIES 

Almond B A PRODUCTION TOOL for 

Drill 

( 

Faster Grinding, Deburring, Finishing 

JONES 

BENCH 

GRINDER 

and Polishing 
Machine 

Original NO. 135 

Manufacturers 
This high production unit finds a wide range of uses 

of | on all types of grinding, deburring and finishing 
. work—from flat pieces to irregular-shaped parts. 

Drill Chucks Uses endless, fast-entry abrasive belts. Features preci- 
sion ball-bearing construction, controls handy to op- 

erator. Segment Face 
Contact Wheel, and 

The Almond Three-Jaw Drill WIDE RANGE OF USES Jones 3/M_ Rubber 
Chucks were the first to be Aircraft parts finishing and de- a 
placed on the market. They were Pioneers in the field of Drill panes ‘jt an one 2 : ; 
Chucks. For over seventy years Almond Chucks have formed grinding .. . Fiat and irregular Speed your production 

a necessary part in the logical procedure of machine shape grinding and finishing . . . with Jones Bench Grind- 
developments. Are made in types and sizes to —— finding and cans ers. Other types to suit 

T. fit all machine tools and portable drills. Tools, Chisels, ptills, etc. your requirements. Write 
indi d finishing . .. an ’ ti J 

Write for further = hone ae ‘cakes — . today for Bulletin No 
information 135. 

JONES ENGINEERING COMPANY 
DEPT. A-3, ELLWOOD CITY, PENNSYLVANIA 
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AUTOMATIC MILLING FOR PRODUCTION 

WITH FEED IN FOUR 

DIRECTIONS 

{ - 

Do You Want 

to Mill Contours on 

Many Small Parts at One Time? 

The four-spindle machine shown here was one of 

several engineered and built by LeMaire to perform 

milling operations usually done on profilers, which 

provide a tracer roller for following model. It was 

developed to mill the recess for carbide inserts in 

tool bits, embodying a principle which was incorpo- 

tated in scores of other machines to meet various 

specific requirements—all in small arms and aircraft 

milling—and all showing great increases in produc- 

ae
 

Mai
re 

TOOL & 
MFG. CO

. 

2665 S: TELEGRAPH ROAD DEARBORN, MICHIGAN | 

| ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS OF PRODUCTION MACHINES == 

JUNE 10, 1943 

tion over former methods. Some of the machines are 

milling slots in rear of carbine barrel in trigger housing. 

a number are milling bosses on aircraft cylinders. 

The cooling fins surrounding the bosses prevent cutter 

from running through to clear the work. The combined 

use of hydraulics and profile cams makes possible 

the milling of odd-shaped contours in small parts with 

the added advantage of full automatic feeds. Since 

each job presents its own unique problems, LeMaire 

engineers suggest you send them your blue prints for 

analysis and solution. 



You'll find 101 USES 

for this 

UNIVERSAL PRECISION 

INDEXING HEAD 

All of your regular tools will fit the standard No. 4 Morse, straight 

shank Hardinge collets or, with a conversion sleeve (extra), No. 9 

B. & S. without the use of special set-up as shown at right. No 

other piece of equipment in your shop is so adaptable and versa- 

tile... nor more accurate. Graduated 360° in three planes, for 
TO ACCURATELY GRIND 

every simple or compound angle. Can be used on any tool or IRREGULAR PIECES 

Prompt delivery. Square or odd-shaped pieces may easily 
be held as shown in the illustration. 
Simply weld a plate to round shank, 

Write for illustrated circular. insert guide pins and clamp firmly. 

CLEVELAND TOOL ENGINEERING CO. 

9109 DETROIT AVE. CLEVELAND, OHIO 

surface grinder. 

ERRINGTON 

STAPLETON, STATEN ISLAND, N. Y. 

MULTIPLE HEADS Second Operation Tapping 

Super-Sensitive Fixed-Center 
Fixed Center Auto-Reverse 

Multiple 
Drilling Heads | Tapping Heads THE ANSWER TO 

TOLERANCE 

PROBLEMS 

ARE YOUR automatics overloaded? 
Are you having trouble meeting tap- 
ping tolerance specifications? Then 
look into Second Operation Tapping! 
On specialized Haskins Tappers, criti- 
cal tapping can be done faster—better— 

Fully Enclosed - at less cost per man and machine hour. At 
less tap replacement expense. There's never 
a tolerance problem, for air controls the 

Pressure accuracy of the work. Within amazing tol- 
erance limits. R. G. Haskins Company, 2761 

Lubrication W. Flournoy St., Chicago. 

ADJUSTABLE | Send for TAPPING TIPS—new litera- 
Rigid MULTIPLE ture that gives money-saving second 

operation topping ideas. 
Support of SPINDLE 

on 

sem 
HASKINS ,:s3i3: 

HEAD | , EQUIPMENT Spindles 

All Parts 

to Insure 

and 
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Established 1860 

DIAMOND TOOL COMPANY not Inc. 
SHELDON M. BOOTH, President 

Executive Offices and Factory * 938 East 41st Street *« Chicago, Illinois 

Sole Producers of =DTCo * LOC-KEY-SET * RE-SET-ABLE * BIG-HED— DIAMOND TOOLS 
TRADE MARKS REGISTERED U. S. PAT. OFFICE 

MOUNTED DIAMOND DRESSERS IN STOCK—READY FOR SHIPMENT 

“C" Tools contain Common Quality Diamonds. Price $12.00 per carat. (Weight stamped on tools) 
“M" Tools contain Medium Quality Diamonds. Price $24.00 per carat. (Weight stamped on tools) 
**S"" Tools contain S el ec t Quality Diamonds. Price $48.00 per carat. (Weight stamped on tools) 

Minimum price of $5.00 is charged for small fractional carat tools 
All DTCo Tools are LOCK-KEY-SET 

=> No. 6-CN Etching Pencil Diamond 
No. 2-CL—-% - 8-CN {, No. 1-S-113—34x6 

No. 10-CN ¢ #78. 
No. 12-CN | RE-SET-ABLE 

LOC-KEY-SET 

No, 4-CL—%-% No. 6-M-IX)«_ 
No. 6-S-IX § "76 Hex No. 18-CN 

No. 24-CN > 14-1! 
No. 32-CN 

No. 6-CZ— Top' . Se’ View 

No, 10-CN— -54 Hex. 3 We. OOOH} 5.5 
0. 48-CN 7 v No. 8-CL—j-14 

o. 4 ane ood 

No. 10-CE— ; 

No. 10-CL—4-% 
No. 20-CL—4-"% 

No. 64-CN) 
No. 88-CN + 14-134 
No. 120-CN ) No. 1-S0—%%-M 

No. 2-SD—1¢-% 
30° = 

Angle-Set Anglie-Set No. 6-MY—4x3 Trademark) (Trademark) 
Top View Side View 10.00 Extra $10.00 Extra 

To fit all DTCo “X" Nibs 

No. 10- M 
No. 10-S 

. 2-BS 
4x2 

j No a 3 1 ¥ No ay No. 2-SR No. 2-S-ER 
Qn No 1. SJL Y4n2 

RE-SET-ABLE 
LOC-KEY-SET 

No. 4-C-VG _ No. 6-C-VG -CU No, 8-CU No. 10-CT No. 8-CH 
No. 6-C-PG 54x3 No. 4-C-EVG 34x34 No. 2-C-EV ’ No. 12-CU Hex No. 12-CH 

495x4 V4x3 No. 2-M-EV cu x6 No. 16-CU No. 16-CH 
No. 2-S-EV No. 20-CU No. 18-CH 
—_™ —_—_—— a —— 
texl M4gh2 4x7 

34x10 Adaptor—Straight Hole 7% or % as specified. 1° deep to hold “Angle- 
Set” 12° or 30°. Also made 1°x10 and 1!4*°x10 with 12° Angle Hole ie” “diem. 
1° deep complete with lock screw 

ae een 0 

Diamond Hand Tool No. 10-C—‘%x1l (OA) ' god 
or No. 12-C or No. 16-C or No. 24-C—all—14x10 (OA) — 
also Special Heavy Duty Size No. 48-C—4 9x10 (OA) 

RESETABLE LOC-KEY-SET RE-Setting $1.00 “paste Get-tagnet- tock” 2iabut 
each tool. Mailing envelopes Free to Vic- Three units— Block, 12° “Angle- Set” , °% : and BIG-HED-NIB with No. 10-CNX tery Plants, Grinders’ instruction card free. Diamond Special$25.00 Complete 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING: Number of each tool pic- heavy production and include an added 50% safety allow- 
tured is eight times the diamond size contained in tool, and ance. For light work add 2 diameter to recommended wheel 
is two times the diameter of grinding wheel each tool is suited size. Diamond weights are stamped on all tools where space 
for. Example—For 2 carat number of tool is 4, and it is permits. Form Tool Diamonds: Special tools made from cus- 
suitable for 2-inch wheel; for 3 carats number is 24, suitable tomers’ prints and specifications. 
for 12-inch wheel. NOTE: Above recommended sizes are for 

Patents Pending. Copyright 1943 Diamond Tool Compaay, not inc. Chicago, Ill. 

io, 943 



Nationa! 

CLASSIFIED 

S| 

| ADVERTISING 

for bringing business Hf 

. 

needs or opportunities 185” 

| to the attention of with ¢ 

| other men associated in 0001" 

| executive management, finish ¢ 

sales and _ responsible ® 

| technical, engineering - 

| and operating capaci- are he 

| ties with the industries 
No 

served by... ate’ 

internc 

The SEARCHLIGHT ; 
Ow 

SECTIONS ate. Fe 

Classified Advertising any si2 

of these a minu 

McGraw-Hill publications Let 

American Machinist your jc 
Aviation equipn 

| Business Week sing 
Bus Transportation 

Striking power, brilliant as the 

flash of a killing eagle, is built 

into every air tool by its 

builders. 

Chemical & Met. Engineering 

Construction Methods 
| Coal Age 

Electrical Contracting 

| Electrical Merchandising 
Electrical World 

You can preserve that power : 

indefinitely only by providing 

Norgren air-borne Lubrication 

—continuously! Investigate... 

| Electronics 
Engineering & Mining Journal 
Engineering News-Record 

E. & M. J. Markets 
Factory Management & Maint. 
Food Industries P 

NORGREN ace Gag LUBRICATORS | 
Product Engineering 

Install directly into air line. They inject exactly enough ae wane 

oil into the air steam to create an oil-air fog, lubricating 

every working part of the air tool. For advertising rates or 
other information, write: 

Check wear in use. Stop destructive corrosion when idle. | Departmental Staff 

Automatic. Sight-feed. Save more than they cost in short 

order! Size and type for every purpose. Write to C. A. McGRAW-HILL 

Norgren Co., 220 Santa Fe Drive, Denver, Colorado. 

CATALOG 400 
PUBLISHING CO., INC. 

330 W. 42nd Street 

New York City 

SUNI 
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You can handle jobs like these faster, 

more accurately=at lower cost with the 

SUNNEN PRECISION HONING MACHINE 

ones and finishes internal 

| pee surfaces from 

185” to 2.625” in diameter— 

with a guaranteed accuracy of 

0001”. Produces a super-smooth 

finish of 2 to 3 micro inches. 

Does not require skilled labor 

-in many plants girls in ‘teens 

are handling jobs in tenths. 

No jigs or fixtures needed — 

work is held in hands. Relieves big 

internal grinders for other jobs. 

Low in cost, economical to oper- 

ate. Fast — can be “set up” for 

any size in its range in less than 

a minute. 

let a Sunnen engineer check 

your job in your plant with this 

equipment—or write for bulletin 

giving complete information. 

Carbureter Idler Valve Jet. Hole 
is honed after reaming for smooth 
action. 

Cast Iron Valve Stem Guide. '/2 
to one thousandth removed— 220 
pieces per hour. Better finish ond 
straighter hole. 

Roller Bearing Outer Race. Finish 
improved from 12 micro inches to 
2 micro inches. 

— 

Idle Control Valve Seat. Due to 
large “windows,” almost impos- 
sible to get straight round hole 
by grinding. Sunnen solved the 
problem. 

Bearing. A very small part. 
2 micro inch finish necessary. 

Hydraulic Valve. Previous method 
of grinding threw radius on edge 
of “windows.” Sunnen honing 
eliminated trouble. 

Aircraft Valve Tappet Roller. 
Honed after grinding to give 
100% bearing surface. 

Hydraulic Metering Valve Stem. 
Hole .156” in diameter; reamed, 
heat treated, and then honed. 
Honing 3 times as fast as pre- 
vious method. 

a 

Wing Bracket. Two \%” holes 
must be in line. Honing increased 
bearing surface and reamer life. 

Stainless Steel Load Compensator 
Valve Seat. Hole is honed to 
.0002” limit. 

ge 

* 

Vd 

Aircraft Hydraulic Brake Cylinder. 
Honing three times faster than 
lapping—and gave oa straighter 
hole. 

Hydraulic Two-Way Control 
Valve. Hole is honed to eliminate 

leakage. 

Aircraft Instru- Counterbore 
ment Panel Con- Cutter. Very 
trol Wire Bush- small part 
ing. Hole .187” and becouse 
diameter—held of this fact 
to .0002”, stock hard to han- 
removal .001”, dle by any 
sixty per hour. other method, 

Pump Shoft Bushing. Bronze; 
honing follows reaming. Sunnen 
method greatly reduced valve 
leakage. 

ee 

Calevlator Machine Gears. Cut 
from hole which is reamed and 
then honed Honing mointains 
same pitch line concentricity. 

Aircraft Valve Guide. Valve tap- 
pet roller pin hole honed to 6 
micro inch finish. 

Header Die. Life of header dies 
increased 3 to 9 times over lap- 
ping. Knock out pin breakcge 
practically eliminoted. 

Carbureter Metering Jet. Two 
black bushings Bakelite. Line 
honing by Sunnen method. 

Spur Gear. By honing gears direct 
from heat treatment, concentricity 
of pitch line is maintained. 

SUNNEN PRODUCTS COMPANY, 7941 Manchester Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 
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Canadian Factory, Chatham, Ontario 
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. maintain quality under quantity demands 

Cut t high production 
n and ott —— 5 here chips break up, allowing the tap 

ymmended for high pro 
s where chips break up, allowing 

high aquatity of preduction work 

d Steel Taper Pipe Taps e designed for topping in soft 
»nded for use where co particularily fine quality of thread is 

e less cutting) teeth per thread section, can be operated with less 
full thread taps for th class of tapping v 

Send for the Card Catalog giving complete details 

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS 

CARLTON RADIAL DRILL 

FEATURES “1. Low Hung Drive to the Spindle. 2. All Power 

Driven Parts Running in Oil. 3. Quiet Running at all speeds. 4. Con- 

centrated and Convenient controls. 5. Constructed on Unit Principal. 

Tm» 

GARLTON | 

ohooh MACHINE TOOL COMPANY 

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A. 

UNIVERSAL = Horizontal Boring Machine HOLMAN HOLE FINISHING 

The only TRIWAY Boring Machine Built 

r . : ‘ Scientifically made of selected steel 
HELICAL under modern processes. Long lived, 

TAPER PIN economical, accurate. Details on request. 
Made in Cag and 4" tas } an REAMERS HOLMAN REAMER CO. 

, pe i MANCHESTER, CONN. 
spindle sizes. Write 

for complete, detailed 

specifications. 

Standard Universal 3'' Spindle Machine 

UNIVERSAL BORING MACHINE CO. 
Hudson, Mass., U. S. A. 

ee ee 
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PORTABLE SNAGGING 

WED oc oe ees 

For the correct wheel on 

every high speed snag- 

ging job, consult BAY 

STATE! 

A bulletin containing specific 

snagging recommendations is 

yours for the asking. 

PROGRESS 

3 7 Py 

ABRASIVE PRODUCTS CO., WESTBORO, MASS. 

JUNE 10, 1943 



Use coolants on a// your machines... 

ow 

AND IN
CREASE

 PRODU
CTION 

di =
 

_—— 

70 SAVE TIME—TOOLS 
HR: 

i 

e 

Above: Standard Model—capacities up 
to 130 gals. per hour. 

® 
Left: Model H-10A Centrifugal — capaci- 

ties 10 to 1,000 gals. per hour. 
e 

Below: Heavy Duty ‘‘A’’ Series Model— 
capacities up to 165 gals. per hour. 

GRAY-MILLS 

Yoni: 

COOLANT SYSTEMS 

HEFE is the simple, economical way 
to equip your machines to use 

coolants—to help them produce more 
and better work faster! Gray-Mills 
Systems have increased the efficiency of 
hundreds of machines on operations like 
drilling, milling, sawing, grinding, hon- 
ing, tapping, threading and cutting. They 5" — 
are quickly and easily set up to operate pojroat bond 
either as a permanent or temporary part saws. 
of a tool. Sturdily built Gray-Mills 
Systems are available in both gear and e 
centrifugal types with capacities from 
50 to 1,000-gals. per hour—controlled = pgight. standard 
flow. Prices range from $39.50 to _ model serving 2 
$189.50. drill presses. 

If you want to modernize your older 8 
machines—equip small, large or special 
tools for greater efficiency—or have a _gejow: “‘a"' se- 
“standby” and “clean out” system there ries model on a 
is a Gray-Mills for the job. Call your bench lathe. 
distributor or write direct. 

PROMPT 

SHIPMENTS 
Send for 
this new 
catalog— 
it gives 
full details. ti y Use FLO-BAC 

~  COOLANTS.. 
. 5 types for most requirements 

—10 and 55-gal. containers—im- 
mediate delivery from your dis- 
tributor or our — 

Camplete Portable | 

COOLANT SYSTEMS ‘Conecties $0. 40 1000 @: FN: 
Pressures 8 to 150 Ibs. 

“GRAY- MILLS COo., 227 w. 0 Ontario St., Chicago 

| 

—even with 

unskilled help! 

24 Years’ Successful Use! 

TIMESAVER LAPPING COMPOUND is a 
thoroughly proven product, backed by 24 
years of successful use. Many of America’s 
largest and best-known manufacturers are 
steady users of TIMESAVER. 

Nothing Else Like It! 

TIMESAVER can be safely used in as- 
sembled machinery without later disas- 
sembly for cleanout. IT CANNOT imbed in 
ANY metal. Only TIMESAVER has “’3-Stage 
Action,” diminishing in use from an cbra- 
sive to a polish, then to an inert sub- 
stance. Enables fast, precision work, yet 
is almost “fool-proof.” 

Has Many Applications: 

TIMESAVER DOES THE FOLLOWING JOBS 
faster and better: Lapping new or re- 
poured Babbitt Bearings; precision fitting 
Brass Valves, Guides, Brass and Bronze 
Gear Units; lapping Steel Screws to close 
tolerances; cutting glaze on Airplane En- 
gine Cylinder Walls; lapping brass and 
bronze parts of delicate instruments and 
gauges, etc., etc. 

Immediate Deliveries ! 

Despite the pressure of war conditions we 
are filling all orders promptly. Eastern 
orders are shipped from our Chicago office. 

TIMESAVER PRODUCTS CO. 
1119 Post St., Seattle, Wn. 

TIMESAVER 

Compound 

Try it—at our risk! 

Timesaver Products Co. 
1119 Post St., Seattle, Wn. 

Ship us the following on 30 days’ approval, 
with the understanding that if we are not 
fully satisfied you will cancel the bill. 

Green Label Timesaver 
@ $2.10 (for hard metals 
lbs. Yellow Label Timesaver 
@ $2.10 (for soft metals 
F.O.B. Seattle 

Company 

Address 

Individual 

NOTE: Please attach your regular requisi- 
tion form, giving, priority rating, contract 
number, and certification. 

AMERICAN MACHIN 



When an order from your I.S.D- 

goes into the shop ahead — 

IT 

= 

q 

= = 

a 

a | 

Your *Industrial Supply Distributor 

can buy for you on the same Priority 

that your own Purchasing Depart- 

ment uses. 

He buys in big volume—he buys 

often —he buys just as far ahead of 

your requirements as he possibly can 

—to be ready when you call. His 

purchases cover materials that he 

knows you are going to need. 

When your Industrial Supply Dis- 

tributor’s orders hit the factory, they 

go into the production schedule and 

they stay there. Nothing can “bump” 

them except a higher priority. Thus 

when the Distributor’s order for 

your materials goes into production 

ahead, it stays ahead. 

Build better relationships with your 

Distributor. It’s good business — 

whether you’re buying shop tools, 

Cle-Forge High-Speed Drills and 

Peerless High-Speed Reamers or a 

thousand items in between— 

*Telephone your Industrial Supply Distributor first! <& 

TRADE MARK REG. U. SPAT OFF. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
9 NORTH JEFFERSON ST. CHICAGO 

LONDON - E. P. BARRUS, LTD.- 35-36-37 UPPER THAMES ST.EC4 
30 READE ST. NEW YORK 

6515 SECOND BLVD. DETROIT 

TWIST DRILL 

1242 EAST 49" STREET 
CLEVELAND 

CLEVELAND 
DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 
ARE READY TO SERVE YOU 

650 HOWARD ST. SAN FRANCISCO 



HOEFER 

MULTIPLE SPINDLE HEADS 

Speed “fr Aircraft 

Production 

Here's How It's Done 

@ Crankcase—Upper Half—V-8 Aircraft Engine—Aluminum 
2 operations performed on one machine drilled four 23/64 holes and 
bored and countersunk one 2" hole in each corner of crank case by 
means of 4 units and 5 Spindle Heads. 
3rd operation on a second machine tapped four 7/16-14 holes Class 
#3 in each corner of case by means of reversing motor driven— 
individual lead screw spindles—revolution counters. In each case, 
drilling and tapping operations were completed in time required to 
do one hole singly. 
Loading and unloading time is same either case, but in above instances 
part need not be shifted for various operations. 

Sa ne. 2. 

Below is a typical Hoefer unit showing four individually motor 
driven tapping units with bushing plates and mounted on fixture 
base. Head Spindles made with hardened and ground lead screws 
for accurate tapping. (motors not shown) 

‘Where holes can be worked in "multiple we can furnish a head to 
suit the particular requirements of the job—not only for drilling but 
for boring, reaming, counterboring, countersinking, facing, hollow 
milling, threading, tapping, in fact for any operation ordinarily 
performed in a drill press or turret lathe. 

The flexibility of Hoefer design is such that any kind of adaptation 
for any machine can be provided (just as in the example above) and 
any spindie construction for whatever tools you may want to use. 
If you have more than two holes to drill put your problem up to us. 
The more you can tell us about your job the better we can quickly 
interpret your needs. Find out how you can save on machine invest- 
ment—on space, and in time. 

HOEFER'S WHOLE BUSINESS IS HOLES 

HOEFER MFG. €0. Qreeporz, 7 

290 

MIGHTY 

Small Portable Hand Pliers 

Exert 200 P. S. I. 

In spite of the diminutive size and 3 

ounce weight of these pliers it takes only 

a normal person's grip of the handle to 

exert the astounding pressure of 200 lbs. 

per square inch at the jaws. 

That is why this Model KL 436 has be- 

come so popular among aircraft manu- 

facturers. Its small size coupled with its 

almost unbelievable performance lifts it 

above the average plier. 

Knu-Vise Toggle Action Clamping Fix- 

tures save time. They do not require the 

time-consuming operation of adjusting the P 

pressure for each clamping operation by Sa 

hand. Once set, the pressure spindle re- th 

mains in a fixed position until the entire fo 

clamping job is completed. The pliers 

are handled as simply as regular pliers. th 

| Knu-Vise Pliers range in throat capacity * 

up to 5'2 inches. 

Our broad experience in engineering 
methods for holding parts or assemblies 
for various operations is at your com- 
mand. 

A 

2217 Eighth St., Detroit, Micl 
4328 San Fornende Rd., lends! 

alif. 
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ASK YOUR 

THREADWELL oistrisutor: 

Personal attention to your orders for Taps by the Threadwell distributors can often 

save days of waiting. Threadwell HIGH SPEED Taps can be identified by the dot on 

the shank (red for cut thread, white for commerical ground, and blue 

for precision ground). They can also be identified by 

their OUTSTANDING perform- 

ance on your production line. 

Write for catalog today! 

* 

Export Stocking Distributors 

CANADA: BRIDGE MACHINERY CO., MONTREAL 
ENGLAND: SKYLUX LTD., LONDON 

10, 29 | 



HAMILTON MUEHLMATT 

SENSITIVE TAPPER 

A high production sturdy little machine particularly 

suited to precision tapping of light work—instru- 

ments, cameras, watches, clocks and the like. Easy 

to operate—can be attached to any light socket. 

“V ARIMATIC” 

Built with instrument pre- 
cision allows instantane- 
ous variable speed ad- 
justment in two ranges. 
Low range 840— 270 
R.P.M. High range 
2900—9300 R.P.M. Drill 
capacity .004" to 5/16". 

MAXI-JR-E 

Designed and built for 
accurately drilling small 
holes .004" to .250" di- 
ameter. It consists of a 
self contained drilling 
unit which swings radially 
on the column and may 
be locked in any desired 
position. This extremely 
flexible small drilling ma- 
chine may be ganged for 
sequence operations or 
to increase production. 
Spindle speeds from 750 
to 12,000 R.P.M. 

The "“Varimatic’ and the Maxi-Jr.-E each feature a full 
floating spindle of special design which eliminates radial belt 
pull on the spindle. 

& 

Write for full particulars 
on any or all of the machines shown. 

ETTCO-EMRICK 
TAP CHUCKS 

Grip is visible, assur- 
ing proper insertion 
of taps every time. 
5 sizes, for No. 0 to 
1'' taps. Details in 
Bulletin No. 6. Coliet 
type chucks available 
for No. 6 to %"" 
taps. 

Are you up against these 

3 TAPPING problems? 

Inability to get skilled operators 

Need to employ women on tapping 

Unable to get additional machines 

Here's your answer 

to all three... 

Ctheo~ Emrich 

TAPPING 

ATTACHMENTS 

—, 

And here are the 

reasons why unskilled 

operators can give 

you fast, accurate 

tapping production 

with these attach- 

ments, right on your 

present drill presses. 

. The sensitivity needed in tapping, 
particularly with the smaller size taps, 
is provided by the exclusive design 
of the Ettco-Emrick friction-clutch. It's 
as sensitive as a hair trigger and lets 
go the instant the tap sticks or bot- 
toms. 

2. Reverse is automatic. 

. The tappers are designed and built 
for high-speed operation. 

. The tap idles in the cutting direction. 
This prevents chamfering the hole and 
doubles cutting edge life. 

. Attachments can be used on any drill 

A 

press and QUILL CLAMPS are avail- 
able to assure absolute rigidity. 

BULLETIN NO. 2 

GIVES FULL DETAILS 

copy will be mailed to you on 
request. 

ETTCO TOOL CO. 

590 Johnson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

(Abc 
plex 
chin 
tions 

Detroit @ Chicago 

DRILL CHUCKS @ TAP HOLDING CHUCKS 

TAPPING ATTACHMENTS @ TAPPING MACHINES 

MULTIPLE SPINDLE TAPPING AND DRILLING HEADS 

The Hamilton Too! Co. 

830 NINTH ST HAMILTON, OHIO] 
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Two Bearing Seats 

in Pump Manifold 

Precision Bored to 

These Tolerances: 

0 03" in “ameter 

‘ 9005" in 

(Left) Pump manifold, showing the 
two ball bearing seats. Extreme loca- 
tion and diametrical accuracy is re- 
quired. 

(Above) This versatile Stokerunit Sim- . -— , \ ~N 
plex Double-End Precision Boring Ma- 
chine offers a wide range of applica- . 
tions. “ ey 2 

wa . 
- 

; 

Actual Boring Time 35 Seconds 

per Seat on 

STOKERUNIT SIMPLEX 

Fiecision BORING MACHINE 

On this job, extreme accuracy is indispensable in the line-up 
of ball bearing seats in pump manifold and cover. Diametrical 

accuracy is of equal importance. 
(Above) Special fixture is indexed by hand in precision 
boring second seat, Boring time is 35 seconds per seat, 

The Stokerunit Simplex machine precision bores each seat 
in the manifold in 35 seconds, holding location to within 
.0003’’, diameter to within .0005’’, and the depth to .001”’. 

By consistently maintaining these close tolerances, Stoker- 
unit Simplex equipment has substantially reduced the number 

of throw-outs experienced on other equipment previously 
used. In addition, a polish finish is maintained. 

Additional Data: Dia. of bore 2.0472'’; depth .602"’; stock re- 
moval 14,’’. Stock, cast iron, Brinell 180-200; cutter, tungsten 
carbide. Spindle speed 400 r.p.m.; feed 234"’ per min. Indexed 

by hand. 

Versatility as well as Accuracy and Speed 

The Stokerunit Simplex Precision Boring Machine used on 
this job is the Series 200 3-Spindle Double-End. Each end 
being individually driven, only the single-spindle end is in 
Operation in precision boring these pump manifolds. 

Because of its versatility, this same double-end machine with 

different fixtures is used in precison boring various parts for a 
full range of differently sized pumps. 

The same adaptability to a wide variety of work is available 
to solve your precision boring problems. Over 25 models of 

Stokerunit Simplex Precision Boring Machines cover practi- 
cally the entire range of precision boring applications. They 
can be furnished in mechanical or hydraulic feeds, with single 
or multiple spindles, for short-run or produc- 
tion work. 

Get the complete Stokerunit story now. For 

specific recommendations, send blueprints of 
parts with your production requirements. No 

obligation. 

WRITE TODAY for these two booklets covering 
our entire line of Simplex Precision Boring 

Machines. Complete data and specifications are 
included. 

STOKERUNIT CORPORATION 

IGNERS AND BUILDERS OF PRECISION BORING MACHINES AND MILLING MACHINES| 



Continuous 

Cutting Action 

ONT T 

BAND SAW 

The most modern and fastest known method for handling 95 per 
cent of all cut-off work. Faster, as the cutting action is continuous— 
on heat generation—no inertia to overcome, More Accurate, as it 
makes a wafer thin cut—smoothly and silently. 

The full theory and meth, d 

of PICTORIAL DRAWING 

for use in: 
@ drawing with in- 

| struments from 
shop drawings or 
design sketches 

Quicker set-up—smaller investment—with SAVINGS in labor— 
power—and tool steel 
Two sizes—four speeds—portable—attaches to any light socket. 

Write for bulletin. 

MACHINE TOOL DIVISION fRisniezO™MicHOKs 

WEW LIFE TO ‘ox 
GES 4D, %, 

DIXON’S 

b LATHE CENTER 

B GRAPHITE LUBRICANT 

“a 

Controls Overheating— 
Prevents Softening and Scoring of 

DEAD CENTERS 
Experienced machine shops write 

(we quote): 

“Eliminates burning entirely.” 

‘Am enabled to use centers indefinitely.’ 

“Can increase speeds 
without undue heating.” 

Also used as an anti-seize lubricant 
in other applications. 

In handy easy-to-apply tubes. 
1, 4 and 8-oz. sizes at your supplier's. 

Ne SERN en | Rae SES aS 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE con APANY, JERSEY CITY, “N. ‘J. 
BURRESS EAE a ee Pi eS ee 
Ticonderoga, No. 635 and Microfyne Graphite - Pipe Joint Compound « Graphiee Seal | 
ES ET I Oe te LE eee eer a 
Graphited Oils + > Cup and Pressure Gun Grease . Gear Lubricants ¢ Waterproof Graphited Grease aca ESE RRR RR OR Oo 
Auto- ieee Groene ¢ Graph-Air Guns « Belt ee (Contains no Graphite) | 
1 REE REE ROS he Cf” ear LAS OT 

4004 | 
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@ freehand sketch- 
ing from shop 
drawings 
@ making assembly 
stacks, “exploded” 
views, etc. 

proficiency. 
Just off the press! 

INDUSTRIAL 

PRODUCTION 

ILLUSTRATION 

By RANDOLPH PHILIP HOELSCHER 
Professor of General Engineering Drawing, 

University o? Mlinois 
CLIFFORD HARRY SPRINGER 

Associate Professor of General Engineering Drawing, 
University of Dlinois 

and RICHARD F. POHLE 
Major, U. S. Army, Chief of Base Shop Data Section, 

Rock Island Arsenal 
286 illustrations, $3.50 

Here is practically a self-study course in 
a drawing now being used exten- 

sively to expedite production in the machine 
industries. It shows how to draw views of 

213 pages, 8% x ll, 

the pictori 

This book covers the entire range of pictorial 
drawing, from both 
practical points of view, for those who 
wish to do production illustration in the 
aircraft, shipbuilding, 
tive, or other industrial fields. The three 
forms of pictorial representation are clearly 
covered, with the sound basis of theory, 
methods of laying out and shading sketches, 
and practice material, needed in acquiring 

machines, parts, fittings, 
from any angle of view, working from 
mechanical drawings, 
and other types of material. The theory of 
the various projections, construction of pic- 
torial views from them, accurate methods of J 
perspective drawing, etc., are covered to give 
you a sound basis for work that will meet 
most exacting technical requirements. Also, 
the book shows how to employ short cuts, 

and other more rapid freehand sketching, 
methods. 

Helps you produce 

the sort of draow- 

ing wanted for: 

—assembly guides 
—production planning 
—employee training 
—installation instructions 
—maintenance guides 
—purchasing and material 

specifications 
—catalogue illustrations, 

etc. 

ASK TO SEE IT 10 DAYS FREE 

SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL COUPON 

engineering sketches, 

~ 

8. Oblique Sketching 
9. 

10. 
11. 

the 

ordnance, automo- 

. Uses of Pictorial 

. Lettering 

. Orthographic Sketch- 
in, & 

. Axonometric Projec- 

oO Om crs 
01 

. Axonometric Sketch- 
in, 

theoretical and 

assemblies, etc., 

CONTENTS 

Drawing 
Orthographic Projec- 
tion 

g 
Oblique Projection 

Perspective 
Engineering Delinea- 
tion 
Shading 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C. 
Send me Hoelscher, Springer & Pohle—Industrial 
Production [Illustrations for 10 days’ examination 
on approval. In 10 days I will send $3.50, plus 
few cents postage, or return book postpaid. (Post- 
age paid on cash orders.) 
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G&L Machine Used for 

Both Heavy Milling 

and Accurate 

Boring of 34-ton Part 

Here’s another interesting example of ma- 

chining extremely heavy parts. This 34-ton 

cast steel hydraulic press cylinder is com- 

pletely machined in 3 settings. The machine 

used is aG & L No. 570 Floor-type Horizontal Boring, 

Drilling and Milling Machine with a 7’’ diameter spindle. 

The part is stationary and mounted directly on parallels 

on the floor plate. Bores are located by adjusting the 

column on the runway and the headstock on the column. 

The operator does this with ease through the use of elec- 

trical push-button controls located on the machine head- 

stock. 

G&L Telescopic Vernier Sight Simplifies 

locating Bores Accurately 

The machine is provided with a G & L Telescopic Vernier 

Sight which makes it possible for the machine operator 

to make settings in thousandths, of both the headstock and 

column, without leaving his operating position on the 

platform. This telescopic sight can be installed on any 

machine of this type which has scales and verniers. Write 

for Bulletin VS-4. 

G &L machines are being used for an endless variety 

of machining operations on both small and large parts in 

many industries. With G & L attachments and accessories 

there is practically no combination of operations that 

cannot be performed with speed and economy. Feeds and 

speed ranges cover practically any cutting requirements. 

G & Lengineers will be glad to make recommendations 

for faster machining of your work on G & L equipment. 

VERSATILITY FOR HEAVY DUTY 

AND ACCURATE MACHINING 

Ist Set-up 
Set casting on parallels mounted on floor plate. 
OPERATION 1—Face mill. 
OPERATION 2—Pick «p center bore and record 
vernier readings of headstock and column 
runway. 

Bore, counterbore, chamfer 8’’—38 4" and 
39%" diameter bores. 
OPERATION 3—Backface 8’ bore with Con- 
tinuous Feed Facing Head mounted on bar. 
OPERATION 4—Pick up, bore and chamfer 
three 15.437” holes and two 18” diameter 
holes, using scales and verniers on head and 
column runway. 
OPERATION 5—Backface two 18” bores with 
Continuous Feed Facing Head before pulling 
bar out of the bores. 
OPERATION 6—Take locating cut on pads to 
accurately establish their dimensions from the 
center bore. The reading of the headstock 
vernier will be the center bore reading, plus 
or minus, the distance the pad is from the 
center bore, plus 2 the diameter of the end 
mill used. 

2nd Set-up 
Set up on finished face on floor plate, aligning 
from the finished part of the pads. 
OPERATION 7—Face mill pads. 
OPERATION 8—Form mill inside edges of pad. 
(15° Dovetail Slide.) 

3rd Set-up 
Reverse casting, again, aligning from finished 
pads. 
OPERATION 9—Mill pads similar to Opera 
tion 7. 

FREE DAT Information covering the complete line of G & L machines and 
time-saving attachments and accessories is included in this 
catalog. Write for your copy. Ask for Catalog No. 62. 

10, 1943 



ADAMS 

Gear Hobber and 

Thread Muller 

Here is a versatile machine that will help 

you to produce precision gears on an unin- 

terrupted schedule. 

It excels in the production of multiple splined 

shafts, and it hobs spur gears and helical 

gears of any angle. 

In addition, it functions as a thread miller on 

single or multiple threaded worms, lead and 

feed screws, etc. 

Our catalog No. 501 contains full information. 

Do you want a copy? 

THE ADAMS COMPANY 

Est. 1883 

1905 Bridge St. Dubuque, Iowa 

Investigate THE GRAY LINE 

PLANERS 

MILLING PLANERS 

MILLING MACHINES 
(Planer Type) 

HORIZONTAL 
BORING MACHINES 

(Floor Type) 

THE POSSIBILITIES 

oF THE NATIONAL 

KEYSEATING MILLER 

on Your Work 

® Shops all over the country are solving 
difficult keyseating problems by chucking 
this attachment on their drill presses, radials 
and horizontal boring mills—and milling 
keyseats in pieces too large or bulky for 
convenient handling on keyseating ma- 
chines. 

eee. 

7 8 ri re 
= : . Py 4 % 

<3 * (9 ‘ij : 6 Jit ae 
" 

Write for bulletins giving detailed specifications 

1 eC ee Ca. a Oe OD 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

The “National” goes through the hole once 
and mills keyseats with parallel sides and 
Parallel with the axis of the bore. It's a 
big time and money saver and is available 
in standard stock diameters from 4” to 342” 
for cutting lengths from 1%” to 12”. It will 
keyseat in blind holes, taper holes, and off- 
set holes. We also manufacture oll-grooving 
millers, 

WRITE today for Catalog No. 15 

Several widths of 
Cutters can be used 
with each size miller 
and many different 
hole diameters key- 
seated with one tool 
through the use of 
eccentric bushings. 

NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL CO. 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

SEE FULL PAGE AD 

IN PREVIOUS ISSUE 

W. B. KNIGHT MACHINERY CO. 

ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 

STEVENS 
MILLING MACHINE 

VISES 
5 in., 6 in. and 7 in. sizes 
All parts Interchangeable 

JOHN B. STEVENS INC. 
474 Canal St., New York, N. ye 

Write for 
Bulletin 

AMERICAN MACHIN'ST 



Accu 

Connecting Rods by 

Many of the familiar problems in weigh- 
ing and balance-milling connecting rods 
-for internal combustion engines are elim- 
inated by means of special features in this 
new Snyder semi-automatic machine. 

For the purpose of this operation, a a small 
amount of excess stock is left on each end 

of the forging, the exact amount on each 
end being shown when the part is weighed 
on the double dial shadowgraph scale. 

The piece is then clamped in the fixture 
and the operator locates the excess stock 
on the piece by advancing a finder which 
flashes on a green light to indicate cor- 

rect contact. This adjustment automatic- 
ally brings the cutting tool into exact 
alignment with the tip of the finder. 

An excess adjustment of as little as .002” 
flashes on a red warning light which re- 

mains on until the setting is corrected. 

The operator then sets the pointer on the 
fan-shaped dial (above the milling unit) 
at the amount of excess stock which the 

hing 4 
rately Weighing Semi-Avtoma 

s cemaueemeeeeee ee cietemeneemt 

nd Balance
-Millin

g 

tic Cycle 

scale indicated must be removed. This 
automatically sets the cutter in position 

to remove that amount of stock. 

When these settings are made for each 

end of the connecting rod, an electric 
push button is pressed and both units 
feed cutters past the work, bringing it 
to correct balanced weight within the 
usual quarter-ounce limit. 

Although the machine shown is designed 
with fixed center distances for a specific 
connecting rod, it is practical to build 
this machine with simple adjustments to 
handle two or more rods of various 

weights and sizes. 

It is notable that no delicate dial indi- 
cators are used in locating excess stock, 
the finder being of hardened tool steel, 
ruggedly built and housed and the use 
of colored tell-tale lights to indicate ac- 
curacy greatly facilitates the entire op- 

eration. 

Perhaps you have a production problem 
that can be simplified by Snyder engi- 

neering. We invite your inquiries. 

Ue. sigue rs and builders of machinery 

for Wt production at vo
w unit cost 



3600 RIVET HEADS 

PER HOUR ... noiselessly 

That's about as fast as an operator 
can handle the parts . . . which 
makes your production second to 
none when you use 

LINLEY 

ROTARY RIVET 

SPINNING MACHINES 

Moreover . . . the noiseless feature 
boosts output still higher. It’s tough | 
on operators when a roomful of the | 
old style hammer-blow riveters | 
bang away. It’s pleasant work with | 
silent Linleys which smoothly roll 
out the heads with a highly pol- 
ished finish, Made in both bench 
and floor styles from 3/16" to %” 
capacity and for countershaft, hori- 
zontal motor or direct connected f 
vertical motor drives. Floor or | 
bench space varies from 5” x 5%" 
to 17” x 28”. 

Write for detailed Bulletin to Lin- 
ley Bros. Co., 664 State Street Ex- | 
tension, Bridgeport, Conn. 

| 

| 

LINLEY BROS. CO., Bridgeport, Conn. | 

VERTICAL SHAPERS »7-12"-14" ston 

Four cutting Speeds . . . infinite 
feed variations quickly selected 
. . - Directional control for all 
movements ... Rapid power 
movements in all directions . . . 
Brake for Ram automatically ap- 
plied... OPERATOR CONTROLS 
MACHINE WITHOUT MOVING 
FROM HIS WORKING POSI- 
TION .. . Timken Bearings for 
Bull Gear, Shaft and Rotary 
Table... 

ACCURATE, POWERFUL, 

FAST, FINGERTIP CONTROL 

Ask 

for 
Circular 

No. 726A 

MOREY MACHINERY CoO., INC 

410 Broome Street New York, N. Y. 

P.S. he Owns an APECO PHOTOCOPY MACHINE 

Here is a machine that multiplies Man-Power Saves valuable hours now spent on copying 
—releasing men, women and their equipment and tracing by making photo-exact copies at 
for other work. Speeds up your production! small expense—in your own place of business. 

Makes Photo-Exact Copies of Anything Written, Printed, Drawn or Photographed 
APeCO makes copies up to 18” x 22” — nent, photo-exact copies of letters, blueprints, 
1 to 100 copies or more. No chance for specifications, drawings, etc. No special skill or 
error! o — cag war wir Legally darkroom needed. 
acceptable. Used by leaders throughout Prompt delivery —on machines and sup- - 
industry. Foolproof operation! Sturdy plies. Write for FREE folder now! Without Ist COPY in 
construction ! : ; : obligation, ask to have an APeCO Consult- : MINUTES . 
With our simple instructions, any inex- ant call—located in all principal cities and le 
perienced boy or girl can produce perma- Canada. 

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO. eps. w-2, chicago, 1. 

For Employee j “THE TOOLS: OF OUR TRADE” . . . American 

a Machinist's |6-page special section on elementary shop 

Tr aming practice now available in reprint form. 

Production executives will find in this exactly the 
AMERICAN MACIEIGST—000 W. & &., Mow Youk, NM. ¥. type of information needed by new workers. Re- 
Please send me......copies of ‘“The Tools of Our Trade”’ moves the chief obstacle to the novice’s progress— 

the simple fact that he doesn’t know the names of 
things. Covers measuring, gaging, marking, holding. 
cutting, forming and milling tools. Basic instruction 
data which will save you months of preparation time 

10¢ each—MAIL COUPON TODAY 
ES ee ee eee ee 
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Here's a screw driver bit that has 

more lives 

than a cat 

= 

Apex Phillips Power Bits do wear out even- 

tually, but Apex Reconditioning Service gives 

them many lives. 

When you have Apex-Phillips Bits recondi- 

tioned, you not only save important money, but 

you help our War Effort by conserving a vitally 

critical material . . . Tool Steel. 

Do not scrap your worn out Phillips Bits— 

send them to us for reconditioning. They will 

be returned promptly, just as good as new bits. 

Whea you buy Apex-Phillips Bits and use 

Apex Reconditioning Service you can then be 

sure your tool cost per thousand screws driven 

is down to rock bottom. 

Write for Catalog #15 for complete information. 

APEX 

THE APEX MACHINE & TOOL CO., DAYTON, OHIO 

Manufacturers of Power Bits for Phillips, Slotted Head, and Clutch Head Screws; and Hand Tools 

for Phillips and Clutch Head Screws. 

Phillips Bit Reconditioning Service for the Pacific Coast at 
the Burklyn Co., 3429 Glendale Bivd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

YUNE 10, 1943 



SMALL ARMS PRODUCTION CAN BE SPEEDED UP 

with the powerful, fast “HARTFORD” Quick-Acting MILLING VISE 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Made in Plane and 
Swivel Jaw Types 

Width of Jaw—5" 

Depth of Jaw — 
1 3/16" 

Max. opening (Plain j Eccentric Lever 
Jaw) 25%" Binding Handle 

Exerts Great 
* * Pressure 

Max. opening (Swivel 
Jaw) 24" 

Weight 40# 

Dimensions (overall) 
13" long—8" wide 
—5" high. 

Full details 
Quick Return 

on request. Cam Faced 
e Handle 

THE HARTFORD SPECIAL MACHINERY CO. 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

Attached in three minutes or less, the Globe Miller 

increases swing of your lathe 5 to 10 inches, depend- 

ing on lathe size, permitting larger turning opera- 

tions as shown above. With accessories, it performs 

practically all types of precision milling. Used ex- 

tensively by U. S. Government. Write today. 

GLOBE PRODUCTS MFG. CO. 
3382 Robertson Boulevard Los Angeles, California 

Work is held securely regardless of cutting and return; upper lever exerts gripping pressure 
speeds and feeds. All operations are controlled Instant jaw opening for work removal or chit 
by two levers which can be manipulated with clearance effected by releasing top lever anc 
one hand. Lower lever provides quick opening giving lower lever a quarter turn. 

All parts interchangeable for replacement parts. 

Fixed Jaw Keyed 
Screwed and Positive 

Doweled Alignment 
of Jaws 

Movable Jaw 
rop Forged 

Heat Treated and 
Ground on all 
Fitting Surfaces 

Removable Hard- 
ened and Ground 
Jaws. Inter. 
changeable with 
those of No. 28 

and S. Vise 

“ROCKWELL” 

HARDNESS TESTER 

BETTER and BETTER 

EACH YEAR 

SINCE 1921 

MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

toner Ave. New York 

PD\S SDS AAD ADD SD SASS SS SSS SAG 

SMITH & MILLS 

CRANK SHAPERS 

sizes 12" to 32" stroke 

THE SMITH & MILLS CO. Cincinnati, Ohio 

— 

AVIS KEYSEATER 

This low cost machine will handle any 

keyseating job in the shop up to 1 14 in. 

Write for illustrated bulletin 

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO., 403 Exchange St., Rochester, N. Y. 
—— 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 



More production-less drill breakage.. 

Usine the right size and type of drill 

press for the job can make a big difference 

in production and in preventing drill breakage. 

A heavy machine for a light job is as wrong as a 

light drill press for a heavy job. 

Walker-Turner Drill Presses are made in several 

sizes and models for drilling holes from the 

smallest up to %" in steel. Wide speed ranges, 

smooth-running spindles and sensitive feeding 

mechanism, insure ideal drilling conditions for all 

materials. 

The high quality of Walker-Turner Drill Presses is 

due to careful design and discriminating selection 

of material, based on the manufacture of hun- 

dreds of thousands of these machine tools. 

Volume production makes them quickly available 

to war industries. 

company, inc. 
PLAINFIELD, N.J. 

WALKER-TURNER COMPANY, INC. 

- 4563 BERCKMAN ST., PLAINFIELD, N. J. 

Send for the new 

1943 CATALOG 

EB 

4.9 

TOOLS 

DRILL PRESSES — HAND AND POWER FEED e RADIAL DRILLS 
METAL-CUTTING BAND SAWS @ POLISHING LATHES e FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES 
RADIAL CUT-OFF MACHINES FOR METAL © MOTORS e¢ BELT & DISC SURFACERS 

10, 301 



Keep Ahead of 

DEFENSE DEMANDS 

on the PRODUCTION of 

EXTERNAL and INTERNAL 

THREADS 

The Coulter Type “H” Hob Thread Miller—modern 
in every detail of design and construction—handles 
high speed, accurate production of right or left hand 
threads. Any parts that can be held in ordinary 
chucks, air operated chucks, air operated collet chuck 
or special face plate fixture can be threaded on this 
machine. 

Work holding spindle and cutter spindle are driven 
by individual motors through worm and gears. Speed 
changes to work spindle are accomplished by pick- 
off gears; cutter spindle speeds are controlled by 
variable motor sheave. All high speed shafts turn in 
anti-friction bearings. 

Maximum external thread, 7”; minimum hole de- 
pends on smallest hob practical. 

BRIDGEPORT 

PRODUCTION 

PRECISION 

ECONOMY 

x 

Lubrigard 

& otected 

production type 

Precious minutes of war production can be saved by speci- 
fying Plain, Production, or Universal type GEMCO Shapers. 

Write for bulletin, GC-12a, describing the 
various applications. Favorable deliveries. 

GENERAL ENGINEERING & MFG. CO., ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

Send for Descriptive Bulletin 

giving fuli information. 

EGCTICUT = a5 =A. 

HAMILTON 

GEAR HOBBERS 

. for accuracy and speed 
in hobbing pinions, gears and 
seciors. 

TWO MODELS 
No. 00 SPUR GEAR HOBBER (lllus- 
trated) for work up to 2” dia. 

No. 1 SPUR and SPIRAL GEAR 
HOBBER for work up to 6” dit. 

Write for further details to 
TRIPLEX MACHINE TOOL CORP. 

Exclusive Sales Agents 
125 Barclay St., New: York, N. Y. 

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO., 
Manufacturers. ; 
Hamiltos, 0. 

For cutting internal keyways, slots or splines 1/16” 
to 4” wide and up to 60” long. Fast—Accurate— 
Flexible. Write for particulars and catalog on machine 
for your work. 

MITTS & MERRILL 
913 Tilden St. 

Saginaw, Michigan 

/KEYSEATERS | 

302 

ROCKFORD MACHINE TOOL CO. 

Shapers .. Planers. .Slotters.. Shaper- Planers 
—— ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S, A.-— 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 
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Where there is threading to be done there are 
Murchey machines and tools to do it—at 
faster speeds and with greater accuracy. Both 
internal and external threading operations can 

be handled with Murchey threading equipment. 

Type “M" Large diameter threads—from 4" to 12"—can now be handled 
Collapsible Tap on the new #42 Murchey Thread Milling Machine. The use of 

full length annular milling cutters on fhis machine, together 

with accurate control of pitch and depth, make it possible to 

cut right or left hand, internal or external precision threads on 

a production basis. It will pay you to investigate. P Self-Opening 
Die Head 

Murchey also manufacturers all types of Collapsible Taps, 

Self-Opening Die Heads and Shell Tapping Machines. 

MURCHEY MACHINE & TOOL COMPANY 

AETOAIT AAICUISP AAI 



PLANATHREADING 

l 

CUTTERS 

! 

P LANETARY CO. 

Fox St. & Abbotsford Ave., 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

5 4 of the many wage 

SLOTMASTER can be used 

to save TOOLS & SET-UPS 

Left: Set-up 
for lapping 
deep impres- 
sion die. 

Below: Set- 
up for cut- 
ting an inter- 
nal gear 

SLOTMASTER can be used on any 
round or flat-on round over-arm mill 
ing machine and will do precision 
work that normally requires a multi- 
thousand dollar machine (all of the 
working parts are of tool steel, heat 
treated). It takes but little time to 
change over from one head to the 
other . . . the stroke of the ram is 
adjustable from 0 to 4"' . . .the speeds 
range from 50 to 250 s.p.m. The tool 
holder is of the clapper box type and 
can be turned in any position. SLOT 
MASTER comes complete with pulleys 
motor, mounting bracket etc 

Send for 4-page catalog—give specifications 
of the milling machines you wish to equip 
Immediate deliveries on high priorities. 

EXPERIMENTAL TOOL & DIE COMPANY 
12615 Greiner 

Detroit, Michigan 

Below: Conventiona! 
set-up on a round over- 
arm milling machine— 
thumbnall shows a set- 
up for cutting a spline 

SSLOTMASTE R: 
a apeerss'* . cae 

internal threads by Planathreading. 
rate of production. 

EXTERNAL and INTERNAL THREADS 

MILLED SIMULTANEOUSLY: TIME 1 MIN. 

This job—a shell part—involves the simultaneous milling of both external and 
Absolute concentricity is assured at a high 

If you have a threading operation calling for speed and 
accuracy, explore the possibilities offered by Planathreading. 

10 to 20 TIMES 

LONGER LIFE 

After 2 m 

machines —_W 

would YOU depe 

a 

onths Equal Service 
in identical 

hich of these 2 SLEEVES 

nd on for ACCURACY? 

GPP vee HOLDER TYPE 

ON THE LEFT is illustrated an ordinary 
soft steel sleeve; on the right a Midwest 
Hardened and Ground Sleeve. Because 
Midwest Sleeves are scientifically 
hardened and precision ground, their 
length of accurate life is ten to twenty 
times longer than ordinary soft steel 
sleeves. 
Furthermore, the longer life of Mid- 

west Sleeves saves vital steels—steels 
otherwise consumed by repeatedly re- 
placing soft sleeves which quickly be- 
come worn, marred and discarded. 

Engineers and Manu- 
facturers of Precision 
Metal Cutting Tools 
which contribute to the 
progress, prosperity and 
comfort of mankind. 

353—Straight Sleeves with 
Morse Taper Holes 

RR ROR AR OMNI 8 

TANG END TYPE 
350—Morse Taper Sleeves with Morse Taper Holes 
351—B. & S. Taper Sleeves with B. & S. Holes 
356—Morse Taper Sleeves with B. & S. Taper Holes 
358—B.& S. Taper Sleeves with Morse Taper Holes 

<<< 

TAPPED END FOR DRAW BAR 
352—B. & S. Taper Sleeves with B. & S. Taper Holes 
359—B. & S. Taper Sleeves with Morse Taper Holes 

“ey 

EXTENSION TYPE 
354—Morse Taper Extension Sleeves 

with Morse Taper Holes 

MILLING CUTTERS ¢ SLEEVES * COUNTER BORES * END MILLS « REAMERS 
SPECIAL TOOLS + FORM TOOLS © CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS + ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS 

AMERIC 

MIDWEST TOOL & MFG. CO., 2356 W. JEFFERSON AVE., DETROIT, MICH. 

AN MACHINIST 



DUICK DELIVERY 

LIBERTY 

MEDIUM DUTY 

PLANERS 

48” x 48” Double Housing 

@ Designed and developed for operation on 

medium class planer work, this rugged machine 

has been most successful, efficient and economical 

on a wide variety of precision work. 

Following are a few of its outstanding 

features 

Box type table with “T” slots machined from the 

solid. Straight extra heavy box type columns dow- 

eled and bolted to bed. Sturdy cross; brace for 

rigidity. 

Deep box type cross rail with individual elevating 

motor. 

Friction feed and rapid traverse run in oil—located 

at end of rail along with simplified control. 

Rail heads have automatic pneumatic tool lifters. 

30 H.P. DC variable voltage reversing motor drive, 

40 to 1200 R.P.M. Generator set and controls op- 

erate on 3 phase, 60 cycle, 220 or 440 volt. 

Table feeds range from approximately 6 F.P.M. to 

172 F.P.M. 

Consult Liberty Planers on delivery dates. Write 

for New Liberty Catalog +155 for complete descrip- 

tion and detailed illustrations. 

LIBE RTY/yPLANERS 

1006 WELLER AVENUE HAMILTON °« 



WALTHAM 

THREAD MILLERS 

are time-savers in the pro- 

duction of precision threads 

Whether for tool room or the production requirements of stand- 

ard or other thread forms, these sturdy improved machines can 
be depended on for high production and accuracy. Their versa. 

tility is practically unlimited because with the cutters available 

not only standard threads but also special forms including V, N, 
Whitworth, Buttress, etc., can be produced with utmost con. 

venience and precision. Work up to 3" in diameter can be 
handled although 2" or less in diameter is recommended. 

These machines feature three motors which provide individual and wide 

speed change and reverse for cutter and work. Pump is operated at 
constant speed. Greater rigidity of cutter head is another feature in 

improved design. 

Standard equipment includes push button control, automatic stop, fol- 
low rest, one milling cutter, indexing device, 5 pitch lead screw and 13 
change gears for cutting from 5 to 40 threads per inch. 

Extra equipment available include: taper attachments, gears for cutting 

metric threads, metric lead screw, relieving attachment, special heads 
for internal and multiple thread cutting, and automatic cam operation. 

Full and complete details available promptly on request. 

Machine equipped with 
Relieving Attachment. A 
special work head re- 
places lead screw. 

Machine equipped with 
Internal Threading At- 
tachment having special 
motor driven cutter head. 

WALTHAM 
MASS. WALTHAM MACHINE WORKS 

6” Heavy Duty 
M General Purpese 

MOREY VERTICAL PROFILER 

AND MILLING MACHINE 

Over 2000 Morey Profilers @ There are no Vises that compare 
with PRODUCTO Vises. 4/4” Swivel Vise in continuous service as- 

suring speedy production 
for the United Nations in 
duplicating small parts. 

Cross head is balanced 
on vibration-free cross rail 
- . . Clearance between 
spindle and table easily 
increased or decreased 
- .. Spindles mounted on 
precision bearings... 
Ball bearings throughout 
... Slides ride on scraped 
ways and are adjustable 
against future wear. 
Ample provision for lubri- 
cation . . . Simple adjust- 
ment takes up backlash 
--- No chatter marks on 
work . . . Table working 
surface, 12%” x 15” 

MOREY MACHINERY CO., INC 

410 Broome Street New York, N. Y. 

These superior and modern Vises are 
so much better than the conventional 
design. 

Bodies fitted with hardened and 
ground wearing plates—extra large 
opening between jaws—large screw 
and nut for movable jaw—make these 
4/,'' and 6"' Vises practicably inde- 
structible and useful for very long 
wear. 
We also make Cam Lock Vises in 

4", 5"* and 7" sizes for production 
milling and drilling operations. Best 
vise for this purpose. 

Don't bother with old tools—use 
Modern Machine Vises. 

Ask for 8-page circular— 
Also manufacturers of Producte Die Sets 

and Die Makers’ Accessories. 

940 HOUSATONIC AVE. 

3017 MEDBURY, 

for teol rooms 
and machine 

@” Heavy Duty 
Swivel Vise 

PRODUCTO MACHINE COMPANY 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 

DETROIT, MICH. 

AMERICAN MACHIN'ST 
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T-jJ DIE SINKING MILLING CUTTERS 

meet today’s production requirements for speed 

and accuracy with more work between grinds! 

Long years of T-J leadership in this field 

make T-] Cutters “tops” in design, sturdiness, 

ability to hold a sharp edge and carry less 

breakage percentage. T-J Cutters are made 

from a standard, extremely high grade steel... 

assuring extra strength, wear resistance and 

uniformity. Send for new catalog. 

The Tomkins-Johnson Co., Jackson, Michigan. 

GD 

TOMKINS-JOHNSON 

DIE SINKING MILLING CUTTERS 



TYPICAL APPLICATIONS W/L "STANDARD" — 

G-— Now — the _ essentia! 

HYDRO-FORMER mathematics of the 
a RRA SHAPES AND JOINS METALS. . WITHOUT CUTTING 

Ce gibeieted machine shop 

Ball and Rod Attachment re ° ° 
y in concise, 

limit : | 
Lf = 7 | simple form 

Hose & Flexible Tube Fittings Load and wn'toad pnsi- ’ : 
tion wedaes with- 
drawn and dies apart 4 Just 

out! 

Don't let the simple 
mathematical prob 
lems you meet every 
Gay in your work steal 
precious —}, of pro 

> SSSsss 
duction time. Here is an 

_—— ; i easy way to brush up on 
: ' the mathematics you nee! 

—a simple, brief, and to Cable Attachment : 
the-point math book 

and Electrical Terminals 

Saves TIME, LABOR, METAL 
This book includes all the elemental mathe. 

In one operation, this machine connects meter of tubing, therefore, tendency maties the average machinist needs, giving 
only that work which is of prime importance, tubing or cables to solid fittings, or toward elongation is lessened and thick- ‘aka, ” Btnrti 

forms metal sections from solid bars ness of tubing wall is increased. Fittings car Uline oun anithenetbe, nt y Ps he 
without cutting. A feature of its design having large ends can be put into through enough algebra, geometry, and trig. 
is the use of hydraulically-operated machine without removing dies. This onometry to handle — work ag rh 
wedges to compress the dies so that machine simplifies handling of many pan yg ad BP nang id cation cae 

Reprinted f 

ation 

to the work . . . not obliquely as with quired more complex, time-consuming volved in a. wee of —— tools 
i r i i ia- ractice problems e n on ‘ 

tapered dies. In reducing outside dia methods. machine shop 

befor 

STANDARD MACHINERY CO T que 

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND Gacth 

FOR THE We a 
: ae prese 

“KNOW-HOW 
: 

this explanations 
Sead Instructor, addition ; thtraction; m, TURE Sperry Gyroscope Co multiplaction iv 

NGINE MAN ca om , 
E many tables, $2.00 use of fractions: the NS steel rule 

ENT sECTIO For a quick refresher use of decimals 

AN 4 rom AMERIC 15 progressive, easy-to —changing from fractions 
grasp lessons are what to decimals 
you need. measuring; the 

. -—_c—cmrn, ae gage and vernier cali 
a per; graduated (dials Fractions squaring and cubing a 

plete ARMAMENT BOOK on “Plane and Engine Manufacture” is now out of Squares, Cubes — 
print, a number of individual sections from which the book was compiled are a using formulas still available and can be furnished as reprints as long as the supply lasts. Please deen using angles 
send stamps, money order or check with your order * cutting circles { , . . The Geometry of squares and 

SECTIONS AVAILABLE Ratio, Proporti« atio; nroportion 
Percentage direct and inverse 

portion 
Conveyors Speed Plane Producti 7 : : $ : 

®@ How Aiea dae Built ae, Flush Rivets for Speedy Airplanes 10 a a ee oe 
@ Vega Applies Cast Dies Wright Turns to Line Production i. ilaenis belt lengths; . Screw Threads 

ev ne lag Bombers on Parade 12. Shaper, Planer. }D PS - .. ——re 

Landing Geet for Fighting Plases ner ere Segue toe age = I Siting Sfechine * lottans of isnot sas . : 7, — - a Mac e e trains 
Checking Aircraft Engine Castings a Se Snes Sieniiete 13. : ing and ani 

a eed and speed 
Aluminum Can be Deep Drawn Parts —— taper turning; angle 
Aircraft Engine by Buick Unleashing the Thunderbolt 15 one U ae _ turning 

Machine Guns from Task Operations Tooling for Bombers at Willow Run ier eee 

Line Production of Shell Cases F i i i The Problem of Aircraft Parts i Sa Peianion we lie you on the job 10 days free 
Geared for Defense na oe Double-Deck Assembly of the Vega occeee 

Sheet Shapes for Aircraft 2 : 
ener ~¥ Arsenal Timed Operations Pace Conveyors in McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. © 

sition-Thread Gages Vengeance Bomber Assembly Send me Weir’s Elementary Mathematics for tl 2 

swaging force is applied at right angles other operations which previously re- reading meastring tools, calculations in 

Further information on request | 

ELEMENTARY All « 

By John J. Weir Look up these many 

PLANE and 121 itustrations, combining operat 

MACHINIST ARMAM ~ ly ig ee 

meter; the height 

Here's your opportunity to keep up to date on war production. While the com- 3. Decimals number 

Algebra the bevel  protra 

mon Figures from circles 

®@ Building a Bomber @ Cartridge Links for Machine Guns 9. Pulleys, Beits percentage 

enasco Aids Air Corps Training of pulleys 

Allison Set for Peak Production Heat-Treatment of Aluminum Aircraft Indexing ee Eh ee 

Bombe i ; : P P ers Get the Green Light Wings for the Flying Fortress Let this simple home-study course help 

Defense Contracts 
Ventura SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL COUPON 

chine Trades for 10 days’ examination on approva 
10 days I will send $2.00, plus few cents postaze, 

Price 5c each—Supply is Limited! return book postpaid. (Postage paid on cash orders.) 

Address 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 3220".°" 7ae ) New York, N Y. Position . ——— ™ 
Company ...... ‘ si A. 6-10-48 

- 
AMERICAN MACHIN('S 
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1008 Franklin St., 

Detroit, Michigan 
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BROACHES . . still a product unknown 
to many which has achieved amazing records 
in production. 

Aircraft manufacture . . . America’s No. 1 
industry today . . . making the best in planes. 
ships, guns and instruments ... setting a new 
pace for fast and precision production. 

And right in step, Great Lakes Broaches estab- 
lish new standards for cutting tougher metals 
faster, with precision and perfection never 
before attained. 

All our products, recognized in aircraft and 
armament production, will meet the challenge 
of new and finer “tooling up” for post-war pro- 
duction. 

We are available today to help you solve your 
present war production problems, or for post- 
war planning. 

: 

BROACHES 

All types and sizes. 

GAGES 

Serration, 

Straight and 

Involute Spline, 

Male or Female. 

MASTER GEARS 

and MASTER 

INDEX PLATES 
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RE BETTER SC : 
A GUIDE TO es more and more IMP ' ns, i aterials t 

— scrap is the same hown below, a val 
will tnd eon 4ittic ulties. find them in 

It you ar _ 
3 mentioned 

W THREADS 

© war conditio 
n it we ge e mos’ tant the get th t 

: t ls da 
a reasing he quantity © tools an 

inc { th the amount 
Unde can out © 

FIT GAGES 
nd check the cause THREADS DO NOT 

TAPER THREADS Threads off lead 

= See 

e itsell or wort gage 

soe conditions oes due to machine cond: 
Bad camming 
Chasers shave* 
Loose front plates o 
Dist under tront pic es 

4 of cart ’ 
e o off on leng 

the gaq 

POOR MACHINE CONDIT
IONS 

wing chasers », thro 7 ~ h, cousing 4 in chaser slo 
er ot wackag 

siting lubricant 

xe Head CHASER BREAKAGE 
houlder 

niet 
1 hard, due to improper chamie 

s vi 
rebet 

whe are torced 
p enone sre held back by drag 
shasers shave 

ROUGH THREADS 
Material cuts poory 
Dull chasers. 

POOR THREADS AT START 

"To determine th 5. stop tosted q. Remove keenness of bo shavin 

To users of H & G DIE HEADS 

HE Check Chart illustrated above will 

be mailed upon request together with 

the current copy of “DIE HEADLINES” an 

informative publication issued from time 

to time and dealing with practical sugges- 

tions for cutting more and better screw 

threads. This is a part of the service given 

to users of H & G Die Heads. Please state 

the makes of screw machines and the 

style and sizes H & G Die Heads used. 

The Eastern Machine Screw Corporation 

20-40 Barclay Street, New Haven, Conn. 

GRAND ae A 
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SETTING THE PACE 
ON EVERY PRODUCTION FRONT 
Saving 90% of clamping time—new 
designs for high speed production 
work, one hand operation. Non-creep 
replaceable grips, proof-tested alloy 
steel construction of forged clamp 
capacity. 
Quikcet 4 second clamp will hold tight 
even on tapered surfaces without creep- 

i‘Neiiiies ing. Fast ratchet rod action under 
ives powerful fulcrum leverage Screws, 

Tin thse rods and handles copper plated against 
the welding spatter. 

Wied A complete line of modern time-sav- 
Munising clamps—both rnalleable iron and 

ithe alloy steel: Dual Grip ‘‘C’ Clamps; 
Heavy Duty Speed Clamps; Standard 
DeLux: Standard Alloy-Steel; and 
Quick Lockcet, the last word in mod- 
ern clamp design. 

Write today for circular 
GRAND SPECIALTIES CO. 3100W. Grand Ave Chicago, Ill 

AIR and HYDRAULIC 

Je kcbibit. WO abrite 

Dependable power for pushing, pulling or lifting. 

Standard models, air or hydraulic, low or high pres- 

sure, for all requirements. Write for full details. 

HANNA ENGINEERING WORKS e¢ 11767 &LSTON AVE., CHICAGO 

(RANT 

RIVETERS—PIONEERS in 
their line—head rivets from 
smallest to 5” diameter 

‘either by NOISELESS SPIN- 
NING or VIBRATING 
HAMMER inethod—Sizes to 
meet all needs—Types ia- 
clude Vertical and Horizon- 
tal Multiple Spindles. 

Write for literature and don't 
forset to send sumples. 

THE GRANT MFG. & 
MACHINE CO. 

85 Silliman Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.. U. 8. 

PRESSES 

FEEDS 

AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT 

THE V & O Press Co. Inc. 
Hnca HUDSC Y. 

AMERICAN MACHIN 

a 

Hy of © 4 @QVR EE + 



® Body is of semi-steel, heavily ribbed, will withstand 

unusual strain. Hardened steel jaws, accurately ground, 

have wide gripping surface. Steel thrust bearings 

are provided to give long wear and durability. 

10” Size 

12” Size 

14” Size 

16” Size 

18” Size 

We can also supply 3 jaw Univeral chucks in the following 

sizes: 6%” —7%2”—10'%”". 

A new free catalog is now available . . . write for it today. 

Also Manufacturers of Magnetic Chucks * Demagnetizers 

Milling Machine Vises * Power Hack Saws * Dividing Heads 



HANDLE YOUR SWAGING, STAMPING, PIERCING, BLANKING and FORMING of COILED METAL 

on THE NEW NILSON AUTOMATIC PRESS and FOUR SLIDE MACHINES 

.. . for fast, heavy duty 

work 

An outstanding feature of these combination 
power press and four slide machines is the 
powerful, silent action of the main press slide 
which is operated by crank motion through 
toggle or knuckle joints. Overhead stay rods 
contribute to the tremendous strength and 
rigidity of this machine. 

Other features include simple and easy 
changing of accessible and removable die 
set, open construction of forming slides and 
tool adjustments made without interference. 

Nilson’s more than 30-year experience in the 
design, development and manufacture of spe- 
cial, high production automatic machinery is 
available to assist you in producing any 
special machines you may require. Consult 

These Nilson machines are built in two sizes and are fully described in Bulletin our engineers and be assured of a compre- 
No. 90, available promptly on request. hensive service. 

duplic« 

RL MAKES PARTS...| Bu 

SPEEDY PRODUCTION without DIES 

“Beat The Promise” on delivery this new way: Use The DI-ACRO System of 
“Metal Duplicating Without Dies’’ — and have parts finished before dies could 
hardly be started. 
DI-ACRO Machines — Shears, Brakes, Benders — are precision-built STAN D- 
ARDIZED units so designed you can readily convert them into highly SPE- sae ~. $—DI-AC eo 
CIALIZED productive machines suited to your own particular needs. You may engies, channels oF "Ves" 
adjust, alter or remove any of the original contact surfaces, attach operating 
clamps, guides and gauges, or quickly set up your own forming surfaces or con- 
versions. Either right or left hand operation and mounting of each unit. The re- 
sult is a practically unlimited adaptability for a great variety of DIE-LESS 
DUPLICATING. Write for catalog — ‘‘Metal Duplicating Without Dies’’. 

rI- "RO 
BENDERS — Di-Acro Bender bends angle channel, | aed aan hie i a 
rod, tubing, wire, moulding, strip stock, etc., 2 sizes. terial, cuts strips, slits 
Capacity up to 44° cold rolled steel bar. 311 EIGHTH AVENUE SOUTH ° MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA notches. 

BETTER-MADE 

TORRINGTON , AT LOWER COST 

ROTARY sited 46 Styles—I95,000 Sizes 

SWAGING MACHINE E. A. BAUMBACH MFG. CO. STANDARDIZED 
N Machined Steel Semi-Steel 
Tilia) ah Send for our new catalog 
aneeare 1812 South Kilbourn Ave., Chicago, IH. 

— with 4000 forceful 
squeezing hammer blows 
per minute—makes metal 
tougher and more elastic. 
Send for booklet—‘“The 
Torrington Swaging Ma- LEADING THE , TANTUNG 
chine. INDUSTRY IN Vase oloy CUTTING TOOLS 

Dept. CARBIDE TOOLS RAMET bo 

SINCE 1930 The Torrington Co., Swager 
- 2 ° 439 

56 Field Street Torrington, Conn. 
VASCOLOY RAMET CORP. «© NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

AMERICAN MACHIN 



Heavy Duty 

DIE 

SINKING 

MACHINE 

The machine shown here is equipped with a 
Turchan follower for duplicating dies from a mold 

or a master die. In addition to the 60” table length, 
a 24” extension, riding on the bed and bolted to 
table, is provided for carrying the pattern to be 
duplicated. 

Specifications: 

* 

Table 30” wide x 60” long over working surface 

A circular table 24” in diameter is built into each table at left hand 

end of main table. 

Circular table has radial movement from front of table. 

Distance top of table to under side of spindle—15" minimum, 33” 

maximum. 

Depth of throat from center of table to face of column—23'2" 

In and out adjustment of ram that carries spindle head—30"’—15” 

each side of center of table 

Table Feeds—8- from ¥2" to 4” per minute 

Ram Feeds—8- from 2” to 4" per minute 

Spindle Speeds—18- from 33 R.P.M. to 1000 R.P.M. 

15 H.P. motor to spindle drive 

FITCHBURG FNCINEERING PORPORATION 

FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS 

10, 1943 



Manufactured by inde#e Machine and 
Tool Co. Jackson, Michigan 

CHECK THESE 

FEATURES! 

%& Precision Ball Bearing 
Spindle that will require no 
attention for two years. 

% Swivel Head which can be 
set 90° right or left. 

¥%& Super construction sensitive 
enough to do work with end 
mills Yg" diameter yet 

rugged enough to use 34" 
end mills taking full cuts 
24 hours a day. 

Verniers for locating, and 
power feed to spindle for 
boring. 

A versatile machine that 
can be used in the tool 
room or on the production 

line, 

Send inquiries for immediate 
quotation and quick delivery to 
Factory Sales and Distributing 
Agents. 

3100 E. MICHIGAN AVE. 

JACKSON, MICHIGAN 

es ee a ae ee ee ee a ea 

‘Patent 

UNIVERSAL 

BALL JOINTS 

@ Made ina range of 9 sizes 
for shaft diameters }” to 
13” 

@ Standard Joints have 
maximum angle of 38° 
from the straight line. 

@ Made by the largest 
manufacturers of UNI- 
VERSAL JOINTS in 
Great Britain. 

@ Widely used in Machine 
\Tools, accessory drives 
and on Aircraft. 

@ Certified 92% to 98% 
efficient by the British 
Government's National 
Physical Laboratory. 

Catalogues on request. 

MOLLART 

Engineering Co.,Ltd. 

KINGSTON BY-PASS, SURBITON, 
SURREY, ENGLAND. 

Telegrams : PRECISION, SURBITON. 

AMERICAN MACHIN 



VERNON | | 
VERTICAL MILL © ® 
AND JIG BORER 

EEPING many vital weapons and munitions of 
war flowing from the plants for the boys “over 

there” is a job thousands of Vernons are engaged in 

today. Vernons have the SPEED, ACCURACY and the 
STAMINA to maintain the constant performance and 
intense effort of today’s war program —with low 
upkeep and low initial investment. Ability and facili- 
ties for working to close limits of accuracy with the 
power for high speed production are designed and 
engineered into every machine. Latest bulletins will 
be sent free upon request. 

0" 

SS Saareg 

—; 

VERNON 
NO. 0 

PRECISION 
HORIZONTAL 

MILL 
eS 

VERNON 
UNIVERSAL 
TOOL & CUTTER 
GRItInODeER 

VERNON 
12” PRECISION 
HEAVY DUTY 
BACK-GEARED 
S H AP ER 

Vernon Distributors are 
located in principal 
cities and industrial 
areas. 

1915 EAST S1 ST., VERNON LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 

° HORIZONTAL MILLS, VERTICAL MILLS and 

Vernon Line of JIG BORERS, SHAPERS and GRINDERS 



More points of quality 

the choice ot professional mechanics 

Of all the tools in the complete Plomb line, punches 

and chisels go against some of the toughest jobs. 

Plomb engineers know how to make them with points 

that give utmost resistance to chipping, breaking, and 

bending . . . with scientific design and balance to help 

users do better, faster work. 

They are typical examples of the high quality of Plomb 

fine forged tools. Over 1200 kinds and sizes are on 

sale by dealers everywhere. 

To meet the gigantic demands for these famous tools 

in war industries, 36 factories make them. Special 

tools for war needs are available also. If you need 

speciat tools . . . in quantity . . . consult the Plomb 

Tools Contracting Company Division. For regular tools 

call your local Plomb jobber. 

VPLYMBV 

| Fine Hand.Tools for All Industries 

PLOMB TOOL C 
tos ee es ee oe 

316 

J STurTevani] 

[QUALITY] — 

Votect! | 

STURTEVANT To: que 
Wrenches protect the per. 
formance and life of mos 
U. S. Aircraft engines —not 
only travel in the tool boxes 
but are used to contro! the 
torques applied in their 
manufacture. They are used 
to assure the uniform set" 
of vital screws, to pre vent 
uneven strains and warping, 
to gauge the set of spark 
plugs, to measure frictional 
drag etc. Sizes to accurately 
measure torque from 0 to 
7200 in, Ibs., they eliminate 

guess work and hap. 
hazard tightening. They 
are introducing new 
accuracy in the manu 
facture of even the 

most delicate instrum vents 
also come in sizes for 

the heaviest work. 
Products of STURTEVANT, 

the pioneer manufacturer of 
accurate torque wrenches, 

they have a fiat 
beam which elimi- 
nates all springs, 
adjustments and 

NO fragile mechanisms 
ADJUSTMENTS or moving parts 
MOVING PARTS They are permo- 
FRAGILE aently accurate 
MECHANISMS 

CAPACITIES 
from 

0 to 7200 § / 
Pa [Sturtevant /co inch pounds on Tguaaiey] ht 
ADD/SON UALITY/ 1. L/NOIS 

NUMBERALL Numbering Machines 

For stamping into metal ete. 

nen-autematic 
Model 
Ne. 70 

Sturdy construction, 
precision build, per- 
fectly aligned num. 
bers. 
All sizes of figures. 

Write for Catalog. 

NUMBERALL STAMP & TOOL CO., Inc. 

Heguenot Park, Staten Isiand, N. Y 

DYKEM STEEL BLUE 

STOPS 

LOSSES 

making dies 

& templates 

simply brush on right 
at the bench; ready 
for the layout in a 
few minutes. The 
dark blue background 
makes the scribed layout lines show up in sharp relief, end at the 
same time prevents metal glere. Increases efficiency aad oecurecy. 

Write for full information 

THE DYKEM COMPANY, 2301 B N 11th St., St. Louis, Mo. 
In Canada: 444 Pacific Ave., Torento, Ont. 

SPECIM 

—«—: 

AMERICAN MACHIN'ST 
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a PRESSES 

7 WITH 

Oe SOLID STEEL FRAMES 

Now Available 

IN EIGHT SIZES 

FROM 500 TONS 

UP TO 

4000 tons { 

= RAM PRESSURES 

~~ 

—_ at 

_ 

F) 

"THE AJAX 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

EUCLID BRANCH P.O, - 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 

621 Marquette Bldg. Chicago, Ill. 
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The aluminum pieces shown above 
were extruded on this 1000-ton 
Watson-Stiliman Press. This ma- 
chine has a high production ca- 
pacity and can extrude standard 
lengths. The overall length of the 
machine, including run-out table, 
is 105 feet. 

hi Phat SEE sl 

= 

en \ 

a 

\ # increasing use of non-ferrous metals in 

war industries has made this Watson-Stillman hori- 

zontal metal extrusion press one of the most popular 

pieces of equipment. It is only one of a line of 

fe) oOo =O ay Watson-Stillman hydraulic presses for extruding 

aluminum bars, angles, rods and many unusual shapes 

and materials required in the building of fighting 

EXT ‘20 SION equipment. This machine operates by centralized re- 

mote controls, is compact in construction and has a 

production capacity equal to the ever-increasing needs 

of the war effort and, after the war, the proven worth 

of these presses will be invaluable in peacetime pro- 

duction. The Watson-Stillman Company, Roselle, N. J. 

WATSON-STILLMAN 

Wydraulic Equioment. Valves, 

Forged Steel Fittings. 

kx segs all Le Scrapers. 



CAMS and TOOLS 

for SCREW MACHINES 

® The WELDON TOOL COMPANY throughoutits twenty- 
five years has manufactured a complete line of screw 
machine cutting tools. The great increase in volume 
of automatic screw machine production evidenced a 
demand and provided the opportunity for offering 
screw machine tool customers a complete cam and 
tool engineering service. The wide and varied experi- 
ence represented by this highly specialized Cam 
Department is at the disposal of any producer of screw 
machine products to the end that careful engineering 
in combination with accuracy of manufacture results 

in tooling of the highest quality and of lasting satis- 

faction. 

LYNN. 

MAKERS of PLANES 

and ENGINES ... 

Need this book 

From the Armament Sections of Ameri 

can Machinist come these ujp-to-the-min 

ute, practical data on planes, parts and 

engines, written by production men jp 

leading plants. Illustrated with large, 

clear drawings and photographs. Widely 

used and praised by production men jn 

aivcraft and automotive plants and sub 

contractors. 

SUBJECTS INCLUDE: 

Sheet Shapes for Aircraft (Lockheed) 
Curtiss Landing Gear for Fighters 
Hydraulic Cylinders at Bendix 
Fixtures Step Up Output at Kinner 
Jigs for Assembly at Republic 
Fabricating the Flying Fortress 
Inspection at North American 
How Wright Builds Engines 
Line Production at Wright 
Allison Engine Methods 
Menasco Makes the "Pirate’’ Engine 
Building the “Range?” Engine 
Packard Fixtures Check Castings 
Building the Martin Bomber 
How Airacobras Are Built 
Machine-Made Planes at Vultee 
Profiling & Forming at Vultee 
Conveyors in Vultee Production 
Flush Riveting at Bell Aircraft 
Vega Applies Cast Dies 
The Guerin Process for Stamping with 
Rubber Dies 

Aircraft Parts from Bendix 
Stainless Steel in Aircraft (Fleetwing) 
Plane Parts from Strip (Consolidated) 

184 peges—8'/2 x 11 
fully iilustrated 

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW 

Send ........ copies of “‘Plane and 
Engine Manufacture’ at $1 per copy. 
I inclose $. . . (check, money order. 
stamps or cash) 

Name 

Address ... 

Position .. 

Company ..... 

AMERICAN MACHINIST 

330 W. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 

AMERICAN MACHINIS 
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¢ Here, an ETNA No. 412 is con- 

tributing to speedy, accurate pro- 

duction in a plant devoted to war 

manufacture. The operation illus- 

trated is tube pointing, prior to 

drawing ...a “natural” for ETNA. 

In plants throughout America 

ETNA Swaging Machines are 

doing a comparable job... pro- 

ducing precision work, in volume 

lots, at lower cost. And, ETNA 

installations will continue to do 

the same high quality work after 

Victory. Thus, an ETNA purchased 

now is a sound investment in pres- 

ent and future operations. Get in 

touch with ETNA now—complete 

literature will be sent promptly on 

request. 

Etna Swaging Units are built in die lengths to 18” 
and diameters to 8” ... larger units built to your 
order. 

IF IT'S A QUESTION OF TAPERING, SIZING OR 
REDUCING OF ROUND SOLIDS 

OR TUB:NG 

THE ETNA 

MACHINE COMPANY 

TOLERS 



In selecting hack saw blades, 

you can safely “steer by the 

stars”, making sure you see the 

STAR trade mark which ap- 

pears on the genuine Clemson- 

\ made product. 

THIS STAR FOR SPEEDY SAWING 

When the job calls for high speed 
sawing, call for STAR “Moly’’*, 
the original molybdenum 

alloy hack saw blade. You 
can tell it by its cop- 
per-color finish, a 

patented fea- 
ture. 

THIS STAR FOR 

DIFFICULT SAWING 

With a STAR Unbreak- 

able Special Flexible, you get 

a standard alloy blade that cuts like 

an all-hard, eliminating breakage in use 

and resisting stripping of teeth. You can tell 

it by its patented green finish. 

MIDC YORK 
*T. M * are made 
only by companies. 

adés, Frames, Band 

Lawn Machines 

| 

| 

design departments 

Offering you practical design 

methods and procedures 

actually used in engineering 

Every design engineer has always 
wished for a compilation of design 
standards and methods of design pro- 
cedure. Many engineering departments 
have gathered material of this kind 
which they call their standards manual. 

The Editors of Product Engineering 
from the very first issue of the maga- 
zine gathered, compiled, checked and 
edited such reference sheets. 
Now they have brought them all to- 

gether in authoritative form for the use 
of all design engineers. 

HANDBOOK OF 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 

By Geonce F. Norpeniort 
Editor of Product Engineering 

Josepn Kerr 
Managing Editor of Product Engineering 

and Joun Sasso 
\ssuciate Editor of Product Engineering 

285 pages, 8 x 11, 555 illustrations, $4.00 

AKE use of the experience of other engineers in your 
designing of the details of industrial machinery and 

equipment of all types. Save time and effort by using this hand- 
book of standard design data right at your drafting board. 

For instance, if you wish to design a seal for a shaft, all you 
have to do is to turn to the six-page presentation on seals and 
there you will find 40 examples of sealing. This applies also to 
spring design. In the chapter on spring design you will find 
many quick methods of calculating springs. 

Everything is boiled down to essentials and presented in con- 
cise, quick-use nomograms, charts, tables, check-lists, etc. Cal- 
culations, properties of materials, 
production factors of design, and 
similar material is well repre- 
sented, and other chapters give a 
great many basic designs for fast- 

Eight chapters 
a. all dri packed 

enings, mechanisms, drives, con- with priceless 
trols, etc., readily adaptable to a tefermation 
wide number’ of applications. 
Most of the material has appeared 
in Product Engineering as special 
features of great popularity—here 
condensed, re-edited, brought up to 
date, and gathered together in 
convenient form for practical use 

i. Charts and Tables 
2. Materials 
8. Beame and Structwes 
4 Latehes, Locks and Fasten- 

Ings 
6. Springs 
6. Power Transmission Ele 

ments and Mechanisms 
7. Drives and Controls 
8. Design Data on Production 

Methods 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 
330 W. 42nd St., N. ¥. ©. 
Send me Nordenholt, Kerr and Sasso's 
tHlandbook of Mechanical Design for 10 
days’ examination on approval. in 10 
days I will send $4.00, plus few cents 
postage, or return book postpaid. (We 
Day postage on orders accompanied by re 
“nittances. ) 

SEND THIS COUPON 
TO SEE BOOK 
10 DAYS FREE 

Name 

Address 

City end State 

Position 

66e606enen veseerA, 6-10-48 Company 

AMERICAN MACHIN(S' 
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Assured by Exclusive PEERLESS 

Design of Saw-Frame, 

Blade-Support 

relate CIEL. [1 

uaa 

A Friendly Suggestion 

Tell us about your toughest metal cutting 

job. Let us send you estimate of cutting 

time for it, based on actual shop records 

of Peerless performance. Use the coupon. 

Blade Control—First Essential for High Speed Precision Cutting 

To assure fast cutting to close tolerance, the first able and precision-ground ways, assures cutting to the 
essential is absolute control of the blade. closest possible tolerance with no vibration or varia- 

In Peerless Metal Cutting Saws, the blade is locked % nly Peerless offers these exclusive features. 
rigidly in place, There is no bowing or tilting, even | You can do the job faster, more accurately and at 

under maximum tensioning. The Peerless Four-Sided lower cost with Peerless Metal Cutting Saws. 

Saw-Frame is distortion-proof, It surrounds the blade 
and the work. The Dadsling-Pase Blade - Support PeStsers Satan. Sears w* 
permits extreme tensioning with no distortion. It atgge gees 
gives rigidity to the blade assembly. And the Saw- a eee m 
Frame Guide, fitted with eight bearings with renew- Racine, Wis. | 

| 

1600 Junction Avenue Racine, Wisconsin 

PEERLESS MACHINE 
COMPANY, Dept. AM-643, 

Mail cutting time estimate for : 

talogon | taulicty High Production Cutting 

“Mai ‘draulictype Saw for 
Cuping 

L] Mail castes Coe in
g vous tyPe. used for Die Blo

 Dae od 

“ CZ y e Jd 0 

. Beli cotiee on iesral utility and m
aintenance 5aws 

Ol Mail catalog on 

Companty...-----ser--ee--0™ 
" 

ividual.....-.--.-------- - 

THE ONLY METAL CUTTING sh am
 

WITH FOUR-SIDED SAW-FRAME AND BACKING-PLATE [i 
we 
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HEAVY-DUTY Lathes 

How to 

save time 

by doing 

more reading 

That is a profitable paradox 

for you. More true today than 

perhaps ever before. For here 

in the pages of this publica- 

tion are packed many helpful 

ideas . . . considerable useful 

information. Much of it, in 

fact, available from no other 

source. 

And we most emphatically 

mean both the editorial and 

the advertising pages. 

Just one new idea gleaned 

from these pages . . . a method 

for doing something better or 

faster or easier or at lower cost, 

may alone save you far more 

than a year’s reading-hours in- 

vested in this and other worth- 

while business papers. 

Many people have found 

One of the newest this a fact . . . not only once, 

machines in the _but time and time again. That’s 

Sommerfeld line is the 36-inch extra heavy-duty boring and significant . . . with time so 

turning lathe, illustrated above. This ‘‘Two-in-One” lathe bores precious today. 

and turns simultaneously, conserving floor space, labor, time 

and capital investment. For operations requiring turning only, * 
it can be obtained without the boring equipment. = ; 

Good advertising speeds infor- 
Other lathes in the Sommerfeld line include capacities from | mation from those who have MC 

27-inches to 60-inches inclusive, with beds of any length. it... to those who need it. ° 

SU 
We will be glad to give you full details. + 

: : McGraw-Hill 

S tn rfe d Publishing Company, Inc. 
MACHINE COMPANY ff , 

BRADDOCK, PA. | 330 West 42nd Street New York 1 

Makers of Machine Tools since 1895 
B 

AMERICAN MACHINIST JU 



SOLVES MANY PROBLEMS 

Aircraft and General Engi- 

use throughout the cr ail conditions. For 

” ’ rvice, under Cc . 

"MORRIS ean be fl sali ction aled tt 

lishing. Se rae Te ¥ men in industry, and the 

i !“MORRISFLEX” Machines 

they to be rec 

aving of ener 

satisiies all dem
ands. 

FLEXIBLE SHAFT EQUIPMENT and 

REX ROTARY FILES and CUTTERS 

“Rex” Rotary Files and Cutters are unrivalled and standard sizes are 

in constant production. “SPECIAL” are made to order. 

Morrisflex Equipment is standardized in the leading Aero and Aero 

Engine Factories and other important manufacturing concerns of many 

kinds. 

MODEL M102 
OVERHEAD 
SUSPENSION 

The fact that these goods are advertised does not imply that they are available for export. 

B. O. MORRIS LTD. - SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND 

JUNE 10, 1943 325 



feed it ter 

with TE 
AUTOMATIC CENTERING- 

WAR produetion is roiling along fast- 
where coll stock Is unreeied with LITTEL 
Automatic Centering > bee Insure « 
free-flowing loop of material. Coll capaciti- 
up to 20,000 Ibs. 
Littell also makes a complete line of othe 
press-room equipment—Roll, Dial, Magazi:- 
and Hopper Feeds—Straightening Machine: 
Alr Blast Valves, Pres-Vac Safety Feeder: 

ASK FOR BULLETINS. 

mmm J LITTELL MACH 
Capacity 300 Ibs. 4169 RAVENSWOOD Ave.. CHIC 

STURDY — ECONOMICAL! 

Get your employees off the cold, hard, leg fatiguing concrete 
floor. Put them on soft, resilient wood—and watch their day- 
long efficiency step up! Quickly available in many standard 
sizes. Get all the facts today! 

° ° @ Provide a Clean, Smooth, 
In suggesting CROCHET in the tool room, iow Walking Surface! 

we have no thought of converting a busy © Guaranteed to reduce leg 
° . “ie fatigue on Concrete 

and important part of your shop into a ladies Floors! a 

recreation center. @ Do Not Become Slippery— an 
even when wet with oil! plan 

E Special Sizes Available bly 
no ae of ag Oy and die ee m Information gad Priees, AMI 

makers and machinists may find this many- o_o 
Pe Y Easier to VAN'S EQUIPMENT CO. trol « 

purpose “American Swiss" Swiss-Pattern File Obtain! 216 Winchester Pl. Grand Rapids, Mich. a 

a help in their precision and accurate filing <4 

jobs. The rectangular section with rounded ati. : 

edges of the Crochet file, slightly tapered 

in thickness and tapered in width from about (oo Mel - Melelesiz 

half the length of cut to a point, permits it 

to be used on flat and curved surfaces, slots, re proven rete) | 
grooves, narrow spaces, fillets, elongated 

holes, concave corners, etc., for it is double 

cut all over. 

The Crochet file is but | 

one of more than 40 dif- benchmaster— the new name 
ferent S h a p es in the 4 te, com for quality bench machine tools — 
"A ° S * ut li f i F, " i) offers o versatile inclinable 4-ton 

merican Wiss ineo ’ 5 * capacity punch press for highspeed 
Swiss-Pattern Files, pre- [ Qe weg production. \ 

ferred by experienced : > : 285 strokes per minute ¢ Die 
tool and die makers and “ont | Spoco—4% when Ram “Up”* Ram eye rae 

of ee Adjustment—1 inch © Bolster Plate 
machinists because of gi sya an 

their clean, sharp, long- —185 Ibs. © $127.50 (less motor) 

wearing teeth and uni- FREE CATALOG nai ellaaaialtat dalla 

form hardness. SENT ON REQUEST ” 

American Swiss File & Tool Co., Elizabeth, N. J. 

ASK FOR THEM BY NAME Vi ta ” 

e ° | Lenchinaster worvkein compan 

MCUCGN >WIhS Kx Rs gl 2952 w. pico, los angeles, calif. 

SWISS PATTERN FILES 
eT 
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AMIC 

PRECISION 

GAGES 

FOR DIMENSIONAL 

CONTROL 

; a : a = | , eR ee 

VERNIER HEIGHT GAGE VERNIER CALIPERS 

Millions of parts—parts for planes, parts for 

tanks, parts for guns—are being produced in 

plants throughout the nation. At final assem- 

bly these parts must be interchangeable. 

AMIC Precision Gages for dimensional con- 

trol are contributing to the war effort by mak- 

ing inspection procedures more rapid, more 

efficient and more accurate. 

> 

- OPTO.INDICATOR — . COMPARATOR _ — ocomennven 
Optical Inspection Gage Precision Indicating Gage With 6142” x 8” Serrated Table 

AMERICAN MEASURING INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

240 WEST 40th STREET ah, Me £e) 4 Ged O Oan, Fae & 

Manufacturers of Gages, Jigs, Fixtures, Precision Parts and Precision Units 

YNE 10, 1943 327 



Still a few copies 

left of this 

valuable issue of 

AMERICAN | \ 

MACHINIST |v: 

@ Please send order 

promptly to insure delivery 

eS
 e

s 
Sen

 | ANN
UAL 

ron /4£¢7 THREADING BUYERS 

. REFERENCE 

a NUMBER 

Special issue of Jan. 21, 1943 

1. Mechanically correct . +. price $1 postpaid 
way to cut taper threads. 

2. Taper controlled exactly Biggest issue of the year! In- 

by profiles on outside. valuable as a guide to the new 
3. Thread length controlled 
by internal or external : i 
trip. and equipment — describing 

and improved machines, tools 

4. Leaves no chaser marks almost 1,000 such items. Also 

on work when Die Heed a Where-to-Buy Directory list- 
releases (an important fea- E ‘ , 
sere Shiite thelial, ing suppliers of every conceiv- 

5. Longer chaser life. able metal-working need, with 

600 reference headings. Also 

contains a valuable list of Sub- - ~ | 

TAPER THREADING Old Stuf |] Contractors for Manufacturing 

FOR IRICKERT-SHAFER or Services. 

i introduced the Model “T” Die Head for USE THIS HANDY COUPON 

taper threading many years ago. Any degree of taper can be 
Circulation Department, 
American Machinist, 

The degree of taper is controlled by the profiles on the outside of 330 West 42nd Street, 
New York, N. Y. 

provided. The chasers gradually recede as the thread is being cut. 

the Die Head. Less power is consumed and longer chaser life 

Enclosed is for which please 
assured because cutting is done at the front of the chasers. This anit thas 

Die Head snaps open at the end of the thread cut. No chaser __ copies of Jan. 21, 1943 Buyers 

marks left on work, an important feature on aircraft threads. Die Reference Number at $1.00 # 
copy 

Head resets with % turn of the handles. Write for complete data. . 
Name 

ae Pte we eras hi | Street Address 

IRICKERT-SHAFER CO: Enz, Pa. |. 

DIE HEADS + COLLAPSIBLE TAPS + BORING HEADS) 

TAPPING MACHINES + SPECIAL THREADING MACHINES | |{ °° a aha EB ay Dita Oat ete owe Radin dees! 

328 AMERICAN MACHINISIB/UR 



Weak "Ss finest 

complete service 

to the Plating, Polishing 

and Anodizing Plants 

ae Leen wer 2 
‘ Hp 

gi ae 

Part of Udylite'’s design and layout depart- This is the laboratory where all Udylite prod- 
ment where you may obtain the advice and ucts are developed and constantly tested 
assistonce of experienced metal finishing under actual plant operating conditions. 
engineers. 

UDYLITE has everything for the metal A very complete list of supplies second 

finishing plant. An Engineering Staff with to none in quality. If you have a metal 

years of practical experience to assist you 

in laying out your new plant or improving 

the efficiency of your present one. 

Equipment for every need, that has 

proved its dependability in actual service service. Your inquiry will be handled 

records, promptly and efficiently. 

finishing requirement or a tough problem 

bring it to Udylite. Our experienced engi- 

neers and electro-chemists are at your 

1651 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 

Chicago Long Island City. N. Y OUT Teale! 
1943 Walnut Street 11-16, 44th Drive 4408 Carnegie Ave. 

YUNE 10, 1943 



PUSH PRODUCTION 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTING 

AND 

POWER UNITS 

Save time and labor. Save moving heavy assemblies 
and parts. Take your hand grinders, sanders, wirebrushes, 
drills, buffers, polishers and power files direct to the job 
with Stow Flexible Shaft Mobile Power Units. These handy 
units clean up in a hurry the hard-to-get-at jobs that so 
often form bottlenecks—especially the irregular shaped or 
heavy pieces that can't be done on ordinary machine 
set-ups. 

Stow Flexible Shafts help, too, in redesigning your prod- 
ucts for speedier manufacture and assembly. They're 
especially effective for remote control where position, space 
or cost prohibit gearing and universals . . . where indica- 
tion is complicated by vibration or heat . . . or where 
torque must be transmitted off-center. 

Re-Orders Pouring in From War Plants 

Never since Stow invented the flexible shaft 68 years ago 
have so many new applications been discovered for Stow 
Flexible Shaft Mobile Power Units and Stow Flexible Shaft- 
ing. Initial installations have proved so satisfactory that 
companies rushing work on airplanes, tanks, combat cars, 
jeeps, machine guns, anti-aircraft guns and naval construc- 
tion are placing multiple-unit re-orders. 

STOW CAN HELP You 
Don't Wailt— Write Us 

Now 

You're bound to have 
many applications for these 
Stow Mobile Power Units 
—the tool that's a hun- 
dred tools in one. Built to 
Stow's high quality stand- 
ards, they'll last through 
the heavy service of the 
war and be ready to speed 
peacetime production. 
Write now for complete 
description, sizes, 
and prices. 

MANUFACTURING CO. T0 

29 SHEAR ST., BINGHAMTON, N. Y. 

ae ib Poa | 

330 

STOW MOBILE 

models | 

Write for 

Literature and Prices 

19218 GLENDALE AVE. 

Petented Cutting Off Tool Holders 
Patented Cutting Off Blades LUERS 

ONLY the PATENTED 
BLADES permits normal expansion of 
MEANS MAXIMU/M CUTTING EFFICIENCY. 

Manufactured By 
J. Milton Luers — 12 Pine St. — Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
Produced under License Issued by John Milton Luers Patents Inc. 

LUERS cutting off 
bursting chips — 

construction of 

NEED SUB-CONTRACTS? 

Investigate the possibilities offered you through the | 
CONTRACT WORK SECTION! 

For details, write 

CONTRACT WORK DEPT. 
American Machinist 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C. 

ABRASIVE SURFACE GRINDERS 

Ae) No. 1% (HAND FEED} 

Get acquainted with the comple 

Grinding Mo . line of Abrasive 

chines. 

Information available in Sweelf 

Catalog, from nearest dealer 4 

home office. 

ABRASIVE MACHINE TOOL COMPAN! 

EAST PROV RHODE ISLAND 

AMERICAN MACHINIS! 



Grand Rapids 

High Speed—Precision Type 

HYDRAULIC FEED 

SURFACE GRINDERS 

te for No. 55 maximum longitudinal table speed 125 ft. per min.; auto- 
matic table travel, longitudinal 38”; automatic table travel, trans- 

Prices verse 131”; working surface of table 12” x 36”. 

AVE. 

No. 35 maximum longitudinal table speed 115 ft. 
per min.; automatic table travel, longitudinal 26 
automatic table travel, transverse 91/44”; working 

surface of table 8” x 24”. 

SMOOTH - FAST - CONVENIENT 

for TOOL ROOM or PRODUCTION LINE 

Grand Rapids High Speed Hydraulic Feed Sur- No. 38-38%; No. 45-26” and No. 65-50”. 

face Grinders embody design, construction and 
; 5 Features include the massive, sturdy “Grand 

operating features that have been developed ; ' 
. ’ : ere Rapids” one-piece column and base—a construc- 

over a period of thirty-six years of specialization 
tion which assures absolutely permanent align- 

in the development of fine quality surface grind- 

ing machines. 

These units offer the maximum in speed and 

smoothness. In addition to the two sizes shown, 

they are built in the following models and auto- 

matic longitudinal table travels: No. 25-20”; 

ment of cross travel and upright head ways. 

Whatever your tool room or production sur- 

face grinding problem, it will pay you to get in 

touch with “Grand Rapids.” Outline your require- 

ments and you can be assured of our assistance. 

Send for Bulletin GL 100 giving detailed specifications of ‘Grand 
Rapids” High Speed Precision Type Hydraulic Feed Surface Grinders. 

330 STRAIGHT AVE. S.W. 

GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON CO. 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 



Labor needs SEED MONEY too 

This 

NEW SPA 
PER 

advertisement 
was eapearyen’ 

Washington, New York an “#4 

go by McGraw-Hill, 
to m 

. 
friends for business. 

The Idea 

is Spreading 

Some weeks ago, we began offering mats of the 
*"Seed Money’’ series of McGraw-Hill news- 
paper advertisements to industrial manage- 
ments, for use over their own company signa- 
tures. As a result of this offer, our ‘‘Seed 
Money’’ messages now are being carried in 
more than 25 newspapers. 

An adaptation of the theme is appearing 
in 1,424 weekly newspapers and 2 national 
farm journals. In addition, many thousands of 
booklet reprints of each advertisement are 
being purchased by various companies for 
distribution to their employees. 

Other companies are reprinting or quoting 
these messages in their house organs, and news- 
paper editors are beginning to give recognition 
to the ‘Seed Money’’ theme editorially. 

We plan to continue the series in Washington, 
New York and Chicago newspapers, and in 
our own group of publications. It will help 
accomplish this important educational job if 
more manufacturers will sponsor this, or a 
comparable campaign in their own localities. 

We will be glad to send you a mat of this 
particular advertisement in 1,620-line size for 
newspaper reproduction, with the signature 
space left blank for your own company name. 

President 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. 

ho 

é a y 4 
wx’ i.) 

€ 

N many an advertisement, we have thumped the tub 

about the need for Seed Money, to give industry a 

chance to provide jobs after the war. 

Labor is an important part of industry, and J/abor 

needs Seed Money, too. 

After all, the problems of an individual worker and 

the man who runs the plant he works in are very much 

alike. 

Both face the problem of getting out war production 

at constantly increasing speeds. 

& Both face the problem of what to do about the men 

who will return when the war is over... the manager 

must plan for hundreds of such men, the worker for a 

son, or brother, as well as himself. 

The manager runs a giant machine, which we call 

a factory. The worker runs a single machine. Together 

they are INDUSTRY. 

In this sense, every worker is in business for him- 

self. He ‘‘rents’’ the use of a machine, and pays for it 

with his time and skill. His wages, above his actual 

cost of living, represent his profit. 

In war, each worker is asked to get more and 

more work out of his machine. Every time the worker 

does more work in less time, he creates a profit. That 

profit must go somewhere, and that’s where tangled 

thinking starts. 

Some people say ‘‘Don’t let labor have the profit. 

That will raise prices and cause inflation.’’ Others say 

‘‘Labor created the profit, they should have it all.’’ 

Still others say ‘‘Profit from war is unthinkable. It 

should be destroyed by taxes.’’ 

Don’t you see that none of these things is true. High 

pany name, or distribute it in handy booklet form, write or wire: Resea ch 
FREE MATS: If you would like to publish this message over your own com 

Dept., McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc., 330 West 42nd St., New York. 
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Labor needs SEED MONEY too (cont'd) 

wages cannot raise prices, as long as they are the 

result of doing more work in less time. Henry Ford 

proved that a generation ago. 

What Creates Inflation ? 

It is spending, not earning, that creates inflation! War 

Bonds can be made to control spending, and War 

Bonds ARE Seed Money. They are the money we put 

aside to take care of us in the days when our machines 

will need some other purchaser than the Army and Navy. 

The money for War Bonds comes from the profit 

that is available to labor, management and owners, 

when machines are run efficiently. 

That is the great advantage of capitalism. While 

we are running our machines at top speed in the titanic 

waste of war, these same machines are piling up profits 

that can be used to rebuild our country and our lives 

when the war is over. 

> Part of this profit belongs to labor, part belongs to 

owners and managers for developing still better machines, 

part belongs to the customer in the form of lower 

prices (in war, the customer is Uncle Sam). If that 

sounds like our Fighting Men get no benefits from 

these profits, remember that the faster our machines 

run, the shorter the war will be. If you were a soldier, 

what kind of country would you like to come back to? 

One that was flat on its economic back, or one where 

people were in shape to work and offer you a chance 

to earn a living? 

We believe competition between workers, as well 

as between industries will produce the goods to win 

this war faster than any other method man can devise. 

The best method ever developed to encourage the 

competitive spirit is the automatic reward system 

which we call capitalism. 

It’s time for folks to understand what makes capital- 

ism tick. We can get more war production, and slip 

back into high gear faster after the war, if we look 

at industry the way it is and make our laws and regu- 

lations on the basis of the way it works best. 

® Here is the formula that is most successful in put- 

ting human nature to work on any production job, 

either in war or in peace: 

1. Constantly improve the equipment available for 

the workers. 

2. Use the lowered costs thus produced to 

(a) lower prices to consumers: 

(b) raise wages. 

(c) provide incentives for invention, investment, 

and individual enterprise. 

(d) lay aside ‘‘Seed Money’’ that can be used 

to start over again at item 1. 

‘*Seed Money’’ produces better living 

®& America has always been an inventor nation. 

Throughout the years, most of the profits of business 

have been used to buy inventions . . . better machines, 

more efficient factories, research for better products. 

We call profit that is ‘‘plowed back’’ into business 

“Seed Money.’’ Through Seed Money, products are 

constantly improved, making possible lower prices and 

higher wages. 

Did you know that this process of putting aside 

Seed Money has been almost entirely eliminated by 

our tax law? 

Congress, in shutting the door on wartime profi- 

teers, wrote the Excess Profits Law in such a manner 

that it also takes away most of the Seed Money of 

business. 

Industry must have Seed Money to continue the 

work of making better products available at lower 

costs, to create more jobs and pay higher real wages. 

The Excess Profits Law must be changed if we are to 

provide Seed Money for making post-war jobs. If you 

think so, too, ask your Congressman to review this 

law and all laws—with this principle in mind: 

**Industrial Progress 

is the Source of all Good Living.’’ 

THE McGRAW-HILL NETWORK 

OF INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION 

22 publications, which gather ‘‘war-news’’ from the ‘‘war- P 
production-front’’ through a staff of 153 editors and 725 engineer- 
correspondents . . . More than 1,500,000 executives, designers, 
production men and distributors use the editorial and advertising 
pages of these magazines to exchange ideas on war-production 
problems. 

McGRAW-HILL BOOKS 

Publishers of technical, engineering and business books for 
colleges, schools, and for business and industrial use. 

This advertisement is available in handy booklet form, (Less than 106 
copies free. Larger quantities, $1.50 per 100; $10.00 per 1000.) 

McGRAW-HILL 

PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC....BOOK COMPANY, INC. 

330 WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 

THE McGRAW-HILL NETWORK OF INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION: 
American Machinist ¢ Aviation ¢ Bus Transportation « Business Week ¢ Coal Age « Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering « Construction Methods « Electrical 
Cont: 1cting ¢ Electrical Merchandising ¢ Electrical West « Electrical World « Electronics « Engineering & Mining Journal « E. & M.J. Metal and Mineral Markets 
En, cering News-Record ¢ Factory Management & Maintenance « Food Industries « Mill Supplies « Power « Product Engineering « Textile World « Wholesaler’s 
Salesman « Business Publishers International Corporation, an affiliate, publishers of Business and Technical Magazines for Latin America, and Overseas Circulation. 
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ARMAMENT SECTIONS SWISS TYPE 

AUTOMATIC | 
Will P d | @ Requests are still being re- 

1 roauce ceived for the $1 volume on 

° I h “Gun Manufacture”. SORRY, 
Amazingly Accurate Small Parts Sue BUT THIS IS NOW OUT OF 

PRINT. We do, however, have — 

a limited supply of most of the 
The parts shown greatly enlarged Niaililalatll aiid: Mid oil 

. 4 9 sae : T 
at the right were produced in one the gun book was compiled. hese 

‘ r Check the list below and send sider 
operation by the new Wickman 7 

¢ for any sections you may want. ? 

No. 1 High Precision Swiss-type Please include stamps, check or ally 
; . ‘ to th . r + ne > > > 

Automatic. This new machine em- money order with your request. ¥ 

=— ‘id a PART-1/8” LONG, 6 di- ploys five cam actuated radial tools — PART=1/8" LONG, 6 di- | sini seseiahiabati aniline AM 
a between .004” and .050”. ARE AVAILABLE 

and a cam controlled sliding head- __ Finished ready for burn- | | 
pm sie . ° Are Welded Gun Carriages y a 

stock that feeds the bar stock past Ginion steel. e a por sng Rae a —— 
! ! f é 7 

the tools — - © Machine Work on Trench Mor- pds 
Se , : fn 

TOLERANCE- +.00015”. tars | | Sven 
FINISH-15 to 20 Micro- ® Bore Operations on Medium Cal- LAR 

— inches. hes Gams 
By acombination of tool and head- = '"“"** A: ag | aa | Plating 

/ PART-7/16" = Le inks for Machine ® EAS 

»L , es 7 > LONG, 6 diame- yUNS 
stock movements any form can be (On 9 809308. Wick ttees tar Se aie 

F dercuts and wend planes — 

generated by single point tools  be}ween .027" © How G. E. Makes Pack Howitz- ™ 
- = - complete. ers Facilit: 

having both lateral and radial mi- — materiat - High Given Mesee Cases Seiten ae 
— pinion Guns chine, 

o aan . . ote stee ? . ~~ . usual ter : nts. L ei g@ Pl » in AA. crometer adjustments. Limits of Sou cron—i20 Welding Plays Top Role in A.A -_ 
per hour. Gun Recoils your ; 

+ .0002 and betier can be held on’ toterance- © Boys Gun Operations c. VA 
. turned + .0002”, ee 

production work. Write today for  '("o%.°9 °-°- = 
* ‘s FINISH-15 to 25 also 

complete information. Micro-inches. 15¢ ind 
PRICE EACH oot 

WICKMAN HIGH PRECISION AUTOMATIC Sn ee 
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CONTRACT WORK 

— 

SPECIAL ENGINEERING WORK 

ON A CONTRACT BASIS .. . 

exactly to your specifications . . 

A complete and efficient service for the manufacture of machines and parts, special 
tools and fixtures, etc., is available to you in our modern, fully-equipped shop. We 
also offer cam milling facilities that will fit your requirements. You are guaranteed 
quality work at a reasonable cost. 
Send your blueprints or samples today for prompt quotations at no obligation. 

Designers and builders of wire and ribbon stock forming machines. 

THE A. H. NILSON MACHINE CO., Bridgeport, Conn. 

KIRK & BLUM 

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING 

ACCURATE SHEET STEEL 
STAINLESS STEEL, MONEL OR 
OTHER ALLOY FABRICATION 

OUR SPECIALTY 

CAPACITY 34° AND LIGHTER 

THE KIRK & BLUM MFG. CO. 
2823 SPRING GROVE AVE CINCINNATI, OHIO 

BTAMPINGS AND ASSEMBLIES 

Fast Service on Long or Short Runs 

“GREATER SAVINGS WITH GREIST" 
We can handle your stamping and assembly require- 
ments in any metal. Our modern equipment and methods 
coupled with 50 years of experience is your guaran- 
tee of accuracy and efficiency. Our facilities include 
capacity for handling screw machine products, tools, 
dies, jigs and fixtures. 

Quality work by skilled mechanics is assured. Send 
your blueprints or samples today for prompt quotations! 

546 BLAKE ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

QUALITY 

SCREW MACHINE 

PRODUCTS 

e@e 

WALTHAM 

SCREW COMPANY | 

WALTHAM @ MASS. | 

A 

> ADDITIONAL FACILITIES FOR 

These advertisers invite you to con- CONTRACT MANUFACTURING 

sider their facilities, when placing Hand screw machines up to 12 dia. 
Turret lathes up to 15” dia. 
Milling machines 

ally equipped to do. If you respond Engine lathes 
Bench lathes 
Drill presses 

you saw it in DoAll contour cutting machine 

AMERICAN MACHINIST RELIANCE MACHINE & MFG. CO. 
30 Irving Place, New York, N. Y. 

established 1922 

contracts for work they are especi- 

to their advertising, please tell them 

METAL STAMPINGS 

e TOOLS ¢ DIES » 

PERMANENT MAGNETS 

HEAT TREATING 

THOMAS & SKINNER 

STEEL PRODUCTS CO. 
1103 E. 23rd St INDIANAPOLIS, IND 

(WIRE AND METAL SPECIALTIES MACHINE SHOP WANTS 
und, t, i h d wi 
aa DEFENSE WORK 
LARGE PRODUCTION CAPACITY Lathes, Milling Machines, Drill Presses, 

Plating and finishing. Riveting, Hot Dip Tinning, Jigs and Fix- 
a TOOL & MFG. co. tures. Investigate TODAY. 

STEPHEN J. LEWIS ENGINEERING CO. 
BLOOMFIELD, N. J. 215 Butler St. Triangle 5-5348 Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MACHINE SHOP AUTOMATIC AND HAND 
li lude 9” South B 

fsauten "glade, {few Rent. 2eu | | SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS 
chine, Drill Press and 8’’x8’’ Shaper. The . +. . up to 2” diameter . .. any mate- 
usual line of hand tools and equipment rial . . . small or large quantities. Send 
plus experienced workmanship assure print, sketch or samples for quotation. 
your satisfaction. Your inquiries invited. MARYLAND MACHINE COMPANY 
C. VANDEGRIFT CO. HOCKESSIN, DELA. 5005 Queensbury Avenue Baltimore, Md. 
a 

Gray Iron and Semi Steel Castings, Complete Engineering Service also alloyed with nickel, chrome, Consulti p M P] an onsulting, atent, anagement, ant 
B d molybdenum. Wood, Iron, Layout, Processing, Design & Build Auto- 
rass and Aluminum pattern work. matic Machinery, Jigs Fixtures, Tools, Dies, 

KING FOUNDRIES, INC. Patterns, Cast Iron Castings. 
Phone 823 Nerth Wales, Montg. Co., Pa. EMPIRE ENGINEERING 

22 Miles from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1700 Elmwood Ave. Buffalo, N. Y. ee 

ESSEX 

MACHINE WORKS 

ESSEX, CONN. 

Contract Manufacturing 

and 

Industrial Machine Work 

Producing For War 

Planning For Peace 

_PRODUCTION SURFACE DESIGN & BUILD 
GRINDING JIGS, FIXTURES & GAGES 

AUSTIN P. CULLON REED MACHINE & TOOL ENG. 
TOOL & ENGINEERING 

BOX 662 
PAWTUCKET, R. | 

2926 Biddle Ave Wyandotte, Mich 

PATTERNS in woop and METAL 
For All Kinds of Cosi ings, Large all 
MATCH PLATE WORK A SPEC 

GENERAL PATTERN WORKS 
y¥RK Ee Cincinnati, Ohio 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

EMPLOYMENT e¢ BUSINESS 

UNDISPLAYED RATE: 
10 cents a ag minimum charge $2.00. 

e 4 on Box Numbers.) 
POSITIONS WANTED (full or part-time indi- 

e OPPORTUNITIES °« 

INFORMATION: 
BOX NUMBERS in care of any of our New 
York, Chicago or San Francisco offices count 
10 words additional in undisplayed ads. 

EQUIPMENT—USED or RESALE 

DISPLAYED—RATE PER INCH 
The advertising rate is $6.50 per inch for a 
advertising appearing on other than a con 
tract basis. Contract rates quoted on request 

vidual salaried employment only), '2 above DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made in AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured % inch 
rates. advance for four consecutive insertions of vertically on one column, 3 columns — 30 
PROPOSALS. 50 cents a line an insertion. undisplayed ads (not including proposals). inches—to a page. A.M 

Ww VERTiSEMENTS received by 10 A.M., June 14th will appear in the issue of June 24th subject to limitations of space available NE p 
<a — 

IONS VACANT | —_ a _ POSIT s eal (POSITION VACANT) 
Tike ‘Positions Vacant edvertaenenis are An old well established manufacturer of | SALES 
published subject to agreement by the adver- | medium size, whose prewar products (fab- i | 
tisers not to consider applicants now employed ricated from castings, bar stock and sheet | MANAGER 
on war work unless they obtain written release steel all of which are heat treated in pro- 
from present employer. cessing) are now used 100% in vital war | WANTED 
a — ed equipment, would like to interview an ex- | 
MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN with practica . ; 

mechanical expericnce in blanking, drawing perienced man 35 to 45 years old who One of the foremost manufacturers 
and forming dies for sheet aluminum prod could fit permanently into the organization power presses located on the Eastern ucts in defer plant in Midwest; give experi : ol . a . é : aste! 
te and full particulars. P-593, American as an executive capable of assuming re seaboard desires the services of a man, 
Machinist, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill sponsibility for plant production, engineer- with executive. shility end tho? ox 

; I MAKERS 1 ; . ee ve M a ‘ ing and some sales engineering. Salary | sales background which brought him TOOL AKERS or defense int in it est, E aie . . ot = z P , 
give experience and full particulars, P-594, commensurate to experience and ability to into direct contact with the use of me 

American Machinist, 520 N. Michigan Ave produce satisfactory results. chanical presses, who could qualify to 
Chicago, Ill x cna: ial - i oe 
Fe tt — —_—— ‘ ey oe gga oo m become Sales Manager. The appoint- Py ea »20 No Siicnigan Ave,, icago, . . ¢ . FIRST CLASS ENGINEER experienced in ma : ment is not just for the duration; it 

chine tool design; practical experience d¢ ° he Bem, ; 
sired. For man who can assume responsibility is to be a permanent one. In apply 
this is a good opportunity now and after war — ing, give education, experience and re- 
with leading machine tool builder. P-595 Position 0 en for radua “nl 
American Machinist 330 W. 42nd St., New muneration fequired. All replies will 
York, N. ¥ be treated in strict confidence. 

— — — ————— —— .s . i 
MACHINE TOOL SALES ENGINEER for lead- mechanical engineer Sai. dinctignn “Sheittntes 

ing company in East excellent opportunity ~—s — — as 
for competent Tool Engineer with full knowl oe een “SRT ee ae ae 330 West 42nd St.. New York Cit: 
edge of application of all types of machine 1 Production Engineering Departm t of 
tools Actual sales experience desirable, but large firm with 43 years of manufacturing 
not absolutely necessary. Salary basis »-596 experience 

eri ac st, 330 W. 42nd St., Ne ; oer N. "aes hin . , i2nd Some aviation produc tion experience de- ork i perihe < net 2 = ; — - sired, but not required. Prefer a man 30 AGENTS WANTED 
GRINDING WHEEL SALES E ENGINE ER. Ex to 35 years of age. Good opportunities for “'Toolife”’ Cutting Oil Agents wanted 

ng e cno Ne Engla grinding : ee ,_* 1 
“ — Pa tcc y as pny ogy BH enw a idvancement, Write throughout U. S. for specialized sulphurized 
exempt. man with mechanical background and non-sulphurized compounds—increased 
Salary $300.00 a ‘month plus expenses and L. A. HIBBS tool life over 20% proven—no dermatitis— 
bonus. All replies will be considered confi m * | must be acquainted with trade—state ex- 
dential. P-597, American Machinist, 330 W Executive Engineer perience, details. 
‘2nd St.. New York. N. ¥ |: 250 North St. Francis, Wichita, Kansas : | AW-581, American Machinist 

See eS Maia ok oD Prager 9 330 W. 42 St., New York City 
WANTED Machine Shop Foreman for small 

shop employirg 25 men. Give references and | 
experience »-598, Americ Machinist, $30 ° P “ eu 
ga nrg ages York, Se aaa Executive, Engineers, Chemists 
pie thendaeates Seth Doe —— and Metallurgists! . 
SCREW MACHINE Set-up Supervisor Posi Qualified men wanted for openings throughout | A N U FA CTU R 7 R . 

tion of responsibility and future available the United States. Write for application, or sub 
New Englat d for man who can set up and | mit experience record 

train operators to run six spindle Gridley and | Inquiries solicited from responsible employers 
B&S Automatic Screw Machines. Communicat | All negotiations confidential. Est. 28 years. | 

t nce ns ! qua ri ions 99 | 1t once, giving all qualifications. P 29°. |£ HARRISON PERSONNEL SERVICE | EPRESENTATIVE 
York. N. ¥ 2 as 20 W. Jackson Blvd. CHICAGO 

' } 
: —— We have a conveniently located 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE Warehouse in New York City and 
— — SELLING a long-established, aggressive organi- 
SAL ARIED “POSITIONS This advertising : : ° ee ae a eee” ee ee ee OPPORTUNITIES zation. We cover Philadelphia, New 
negotiates for high salaried supervisory, tech- | | Jersey and New York. 
nical and executive positions. Procedure will OFFERED—WANTED | be jg peer gpee t+ your gods quire ments | Selling Agencies—Sales Executives | | At present we handle a nationally an j ot confi v ) anpowel! ommis | . * . . . sion. Retaining fee protected by refund pro- | Salesmen—Additional Lines 1 =| known clamping device and are in- 
Marr oo my me “ : Age ei a SS ee | terested in adding outstanding acces- 
rrote er Sen or details 5 ) i | 
266 Delward Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. sory tools, or similar products sold 

POSITIONS WANTED 
—_—— — —EEEE | 
AMERICAN ENGINEE R, Master Mechanic 

with broad experience in products, machines 
and tool design for low cost and high produce 6 
tion, age 57 can organize, supervise and train | 
others, 40 years experience PW-577, Ameri | 
can Machinist, 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N z 

PRODUCTION or FACTORY, management or | 
engineering, work desired Practical engi- | 

neering background, ability to sytematize pro 
duction, train and handle men, Small company 
preferred, PW-600, American Machinist, 330 
W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y 

SUPERINTENDENT OR MANAGER age 40 
and shop training, 

PW-601, American 
New York, N. Y. 

College 
experience 
W. 42nd 

16 years executive 
Machinist, 330 

St., 

REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE 

AV AIL ABLE REPR ESENTATIVE To repre- 
sent manufacturer of Machine tools or of 

milling cutters and perishable tools. RA-602, 
American Machinist, 330 W. 42nd St., New 
York, N. Y 

PATENT ATTORNEY 

Booklet, “General 
Inventions and Pat- 

PATENTS, (¢ ‘OP YR IGHTS 
Information Concerning, 

ents’’ and ‘‘Fee Schedule” sent without obli- 
gation. Established 1915. Lancaster, Allwins 
& Rommel, Suite 453, 815-15th St., N.W., Wash- 
ington, D. C., 

CONTRACT WORK 

WANTED 
wanted see 

WORK 
work 

For 
page 
—_ advertisements of 

335. 

through tool designers, shop superin- 
| tendents, etc. 

Our intensive selling methods require 
an exclusive arrangement and we 
are sure results will justify this. 
Warehouse stocks are bought by us 
(not consigned) and are sold in strict 
accordance with prices and policies 
of manufacturer. 

If interested in effective, permanent 
representation for all or part of our 
territory, write 

RA-588, American Machinist 
| 330 West 42 St., New York City 

ener 

FOR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AND WANTED ADVERTISING SEE PAGE 344 
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for DEPENDABILITY 

in Rebuilt Machinery 

INTERNAL GRINDER 
Greenfield No. 12, Hydraulic Feed, mo- 
tor drive; cap. swings 15", Grinds auto- 
matcially 74" to 5" dia., 4" deep, New 
in 1928. 

TURRET LATHES 
sal Turret Lathe with 3%” hole in 
“one for 5” belt 

& Swasey ared Friction Head, motor 
ized 1” bar cap., thoroughly rebuilt, immediate 

x 36 Double Spindle, a chuck 
26 Single Spindle, flat turret, 
on Flat Turret, single spindle 

AUTOMATICS 
Gridley 14%” 4-spindle Model F Automatic 
Gridley 9/16 4-spindle Model G Automatic 
Brown & Sharpe No. 0 Cutoff 
Cone 14%” 4-spindle Automatic Cutoff 
2 x 36 Single Spindle J & L. flat turret Lathe. 
1—3 x 36 Double Spindle J & L. flat turret Lathe 
l—Barden & Oliver #4 
l—Logan Hand Screw Machine, % cap 

SHAPERS AND SLOTTERS 
26” Cincinnati Triple Geared Shaper, | tion D 
20° x 20” x 36” N-B-P Shaper-Planer, Arranged Mot 
12” New Haven Slotter 

10x36 Landis Plain Grinder Self con- 
tained. Complete with Chuck. 

Back Rests and Centers. 

COILING MACHINES 
N No. 2 Sleeper & Hartley BX Cable ( ng 

Machit s and 4%” cap. Last used for Spee t I 

LIFT TRUCK 
Electric Hi-Lift Truck—4000 Ib. Lakewood Eng Co. Platform 24x54, 5' lift. Perfect condition. 
ee $1,000 

PRESSES, SHEARS & BRAKES 

“BLISS" THREE-COLUMN FORGING 
PRESS, No. 4 With Positive Clutch 

Code Word, Realishad 

This press as shown, has machine steel upper and lower 
die holders, and a crank on end of main shaft operates 
two sector gears attached to rocking die holders for 
rolling tapers on claw hammers and other similar work. 
Axes—spring leafs, etc. 

le Geared 
1 Rod 

I ( P Bed Area 20” 
No. 18, 18C, 19 Bliss O.B.I 
Ne ) Truesdale O.B.1. Same as 19¢ 
N 6 Waterbury Back Geared, Open Back 
No. 2 Bliss Back Flywheel Plain, (6 
N l Bli Back Flywheel Plair 
N N I urrat M y 4 
N 25N 1 Geared 
N B Straight S I I 
N mS I Gang D Pre 1 

ton General Flexil I 
N 0 iss Arch Pre n 
N 25 Niagara Arch Pre Plain 
N 1 Wa bury ¢ ning Pre 2 
N D 1 » D Crank Geare s } S 

I \ led Fra 
N 2 Niagara O.B.I 
N Ar can Can ¢ O.B.1 

Niagara ¢ nation I ar I 
( 16 shea 
0 gauge Bra 

1—Niagera #612 D press. Straight side, 
double crank, back geared, 200 ton 
cap., 3" stroke, bed 60 x 38 

Buy From Stock 

MACHINERY 

Tel. 

Main 6347 

\ a ! 
J '‘‘e iO, 1943 

MACHINERY CO., 

PROFILERS 
Yyatt & Whitney 212 tw pine 

Table 12” 4 pped th ¢ ising nh and 

RADIAL DRILLS 

\ B . I 

GEAR CUTTERS 

24'' Buliard Vertical Turret Lathe Rapid 
Production, motor drive. 

30°' Colburn Vertical Turret Mill, M.D. 
3'2"' Rochester Floor Type Horiz. 

Mili, M.D. 
Boring 

LATHES 

I H D> S ( ng Engine 
I Q ‘ ! ( 

I 2’ Hea Db Ss ( Engine 
! ( Char Gea 

Prer Pla ‘ rising 
45 ! 

2 Ree Ligt I'yy I ( Ss vy ( 
! I r I 

H nl n Char La 
LeBlond Hea D I i I I 

Ss Ik Plain Chan I 
S A i Q k Chan ( La 

Ss ih Plain Char Latl 
+x 6 Re La Pia Cha 

S AI can Q k Char ( 1 
x Hend I Roor h Tay 1 

Sx Sup H vy D 
LS , Ul I ] W lay und = ¢ ts 

18 WARD ST. 

MERCHANTS 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 
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GEAR MACHINES 
36” G. & E. Cutter 
B. & S. No. 3-26” Cutter 
Gleason 11” Bevel Genera- 

tor 
Fellows No. 6, 61 Shaper 

BORING MILL 

24%” Giddings & Lewis, 
M.D. 

2'2” Binsee 
10’ Niles Vert., 2 heads 
312” Rochester, M.D. 50” x 23’ 

4”, 4'4” Gisholt and Niles 
54” Colburn, M.D., 2 heads NORTON 

36” Bullard, Niles 2 heads 
36” Bullard Vtl. Turret ROLL GRINDER, M. D. 
TURRET LATHES A TYPICAL AARON ITEM 

Gisholt 24”, 6/4” hole MILLING MACHINES 

Gisholt 28”, 314” hole Cinci. No. 4 Vert. SPD. 
Gisholt 21 ”, 3%” hole Cincinnati No. 5 Plain, M.D. 
Libby 18 B. & S. No. 33, M.D. 
AUTOMATICS B. & S. No. 1% Univ. 
3—Potter & Johnston No. Hendey-Norton No. 2 Univ. 

6A Turret Lathes, M.D. LeBlond No. 3 Univ. 

Write + Wire + Phone 

For Immediate Delivery at a Saving 

ACHINERY 
45 CROSBY STREET 
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 

CAnal 6-0421-2 

GRINDERS 

P. & W. 14”, M.D., B.B. 

Norton 12x18”, M. D. 

Landis 14x52”, S.P.D. 

Modern | 2x48” M.D. 

B. & S. No. 10, 11, 14 

Blanchard 26” Surface, 
S.P.D. 

Diamond 12x36", M.D. 

LARGE LATHES 

48”x26’' Niles 

48”x12’ Harrington Gap 

26”x12’ Boye & Emmes 
Q.C. 

26’x14’ Rahnn-Larmon 
rais. blks to 34”, Q.C. 

36”x21’ Wickes Lathe, 3 
step, Q. C. 

30x20’ LeBlond std. 
change. 

24”x12’ LeBlond, M.D. 

26”x24’ Putnam, S.Q.C. 

O. 

1%”, 134”, 214” Gridley 4 spindle, M.D 

” x 6’ Flather, 1 head 
26’ Whitcomb, 2 heads 
10’ Pond, 1 head 
10’ Davis, 2 heads 
8’ Gray, 1 head 

¢ 12’ Niles, 1 head 

1—24"x12' Putnam Engine Lathe 
1—20'"x10' Flather Engine Lathe 
1—20"x 6' Flather Engine Lathe 
I—I8"x 6' Monarch Engine Lathe 

10° Niles Vertical Boring Mill REBUILT PLANERS AND LATHES 

24", 41/4” Gridley sgl. spindle AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION AND DELIVERY 

1”, 21%” Nat.-Acme, 4 spindle 1—48''x36"x18' Detrick & Harvey Openside Planer 
PLANERS 2—42''x42"'x12' Pond Heavy Duty Double Housing Planers 

1—36"x36"'xI2' Betts Heavy Duty Double Housing Planers 
1—36''x36"x10' Gray Heavy Duty Double Housing Planers 
I—24"x24"x 6' Gray Double Housing Planer 

CANAL MACHINERY COMPANY ATLANTIC MACHINERY CORPORATION 
176 LAFAYETTE STREET, NEW YORK,N.Y. 149 BROADWAY NEW YORK, N. Y. WoOrth 2-0662 

LATHES OTT MACHINERY SPECIALS 
14”x6’ Mulliner—cone 

AUTOMATICS, Acme #55 & 2” 
AUTOMTICS, Gridley, 2%, 3% & 4%” SS. 

; GEAR MACHINERY AUTOMATICS, Cleveland, %, 1%, 2 & 2%” Mod. B 
24HS Gould & Eberhard Gear Hobber, M.D AUTOMATICS, Gridley, %” Model F, M.D. 
9” Pratt & Whitney Gear Grinder, M.D. ‘anenaeee ae pa, oe cut-off, M.D. 
~~ aE a , #22, 23 & ew Britain 

11” Gleason Bevel gear generator AUTOMATICS, Potter & Johnston #5A & 6A 
Cimatool gear chamfering M.D. GEAR HOBBERS, 12 Barber-Coilman 
Lees-Bradner Gear Grinder GRINDERS, Landis, #1 Universal 

GRINDERS, Norton, 14x36” Plain, M.D. 
LATHE, Putnam, 60°x17’ with 12” Riser Blocs, 

TURRET LATHES eas Se! 
6x62” Goss & DeLeeuw LATHE, 3x36" J. & L. Dble. Spdle. 

LATHE, Sundstrand, 8” Stub. M.D. 
M MILLING MACHINE, #8 Becker Duplex, M.D. 

r ISCELLANEOUS MILLING MACHINES, Becker Vertical, Model C 
8” Bullard Multimatic M.D. 8.D. 
36’x36”x8’ Woodward & Powell Planer MILLER & DRILLER, Knight #2 

tev. M.D. PLANERS, 36x36"x10’ Hamilton, 2 Heads, M.D. 
— — PLANERS, 42x42”x12’ Ohio, 1 Head, M.D. 

Les-Bradner Spline Hobber 6*x54 PRESSES, Toledo, #34 Solid Back, 8.G. 
PRESSES, Toledo, #2 & 3 Open Back Inclinable 

DRILLS PRESSES, Ferracute, P2, 3 & 4, Solid Back 
New Delta Drilling Equip. PROFILERS, 2 spdle. Garvin & #2 Pratt & 

» 9 ain . Whitney 
4 Spindle Taylor & Finn, M.D. 

WIGGLESWORTH MACHINERY CO. OTT MACHINERY SALES, INC. 
203 Bent St., Cambridge, Mass. 542 Second Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

FOR SALE 

SHAPERS 
4—36” Fellows Gear Shapers. Condition 
excellent and still in operation. 

Standard Machinery & Supply Co., Inc. 
218 High St. Boston, Mass. 

ST. LOUIS’ Headquarters 

FOR GOOD USED TOOLS, OFFERS: 
ROCKFORD 24” S.P.D. Shaper 
at tte 42” Vert. Boring Mill 
UELLER 4%” Gear Box Drive matin Drill 

ht 2-H.D.S. Plane 
SI >, 1%” Auto. Screw Mach. 
7 30” Vert. Turret Lathe 
” Pl. Auto, — M.D. 
12” Vert. Slotte 

L 2—SP. Vert, Miller 
18"x10” #4 Gear Cutter 

M. D. Horiz. Surf. Grinder 
RH wi ik puare Milling Mach 

R M.D. Pipe Machin e 
* Mach. 

pescooce 

ZWoo0 
Write Us For Any Other Tools You May Want : 

Let Us Quote On All Machinery Needs 

McDONALD MACHINERY CO. 
1531-35 N. Broadway St. Louis, Mo. : 
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HILL-CLARKE 

Modernized 

‘CYLINDRICAL GRINDERS 

for SUPER-GRINDING 

and MICRO-FINISH SIZES AVAILABLE 

10x36 10x72 14x72 16x72 
Hill-Clarke Modernized and Motorized Cylindrical 10x50 14x50 14x96 18x96 
Grinders offer refinements in design which minimize 
vibration and assure extreme accuracy on all grinding 
operations. One of these refinements, the Hill-Clarke 
Patented Multiple V-Belt Drive to work spindle, con- 
tributes to the smoothness in operation which makes Send for a copy of our catalog “Super Grinding.” 

possible a finish within a few micro-inches even when using stand- 

ard grain free-cutting wheels. 

Have you any NORTON grinders you wish modernized and motorized? 

HILL-CLARKE MACHINERY CO. 

=F 649 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD CHICAGO, ILL. 

TE 

A LISTING OF GOOD USED MACHINERY LATHES 
MANY SIZES & TYPES OF SENSITIVE DRILLS, MAIL US YOUR INQUIRY. 

Y 16° x 6’ Lodge & Shipley Pat. Hd. 
, AUTOMATICS GRINDERS 16” x 6’ Lodge & Shipley Cone, Q.C. 

~~ Boonomy Type p 4 Auto Sxab Threader. No. 2 Cincinnati centerless. a 4 LeBlond Heavy Duty 3 $.C.D. 
““J’* double en 10x50 and 14x50 Norton. -B.G. 

WN No. fo. 56 Ne National Acme 4 spi. with threading 12x36, 12x52, 16x48 ‘and 16x60 Landis 26 x 10’ Niles, Cone, Q.C. 
No. 15A B t int 

Me Gridley “Hi” ¢ spdl. Chucking. 20°r12"150" Safety Surface. 
Baird ‘Ci Ly * ios. 50 & 60 Heald cylinder. GRINDERS 
No. 16 Gisholt Simplimatios, No. { sed disc. Fitchburg Spline Shaft Grinder. 
No, 6A Potter & Johnston. N _ 120A. Gardner opposed disc. _— Heald Cylinde c a 

Tra 6”-48" Norton hydraulic crankshaft Lees Bradac 
LATHES Gisholt tool grinder. * Cor One 

867x160’ Pu 24” Ingersoll face milling cutter grdr. 
22” No. 575 Hawes tubes polisher. GEAR MACHINERY 

18” Whitney wet tool. 
36° No. 5TGM Bridgeport wet. 18” Gleason Bevel Gear Generators. 
Cincinnati face milling cutter grinder. & Bil Bevel Gear Generator. 

Melting Automatic threading. Pratt & Whitney grinder for worms. d & Eberhardt Gear Hobber. 
ell crankshaft cylnder. 2 one? & 4°x36" Lo Swing lathes DRILLS #1 Adams Gear Hobber. 

sree i x14’ Bridgeport heavy turning or axle 2 carriage. #4—36° B & S Automatic Gear Cutter. 
— 8” Sundstrand stub. MISCELLANEOUS Lees Bradner Gear Grinder. 

; 1"x18” Pratt & Whitney automatic. #3—26" B & S Gear Cutter. rs - 20” Cincinnati upright. ’ Shi 
1¢ ao gy Bi ae on carriage. 20” Barnes all geared, self-oiling hydy. 

. 20” No, 201 Barnes box column. PLANERS 
3 GEAR MACHINERY 22” W. F. & J. Barnes sliding head upright. 

tion ; ee a HM No. He Barnes a bvdreuite. x 6’ Cincinnati Planer. 
: Noa, ellows shapers, 24” No. arnes ‘‘Hydraw’’ hydraulic. ‘ Ci i bed 

No. 16 HS Gould & Eberhardt hobber. 94° Colburn heavy duty. ’ x 6 Cincinnati Planer, Box 
No, 12 Barber Colman hobber. 30” Rich heavy duty. a . nC. No. 1 Lees Bradner hobber. . a 72” x 60” x 28’ Pond 2 heads, Belt drive. 
6°x8" Brown & Sharpe automatic. 

ass. 24"x12” Flather automatic. MILLING MACHINES 86"x6” Gould & Eberhardt automatic. No. 4 Cincinnati plain. MISCELLANEOUS ss uvanceanee® - ’ r 48°x10” Brown & Sharpe automatic. No. 3 Turnmilling for round work : = 
soonest 60°x16” No. 5A Cincinnati automatic. No. 1 Davis & Thompson drum type duplex. 1s” Niles Bement Pond Slotter, Motor 

: 18” Gleason testers & lappers. 48" Oesterlein tilted offset rotary. driven thru gear box. 
i5” Gleason spiral gear roughers. Nos. 10 & 45 Productomatics. 12 Ga. 30° Throat Quickwork Shear, M.D. 
5” Gleason spiral pinion roughers. Type C Hall planetary thread miller. 1@ Niles Slotter. 

aS: 2 spindle Lipe chamferer. Taft Peirce thread miller. 1500+ Bell Steam Hammer 
‘ Pratt & Whitney worm grinder. 28” Cincinnati Duplex ” ; 

National vear and gear cutter checker. 3%" Beaman & Smith horizontal boring mill. 
No. 2G Gould & Eberhardt gear cutter. 36” Garvin cam & form miller. 

WRITE FOR YOUR STOCK LIST NO. 175. CINCINNAT] MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO. 

MILES MACHINERY CO., SAGINAW, MICH. 217 East Second Street Cincinaatl, Ohio 
sunennn nee 
Mobbeter: 

: 86” x 24° PUTNA ) ‘ G c 24” Bullard ‘“‘New Era’’ Boring Mill. FOR SALE BR Aa ae Baers Dats Triple es 1000% & 2000% Steam Forging Hammers. 
: : G R I N D bt R ranged for motor drive. Swings over ways—38” #14 Cochrane-Bly Vert. Miller & Shaper, M.D. 

NILES-BEMENT-POND Horizontal Boring and Of? Gleholt Turret Lathe, i Blanchard 16A, Automatic Grinder, Serial Drill . . ore ‘Ene 24° Gisholt Turret Lathe, 6%° ; 2 F , ’ Jrilling Machine. 3° Bar, including 20° x 30 ° j rant : 1873, 30” dia. chuck, 30 H.P., 3 phase, 60 cross-feed table. yi Gea Grinder. 
cych, 3 phase, 220 or 440 motor in spindle. 36” Morton Draw Cut Shaner. Purehased in 1929. ALSO MANY OTHER TOOLS No. 2 Baker Keyseater : 2x9)” 

Standard Machinery & Supply Co. ALEX ZEEVE & COMPANY West Penn Machinery Company 
28 High Street Boston, Mass. 2269 Woolworth Bldg. New York, N. Y. 1210 House Bida Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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Ask for Quotations on these 

Jackson Vertical Millers 
Fray All-Angle Millers 
Ammco Bench Shapers 
Gemco Crank Shapers 

Cushman Chucks 
Clausing Lathes 

U. S. Hand Millers 

Robot Surface Grinders 
Challenge Surface Plates 

Lathes 

Send for full list 

NEW and USED MACHINE TOOLS 

Attractive Deliveries 

NEW MACHINES 

Burke Plain and Universal Millers 

Carroll Jamieson - Bradford - Sebastian 

Exceptional Service 

USED TOOLS 

Immediate Delivery 

Warner & Swasey +3a Universal Turret Lathe (covered 
ways, serial over 300,000) 

Sundstrand +3 Rigidmil, Motor in the Base 
P & H 4" Bar Heavy Duty Horizontal Boring Mill, floor type 
Landis Plain Grinder, Hydraulic 7" x 11" 

Hanson-Whitney 7!/."" x I1!/4" Thread Milling Machine, 
Motor Drive 

Bullard 36" Vertical Turret Lathe with side head, Motor Drive 

Cone 254" 4-Spindle Automatics 
Sipp (New) Sens. Radial 

Thiel Filing and Saw Machine 
G & E 18" Gear Hobber 
Pfauter Small Gear Hobber 

Heald 8" Rotary Surface Grinder 

Telephones: 

Bigelow 

3-3486-7-8 

GOOD MACHINES 

Immediate Shipment! 

NEW BRITAIN GRIDLEY No. 415C, 1%” 
Four Spindle Automatic Screw Machine, 
motor drive. 

WARNER & SWASEY No. 
Head Turret Lathe, 315” capacity, 
feed 

FOSTER #3B Universal Turret Lathe; 

3A Geared 
bar 

5” hole, for chucking 
FOSTER #1B Universal Turret Lathe, 

2%, hole, for chucking 
ACME 3%” Universal Turret Lathe, 

geared head, for bar work 
BAKER 36” Heavy Duty Drill; No. 6 

Morse taper. 
POND 84” x 72” x 20’ Planer; 4 heads, 

M.D. 
CINCINNATI-BICKFORD 6’ Semi Univer- 

sal Radial Drill; Auxiliary table 

Send for Complete Listing 

ACME EQUIPMENT CO, “Subht 

128 So. Clinton St., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Phone ANdover 3431 

FOR SALE—WELDER 

One Federal P-3, 200 KVA, 60 

Cycle, press type welder, Serial 
9015, complete with spiral fix- 

tures, one set of dies, and cur- 
rent control. We use in connec- 
tion with this welder a special 
vacuum pump unit with tank. 

BALCRANK, Inc. 

Disney nr. Marburg, Cincinnati, O. 

silent chain motor drive with 15 HP Gen. 
Elec, 3/60/440, 1200 RPM motor with switch 
and pushbuttom station; independent cross 
slides; each spindle equipped with air cylin- 
der ; equipped with miscellaneous gears ; vertt-@& 
cal tool slide, 3 tool-posts, coolant pump and 
piping; weight appror, 10,000 lbs 

AUTOMATICS 
412" Clevelands 4 Spdl. Chuckers, M.D. (2) 
No. 452 New Britain Chucker, M.D. 

MILLING MACHINES 
No. 3 Kearney & Trecker Vertical Milling 

Machine ee 
#4 Cincinnati Vertical Milling Machine 
4A Brown, Sharpe Univ. Dble. Over-arn 
+4 LeBlond Plain Miller MISCELLANEOUS 

Sundstrand Stub Lathe 
16H G.E. Hobber 
+3 Adams & Farweel Hobber 

TURRET LATHES 
2—2A Warner & Swaseys 
1—2L Gisholt, m.d. : +9 LeBlond Multi-Cut 
+4 Warner & Swasey Univ. 400 ton Hydraulic wheel press : 

VICTOR Machinery Co. 

135 S. Clinton St. ('Phone—CENtral: 3139) CHICAGO 

Screw Machines: 41%” Cleveland 4 Sp 
2” Model B Cleveland Dbl. Cutoff. 

Turret Lathe: 28” Pond Univ. 614” hole. 
Milling Machines: #2 Rock Ford. Plain 

No. 4 Cincinnati, Plain, Mot. Dr. 
Gear Hobber: 16 H.S. Gould & Ebhr. 

SEGAL MACHINERY CO. 
114 S. Clinton St. CHICAGO, ILL. 

FOR SALE 
54’ Double Rail Head Bullard Boring Mill; 
electric motor 220-440 60 cycle; flat belt 
drive. 

THE GORMAN-RUPP COMPANY 
Mansfield, Ohio 

FOR SALE 

DIE SETS 
475 Various die sets, for punching, notch- 
ing, mitreing and various other operations 
Will sell cheap. 

NATIONAL BENT STEEL CORP. 
5307 Metropolitan Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y- 

HE-3-9110 

POWER PRESSES 
BLISS, TOLEDO, V & O,. ETC 
REBUILT GUARANTEED 

JOSEPH H Y M A N & SONS 
Tioga, Livingston and Almond Streets 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
Fivensnsersevepennennnsnennssnensnncensvenessenesevevsecasnasceveoeesennennnnnnensenessecccnvenseneeesanses, 
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EXCEPTIONAL TOOLS—PROMPT SHIPMENT 

VERTICAL BORING MILLS 

16 FT. NILES, 2 heads on rail 
10 FT. POND, 2 heads on rail; 
72” COLBURN, 2 heads on rail; Geared Feeds; Rapid Trav. 
1” BULLARD, 2 heads on rail; 48’ ROCKFORD, 3 spindles 

6” & 8” BULLARD MULT-AU-MATICS,. 4 stations, 
M.D. 

MILLS 
PLAIN: No. 3-B KEARNEY TRECKER, Double overarm, Flanged 

AC motor drive; No. 3 RYER. CONRADSON;: No. 2 CIN- 
CINNATI. 

VERTICALS: No. 242B KEARNEY TRECKER and No. 2 B&S 
UNIVERSALS: No. 2 BROWN & SHARPE: No. 1 KEMP- 

SMITH: NO. 142 HENDEY NORTON, Motor drive. 
24” CINCINNATI AUTOMATIC, M.D.; 18° CINCINNATI. 

HORIZONTAL BORING MILLS 
3” MORRIS, A.C. Motor Drive, Table 20x36” 
4” KEMPSMITH, Floor type, M.D., Table 42x60". 

Vee Belt Motor Drive. 

INTERSTATE MACHINERY CO., 

TEL. YARDS 5800 1439 W. PERSHING RD. 

6 Spindle NEW BRITAIN, 15¢"x7”, 
and 22” 

4” NATIONAL ACME, Model B, 4 spindle. 
4” and %” 

No, 

Ye" 

2} 

16°x8 FT. AMERICAN GEARED HEAD. 
20°x8 FT. and 18”x8 FT. MONARCH. 
26/46x20 FT. DIETZ SCHUMACHER DOUBLE SPINDLE. 

No. 
No. 
No. 
No, 

32” 

10’6” bet. centers: Motors and controls. 
No. 72 HEALD SIZEMATIC INTERNAL; 3” LANDIS RACE. 
15’x15"x8 FT. NORTON SURFACE 
CYL.: 

342 Ft. CINCINNATI BICKFORD; 6 Ft. Niles, M.D., No. 5 M.T. 

5” 

No, 

No. 
V2", 

48” 
30” 

AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINES 
MLD. 

CONE, 4 spindles: No. 55 NATIONAL ACME 

GRIDLEYS, 4 spindles, B.D. 
652 NEW BRITAIN AUTOMATIC CHUCKER, 6 spindles 

FLOOR LATHES 

TURRET LATHES 
3-A WARNER SWASEY UNIV.; 28” NILES, 44" hole. 
6 BROWN & SHARPE HAND SCREW MACHINE. 
16 GISHOLT SIMPLIMATICS, 16” swing. 
1 P&W, wire feed; M.D. 24” GISHOLT, M.D. 

GRINDERS 
FARREL ROLL GRINDER 
Grinds rolls up to max. of 34” dia. 30° grinding wheel; 

14”x72" NORTON; 10x36 & No. 22 LANDIS 
RADIAL DRILLS 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
NATIONAL UPSETTERS, Steel Beds, Motor 
Drive. 
2—48 CINCINNATI 2 SPINDLE VERT. HYDRAULIC 
SURFACE BROACH, With motors; New in 1937. 
2-B & No. 3 MANVILLE THREAD ROLLERS. 
59”, 7/16" WIRE STRAIGHTENERS. 

NILES CAR WHEEL BORER. 
POND CENTER DRIVE AXLE LATHE, 80” 

Send for catalog No. 430 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

centers. 

UNUSUAL VALUES 
Bolt Cutter 1” 
Brake Robinson 5’ 
Compressor 6” x 

Punch & Shear %” ca 
Punch & Shear, two 1%” 

tional; 10” 
M.D.; 

BORING + el 

capacity 3 spindle 
toggle 

” Pennsylvania 

acity Rock R 
om eg ity 

1 16 N. 3d St. 
Walnut 5575 

Phila., Pe. 30 Church Street 

Newark Spur, “new 1928; 36 

BOLT AND PIPE THREADERS 
Saunders Pipe: 

10” Bignall Keeler pipe. 
Cinci. 

New York, N. Y. 

2%" Landis Bolt, 

P.R.T.; 52” 

x 10” Cinci. Spur. 

1%” & 3” Na- 

IMMEDIATE 
King, 

Drill, new 10” Buffalo bench 2 hds., P.I 
suspe “ lling ares ~ "LU Orn Press, 20" oe RADIAL DRILLS- 10’ Sellers; 6’ Cinel, Bickford 

Drill, six-spindle Henry & Wright, 12” ove Pl. Gear box; 4’ Western Pl., M.D 
Grinder =: 20 Bryant deep hole internal CHUCKER—#34 New Britain. 
om lly GRINDERS—30” x 240” Landis Cyl.; 24" x 96” 
Grinder, Sellers Tool ne et SS ee ee oes ine ben #00G Brown & Sharpe Automatics ‘ 9° : . _ ’ inci. } ; 12" x 96" Lane 2 2 
— Ae x12 Lodge Shipley grd. hd. s.c. 3 dis; #6 Landis Internal; 14” Pratt & Whitney (12) 
—. = m7 ee a mn Vert. Surface, Type B, M.D.; 24” Bridgeport 

; ao” é — ee See Dise D.C., M.D. Pipe Machine, 6” Oster (1 # Bradner Gear Generator Press #8-7 tah-Hahm mann cates otitis ned GEAR CUTTERS—11" & 6” Gleason Bevel Gear SAC Lees 
River Generators; G & E Spur and Bevel; 36 

#61 Fellows Gear Shaper 
Threading Machine +0 Webster & Perks KEYSEATERS—#6 Catlin 40” stroke x 5” wide 

urret Lathe L & D brass, cross slide tu ” ” . ; ‘ i i Vacuum Cleaner, heavy duty for shop u eee * z , HR4 Cat. 6 bie. MD. : #2 Brown & Sharpe Vertical Mill 
THE OSBORNE : SEXTON MACHINERY co. 36” x 10" Cc inci., M.D.; 27” x 6’ Woodward a ~ ° e 

COLUMBUS, OHIO Powell, M.D.; 22” x 22” x 5’ Whitcomb. 24" Cincinnati Drill Press +4M.T. 
is 7 LATHES. 16” x 6’ Simplex, Q.C.G.; 18” x 6’ 

aves Klusman Grd. Hd.; 32” x 12’ Pit tsburgh, 4 Spindle #2 Colburn Drill Presses 
’ Qc .G. blocks to 44” 36” x 16’ Bric igef ord Grd 

REBUILT 4” x 36” Cinci. Acme Turret G Ha., Bat #4 M.T. 
414” NILES-BEMENT-POND Horiz Hid, TA: 2% x 26° Cincl. Acme Turrets (2) on’ 2 ; . MILLING MACH,—24” Cinci, Auto. M.D. (2 14" Pratt & Whitney Vertical Soring Mill, table type. . 

: 9 Grinder 
FRANK TOOMEY MACHINERY CO ROSENKRANZ MACHINERY C ; , 

, OSENKRANZ CHIN : 26" Blanchard Vertical Grinder, 
Belt Drive 

24"x18" Geared Head American 

One 40” x 16 Ft. Putnam One Head 

One 42” x 12 Ft. American Two Heads 

One 46” x 10 Ft. Whiteomb Two Heads 

One 30” x 10 Ft. American One Head 

One 24” x 8 Ft. American One Head 

These Planers are now in use in our shop. For further information write 

"CHICAGO TOOL AND ENGINEERING CO. 

Chicago, Illinois 8384 South Chicago Avenue 

Lathes 

4" Pratt & Whitney Spline Miller 

INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY CO. 

3131 E. Jefferson Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

BORING MILL 84" N B T., R.P.T., M.D 
GEAR PLANERS, Be & 54° G leson, M.D 
LATHE, Turret 3 AW & 8. H.8 on D, 
LATHE, Turret 27” Libby, 7%” H.S. M.D 
LATHE, Turret 34” Gish« iit, 4% r H S., M.D. 
MILLER, Plain ‘No 1 Cincinnati, M D. 
PRESS, Dbl. Crk. 95-B Toledo, bed 55” x 54” 
PRESS, Toggle No. 14 Bliss, stro ke 18. 
PRESS, Hydr., 1000 ton Wood, platen 42” x 9’. 

Lang Machinery Company 
28th St. & A. . Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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KEEP EM RUNNING! 

Every machine listed in this column 

is in our warehouse at press time. 

2 

No. 3 WARNER & SWASEY Uni- 
versal Hollow Hex. Turret 

Lathe, 3!/," capacity, Belt or 
Motor Drive. 

42" PUTNAM Double End Car 
Wheel Lathe, M.D. 

6" x 6" x 5" Double Angle 
Shear. 

Beam Shear 20", 60+ and smaller. 

60" Throat 8" x | 1/16 Shear. 

54" Throat 134" x 1!/2" Punch. 

6" BILGRIM Bevel Gear Gen- 
erator. 

15" GLEASON Bevel Gear Gen- 
erator. 

No. 9 N.B.P. Vertical Miller 32" 
rotary table, 4" dia. spindle, 
Motor Drive. 

30" x 30" x 10' NEWTON Slab 

Miller horizontal arbor, M.D. 

48" x 48" x 24' NBP Heavy Planer, 
Two Rail, One Side Head, 
Motor Drive. 

48" x 48" x 20' PATCH Planer, 4 
heads, 230 Volt D.C. Rev. 
Motor Drive. 

52" N.B.P. Rotary Planer, M.D. 

60" NEWTON Portable Slotter, 
230 Volt D.C. Rev. Motor 
Drive. 

24" NEWTON Cold Saw, 7!/," 
capacity, M.D. 

IMMONS 

ENGINEERED Ie 
4th t st ° 

REBUILDING Mh 

SIMMONS MACHINE TOOL CORP. 

1759 North Broadway, Albany, N. Y. 

N. Y. Office: 149 Broadway 

MOREY 

DEPENDABLE 

USED MACHINES 

BULLARD 24" R.P. Vertical Turret 
Lathe—With side head 

G & E 48" Gear Cutter 

GLEASON 10” Spiral Bevel Gear 
Gen. 

GLEASON 6"-18" Bevel Gear 
Gen. 

HEALD No. 70A Duplex Internal 
Grinder 

HEALD No. 60 Internal Grinder 

INGERSOLL 24" Cutter Grinder 

LANDIS No. 32 Int. Hyd. Race 
Grinder 

AUTOMATIC MACHINE CO. 
12"x4" Quick Return Taper 
and Relieving Type Lathe for 
manufacturing taps 

BECKER No. 3 Vertical Miller 
(Mfgr. Reed Prentice) M.D. 

100 Assorted Milling 

Machine Attachments 

DIVIDING HEADS 

Vertical-Slotting—Rack 
Catting 

For BROWN & SHARPE—CINCIN- 
NATI — KEARNEY & TRECKER — Le 
BLOND — HENDY — OHIO — 
ROCKFORD — KEMPSMITH 

Van Norman No. 2 L U Uni- 
versal Millers 

Van Norman No. 22 L Univer- 
sal Millers 

Ask for details! 

P. & W. No. 12 Multi-Spindle Drill 

NATCO C-13 Hyd. Multiple 
Spindle Drill 

ESPEN LUCAS No. 138 Cold Saw 
—Cap. 12" 

ACME 1" All Steel Upsetter 

SAUNDERS 8"-18" Pipe Threader 

TREADWELL 12" Pipe Machine 

GISHOLT Precision Balancing 
Machine 

LONG & ALSTATTER Angle 
Shears 

AMERICAN 30''x30"x14' Planer 
2 heads, M.D. 

THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST . 

LAPPERS 

Immediate Delivery 

I-F NORTON LAPPERS 

Dia. of lap 20" 

Max. distance between 

laps 4" 

These machines are well 

adapted for lapping pis- 

ton rings, gauges, shims 

and other flat work. 

PRICE $1250 

Condition Excellent 

Louis —. EMERMAN & co. 

Machinery 

871 W. 120th St., Chicago, Ill. 

few, 

PRODUCTION TOOLS 
4—2#6A POTTER & JOHNSTON Automatic 
Chucking & Turning machines; high seri 
als, all over 18,000; each equipped with 
15” air chuck & cylinder; condition A-!. 
Reasonably priced for quick sale. 

FRANK TOOMEY MACHINERY CO. 
116 N. 3d St. Phila., Pa 

Walnut 5575 
®Writeuse = 

your Specific Inquiries 

MOREY 
MACHINERY CO., 

410 BROOME ST... NEW YORK 
Inc. 

No. 00 Brown & Sharpe Automatics 
Gridley four-spindle Model H Chucking 

Machines, M. D. 
72” x 36” x 10’ table Ingersoll Mill 

D. E. DONY MACHINERY CO. 
47 Laurelton Road Rochester, N. Y. ; 
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me 

ALL MACHINES FOR 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

AUTOMATICS 
+0 and #00 B.&S. 
New Britain, 6 Spindle, 154°’ Cap. M.D. 
Gridley, Single Spindle, 214" cap. 
255 National Acme, 15" Cap. M.D. 
252 National Acme, 34°’ Cap. 4Sp. M.D. 

BORING MILLS 
42” Bullard Vertical, 2 Heads on rail 
40” Bausch Vertical, 2 Heads on rail 
30” Flather, Swivel 
4” Bickford Horizontal, Single Pulley 

GRINDERS 
Modern, Cylindrical, 16x60’ M.D. 
Diamond Surface, 12x14x54” M.D. 
Diamond Surface, 16x16x56” M.D. 
Norton, er 6x32" M.D. 
Storm, 8x10” M.D 
Universal Tool & ‘Cutter 6x34”. 

LATHES 
Monarch, 18’’xl6’ G.H. Motor in base, 

taper, rapid traverse. 
Putnam, 38’’x16’ M.D. Motor and controls 
Lathe & Morse, 26°x12’ 
Rahn & Larmon, 18°'x36’’x8’ Q.C. Taper 
Leblond, 14°’x6’. M.D. 

MILLERS 
#B Brown & Sharpe, Table 22x82” 
23 Hendey, Table 13'’x49”’ 
Garvin-Duplex, Table 12x64” 
#12 Brown & Sharpe Production 
18” Cincinnati 
7 Beckers 
Becker Vertical, Model AB 

PLANERS 
: Bickett (Cincinnati, Ohio) 42x42x12' Heavy 
: Duty, MD. 2 Heads on rail. 
Gray, 36x36x12’. 2 Heads on rail. 

RADIAL DRILLS & DRILL PRESSES 
6’ Niles Universal Radial Drill, 13” 

column. 
Foote Burt Drill Press, Heavy Duty 
Gould & Eberhardt Drill Press, 24” slid- 

ing head, compound table. 
Senden, 28” Sliding Head. 

TURRET LATHES 
+6 Warner & Swasey, 214" M.D. 
Garvin, 1212 SG 2” M.D. 
Jones & Lamson, 3x36" 2 Sp. 
Fox Monitor, 114" thru spindle 
Jones & teneen, 2x24”" M.D 
#3 Gisholt Turret (Universal motor in base) 
Pratt & Whitney, 112” cap. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Schatz Angle Shear, 1” Cap. 
G & E Gear Cutter, Bevel 
#17 Williams & White Heavy Duty Punch, 

36” Throat 
Geo. A. Ohl Power Shear, 10’. 14 Gauge 
+11 Pratt & Whitney Profilers, 2 Sp. 
Slotters, 12’ 
Standard 2” Bolt Cutter 
Oster Pipe Threader Up to 2” 
1-2-3-4 & 6 Spindle Drill Presses 
Form Rolling Machines, 312" Sp. 7” be- 

tween housing, 3 sets sellers. 

THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST 

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES 

round 

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO OFFER 
IN SINGLE TOOLS OR ENTIRE 

PLANTS? 

Our Specialty 

INSTALLING COMPLETE PLANTS 

5. & S. MACHINERY C0. 

207 Center St. New York, N. Y. 
Phone: WOrth 4-5710 

.. IN STOCK 

AUTOMATICS 
%"' Gridley Model G, four spindle 
No, 51s National Acme, four spindle 

* Cleveland Model A, single spindle 
4 2’ Cleveland Model B Single spindle 

BROACHES 
American Hydraulic 
Oilgear Hydraulic 

DRILLS 
30” Superior Upright 
36” New Haven Upright 
No. 25 Foote-Burt 
No. 12 Natco Multiple Spindle 

GEAR CUTTERS 
No. 3 Brown & Sharpe Automatic 
$6” Gleason Gear Planer 
15° Gleason Spiral Bevel Generator 
No. 10 Lees-Bradner Gear Grinder 
30°’ Rochester Gear Tooth Rounder 

GRINDERS 
22"’x48” Pratt & Whitney Vertical Spin- 

dle Surface, Timken Bearing 
30” Diamond Face, 84” Table Travel 
Walker Rotary Surface 
6”x32"’ Norton Cylindrical 
14x50” Norton Cylindrical 
No. 4 Landis Universal 
No. 1 Cincinnati Tool & Cutter 
No. 60 Heald Cylinder 

LATHES 
§” Sundstrand Manufacturing, g.h. 
18’x8’ Lodge & Shipley, c.d. 
32”x12’ Pittsburgh, c.d. 

TURRET LATHES 
No. 2 Acme Full Universal 
No. 2A Warner & Swasey, g.h. 
No. 2B Foster, g.h. 
18” Steinle, g.h. 
24” Steinle, g.h. 
No. 6A Potter & Johnson, g.h. 

MILLS 
54” Colburn Vertical Boring, m.d. 
—— Bement Pond Vertical Boring 

m.d. 
No. 2 Cincinnati, s.p.d. 
No. 12 Brown & Sharpe, c.d. 
4” Pratt & Whitney Spline 
412"'x12" Pratt & Whitney Thread Mill 

MISCELLANEOUS 
No. 1 Lapping Machine 
10‘x16 Ga. Ohl Squaring Shear 
No. 8 Whiting Comb. Punch & Shear 
No. 112 V & O Press, O.B.I. 
No. PG6 Ferracute, geared 

SAWS 
6"’x6"’ Peerless Universal Shaping, m.d. 
No. 12 Higley Cold Cut, 16” blade 

RESTORE YOUR WORN MACHINES 
by having us rebuild them. We have a 
complete rebuilding department operated 
by men thoroughly trained in rebuilding. 
Your machines are taken down, carefully 
checked for wear, and worn parts are re- 
placed, bearings and ways scraped and 
refitted. You'll find when rebuilt by us 
they‘ll perform like they did when they 
were new. 

Write, Wire or Phone Us. 

INDIANAPOLIS MACHINERY 

& SUPPLY C0., INC. 

1959-69 South Meridian Street 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 

Eastern Branch: 
44 WHITEHALL STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

JUNE 10, 1943 

EASTERN OFFERS 

FROM STOCK 

GEAR CUTTERS & HOBBERS 
No. 5M Adams Mfg. Gear Hobbers, m.d. in base, 

Timken Bearings, latest type 1942 machines, new 
(2 in stock) 

24° Cross Gear Tooth Rounder, m.d 
90” Gould & Eberhardt Gear Cutter 
18” Gleason Straight Tooth Bevel Gear Generator 
No. 3—26” Cincinnati Gear Cutter 
30” Braine rd Gear Cutter, for spur and berel 
No. 3—26”, “—36", and 3 Heavy Brown & Sharpe 

Spur 
No. 4—36" and 4—48” Brown & Sharpe Spur 
No. 6—60” and 6—72” Brown & Sharpe Spur 
No. 5 Lees-Bradner Gear Generator, 14" size 
No. 12 Barber-Colman Gear Hobbers, m.d 
No. 36BM 3 spindle Gould & Eberhardt Gear 

Rougher 
Gleason Spiral Bevel Gear Rougher 
12” Ingle Gear Tooth Rounder 

GRINDERS 
Grinder, centerless type, Cincinnati Valve Seat 

cap valve stem, m.d 
No. 50 Heald Cylinder Grinder, hydraulic feed 
No. 55, 60, 65 Heald Cylinders, mechanical feed 
No. 10, 20 Brvant Internal 
No. 71 Heald Internal. m.d 
No. 20 Gardner B.B. Comb 

Roll Sander. ™.d 
No. 1 Fraser Lapper, 26” plate 
No. 2 Diamond Auto. Surface, m.d. 
14” Pratt & Whitney Vertical Surface, m.d. ball 

bearing 
No. 16—26” Blanchard Vertical Surface, m.d. 
Walker Single Stroke Surface, 10° chuck 
54” Bridgepor’ Knife. m.d 
Gisholt Universal Tool, belt 

Dise Grinder and 

Gleason Cutter, belt 
Landis Chaser, belt 
Gould & Eberhar’t Gear Cutter, belt 
3” Sellers Drill, belt 
2 and 3 H.P New Baldor Emery—in stock 
5 H.P. New U. S. in stock 
No. 1.6 Blount Emery 
No. 6 Ransom "merv 
5 H.P. Northern Polishing Stand, d.c. 
Safety Emery Wheel, belt 
U. 8. Polishing Stand, m.d 
M7 1 H.P. Strand Flexible Shaft, 440 v. 

HORIZONTAL DRILLS 
No. 00S Garvin Horizontal Duplex 
Love Bros. Horizontal, No. 4 Taper 
Pratt & Whitney Rifling Machine 
No. 1 Pratt & Whitney 2 spindle Gun Barrel, m.d. 
5 spindle Detroit Semi-Automatic 
6 spindle National Acme Automatic 
8 spindle Hammond Horizontal, m.d., hydraulic 

UPRIGHT DRILLS 
10, 12” Barr 
20” Barnel Camel Back 

4” Aurora 
Barnes All Geared Self-Oiling 

H+ Cincinnati 
" Hoefer 

34” Milwaukee 
25” Fosdick, box column 

“Rich Heavy Duty 
30" Prentice 

BALL BEARING DRILLS 
No. 5BM Fosdick, latest type 
1 spindle Allen 
No. 2, 3 Avey 
Automatic Sensitive, m e. 
l spindle Leland & Giffo f 
Taylor & Fenn, No. 2 
1 spindle Henry & Wright 
2 spindle Sigourney 
3 spindle Barr 
3 spindle Kokomo No. 3 
4 spindle 13” Fosdick Super Speed 
4 spindle Gardam 
4 spindle No. 2 sdick, p.f 
4 spindle Kokomo "No : : 
6 spindle asenry & Wright No. 2 
7 spindle Barr 

MULTIPLE SPINDLE DRILLS 
3 spindle Rockford 12” Gang 
4 spindle Harrington H. Rail 
No. 1 Baush, rect head, m.d. (5 in stock) 
No. 2 Baush, 16x30" rect. head, m.d., tapping 
No. 2 Baush, 16x30” rect. head, hydraulic feed, m.d. 

(3_ in stock) 
No. 2 Baush 16x30" rect. head, mech. feed 
No. 3 Baush, 16x30” rect. head, m.d. (3 in stock) 
No. 11 Pratt & Whitney, 14x9” head 
No. 22AC Fox, 16” round head 
No. 26C Fox Tapper, 50 spindles, No. 1 
No. 51C Harrington, 22” square head, No. 2 taper 

Many other machines in stock. 
Let us quote. 

The 

EASTERN 

MACHINERY CO. 
1004 TENNESSEE AVE. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
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MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES 
30x30x12’ Gray Spur Grd. Planer, m.d. ey Wd .i°) 41) + ee 
12x18” Cinei. Plunge Cut Grinder, m.d. 7 

with 9” face wheel, and oscil, att. 
3 Coren a tapping att. 0 S e A A il bl oo” 

5’. 13” col. Cinci-Bick. Plain Radial. ur services re Avatianie 
=5A — Chucking Machine, with hard- 
ened ways, | st ls aa ( 1 e Abras 
+ a Surface Grinder with Ya tbs whale. i } 

<4 age oo Surface Grinder with Aches 
mag. chuck, , 

e_e,¢ ° Acme 
® Acquisition or sale of complete ownership or control rv 

STRONG, CARLISLE & y ete P P leon 
oT operatin usiness. 1dam HAMMOND COMPANY P 9 ion 

pte mi ag —_ phat ag ® Capital Requirements of established businesses. \ir R 
eve ‘ ° . Ajax 

Confidential negotiations. _ 
Allen- 
Aller 

FOR SALE SSET REALIZATION CO. Mle 

|--3 VG Reed-Prentice Vertical Mill ' Almor 

|—New 7B Fray—all angle high speed 21 EAST 407m ST., NEW YORK Alum) 
ertical Milling Machine at 

2—-|"x18" Pratt Whitney Automatic hemor 

Lathes (Cheap) evsevunan Ameri 
1—Cinn. #2 Automatic Production Mill ne: Ameri 

Motor Drive (Cheap) Ameri 

1—18” Cinn. Automatic Duplex Mill IF yOu ARE DOING AUTOMATICS Ameri 

DEFENSE WORK — 
MILLS MACHINERY SALES New Britain 152” cap., 6 spindle Auto- _ 

i 5 Screw Machines, M.D. pex 
7 inane ee itn Send for Our Latest Circular Cov- p \rmst 

Detroit, Mich. ; National Acme 2'4” cap., 4 spindle {rmst 
ering Bargains in Small Tools Such Auto. Screw Machines, M.D. \tlant 

Atome 
as Drills, Reamers, Turret Attach- Cleveland 2" cap. single spindle - 

Auto. Screw Machines. 1€S, 
SMALL MACHINE SHOP —s ny. s- =. 

FOR SALE NATIONAL MACHINERY EXCHANGE nly ; ae ‘ ; (vey 
Write for Descriptive Circular DEWITT TOOL COMPANY 134-138 Mott St. N. Y. C. Axel s 

ny enrol igang Ac ierege 173 Grand St. New York City “If It's Machinery—We Have It" Baker ) est ne St ew rh id St.. New York . Ball ¢ anaecvensnsnene Banta 
#0 Giddi is Horis. i i Barbe 

FABRICATOR WANTED 278 Wilmarth & Morman Surface Grinder, Before you buy, sell or exchange Bardo 
Wh After ba War, wants to build on Pe centage a + Poe gel machinery of any kind contact us first Barne niversa pm ractor Row Tools, to t All b= i P. . Mot Dri 
Popular Tractors #15 Gardner Opposed type Dise Grinder PAUL'S MOTOR & Barry: 

Wide & Stable Market. #11 Waterbury Farrel ODDS Header, M.D. MACHINERY SUPPLY Baum. 

EVERYTRACTOR PLOW NOWARTH MACHINERY CO. weil Bo Pays 
1440 Franklin St. Detroit, Michigan DETROIT, MICH « Box 392 Stamford, Texas Behr- 

Bethle 
si hes Bench 

THE NICHOLS TABLE OF SCREW a Black 
THREADS AND TAP DRILLS Blake 

$1.75 Blanc! 

Now is the time to order your copy. One E — 
table, 60 PAGES long, listing all standard 
screw threads with essential thread data. Bloun 

THE NICHOLS CO. 1213-x sT. S.w., CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA ; Boggi: 
Boice 

WANTED Bradfi 
WANTED TO BUY Braun 

PROFE I J Brown & Sharpe + or Newark +4 KNUCKLE JOINT ae 

ne acigiaam te lg capa BLISS PRESS Brow 

SERVICES ite 
a SIM TOOL & DIE CO., INC. 

|| | Bevel Gear Cutting Mach : a — eve Car U In ac ine 421 Canal Street New York, N. Y. Benth: 
Must be in a A-l running condition. 
Send compiete data including picture & 1 

, H apevw 
BRIGGS-EVANS and manulacturer’s serial number of | = BUILDING WANTED — | (2 
Engineering Consultants . a oe can — taken apert =e nee Card 

eS ee WESTCOTT CHUCK 3° wide ‘by 150° to. 300" tong.” with: or without Twi 
igh Production craneway. Advise full particulars. Car) 

Dies, Tools, Jigs, Special Machine COMPANY arito 
We know how best to do ’ HARRY GOLDBERG & SONS Carne 
what you would like to do P. O. Box 270 Oneida, N. Y. Devt Matte N. J Challe 

60 STATE ST.. BOSTON. MASS eas inet blend Chica: 
ow Chish 

Engineering and R hc A _ ngineering and Kesearcn Uo. NEW INVENTIONS WANTED Cinci 
MACHINE DESIGNERS ; 4 : Incl 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS No. 50 Heald Cylinder Grinders P Mechanical and electrical devices which Cin “I 
High Production Dies, Tools, Jigs and No. 4A Landis Special Crankshaft Grinders can be used to promote our war produc Cincir 
Fixtures, Methods, Job Analysis, Consult tion program. Either new ideas, or im Cine} 
ants and a ee Engineer- THE EASTERN MACHINERY co. provements upon present methods. Cine 

ing’ anc esearcn ant 
Chatham Phe Building, 29-28 41st Ave. 1004 Tennessee Ave. Cinci 

; "™ Long Island City, New York f Cincinnati, Ohio : 3 P. O. Box 217, Denville, N. J. Ci, a 
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That's the way your lathe spindles should run to turn out 4 

good job — in a straight line. Centers can get out of whack, 

even the best of them, under continued hard use. We call it 

“run-out” when the headstock center rotates out of line. 

‘Run-out’’ shows up easily if you use a dial type indicator 

measuring in thousandths of an inch. Here’s how to detect 

and correct it. 

Mount the dial indicator on the tool post with the point 
against the angle of the lathe center. Fluctuation of the 
needle when the spindle is turning indicates ‘run-out’. 

Three things may be responsible. 
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} 

1— Most likely to be the fault is the 3—Third cause of ‘run-out 2— A second source of trouble may be iS inaccuracy 

presence of dirt or chips in the taper a burr or scratch on the surface of the of the center point itself. Soft centers 

hole between spindle and center bushing spindle taper hole or the center bushing. can be trued up by setting the compound 

“A straight line is the shortest distance between two points.” 

or between center bushing and the center 

itself. Remove the center and center 

bushing and clean the taper holes in the 

spindle and center bushing and the out- 

side of both center bushing and center 

v 
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Since the center bushing is hardened 

the burr is most likely to be in the 

spindle hole. In this case, remove the 

high spot with a scraper or use a Morse 

taper reamer of appropriate size 

Largest Manufacturer of a Complete Line of Lathes 

rest at 30 degrees with the axis of the 

lathe and taking a skim cut with a sharp 

tool Hard centers require grinding. Use 

a tool post grinder or a LeBlond grinding 

attachment, mounted at 30 degree angle 
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